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io Prove You Can Learn at Home in Spare Tîmel
We have invented a new, simplified way to teach Drafting'—the first
real improvement in Drafting home-instruction in history. We want you
to see it, try it—without one penny of cost or obligation. We want to
show,y ou how we get away from the copying methods used in the past. See
we make you think, solve problems, do actual drafting room jobs
trom the first lesson!

Wlicn
icn you ojirûll for our homc-trainîng
Drattiiie, wc agrce to givc you:
Complelc Draftins training, i)y f!io
new Practicc-Mcfhod.
iSlÉSâ '■
2. Professioual Drafting Outfit, as
ustraicd.
AMERICAN SCHOOl 3. IVe ivit! hct/' you ge! a good Drafting
—»Jic Million Dollftr
position al a .snkslanlia) increasc
EJuciilionfil Jnslilutioa.
refmid every cent of your

Dircctor Extension Worh

The American School. a miUton
dollar Ka-Profit Educational IiiSUtuliuu tiow ofiers tncn a doifûie service—training ior a spécifie joli, then
finding llie joli. For une sinall prlCC,
on ternis of only S5 a niotith, you arc
aow assured of definile benefits. both
in position and salary. Write for complété information—(eday/
FREfc,
Job Service?
The /Imcrican School
now oft'ers ils sludents
and graduâtes, without cosl, tbc services
of an efficient E-nployinont De part ment
keepini; in constant
toncii witli employés of Draftsmen ali over the
iïSSBSfcœm--Ss.nes. Wc
"So «nachloff can lie Imllt United
have plueed /miluntll U)c
T)rafl?snan
ImlUU
II on
naper. fivsi
My dreds of me a ùi
tr.ilnlnî: préparés you for good big-pay Di uflthis woik.
iug
positions.
Wc'ye made lliis
training so complété. so iiractical,
so casy lo master.
thaï our sludents
arc bound to make
good. And. so, liecause the demand
for rcal Draftsnien
continues to esceed
the supply. and bccause lliis training
acttially prépares
...
,,
meu
DraftNuvcr bas lue wovld seen ns forcootl
anyiliiiiR UHe tbc biilliline
.,. ! 0° ;,,0 „
boom ot Moi-. ■DUS Uns hoc/ I uni h a Irec
creatcil oioriiioin (teinnni) Ismptûynicnt ocrfor icnl Brattsincn.
t'iVe,
0. 0.Oirector
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WIN SUCCESS
THRU DRAFTING
Dr.treinj; 1s vasy. fascl».
GtJnt* wovk. Skort konrs.
Jill: pn.v. Ami Um
DraftsiiMii Js alwa.v#
lu line for uroinritlon
fur executSTc poslUr.ris. Tlils (r.ifiiJnsînclmlcs
is Ofimnlclr.
klrkSCOOOl Fllbjcilis.
Clf yoy ncctl
Uicii)) .and ail
llie Jinjiincevtn^ and
' "'tt-t-ll-C:»ntlcs
Praf(Jn,T
Experte.
teqn Ire.

I! $60 to $125 a Week!
70,000 iine jobs atlvertised lasc year. Get
rcady to (îll one. Get ont of tlie rut. Make
somelhing of youiself. Plan your future in
Drafting. Even if you have only common
schooling, even if you know nothing of
Drafting, wc giinrantce to make you a rcal
Draftsman or to refwid your moncy!
Spécial surprise effet- riglu now to the first
SOI) men who answer this ad—redueed
price, easy terms. Coupon brings complété
information.
A new, rapid, simplified training
Copying drafting lessons prépares you to
be only a "tracer," This new "Job-Method" gives you actual drafting-room jobs
in a new one-step-atra-time way. With
pichtres which you can understand almost
without reading the "lessons." And that
is why the American School-trained
Draftsmen can qualify for a good job at
big pay when they graduate.
BIG-PAY Branches
The big moncy in Drafting goes fo
nien who spceialtRc in Machine Design
oi- Eleelrical Drafting, or Avdiileotnrai
_
Drafting, or Structural, or Automotive,
it is not enongh increly to know gcncrci Drafting practice. You must know how to calculate
and design and plan original work. Von m-cd
many Ungnieerlng subjects lo (il! the kind of a
Drafting posMion that pays $60 to $125 a week,
i lie American School no-.u metudes thisx spécialsed trautti!// îk ifs Droflittg course.
on Brings 3 Lessons
Get (hem. Test your ov/n ability lo
learn Drafting and get rcady for
a fine job and big pay. Coupon
also brings surprise offer, and
complété information about your
opporiuniiîos for succoss tu
"rafting. Mail It TodayJ

EloclrlcUy needs Drafîsmen wîsi» know lîJcCtrlc.al
prlnclplos ûh wcll as çctu
cnl Uraftlnp pracllco. 1
Clyc you Uils irai ni ne.

Tha dcir.and for Draftsmet» cxocvlcncctl In cc-ncrctc ni:d îtntctural sit«l
woi'
lc is jtosiliorjs
enonuous.open.
Mnny
biK-pay

Kvcry «real Atiio facim-y
omplhys Drnfismcn ujio
sncclnlixo in Automotive
work—m e n who des i en
bcdlcs, plan cniilncs. etc.

Dmftiwi
Cessons!

Dent.. 1201
Drcxel CHICAGO
Avo. & SSlh St.

Costiy Drafting
Outfit Given!
Fine, imporîcd instruments like these help
you learn Drafting
guiekly and easily. These
standard quality. full
sise instruments, board,
table. triangles. T
square, ink, protractor,
etc., given to everv student without extra cost.

O. C. MILLER, Dircctor of Extension Work
AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dcpt. 1291 Drcxel Ave. & Sfilh St.. Chicago.
llnshfnfornintUin.
tl Freo Draftlnc
Lmons.ruar.inleo.
.To!) and "Ralso
coin-T .
plcte
innnry-lwck
etc.. tooffor.
prove
can bprnnc .a real Draftsman al.'homo in spare Itmo.
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In Our Next Issue:
THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT, by Edgar
Rice Burroughs (A Sériai in Three Parts—Part
One). The editors do not remember ever having
rcad a more exciting and all-absorbing story than
the présent one, by this niaster of fiction, the Creator of the Tarzan taies. If you want to he thrilled
through and throtigh, do not miss this story.
NEW STOMACHS FOR OLD, hy W. Alcxander.
l-'or some time a new technique bas heen huilt up
hy surgeons and hiological experimenters; that is,
successfully transplanting animal organs from one
animal into another. But suhstituting onc man's
stomach for another is even today a large order.
though not at ail impossible. What surprises irhght
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vividly hy our new author.
THE ELEVENTH HOUR, hy Edwin Balmer and
William B. MacHarg. Here is another one of the
famous scientific détective stories by the wellknown authors. There is good science and plenty
of excitement in this short taie, and you will not
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THE FIRST MEN IN THE MOON, by H. G.
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the final chapters next month.

THE SECOND DELUGE, hy Garrett P. Serviss.
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complété Elcctrlcal Tgalnisag Ira izWeeks
Why work at dull uninteresting work, with no future? Why do work that hundreds of thousands
of others can do? Why work for small wages ànd always be in fear of losing your job? Learn
Electncity, the most interesting, fascinating work in the world. As a Coyne trained Êlectrical
Expert you can make $60.00 to $200.00 a week in work that's pleasant, where your services are in
demand in nearly any place in the world. You can also own your own business and make up to
$15,000 a year. I will train you in twelve happy weeks on actual Electrical Machinery.
Machinery.
Ho Eooks, No Lessons, No
Cflasses, You Do Actual Work
I do not attempt to train you by printed lessons
or books. My training is practical, and every
student is given personal individual instruction,
on the greatest outlay of Electrical equipment
ever assembled for training.

FREE Railroad Fare, Radio and
Auto Course When You Enroll
For a limited time only, I will include with my regular
course when you enroll, Free Railroad Fare to Chicago,
and my two bip courses. Radio and Auto, Truck and
Tractor electricity.
My Eîg Free Book Tells

C®BaapIete Story
My big handsome book, size 12x15 inches and containinp
nearly 200 actual photographs tells complété success
story. It tells you how you can earn'while learning, how
} Siveray graduâtes employaient service and help for life.
It will show you how thousands of others have become
successful, happy and independent through my training.
TODAY FORTOUR COP^Y' ^ faCtS- ^ C0UP0N
We help students to secure jobs to earn a good
Earn while you learn! part of their expenses while learning and assise
them to big paying jobs when they gradnate.
You Don't Need Expérience
or Advanced Education
You don't need to have one day's electrical expérience, and you don't need a high school or
collège éducation to master my course.

■ ■ h ■ ■ B ■ ■ ■ ■ u ■ ■ TRTmnss
♦ H, C, Lewis, Près,
Send thls Coupon Mow
« Coyne Electrical School, Dcpl. 17-02
Send this coupon now. Détermine today that you are going to become a part
^ 1300-1310 W. Harriaon St.
Chicago, iil.
* Ploaso send mo freo your big now book and
of the world's greatest force—Electricity. Assure your future by sending this
£
full
pnrticulara
of
your
spécial
olter of
coupon now. It brings you full information. Think of it—if you send the
f FREE RAILROAD FARE nnd TWO EX•
TRA
course»
FREE.
Send
it
quick
at
no excoupon today, you can be fully equipped for a fine paying electrical job in three
• pense or obligation to me.
months. Send coupon now before the spécial offer I am making is withdrawn.
^ Name,.
H. C. Lewis,
Pi-es.
£ Address,.
Endorsed by Electrical Industry |
£ Town..
lSoo-13Xo W» HarrîsonSt., Dept. 17-02 Chicago, ÎII.
r% Slate
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FACTS/
About th@ Tsfeme^
deus Money
Ira tfoe
WORILD'S
BIGGEST BUSINESS!
Find out how you can gct into this gigantic
Auto Business! Think of it—7 Thousand
Million Dollars paid lo Auto mcn evcry
year for upkecp alone] See why tbere are
so many Tremendous Opporlunities for
the trained Auto Man to get Big Raises
in Pay QUICK!—opportunitics waiting
for YOU! My Free Book shows vhy. My
Free Lessons show how you can lafce advantage of these wondcrful Opporlunities.
Be
an

niPROVE
That I Can Put YOU in Line Soff
the BIG PAY JOBS—QU1CKS
Clip coupon now! l'il send 3'ou absolutely FREE
OF CHARGE—with pcsitively no obligation on
your part—3 " JOB-WAY " Auto Lessons and Jobs
and my big, new Auto Book also! I want you to see
jor yoicrself—just_why B. W. Cooke "JOB-WAY"
Training is bringing so many men BÎG Money in
such remarkably quick time. I want you to see
what it can do for you!

T. 7* > ^ rv'-' -T^Vr1 < ^ ^11 " '

Send Coupon at ONCE!
Learn how men without a day's previous auto
experience, and only common schooling become
Garage Owners, Superintendents, Managers and
can eam up to $150 a Week and more! See why
hundreds of men have found "JOB-WAY" to
be such interesting, practical Training!
I stand ready to give you absolute proof. Clip
COUPON NOW and Pli rush your Lessons to
you Absolutely Free!

""" •>—
-oyAutoTrainlngln^Uu.h*, |

M

See How You Can Earn up to
$

î5©
If you're earning a cent less
than $60 a week, clip coupon
nowl Get the proof. See for
your self how easily you can
master Auto work right in
your own home — and how
kquickly you can gct in line for
'the big Auto Jobs that pay up
to $10,000 a year and more—
or in a Money-Making Auto

HpM
If you want to boost your oay quick, Mail
the Coupon now. Be an" Auto Expert.
Il's the one Business for the red-blooded,
ambilious man who wants to make real
rr.oncy ! I hclp you doit. Get ail the par.culats about my lifetime Employment
Service and my lifetime Consultation
Service—both of which I include Free of
Extra Charge.
Find .out Fiotv Don't sell
î train
your time for
low pay! You
you
don't needto!
Gct ail the
Facts! Find out My Big New Auto
how you can become a
Big Pay Man iri amazingly BooK Also FREE
quick lime! These 3 FREE Lcs- Coupon brings this startling, revolu' sons show you why you can stay
new Auto Book, also absohome; keep your présent job! They lionary,Free!
Shows how hunprove that you don't have toleaveyour lutely
of mcn have reached Bip
doorstep—that you can Master every dreds
in amazingly QUICK Time
brandi of Auto work right in your own Pay
home. Send Coupon while I can still Shows what you
offer you these 3 Lessons absolutely can do! Send for it
Coupon
FREE!
now!
Brings Full
Détails oEmy
4 OOXFÏTS
BoW. Cooke
OFFER
Includes Tools,
CHICAGO MOTOR TRAINING Tool Bag, Elcctrical Test Bench.
Also 303 Wirlng
CORPORATION
l>Iagram ChartSp
also
spécial elec
X9I6 Sunnyslde Ave.
Deptl2S
trlcal outflt.

a Week
Business of your own. Remember — these lessons and
Jobs corne to you absolutely
FREE of charge and without any obligation on
your part whatever.
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Fact Tomorrow

INCREDIBLE
EACTS
By HUGO GERNSBACK
WE arc living in stirrîng times. To the individual
with imagination it is easy to believe that we are
really not living through the vvonders we sec, but
rather, that wc are living in a story book, and
that the achicvements about us are nothing but imaginations.
Who, for instance, but an imaginative scientifiction writer,
would think of niaking actual use of starlight? Absurd!
Yet two Swiss scicntists, Dr. Kolstcr, and Dr. Deesalis, who
bave been living in a tent for the last few months, on the
summit of Monch Mountain, at an altitude of 13,465 feet,
have found that a certain group of stars sends out extraordinary rays of light, whose radio-active force is far
stronger than that of X-rays. The scientists hope to capture
and employ these rays for scicntific and médical purposes.
Then, John Vandercock, writîng in the New York HeraldTribune, reports on his récent scientific investigations in
Dutch Guiana, that lie found a certain tribe of Indians that
use the so-callcd "snake eut," well-known and accepted as
the common truth by ail Dutch scientists. Just listen to
tliis fantastîc and încredible piece of near-fiction, which is
fact nevertheless. The witch-doctors take the head and tail
of a rattlesnake, the most deadly one imaginable. They then
cook this, together with some herbs, and, under a full moon,
makc it into a dark powder. Now cornes the astonishing
thing. They take a man and make an incision in his veins,
and into this incision pour the powder. From that time on
the man so treatcd bas the power of paralyzing a snake.
When he encounters a snake, no matter how deadly it may
be, it becomes completely powerless at his approach.
Scientists, in analyzing the medîcîne, have corne within
80 per cent of finding the ingrédients, but the rest is mystery.
They believe that the powder causes a certain exhalation
in the perspiration of the person so treatcd, which has the
power of paralyzing the snake. But this is simply a theory.
Then science cornes along and finds the^ densest^ star we
know of—a small satellite of the star Sirius. It is a star
of about the same size as our earth, but weighs almost as
much as our sun. That, of course, means nothing to the
imagination, but translatcd, it_ means that if we should collect from this star, a littlc of its material the size of a baseball, the little bail would actually weigh over 14 tons, or approximately one ton per cubic inch. That's nothing however.
Scientists now have a substance called "Ncutronîum,"
which we know exists in nature. This material weighs 60
million Ions per cubic inch. It would take some 600 Woolworth Buildings, if placed in a scale, to balance one cubic
inch of ncutronium. Neutronium, is four trillion times as
dense as water. It is composed of an électron and a proton,
when the two coalesce with cach other. It is the most în-

credible thing in the whole world. It is not affected chemically. It can not bc seen or felt, and there are no means
of getting at it. This is, of course, on account of its extrcmely small size, so minute that' if it falls, it will pass
through every material on its way. It readily goes through
glass walls, métal buildings, the earth itsclf, and continues
falling right through the earth, passing through the center
of it and going towards the other side, only to fall back.
It keeps up this pendulum-like motion, its speed decreasing
cach time, until, finally, due to friction, it locates at the
center of the earth, where it' cornes to a stop.
Then there is the old mystery of Kaspar Hauser, who
dîcd in Germany in 1833 under circumstanccs as mysterious
as his real identity. His case attracted such remarkable
interest that in Germany alone more than 8,000 books have
been written on the subject
The story, in brief, is that one evenîng, in 1828, a Nuremberg shoemaker noticed in the street a youth of about sixteen
years, whose dazed _ appcarance and peculiarity of gait resembled that of an infant just learning to walk. The shoemaker took him to the local barracks. Ofïcred food, the
boy refused meat and beer, with disgust, but eagerly ate
and drank large quantities of bread and water. Kaspar
Hauser was able to write his name, but he babbled likc a
baby. He could see very well in the dark, while bright
light caused_ him acutc discomfort, giving rise to inflammation of his eyelids. He was a metalophobe, and was so
întensely affected by mêlais that he had to have wooden
spoons and forks with which to eat. The boy's sense of
smell was as acute as his sight. He fainted at the scent of
a rose, while the smell of meat made him violently sick.
An attempt to give him anything to eat beyond bread and
water made him ill. Even a few drops of wine or coffee
mixed in a glass of water caused violent nausca.
After a while he became cducated enough to relate his story,
and it seems that he always lived in a black, low-ceilinged room,
in which he was unable to stand upright. A black or dark
man brought him bread and water every day, and he had a
little wooden horse to play with. The dark man taught
him to write, until he finally took him into a street, where
the boy was abandoned. He lost his sensitivity to light and
metals after a while, but the mystery surrounding him
would not end, for two attacks were made on his life. The
first attempt mîscarried, but when he was stabbed in a public
garden of the town, for the second time, he died three days
later.
I have given these examples of încredible facts simply to
show that we should not be too ready to denouncc the ideas
that scem most impossible, for they have a trick of raaterializing even while we are talking about them.
TrnrTmTmuTtnimimnrmmniTitnniaJnraanrr.raninsn^rr»
Mr. Hugo Gcrnsback speaks every Monday at 9 P. M. from WRNY on varioua scientific and radio sabjects.
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BurI roised bis spcar, and plunged down on tbc back of tho moving tbtng. thrusHnc bis spear vrlth ail the force be could command.
He bad fallen upon tbc shinlng back of one of the huge, meat-eating beetles, and bis spcar had slld across the horny armer and tbea
•tuck fast, baving plerccd only the leathery tissuc between the insect's baad and thorax.
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THE RED DUST
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no less bound by the unwritten but imperative laws
of the city than they. From the time of waking to
Prey
the time of rest, she was ordained to be the queenHE sky grew gray and then almost mother in the strictest and most literal sense of the
white.
The over-hanging banks of
word, for at intervais to be measured only in terms
clouds seemed to withdraw a little from
of minutes she brought forth a single egg, perhaps
the steaxning earth. Haze that hung
three inches in length, which was instantly seized
mm always among the mushroom forests
by one of her eager attendants and carried in haste
and above the fungus hills grew more tenuous, and to the municipal nursery.
the slow and misty rain that dripped the whole
There it was placed in a tiny cell a foot or more
night long ceased reluctantly.
in length until a sac-shaped grub appeared, ail soft,
As far as the eye could see a mad world stretched white body save for a tiny mouth. Then the nurses
ont, a world of insensate cruelties and strange, took it in charge and fed it with curious, tender
fierce maternai solicitudes.
The insects of the gestures until it had waxed large and fat and slept
night—the great moths whose wings spread far the sleep of metamorphosis. When it emerged from
and wide in the dimness, and the huge fireflies, four
its rudimentary cocoon it took the places of its
feet in length, whose beacons made the earth glow nurses until its so'ft skin had hardened into the
in their pale, weird light—the insects of the night horny armor of the workers and soldiers, and then
had sought their hiding-places.
it joined the throng of workers that poured out from
Now the créatures of the day ventured forth. the city at dawn to forage for food, to bring back
A great ant-hill towered a hundred feet in the air.
its finds and to share with the warriors and the
Upon its gravel and boulder-strewn side a commo- nurses, the drone maies and the young queens, and
tion became visible.
ail the other members of its communities, their
The earth crumbled, and fell into an invisible
duties in the city itself. That was the life of the
opening, then a dark chasm appeared, and two slen- social insect, absolute dévotion to the cause of its
der, threadlike antennae peered out.
city, utter abnégation of self-interest for the sake
A warrior ant emerged, and stood for an instant
of its fellows—and death at their hands when their
in the daylight, looking ail about for signs of danger
usefulness was past. They neither knew nor exto the ant-city. He was ail of ten inches long, this
pected more or less.
ant, and his mandibles were fierce and strong. A
It is a strange instinct that prompts these créasecond and third warrior came from the inside of tures to devote their lives to their city, taking no
the ant-hill, and ran with tiny clickings about the smallest thought for their individual good, without
hillock, waving their antennje restlessly, searching,
even the call of maternity or sex to guide them.
ever searching for a menace to their city.
Only the queen knows motherhood. The others
They returned to the gateway from which they know nothing but toil, for purposes they do not unhad made their appearance, evidently bearing re- derstand, and to an end of which they cannot dream.
assuring messages, because shortly after they had
At intervais ail over the world of Burl's time
reëntered the gateway of the ant-city, a flood of these ant-cities rose above the surrounding ground,
black, ill-smelling workers poured out of the open- some small and barely begun, and others ancient
ing and dispersed upon
colonies which were truly
their business. The clickthe continuation of cities
ings of their limbs and an
Y" OU lu ho have read "The Mad Planet" by Murray first built when the ants
occasional whining stridLeinster, ivill wetcome the se quel to that story. The were insects to be crushed
ulation made an inces- •world, in a far distant future, is peopled •with huge insects
beneath the feet of men.
sant sound as they scat- and titanic fungus groiuths. Life has been greatly altered,
These ancient strongholds
and tiny M an is noui in the process of becoming acclimated
tered over the earth,
towered two, three, and
to the change. fVe again meet our hero Burl, but this lime
foraging among the mush- a far greater danger menaces the human race. The huge
even four hundred feet
rooms and giant cabbages, insects are still in évidence, but the lerror they inspire is as
above the plains, and
among the rubbish-heaps nothing compared to the deadly Red Dust. Y ou luill folloiu
their inhabitants would
this remarkahle story with brcathless interest.
of the gigantic beehives
have had to be numbered
and wasp colonies, and MMMWWWMWW—MBI
in millions if not bilamong the remains of the
lions.
tragédies of the night for food for their city.
Not ail the earth was subject to the ants, however.
The city of the ants had begun its daily toil, toil
Bees and wasps and more deadly créatures crawled
in which every one shared without supervision or over and fiew above its surface. The bees were four
coercion. Deep in the recesses of the pyramid gal- feet and more in length. And slender-waisted wasps
leries were hollowed out and winding passages that darted here and there, preying upon the colossal
led down a fathomless distance into the earth crickets that sang deep bass music to their mates—
below.
and the length of the crickets was the length of a
Somewhere in the maze of tunnels there was a man, and more.
royal apartment, in which the queen-ant reposed,
Spiders with bloated bellies waited, motionless, in
waited upon by assiduous courtiers, fed by royal
their snares, whose threads were the size of small
stewards, and combed and rubbed by the hands of cables, waiting for some luckless giant insect to be
her subjects and children.
entangled in the gummy traps. And butterflies flutBut even the huge monarch of the city had her
tered over the festering plains of this new world,
constant and pressing duty of maternity. A dozen
tremendous créatures whose wûngs could only be
times the size of her largest loyal servant, she was measured in terms of yards.
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An outcropping of rock jutted up abruptly from a
fungus-covered plain.
Shelf-fungi and strangely
colored molds stained the stone until the shining
quartz was hidden almost completely from view, but
the whole glîstened like tinted crystal from the dank
wetness of the night. Little wisps of vapor curled
away from the slopes as the moisture was taken up
by the already moisture-Iaden air.
Seen from a distance, the outcropping of rock
looked innocent and still, but a nearer view showed
many thîngs.
,
Here a hunting wasp had corne upon a gray worm,
and was methodically inserting îts sting into each
of the twelve segments of the faintly writhing créature. Presently the worm would be completely
paralyzed, and would be carried to the burrow of
the wasp, where an egg would be laid upon it, from
which a tiny maggot would presently hatch. Then
weeks of agony for the great gray worm, conscious,
but unable to move, while the maggot fed upon its
living flesh—
There the tiny spider, youngest of hatchlings,
barely four inches across, stealthily stalked some
other still tinier mite, the little, many-legged larva
of the oil-beetle, known as the bee-louse. The almost infinitely small bee-louse was bàrely two
inches long, and could easily hide in the thick fur
of a great bumblebee.
This one small créature would never fulfill its
destiny, however. The hatchling spider sprang—
it was a combat of midgets which was soon over.
Whcn tfee spider had grown and was feared as a
huge, bTack-belIied tarantula, it would slay monster
crickets with the same ease and the same implacable ferocity.
The outcropping of rock looked still and innocent.
There was one point where it overhung, forming a
shelf, beneath which the stone fell away in a sheerdrop, Many colored fungus growths covered the
rock, making it a riot of tints and shades. But
hanging from the rooflike projection of the stone
there was a strange, drab-white object. It was in
the shape of half a globe, perhaps six feet by six
feet at its largest. A number of little semicircular
doors were fixed about its sides, like inverted arches,
each closed by a blank wall. One of them would
open, but only one.
The house was like the half of a pallid orange,
fastened to the roof of rock. Thick cables stretched
in every direction for yards upon yards, anchoring
the habitation firmly, but the most striking of the
things about the house—still and quiet and innocent,
like ail the rest of the rock outcropping—were the
ghastly trophies fastened to the outer walls and
hanging from long silken chains below.
Here was the hind leg of one of the smaller
beetles. There was the wing-case of a flying créature. Here a snail-shell, two feet in diameter, hanging at the end of an inch-thick cable. There a
boulder that must have weighed thirty or forty
pounds, dangling in similar fashion.
But fastened here and there, haphazard and irregularly, were other more répulsive remnants.
The shrunken head-armor of a beetle, the fierce jaws
pf a cricket—the pitiful shreds of a hundred créa-

tures that had formed forgotten meals for the
bloated insect within the home.
Comparatively small as was the nest of the clotho
spider, it was decorated as no ogre's castle had ever
been adorned—legs sucked dry of their contents,
corselets of horny armor forever to be unused by
any créature, a wing of this insect, the head of that.
And dangling by the longest cord of ail, with a
silken cable wrapped carefully about it to keep the
parts together, was the shrunken, shrîveled, driedup body of a long-dead man !
Outside, the nest was a place of gruesome relies.
Within, it was a place of luxury and ease. A
cushîon of softest down filled ail the bulging bottom
of the hemisphere. A canopy of sirailarly luxurious
texture interposed itself between the rocky roof and
the dark, hideous body of the resting spider.
The eyes of the hairy créature glittered like
diamonds, even in the darkness, but the loathsome,
attenuated legs were tucked under the round-bellied
body, and the spider was at rest. It had fed.
It waited, motionless, without desires or aversions, without émotions or perplexities, in comfortable, placid, machînelike contentment until time
should bring the call to feed again.
A fresh carcass had been added to the décorations
of the nest only the night before. For many days
the spider would repose in motionless splendor within the silken castle. When hunger came again, a
nocturnal foray, a créature would be pounced upon
and slain, brought bodily to the nest, and feasted
upon, its body festooned upon the exterior, and another half-sleeping, half-waking period of dreamful
idleness within the sybaritic charnel-house would
ensue.
Slowly and timîdly, half a dozen pink-skinned
créatures made their way through the mushroom
foresf that led to the out-cropping of rock under
which the clotho spider's nest was slung. They
were men, degraded remnants of the once dominant
race.
Burl was their leader, and was distinguished
solely by two three-foot stumps of the feathery,
golden antennae of a night-flying moth he had bound
to his forehead. In his hand was a horny, chitinous
spear, taken from the body of an unknown flying
créature killed by the flames of the burning purple
hills.
Since Burl's return from his solitary—and involuntary—journey, he had been greatly revered by
his tribe. Hitherto it had been but a leaderless,
formless group of people, creeping to the same hiding-place at nightfall to share in the food of the
fortunate, and shudder at the fate of those who
might not appear.
Now Burl had walked boldly to them, bearing,
upon his back the gray bulk of a labyrinth spider
he had slain with his own hands, and clad in wonderful garments of a gorgeousness they envied and
admired.
They hung upon his words as he
str'uggled to tell them of his adventures, and slowly
and dimly they began to look to him for leadership.
He was wonderful. For days they had listened
breathlessly to the taie of his adventures, but when
he demanded that they follow him in another and
more perilous affair, they were appalled.
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A peculiar strength of will had come to BurL He
Burl began to feel oddly cold, and somethlng of
had seen and done things that no man in the memory the panic of the other men communicated itself to
of his tribe had seen or done. He had stood by him. This was one of the anchoring cables that
when the purple hills burned and formed a funeral held the spider's castle secure. He looked and found
pyre for the horde of army ants, and for uncounted others, six or seven in ail, which performed the task
thousands of flying créatures. He had caught a of keeping the shaggy, horrid ogre's home from
leaping tarantula upon the point of his spear, and falling to the ground below.
had escaped from the web of a banded web-spider
His idea did not desert him, however, and he
by oîling his body so that the sticky threads of the
drew back, to whisper orders to his followers. They
snare refused to hold him fast. He had attacked obeyed him solely because they were afraid, and he
and killed a great gray labyrinth spider.
spoke in an authoritative tone, but they did obey,
But most potent of ail, he had retumed and had and brought a dozen heavy boulders of perhaps
been welcomed by Saya—Saya of the swift feet forty pounds weight each.
Burl grasped one of the silken cables at its end
and slender limbs, whose smile roused strange
and tore it loose from the rock for a space of perémotions in Bu^l's breast.
It was the adoring gaze of Saya that had roused haps two yards. His flesh crawled as he did so,
Burl to this last pitch of rashness. Months before but something within him drove him on. Then,
the clotho spider in the hemispherical silk castle while beads of perspiration stood out on his forehead—induced by nothing less than cold, physical
of the gruesome décorations had killed and eaten
fear—he tied the boulder to the cable. The first
one of the xnen of the tribe. Burl and the spider's
one done, he felt emboldened, and made a second
victim had been together when the spider appeared,
fast,
and a third.
and the first faint gray light of morning barely
One
of his men stood near the edge of theTock,
silhouetted the shaggy, horrible créature as it
listening
in agonized appréhension. Burl had soon
leaped from ambush behind a toadstool toward the
tied
a
heavy
stone to each of the cables he saw, and
fear-stricken pair.
—
as
a
matter
of
fact, there was but one of them he
Its attenuated legs were outstretched, its manfailed
to
notice.
That one had been covered by the
dibles gaped wide, and its jaws clashed horribly as
flaking
mold
that
took the place of grass upon the
it formed a black blotch in mid air against the
rocky
eminence.
lightening sky.
There were left upon the promontory, several of
Burl had fled, screaming, when the other man
was seized. Now, however, he was leading half a the boulders for which there was no use, but Buri'
dozen trembling men toward the inverted dome in did not attempt to double the weights on the cables,
which the spider dozed. Two or three of them bore He took his followers aside and explained his plan
in whispers. Quaking, they agreed, and, trembling,
spears like Burl himself, but they bore them awkthey
prepared to carry it out.
wardly and timorously. Burl himself was possessed
One of them stationed himself beside each of the
by. a strange, fictitious courage. It was the utter
recklessness of youth, coupled with the eternal boulders, Burl at the largest. He gave a signal, and
masculine desire to display prowess before a desired half a dozen ripping, tearing sounds broke the sullen
silence of the day. The boulders clashed and clatfemale.
tered
down the rocky side of the précipice, tearing
The wavering advance came to a hait. MoatTof 1
—perhaps
"peeling"—the cables from their adthe naked men stopped from fear, but Burl stopped
hésion
to
the
stone. They shot into open space and
to invoke his newly discovered inner self, that had
jerked
violently
at the half-globular nest, which was
furnished him with such marvelous plans. Quite
wrenched
from
its place by the combined impetus
accidentally he had found that if he persistently
of
the
six
heavy
weights.
asked himself a question, some sort of answer came
Burl
had
flung
himself upon his face to watch
from within.
what
he
was
sure
would
be the death of the spider
Now he gazed up from a safe distance and asked
as
it
fell
forty
feet
and
more, imprisoned in its
himself how he and the others were to slay the
heavily
weighted
home.
His eyes sparkled with
clotho spider. The nest was some forty feet from
triumph
as
he
saw
the
ghastly,
trophy-laden house
the ground, on the undersurface of a shelf of rock.
swing
out
from
the
cliff.
Then
he
gasped in terror.
There was sheer open space beneath it, but it was
One of the cables had not been discovered. That
firmly held to its support by long, silken cables that
curled to the upper side of the rock-shelf, clinging single cable held the spider's castle from a fall,
though the nest had been torn from its anchorage,
to the stone.
and now dangled heavily on its side in mid air.
Burl gazed, and presently an idea came to him.
He beckoned to the others to follow him, and they A convulsive struggle seemed to be going on within.
did so, their knees knocking together from their
Then one of the archlike doors opened, and the
fright, At the slightest alarm they would flee, spider emerged, evidently in terror, and confused
by the light of day, but still venomous and still
screaming in fear, but Burl did not plan that there
should be any alarm.
deadly. It found but a single of its anchoring cables
He led them to the rear of the singular rock
intact, that leading to the cliff top hard by Burl's
formation, up the gently sloping side, and toward head.
,
the precipitous edge. He drew near the point where
The -spider sprang for this single cable, and its
the rock fell away. A long, tentacle-like silk cable legs grasped the slender thread eagerly while it
curled up over the edge of a little promontory of
began to climb rapidly up toward the cliff top.
stone that jatted out into nothingness.
As with ail the créatures of Burl's time, its first
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thought was of battle, not flight, and itTcame up the
thin cord with its poison fangs unsheathed and its
mandibles clashing in rage. The shaggy hair upon
its body seemed to bristle with insane ferocity, and
the horrible, thin legs moved with desperate haste
as it hastened to meet and wreak vengeance upon
the cause of its sudden alarm.
Burl's followers fled, uttering shrieks of fear,
and Burl started to his feet, in the grip of a terrible
panic. Then his hand struck one of the heavy
boulders. Exerting every ounce of his strength,
he pushed it over the clilï just where the cable appeared above the edge. For the fraction of a second
there was silence, and then the indescribable sound
of an impact against a soft body.
There was a gasping cry, and a moment later the
curiously muffled clatter of the boulder striking the
earth below. Somehow, the sound suggested that
the boulder had struck first upon some soft object.
A faint cry came from the bottom of the hill. The
last of Burl's men was leaping to a hiding-place
among the mushrooms of the forest, and had seen
the sheen of shining armor just before him. He
cried out and waited for death, but only a delicately
formed wasp rose heavily into the air, bearing beneath it the more and more feebly struggling body
of a giant cricket.
Burl had stood paralyzed, deprived of the power
of movement, after casting the boulder over the
cliff. That one action had taken the last ounce
of his initiative, and if the spider had hauled itself
over the rocky edge and darted toward hira, slavering its thick spittle and uttering sounds of mad
fury, Burl would not even have screamed as it seized
him. He was like a dead thing. But the oddly
muffled sound of the boulder striking the ground
below brought back hope of life and power of
movement.
He peered over the oliff. The nest still dangled
at the end of the single cable, still freighted with
its gruesome trophies, but on the ground below a
crushed and horribly writhing form was moving
in convulsions of rage and agony.
Long, hairy legs worked desperately from a body
that was no more than a mass of pulped flesh. A
ferocious jaw tried to clamp upon something—and
there was no other jaw to meet it. An evil-smelling,
sticky liquid exuded from the mangled -writhing,
thing upon the earth, moving in terrible contortions
of forment.
Presently an ant drew near and extended inquisitive antennae at the helpless monster wounded to
death. A shrill stridulation sounded out, and three
or four other foot-long ants hastened up to wait
patiently just outside the spider's reach until its
struggles should have lessened enough to make possible the salvage of flesh from the perhaps stillliving créature for the ant city a mile away.
And Burl, up on the cliff-top, danced and gesticulated in triumph. He had killed the clotho spider,
which had slain one of the tribesmen four months
before. Glory was his. Ail the tribesmen had seen
the spider living. Now he would show them the
spider dead. He stopped his dance of triumph and
walked down the hill in haughty grandeur. He
would reproach his timid followers for fleeing from
the spider, leaving him to kill it alone.

Quite naïvely Burl assumed that it was his place
to give orders and that of the others to obey. True,
no one had attempted to give orders before, or to
enforce their exécution, but Burl had reached the
eminently wholesome conclusion that he was a wonderful person whose wishes should be respected.
Burl, filled with fresh notions of his own importance, strutted on toward the hiding-place of the
tribe, growing more and more angry with the other
men for having deserted him. He would reproach
them, would probably beat them. They would be
afraid to protest, and in the future would undoubtedly be afraid to run away.
Burl was quite convinced that running away
was something he could not tolerate in his followers.
Obscurely—and conveniently in the extreme back of
his mind—he reasoned that not only did a larger
number of men présent at a scene of péril increase
the chances of coping with the danger, but they also
increased the chances that the victim selected by
the dangerous créature would be another than himself.
Burl's reasoning was unsophisticated, but sound;
perhaps unconscious, but none the less effective.
He grew quite furious with the deserters. They
had run away! They had fled from a mere spider.
A shrill whine filled the air, and a ten-inch ant
dashed at Burl with its mandibles extended threateningly. Burl's path had promised to interrupt the
salvaging work of the insect, engaged in scraping
shreds of flesh from the corselet of one of the
smaller beetles slain the previous night. The ant
dashed at Burl like an infuriated fox-terrier, and
Burl scurried away in undignified retreat. The ant
might not be dangerous, but bites from its formic
acid-poisoned mandibles were no trifles.
Burl came to the tangled thicket of mushrooms
in which his tribe-folk hid. The entrance was
tortuous and difficult to penetrate, and could be
blocked on occasion with stones and toadstool pulp.
Burl made his way toward the central clearing, and
heard as he went the sound of weeping, and the
excited chatter of the tribes people.
Those who had fled from the rocky cliff had returned with the news that Burl was dead, and Saya
lay weeping beneath an ovfer-shadowing toadstool.
She was not yet the mate of Burl, but the time
would come when ail the tribe would recognize a
status dimly différent from the usual tribal relationship.
Burl stepped into the clearing, and straightway
cuffed the first man he came upon, then the next
and the riext. There was a cry of astonishment,
and the next second instinctive, fearful glances at
that entrance to tlfe hiding-place.
Had Burl fled from the spider, and was it following? Burl spoke loftily, saying that the spider was
dead, that its legs, each one the length of a man,
were still, and its fierce jaws and deadly poisonfangs harmless forevermore.
Ten minutes later he was leading an incredulous,
awed little group of pink-skinned people to the spot
below the cliff where the spider actually lay dead,
with the'ants busily at work upon its remains.
And when he went back to the hiding-place he
donned again his great cloak that was made from
the wing of a magnificent moth, slain by the fiâmes
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of the purple hills, and sat down în splendor upon a
crumblinj? toadstool, to feast upon the glances of
admiration and awe that were sent toward him.
Only Saya held back shyly, until he motioned for
her to draw near, when she seated herself at his
feet and gazed up at hira with unutterable adoration
in her eyes.
But while Burl basked în the radîance of his
tribe's admiration, danger was drawing near them
ail. For many months there had been strange red
mushrooms growing slowly here and there ail over
the earth, they knew. The tribe-folk had speculated
about them, but forebore tasting them because
they "were strange, and strange thîngs were
usually dangerous and often fatal.
Now those red growths had ripened and grown
ready to émit their spores. Their rounded tops
had grown fat, and the tough skin grew taut as if
a strange pressure were being applied from within.
And to-day, while Burl luxuriated in his position of
feared and admired great man of his tribe, at a spot
a long distance away, upon a hill-top, one of the
red mushrooms burst. The spores inside the taut,
tough skin shot ail about as if scattered by an explosion, and made a little cloud of reddish, impalpable dust, which hung in the air and moved
slowly with the sluggish breeze.
A bee droned into the thin red cloud of dust,
lazily and heavily flying back toward the hive. But
barely had she entered the tinted atmosphère when
her movements became awkward and convulsive,
effortful and excited. She trembled and twîsted in
mid air in a peculiar fashion, then dropped to the
earth, while her abdomen moved violently.
Bees, like almost ail insects, breathe through
spiracles on the undersurfaces of their abdomens.
This bee had breathed in some of the red mushroom's spores.
She thrashed about desperately
upon the toadstools on which she had fallen, struggling for breath, for life.
After a long time she was still. The cloud of
red mushroom spores had strangled or poisoned her.
And everywhere the red fringe grew, such explosions were taking place, one by one, and wherever
the red clouds hung in the air créatures were breathing them in and dying in convulsions of strangulation.
CHAPTER II
The Joumey
DARKNESS. The soft, blanketing night of
the âge of fungoids had fallen over ail the
earth, and there was blackness everywhere
that was not good to have. Here and there, however, dim, bluish lights glowed near the ground.
There an intermittent glow showed that a fire-fly
had wandered far from the rivers and swamps
above which most of his kind now congregated. Now
a faintly luminous bail of fire drifted above the
steaming, moisture-sodden earth. It was a will-o'the-wisp, grown to a yard in diameter.
From the low-hanging banks of clouds that hung
perpetually overhead, large, warm raindrops fell
ceaselessly. A drop, a pause, and then auother drop.
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added to the already dank moisture of the ground
below.
The world of fungus growths flourished on just
such dampness and humidity. It seemed as if the
toadstools and mushrooms could be heard, swelling
and growing large în the darkness. Rustlings and
stealthy movements sounded furtively through the
night, and from above the heavy throb of mighty
wing-beats was continuous.
The tribe was hidden in the midst of a tangled
copse of toadstools too thickly interwoven for the
larger insects to penetrate. Only the little midgets
hid in îts recesses during the night-time, and the
smaller moths during the day.
About and among the bases of the toadstools,
however, where their spongy stalks rose from the
humid earth, small beetles roamed, singing cheerfully to themselves in deep bass notes. They were
small and round, some six or eight inches long, and
their bellies were pale gray.
And as they went about they emitted sounds
which would have been chirps had they been other
than low as the lowest tone of a harp. They were
truffle-beetles, in search of the dainty tidbits on
which epîcures once had feasted.
Some strange sense seemed to tell them when one
of half a dozen varieties of truffle was beneath
them, and they paused in their wandering to dig a
tunnel straight down. A foot, two feet, or two
yards, ail was the same to them. In time they would
corne upon the morsel they sought and would remain at the bottom of their temporary home until
it, was consumed. Then another perîod of wandering, singing their cheerful song, until another likely
spot was reached and another tunnel begun.
In a tiny, open space in the center of the toadstool thicket the tribe-folk slept with the deep notes
of the truffle-beetles in their ears. A new danger
had corne to them, but they had passed it on to Burl
with a new and childlike confidence and considered
the matter settled. They slept, while beneath a glowing mushroom at one side of the clearing Burl
struggled with his new problem. He squatted upon
the ground in the dim radiance of the shining toadstool, his moth-wing cloak wrapped about him, his
spear in his hand, and his twin golden plumes of
the moth's antennse bound to his forehead. But his
face was downcast as a child's.
The red mushrooms had begun to burst. Only
that day, one of the women, seeking edible fungus
for the tribal larder, had seen the fat, distended
globule of the red mushroom. Its skin was stretched
taut, and glistened in the light.
The woman paid little or no attention to the red
growth. Her ears were attuned to catch sounds
that would warn her of danger while her eyes
searched for tidbits that would make a meal for the
tribe, and more particularly for her small son, left
behind at the hiding-place.
A ripping noise made her start up, alert on the
instant. The red envelope of the mushroom had
split across the top, and a thick cloud of brownishred dust was spurting in every direction. It formed
a pyramidal cloud some thirty feet in height, which
en^rged and grew thinner with minor eddies within
itself.
A little yellow butterfly with wings barely a yard
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from tip to tip, flapped lazily above the mushroomcovered plain. Its wings beat the air with strokes
that seemed like playful taps upon a friendly
element. The butterfly was literally intoxicated
■with the sheer joy of living. It had emerged from
its cocoon barely two hours before, and was making
its maiden flight above the strange and wonderful
world, It fluttered carelessly into the red-brown
cloud of mushroom spores.
The woman was watching the slowîy changing
form of the spore-mist. She saw the butterfly enter
the browniah dust, and then her eyes beeame greedy.
There was something the matter with the butterfly. Its wings no longer moved lazily and gently.
They struck out in frenzied, hysterical blows that
were erratîc and wild. The little yellow créature no
longer floated lightly and easily, but dashed here
and there, wildly and without purpose, seeming to
be in its death-throes.
It crashed helplessly against the ground and lay
there, moving feebly. The woman hurried forward.
The wings would be new fabric with which to adora
herself, and the fragile legs of the butterfly contained choice meat. She entered the dust-cloud.
A stream of intolérable lire—though the woman
had never seen or known of fire—burned her
nostrils and seared her lungs. She gasped in pain,
and the agony was redoubled. Her eyes smarted as
if burning from their sockets, and tears blinded
her.
The woman instinctively turned about to flee, but
before she had gone a dozen yards—blinded as she
was—she stumbled and fell to the ground. She lay
there, gasping, and uttering moans of pain, until
one of the men of the tribe who had been engaged
in foraging near by saw her and tried to find what
had injured her.
She could not speak, and he was about to leave
her and tell the other tribe-folk about her when he
heard the clicking of an ant's limbs, and rather than
have the ant pick her to pièces bit by bit—and leave
his curiosity ungratified—the man put her across
his shoulders and bore her back to the hiding-place
of the tribe.
It was the taie the woman had told when she
partly recovered that caused Burl to sit alone ail
that night beneath the shining toadstool in the little
clearing, puzzling his just-awakened brain to know
what to do.
The year before there had been no red mushrooms. They had appeared only recently, but Burl
dimly remembered that one day, a long time before,
there had been a strange breeze which blew for
three day and nights, and that during the time of
its blowing ail the tribe had been sick and had wept
continually.
Burl had not yet reached the point of mental
development when he would associate that breeze
with a storm at a distance, or reason that the spores
of the red mushrooms had been borne upon the
wind to the présent resting-places of the deadly
fungus growths. Still leas could he décidé that the
breeze had not been deadly only because it was
lightly laden with the fatal dust.
He knew simply that unknown red mushrooms
had appeared, that they were everywhere about, and
that they would burst, and that to breathe the red

dust they gave out was grievous sickness or death.
The tribe slept while the bravely attired figure of
Burl squatted under the glowing disk of the luminous mushroom, his face a picture of querulous perplexity, and his heart full of sadness.
He had consulted his strange inner self, and no
plan had corne to him. He knew the red mushrooms
were ail about. They would fill the air with their
poison. He struggled with his problem while his
people slumbered, and the woman who had breathed
the mushroom-dust sobbed softly in her troubled
sleep.
Presently a figure stirred on the farther sîde of
the clearing. Saya woke and raised her head. She
saw Burl crouching by the shining toadstool, his
gay attire draggled and unnoticed. She watched
him for a little, and the désolation of his pose awoke
her pity.
She rose and went to his side, taking his hand
between her two, while she spoke his name softly.
When he turned and looked at her, confusion smote
her, but the misery in his face brought confidence
again.
Burl's sorrow was înarticulate—he could not explain this new responsibility for his people that
had corne to him—but he was comforted by her
presence, and she sat down beside him. After a
long time she slept, with her head resting against
his side, but he continued to question himself, continued to demand an escape for his people from the
suffering and danger he saw ahead. With the day
an answer came.
When Burl had been carried down the river on
his fungus raft, and had landed in the country of
the army ants, he had seen great forests of edible
mushrooms, and had said to himself that he would
bring Saya to that place. He remembered, now,
that the red mushrooms were there also, but the
idea of a journey remained.
The hunting-ground of his tribe had been free of
the red fungoids until recently. If he traveled far
enough he would corne to a place where there were
still no red toadstools. Then came the décision.
He would lead his tribe to a far country.
He spoke with stern authority when the tribesmen woke, talking in few words and in a loud voice,
holding up his spear as he gave his orders.
The timid, pink-skinned people obeyed him
meekly. They had seen the body of the clotho spider
he had slain, and he had thrown down before them
the gray bulk of the labyrinth spider he had thrust
through with his spear. Now he was to take them
through unknown dangers to an unknown haven,
but they feared to displèase him.
They made light loads of their mushrooms and
such meat-stuffs as they had, and parceled out what
little fabric they still possessed. Three men bore
spears, in addition to Burl's long shaft, and he had
persuaded the other three to carry clubs, showing
them how the weapon should be wielded.
The indefinitely brîghter spot in the cloud-banks
above that meant the shining sun had barely gone
a quarter of the way across the sky when the
trembling band of timid créatures made their way
from their hiding-place and set out upon their
journey. For their course, Burl depended entirely
upon chance. He avoided the direction of the river.
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however, and the path along which he had returned
to hia people. He knew the red mushrooms grew
there. Purely by accident he set his xnarch toward
the west, and walked cautiously on, his tribes-folk
following him fearfully.
Burl walked ahead, his spear held ready. He
made a figure at once brave and pathetic, venturing forth in a world of monstrous ferocity and incredible malignance, armed only with a horny spear
borrowed from a dead insect. His velvety cloak,
made from a moth's wing, hung about his figure
in graceful folds, however, and twin golden plumes
nodded jauntily from his forehead.
Behind him the nearly naked people followed reluctantly. Here a woman with a baby in her arms,
there children of nine or ten, unable to resist the
instinct to play even in the presence of the manifold
dangers of the march. They ate hungrily of the
lumps of mushroom they had been ordered to carry.
Then a long-legged boy, his eyes roving anxiously
about in search of danger followed.
Thirty thousand years of flight from every péril
had deeply submerged the combative nature of
humanity. After the boy came two men, one with a
short spear, and the other with a club, each with a
huge mass of edible mushroom under his free arm,
and both badly frightened at the idea of fleeing
from dangers they knew and feared to dangers they
did not know and consequently feared much more.
So was the caravan spread out. It made its way
across the country with many déviations from a
fixed line, and with many halts and pauses. Once
a shrill stridulation filled ail the air before them, a
monster sound compounded of innumerable clickings
and high-pitched cries.
They came to the tip of an eminence and saw
a great space of ground covered with tiny black
bodies locked in combat. For quite half a mile in
either direction the earth was black with ants,
snapping and biting at each other, .locked in viselike embraces, each combatant couple trampled under the feet of the contending armies, with no
thought of surrender or quarter.
The sound of the clashing of fierce jaws upon
horny armor, the cries of the maimed, and strange
sounds made by the dying, and above ail, the whining battle-cry of each of the fighting hordes, made
a sustained uproar that was almost deafening.
From either side of the battle-ground a pathway
led back to separate ant-cities, a pathway marked by
the hurrying groups of reinforcements rushing to
the fight. Tiny as the ants were, for once no lumbering beetle swaggered insolently in their path, nor
did the hunting-spiders mark them out for prey.
Only little créatures smaller than the combatants
themselves made use of the insect war for purposes
of their own.
These were litle gray ants barely more than four
inches long, who scurried about in and among the
fighting créatures with marvelous dexterity, carrying off, piece-meal, the bodies of the dead, and slaying the wounded for the same fate.
They hung about the edges of the battle, and invaded the abandoned areas when the tide of battle
shifted, insect guérillas, fighting for their own
hands, careless of the origin of the quarrel. espous-
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ing no cause, simply salvaging the dead and living
débris of the combat.
Burl and his little group of followers had to make
a wide détour to avoid the battle itself, and the
passage between bodies of reinforcements hurrying
to the scene of strife was a matter of some difficulty.
The ants running rapidly toward the battle-field
were hugely excited. Their antennœ waved wildly,
and the infrequent wounded one, limping back toward the city, was instantly and repeatedly challenged by the advancing insects.
They erossed their antennœ upon his, and required thorough evidence that he was of the proper
city before allowing him to proceed. Once they
arrived at the battle-field they flung themselves into
the fray, becoming lost and indistinguishablo in the
tide of straining, fighting black bodies.
Men in such a battle, without distinguishing
marks or battle-cries, would have fought among
themselves as often as against their foes, but the
ants had a much simpler method of identification.
Each ant-city possesses its individual odor—a
variant on the scent of formic acid—and each individual of that city is recognized in his world quite
simply and surely by the way he smells.
The little tribe of human beings pâssed precariously behind a group of a hundred excited insect warriors, and before the following grosp of
forty equally excited black insects. Burl hurried
on with his following, putting many miles of périlous territory behind before nightfall. Many times
during the day they saw the sudden billowing of a
red-brown dust-cloud from the earth, and more
than once they came upon the empty skin and
drooping stalk of one of the red mushrooms, and
more often still they came upon the mushrooms
themselves, grown fat and taut, prepared to send
their deadly spores into the air when the pressure
from within became more than the leathery skin
could stand.
That night the tribe hid among the bases of giant
puff-balls, which at a touch shot out a puff of white
powder resembling smoke. The powder was precisely the same in nature as that cast out by the
red mushrooms, but its effects were marvelously—
and mercifully—différent; it was innocuous.
Burl slept soundly this night, having been two
days and a night without rest, but the remainder
of his tribe, and even Saya, were fearful and afraid,
listening ceaselessly ail through the dark hours for
the menacing sounds of créatures coraing to prey
upon them.
And so for a week the march kept on. Burl
would not allow his tribe to stop to forage for food.
The red mushrooms were ail about. Once one of
the little children was caught in a whirling eddy of
red dust, and its mother rushed into the deadly
stufî to seize it and bring it out. Then the tribe
had to hide for three days while the two of them
recovered from the debilitating poison.
Once, too, they found a half-acre patch of the
giant cabbages—there were six of them full grown,
and a dozen or more smaller ones—and Burl took
two men and speared two of the huge, twelve-foot
slugs that fed upon the leaves. When the tribe
passed on it was gorged on the fat meat of the slugs,
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and there was much soft fur, so that ail the tribefolk wore loin-cloths of the yellow stuff.
There were périls, too, in the journey. On the
fourth day of the tribe's traveling, Burl froze suddenly into stillness. One of the hairy tarantulas—
a trap-door spider with a black belly—had fallen
upon a scarabseus beetle, and was devouring it only
a hundred yards ahead.
The tribe-folk, trembling, went back for half a
mile or more in panic-stricken silence, and refused
to advance until he had led them a détour of two
or three miles to one side of the dangerous spot.
Long, fear-ridden marches through perilous countries unknown to them, through the golden aisles of
yellow mushroom forests, over the flaking surfaces
of plains covered with many-colored "rusts" and
molds; pauses beside turbid pools whose waters
were coneealed by thick layers of green slime, and
other evil-smelling ponds which foamed and bubbled
slowly, which were covered with pasty yeasts that
rose in strange forma of discolored foara.
Fleeting glimpses they had of the glistening
spokes of symmetrical spiders'-webs, whose least
thread it would have been beyond the power of the
strongest of the tribe to break. They passed through
a forest of puff-balls, which boomed when touched
and shot a puff of vapor from their open mouths.
Once they saw a long and sinuous insect that fled
before them and disappeared into a burrow in the
ground, running with incredible speed upon legs
of uncountable number. It was a centipede ail of
thirty feet in length, and when they crossed the
path it had followed a horrible stench came to their
nostrils so that they hurried on.
Long escape from unguessed dangers brought
boldness, of a sort, to the pink-skinned men, and
they would have rested. They went to Burl with
their complaint, and he simply pointed with his
hands behind them. There were three little clouds
of brownish vapor in the air, where they could see,
along the road they had traversed. To the right of
them a dust-cloud was just settling, and to the left
another rose as they looked.
A new trick of the deadly dust became apparent
now. Toward the end of a day in which they had
traveled a long distance, one of the little children
ran a little to the left of the route its elders were
following. The earth had taken on a brownish hue,
and the child stirred up the surface mould with its
feet.
The brownish dust that had settled there was
raised again, and the child ran, crying and choking,
to its mother, its lungs burning as with fire, and
its eyes like hot coals. Another day would pass before the child could walk.
In a strange country, knowing nothing of the
dangers that might assail the tribe while waiting
for the child to recover, Burl looked about for a
hiding-place Far over to the right a low clifî,
perhaps twenty or thirty feet high, showed sides of
crumbling, yellow day, and from where Burl stood
he could see the dark openings of burrows scattered
here and there upon its face.
He watched for a time, to see if any bee or wasp
inhabited them, knowing that many kinds of both
insects dig burrows for their young, and do not occupy them themselves. No dark forms appeared,

however, and he led his people toward the openings.
The appearance of the holes confirmed his surmise. They had been dug months before by mining
bees, and the entrances were "weathered" and worn.
The tribe-folk made their way into the three-foot
tunnels, and hid themselves, seizing the opportunity
to gorge themselves upon the food they carried.
Burl stationed himself near the outer end of one
of the little caves to watch for signs of danger.
While waiting he poked curiously with his spear at
a little pile of white and sticky parchment-like stuff
he saw just within the mouth of the tunnel.
Instantly movement became visible. Fifty, sixty,
or a hundred tiny créatures, no more than half an
inch in length, tumbled pell-mell from the dirtywhite heap. Awkward legs, tiny, greenish-black
bodies, and bristles protruding in every direction
made them strange to look upon.
They had tumbled from the whitish heap and now
they made haste to hide themselves in it again,
moving slowly and clumsily, with immense effort
and laborious contortions of their bodies.
Burl had never seen any insect progress in such
a slow and ineffective fashion before. He drew one
little insect back with the point of his spear and
examined it from a safe distance. Tiny jaws before
the head met like twin sickles, and the whole body
was shaped like a rounded diamond lozenge.
Burl knew that no insect of such small size could
be dangerous, and leaned over, then took one créature in his hand. It wriggled frantically and slipped from his fingers, dropping upon the soft yellow
caterpillar-fur he had about his middle. Instantly,
as if it were a conjuring trick, the little insect vanished, and Burl searched for a matter of minutes
before he found it hidden deep in the long, soft hairs
of the fur, resting motionless, and evidently at ease.
It was a bee-louse, the first larval form of a
beetle whose horny armor could be seen in fragments for yards before the clayey cliff-side. Hidden in the openings of the bee's tunnel, it waited
until the bee-grubs farther back in their separate
cells should complété their changes of form and
emerge into the open air, passing over the cluster
of tiny créatures at the door-way. As the bees
pass, the little bee-Iice would clamber in eager
haste up their hairy legs and come to rest in the
fur about their thoraxes. Then, weeks later, when
the bees in turn made other cells and stocked them
with honey for the eggs they would lay, the tiny
créatures would slip from their resting-places and
be left behind in the fully provisioned cell, to eat
not only the honey the bee had so laboriously acquired, but the very grub hatched from the bee's
egff.
,
Burl had no diffîculty in detaching the small insect and casting it away, but in doing so discovered
three more that had hidden themselves in his
furry garment, no doubt thinking it the coat of
their natural, though unwilling hosts. He plucked
them away, and discovered more, and more. His
garment was the hiding-place for dozens of the
créatures.
Disgusted and annoyed, he went out of the cavern
and to a spot some distance away, where he took
off his robe and pounded it with the flat side of
his spear to dislodge the visitors. They dropped
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out one by one, reluctantly, and finally the garment
was clean of them. Then Burl heard a shout from
the direction of the mining-bee caves, and hastened
toward the sound.
It was then drawing toward the time of darkness, but one of the tribesmen had ventured out
and found no less than three of the great impérial
mushrooms. Of the three, one had been attacked,
by a parasitic purple xnould, but the gorgeous yellow of the other two was undimmed, and the people were soon feasting upon the firm flesh.
B-url felt a little pang of jealousy, though he
joined in the consumption of the find as readily
as the others, and presently drew a little to one
side.
He cast his eyes across the country, level and
unbroken as far as the eye could see. The small
clay cliff was the only inequality visible, and its
height eut olî ail vision on one side. But the view
toward the horizon was unobstructed on three sides,
and here and there the black speck of a monster
bee could be seen, droning homeward to its hive
or burrow, and sometimes the slender form of a
wasp passed overhead, its transparent wings invisible from the rapidity of their vibrations.
These flew high in the air, but lower down,
barely skimming the tops of the many-colored mushrooms and toadstools, fluttering lightly above the
swollen fungoids, and touching their dainty proboscides to unspeakable things in default of the
fragrant flowers that were normal food for their
races—lower down flew the multitudes of butterflies the âge of mushrooms had produced.
White and yellow and red and brown, pink and
blue and purple and green, every shade and every
color, every size and almost every shape, they
flitted gaily in the air. There were some so tiny
that they would barely have shaded Burl's face, and
some beneath whose slender bodies he could have
hidden himself. They flew in a riot of colors and
tîhts above a world of foui mushroom growths, and
turgid, slime-covered ponds.
Burl, temporarily out of the limelight because
of the discovery of a store of food by another member of the tribe, bethought himself of an idea. Soon
night would come on, the cloud-bank would turn
red ki the west, antl then darkness would lean downward from the sky. With the coming of that time
these créatures of the day would seek hidingplaces, and the air would be given over to the furry
moths that flew by night. He, Burl, would mark the
spot where one of the larger créatures alighted,
and would creep up upon it, with his spear held fast.
His wide blue eyes brighten^d at the thought,
and he sat himself down to watch. After a long
time the soft, down-reaching Angers of the night
touched the shaded aisles of the mushroom forests,
and a gentle haze arose above the golden glades.
One by one the gorgeous fliers of the daytime dipped down and furled their painted wings. The overhanging clouds became darker—finally black, and
the slow, deliberate rainfall that lasted ail through
the night began. Burl rose and crept away into
the darkness, his spear held in readiness.
Through the black night, beneath deeper blacknesses which were the dark undersides of huge
toadstools, creeping silently, with every sense alert
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for sign of danger or for hope of giant prey, Burl
made his slow advance.
A glorious butterfly of purple and yellow markings, whose wings spread out for three yards on
either side of its delicately formed body, had hidden
itself barely two hundred yards away. Burl could
imagine it, now, preening its slender limbs and
combing from its long and slender proboscis any
trace of the delectable foodstuffs on which it had
fed during the day.
Burl moved slowly and
cautiously forward, ail eyes and ears.
He heard an indescribable sound in a thicket a
little to his left, and shifted his course. The sound
was the faint whistling of air through the breathing-holes along an insect's abdomen. Then came
the delicate rustling of filmy wings being stretched
and closed again, and the movement of sharply
barbed feet upon the soft earth. Burl moved in
breathless silence, holding his spear before him
in readiness to plunge it into the gigantic butterfly's soft body.
The mushrooms here were grown thickly together, so there was no room for Burl's body to pass
between their stalles, and the rounded heads were
deformed and misshapen from their crowdings. Burl
spent precious moments in trying to force a silent
passage, but had to own himself beaten. Then he
clambered up upon the spongy mass of mushroom
heads, trusting to luck that they would sustain his
weight.
The blackness was intense, so that even the forms
of objects before him were lost in obscurity. He
moved forward for some ten yards, however, walking gingerly over his precarious foothold. Then he
felt rather than saw the opening before him. A
body moved below him.
Burl raised his spear, and with a yell plunged
down on the back of the moving thing, thrusting
his spear with ail the force he could command. He
landed on a shifting form, but his yell of triumph
turned to a scream of terror.
This was not the yielding body of a slender butterfly that he -had come upon, nor had his spear
.penetrated the creature's soft flesh. He had fallen
upon the shini-ng back of one of the huge, meateating beetles, and his spear had slid across the
horny armor, and then stuck fast, having pierced
only the leathery tissue between the insect's head
and thorax.
Burl's terror was pitiable at the realization, but
as nothing to the ultimate panic which possessed
him when the créature beneath him uttered a grunt
of fright and pain, and, spreading its stiff wingcases wide, shot upward in a crazy, panic-stricken,
rocket-like flight toward the sky.
CHAPTER III
The Sexton-Beetles
BURL fell headforemost upon the spongy top
of a huge toadstool that split with the impact and let him through to the ground beneath, powdering him with its fine spores.
He
came to rest with his naked shoulder half-way
through the yielding flesh of a mushroom-stalk, and
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lay there for a seoond, catch in 2 his breath to scream
again.
Then he heard the whining buzz of his attempted
prey. There was soraething wrong with the beetle.
Burl's spear had struck it in an awkward spot, and
it was rocketing upward in erratic flight that
ended in a crash two or three hundreds yards away.
Burl sprang up in an instant. Perhaps, despite
his mistake, he had slain this infinitely more worthy
victim. He rushed toward the spot where it had
fallen.
His wide blue eyes pierced the darkness well
enough to enable him to sheer off from masses of
toadstools, but he could distinguish no détails—
nothing but forms. He heard the beetle floundering
upon the ground; then heard it mount again into
the air, more clumsily than before.
Its wing-beats no longer kept up a sustained note.
They thrashed the air irregularly and wildly. The
fiight was zigzag and uncertain, and though longer
than the first had been, it ended similarly, in a
heavy fall. Another period of floundering, and the
beetle took to the air again just before Burl arrived at the spot.
It was obviously seriously hurt, and Burl forgot
the dangers of the night in his absorption in the
chase. He darted after his prey, fleet-footed and
agile, taking chances that in cold blood he would
never have thought of.
Twice, in the pain-racked struggles of the monster beetle, he arrived at the spot where the gigantic
insect flung itself about madly, insanely, fighting
it knew not what, striking out with colossal wings
and legs, dazed and drunk with agony. And each
time it managed to get aloft in flight that was
weaker and more purposeless.
Crazy, fleeing from the torturing spear that
pierced its very vitals, the beetle blundered here
and there, floundering among the mushroom
thickets in spasms that were constantly more prolonged and more agonized, but nevertheless flying
heavily, lurching drunkenly, managing to graze the
tops of the toadstools in one more despairing, tormented flight.
And Burl followed, aflame with the fire of the
chase, arriving at the scene of each successive,
panic-stricken struggle on the ground just after the
beetle had taken flight again, but constantly more
closely on the heels of the weakening monster.
At last he came up panting, and found the giant
lying upon the earth, moving feebly, apparently
unable to rise. How far he was from the tribe,
Burl did not know, nor did the question occur
to him at the moment. He waited for the beetle
to be still, tremblihg with exciteraent and eagerness. The struggles of the huge form grew more
feeble, and at last ceased. Burl moved forward and
grasped his spear. He wrenched at it to thrust
again.
In an instant the beetle had roused itself, and
was exerting its last atom of strength, galvanized
into action by the agony caused by Burl's seizure
of the spear. A great wing-cover knocked Burl
twenty feet, and flung him against the base of a
mushroom, where he lay, half stunned. But then
a strangely pungent scent came to his nostrils—i
the scent of the red mushrooms!

He staggered to his feet and fled, while behind
him the gigantic beetle crashed and floundered—
Burl heard a tearing and ripping sound. The insect had torn the covering of one of the red mushrooms, tightly packed with the fatal red dust. At
the noise, Burl's speed was doubled, but he could
still hear the frantic struggles of the dying beetle
grow to a very crescendo of desperation.
The créature broke free and managed to rise in
a final flight, fighting for breath and life, weakened
and tortured by the spear and the horrible spores
of the red mushrooms. Then it crashed suddenly to
the earth and was still. The red dust had killed it.
In time to come, Burl might learn to use the red
dust as poison gas had been used by his ancestors
of thirty thousand years before, but now he was
frightened and alone, lost from his tribe, and with
no faintest notion of how to find them. He crouched
beneath a hwge toadstool and waited for dawn,
listening with terrified appréhension for the ripping
sound that would mean the bursting of another of
the red mushrooms.
Oaly the wing beats of night-flying créatures came
to his ears, however, and the discordant noises of
the four-foot truffle-beetles as they roamed the
aisles of the mushroom forests, seeking the places
beneath which their instinct told them fungoid
dainties awaited the courageous miner. The eternal
dripping of the rain-drops falling at long intervais
from the overhanging clouds formed a soft obbligato to the whole.
Burl listened, knowing there were red toadstools
ail about, but not once during the whole of the long,
dark hours did the rending noise tell of a bursting
fungus casting loose its freight of deadly dust upon
the air. Only when day came again, and the chill
dampness of the night was succeeded by the steaming humidity of the morning, did a tall pyramid of
brownish-red stuff leap suddenly into the air from
a ripped mushroom covering.
Then Burl stood up and looked around. Here and
there, ail over the whole countryside, slowly and at
intervais, the cônes of fatal red sprang into the air.
Had Burl Uved thirty thousand years earlier, he
might have likened the effect to that of shells
bursting from a leisurely bombardment, but as it
was he saw in them only fresh and inexorable
dangers added to an already peril-ridden existence.
A hundred yards from where he had hidden during the night the body of his victim lay, crumpled
up and limp. Burl approached speculatively. He had
come even before the ants appeared to take their
toll of the carcass, and not even a buzzing flesh-fly
had placed its maggots on the unresisting form.
The long, whiplike antennas lay upon the carpet
of mold and rust, and the fiercely toothed legs were
drawn close against the body. The many-faceted
eyes stared unseeingly, and the stiff and horny wingcases were rent and torn.
When Burl went to the other side of the dead
beetle he saw something that filled him with dation.
His spear had been held between his body and the
beetle's during that mad flight, and at the final
crash, when Burl shot away from the fear-crazed insect, the weight of his body had forced the spearpoint between the joints of the corselet and the
neck. Even if the red dust had not finished the
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créature, the spear wound in time woald have ended
its life.
Burl was thrilled once more by his superlative
greatness, and conveniently forgot that it was the
red dust that had actually administered the cowp
de grâce. It was so much more pleasant to look
upon himself as the mighty slayer that he hacked
off one of the barb-edged limbs to carry back to his
tribe in evidence of his feat. He took the long
antennœ, too, as further proof.
Then he remembered that he did not know where
his tribe was to be found. He had no faintest idea
of the direction in which the beetle had flown. As
a matter of fact, the course of the beetle had been
in turn directed toward every point of the compass,
and there was no possible way of telling the relation
of its final landing-place to the point from which it
had started.
Burl wrestled with his problem for an hour, and
then gave up in disgust. He set off at random,
with the leg of the huge însect flung over his
shoulder and the long antenme clasped in his hand
with his spear. He turned to look at his victim
of the night before just before plunging into the
near-by mushroom forest, and saw that it was already the center of a mass of tiny black bodies, pulling and hacking at the tough armor, and carving
out great lumps of the succulent flesh to be carried
to the near-by ant city.
In the teeming life of the insect world death îs
an opportunîty for the survivors.
There is a
strangely tense and fearful compétition for the
bodies of the slain. There had been barely an hour
of daylight in which the ants might seek for provender, yet in that little time the freshly killed
beetle had been found and was being skilfully and
carefully exploited. When the body of one of the
larger insects fell to the ground, there was a mighty
rush, a fierce race, among ail the tribes of scavengers to see who should be first.
Usually the ants had corne upon the scene and
were inquisitively exploring the carcass long before even the flesh-flies had arrived, who dropped
their living maggots upon the créature. The bluebottles came still later, to daub their masses of
white eggs about the delicate membranes of the eye.
And while ail the preceding scavengers were at
work, furtive beetles and tiny insects burrowed below the reeking body to attack the highly scented
flesh frora a fresh angle.
Each working independently of the others, they
commonly appeared in the order of the delicacy of
the sense which could lead them to a source of food,
though accident could and sometimes did afford one
group of workers in putrescence an advantage over
the others.
Thus, sometimes a blue-bottle anticipated even
the eager ants, and again the very flesh-flies dropped their squirming offspring upon a limp form that
was already being undermined by white-bellied
things working in the darkness below the body.
Burl grimaced at the busy ants and buzzing Aies,
and disappeared into the mushroom forest. Here
for a long time he moved cautiously and silently
through the aîsles of tangled stalks and the spongy,
round heads of the fungoids. Now and then he saw
one of the red toadstools, and made a wide détour
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around it. Twice they burst withîn his sîght, cîrcumscribed as his vision was by the toadstools
among which he was traveling.
Each time he ran hastily to put as much distance
as possible between himself and the deadly red dust.
He traveled for an hour or more, looking constantly
for familiar landmarks that might guide him to his
tribe. He knew that if he came upon any place he
had seen while with his tribe he could follow the
path they had traveled and in time rejoin them.
For many hours he went on, alert for signs of
danger. He was quite ignorant of the fact that
there were such things as points of the compass, and
though he had a distinct notion that he was not
moving in a straight line, he did not realize that he
was actually moving in a colossal half-circle. After
walking steadily for nearly four hours he was no
more than three miles in a direct line from his
starting-point. As it happened, his uncertainty of
direction was fortunate.
The night before the tribe had been feeding
happîly upon one of the immense edible mushrooms,
when they heard Burl's abruptly changing cry. It
had begun as a shout of triumph, and ended as a
scream of fear. Then they heard hurried wingbeats as a créature rose into the air in a scurry of
desperation. The throbbing of huge wings ended
in a heavy fall, followed by another flight.
Velvety darkness masked the sky, and the tribesmen could only stare off into the blackness, where
their leader had vanîshed, and begin to tremble,
wondering what they should do in a strange country
with no bold chief to guide them.
He was the first man to whom the tribe had ever
offered allegiance, but their submission had been
ail the more complété for that fact, and his loss
was the more appalling.
Burl had mistaken their lack of timidity. He
had thought it independence, and indifférence to
him. As a matter of fact, it was security because
the tribe felt safe under his tutelage. Now that he
had yanished, and in a fashion that seemed to mean
his death, their old fears returned to them reenforced by the strangeness of their surroundings,
They huddled together and whispered their .
fright to one another, listenîng the while in panicstricken appréhension for signs of danger. The
tribesmen visualîzed Burl eaught in fiercely toothed
limbs, being rent and torn in mid air by horny, insatiable jaws, his blood falling in great spurts toward the earth below. They caught a faint, reedy
cry, and shuddered, pressing doser together.
And so through the long night they waited in
trembling silence. Had a hunting spider appeared
among them they would not have lifted a hand to
defend themselves, but would have fled despairingly,
would probably have scattered and lost touch with
one another, and spent the remainder of their lives
as solitary fugitives, snatching fear-ridden rest
in strange hiding-places.
But day came again, and they looked into each
other's eyes, reading in each the selfsame panif
and fear. Saya was probably the most pitîful of
ail the group. Burl was to have been her mate, ano
her face was white and drawn beyond that of ans
of the east of the tribefolk.
With the das, they did noh pipye, hut remaîncd
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clustered about the huge mushroom on which they
had been feeding the night before. They spoke in
hushed and fearful tones, huddled together, searching ail the horizon for insect enemies. Saya would
not eat, but sat still, staring before her in unseeing
indifférence. BurI was dead.
A hundred yards from where they crouched a red
mushroom glistened in the pale light of the new
day. Its tough skin was taut and bulging, resisting
the pressure of the spores within. But slowly, as
the morning wore on, some of the moîsture that had
kept the skin soft and flaccid during the night
evaporated.
The skin had a strong tendency to contract, like
green leather when drying. The spores within it
strove to expand. The opposing forces produced
a tension that grew greater and greater as more and
more of the moisture was absorbed by the air. At
last the skin could hold no longer.
With a ripping sound that could be heard for
hundreds of feet, the tough wrapping split and tore
across its top, and with a hollow, booming noise the
compressed mass of deadly spores rushed into the
air, making a pyramidal cloud of brown-red dust
some sixty feet in height.
The tribesmen quivered at the noise and faced the
dust cloud for a fleeting instant, then ran pellmell to escape the slowly moving tide of death as
the almost imperceptible breeze wafted it slowly
toward thera. Men and women, boys and girls, they
fled in a mad rush from the deadly stuff, not pausing to see that even as it advanced it settled slowly
to the ground, nor stopping to observe its path that
they might step aside and let it go safely by.
Saya fled with the rest, but without their extrême panic. She fled because the others had done
so,. and ran more carelessly, struggling with a
half-formed idea that it did not particularly matter
whether she were caught or not.
She fell slightly behind the others, without being
noticed. Then quite abruptly a stone turned under
her foot, and she fell headlong, striking her head
violently against a second stone. Then she lay
quite still while the red cloud billowed slowly toward her, drifting gently in the faint, hardly perceptible breeze.
It drew nearer and nearer, settling slowly, but
still a huge and menacing mass of deadly dust. It
gradually flattened out, too, so that though it had
been a rounded cone at first, it flowed over the minor
inequalities of the ground as a huge and tenuous
leech might have crawled, sucking from ail breathing créatures the life they had within them.
A hundred and fifty yards away, a hundred yards
away, then only fifty yards away. From where
Saya lay unconscious on the earth, eddies within the
moving mass could be seen, and the edges took on a
striated appearance, telling of the curling of the
dust wreaths in the larger mass of deadly powder.
The deliberate advance kept on, seeming almost
purposeful. It would have seemed possible to draw
from the unhurried, menacing movement of the
poisonous stuff that some malign intelligence was
concealed in it, that it was, în fact, a living créature. But when the misty edges of the cloud were
no more than twenty-five yards from Saya's prostrate body a breeze from one side sprang up—a

vagrant, fitful little breeze, that first halted the
red cloud and threw it into confusion and then drove
it to one side, so that it passed Saya without harming her, though a single trailing wisp of dark-red
mist floated very close to her.
Then for a time Saya lay still indeed, only her
breast rising and falling gently with faint and irregular breaths. Her head had struck a sharpedged stone in her fall, and a tiny pool of sticky
red had gathered from the wound.
Perhaps thirty feet from where she lay, three
small toadstools grew in a little clump, their bases
so close together that they seemed but one. From
between two of them, however, just where they
parted, twîn tufts of reddish threads appeared,
twinkling back and forth, and in and out. As if
they had given some reassuring sign, two slender
antennœ followed, then bulging eyes, and then a
small black body which had bright-red scalloped
markings upon the wing-cases.
It was a tiny beetle no more than eight inches
long—a burying-beetle. It drew near Saya's body
and clambered upon her, explored the ground by her
side, moving ail the time in feverish haste, and at
last dived into the ground beneath her shoulder,
casting back a little shower of hastily dug earth as
it disappeared.
Ten minutes later another similar insect appeared,
and upon the heels of the second a third. Each of
them made the same hasty examination, and each
dived under the still form. Presently the earth
seemed to billow at a spot along Saya's side, then
at another. Perhaps ten minutes after the arrivai
of the third beetle a little rampart had reared itself
ail about Saya's body, precisely following the outline of her form. Then her body moved slightly, in
a number of tiny jerks, and seemed to settle perhaps half an inch into the ground.
The burying beetles were of those who exploited
the bodies of the fallen. Working from below, they
excavated the earth from the under side of such
prizes as they came upon, then turned upon their
backs and thrust with their legs, jerking the body
so it sank into the shallow excavation they had prepared.
The process would be repeated until at last the
whole of the gift of fortune had sunk below the surrounding surface and the loosened earth fell in upon the top, thus completing the inhumation.
Then in the darkness the beetles would feast and
rear their young, gorging upon the plentiful supply
of succulent foodstuff they had hidden from jealous
fellow scavengers above them.
But Saya was alive. Thirty thousand years before, when scientists examined into the habits of
the burying-beetles, or the sexton-beetles, they hatl
declared that fresh meat or living meat would not
be touched. They based their stateraent solely upon
the fact that the insects (then tiny créatures indeed) did not appear until the trap-meat placed by
the inveatigators had remained untouched for days.
Conditions had changed in thirty thousand years.
The ever-present ants and the sharp-eyed Aies were
keen rivais of the brightly arrayed beetles. Usually
the tribes of créatures who worked in the darkness
below ground came after the ants had taken their
toll, and the fixes sipped daintily.
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When Saya fell unconscious upon the ground,
however, it was the one accident that caused the
burying-beetle to find her first, before the ants had
come to tear the flesh from her slender, soft-skinned
body. She breathed gently and irregularly, her face
drawn with the sorrow of the night before, while
desperately hurrying beetles swarmed beneath her
body, channeling away the earth so that she would
sink lower and lower into the ground.
An inch, and a long wait. Then she sank slowly
a second inch. The bright-red tufts of thread appeared again, and a beetle inade hîs way to the
open air. He inoved hastily about, inspecting the
progress of the work. He dived below again. Another inch, and after a long time another inch was
excavated.
BurI stepped out from a group of over-shadowing
toadstools and halted. He cast hîs eyes over the
landscape, and was struck by its familiarity. It was,
in point of fact, very near the spot he had left
the night before, in pursuit of a colossal wounded
beetle.
Burl moved back and forth, trying to account for
the sensation of récognition, and then trying to approxiraate the place from which he had last seen it.
He passed within fifty feet of the spot where Saya
lay, now half buried in the ground. The loose earth
cast up about her body had begun to fall in little
rivulets upon her. One of her shoulders was already screened from view.
Burl passed on, unseeing. He was puzzling over
the direction from which he had seen the particular
section of countryside before him. Perhaps a little
farther on he would come to the place. He hurried
a little. In a moment he recognized his location.
There was the great edible mushroom, half broken
away, from which the tribe had been feeding. There
were the mining bee burrows.
His feet stirred up a fine dust, and he stopped
short. A red mushroom had covered the earth with
a thin layer of its impalpable, deadly powder. Burl
understood why the tribe had gone, and a cold
sweat came upon his body.
Was Saya safe,
or had the whole tribe succumbed to the poisonous
stuff ? Had they ail, men and women and children,
died in convulsions of gasping strangulation.
He hurried to retrace his footsteps. There was
a fragment of mushrooms on the ground. Here was
a spear, cast away by one of the tribesmen in his
flight. Burl broke into a run.
The little excavation into which Saya was sinking, inch by inch, was ail of twenty-five feet to the
right of the path. Burl dashed on, frantic with
anxiety about the tribe, but most of ail about Saya.
Saya's body quivered and sank a fraction more into
the earth.
Half a dozen litle rivulets of dirt were tumbling
upon her body now. In a matter of minutes she
would be hidden from view. Burl ran madly past
her, too busy searching the mushroom thickets before him with his eyes to dream of looking upon the
ground.
Twenty yards from a huge toadstool thicket
a noise arrested him sharply. There was a crashing
and breaking of the brittle, spongy growths. Twin
tapering antennte appeared, and then a monster
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beetle lurched into the open space, its norrible,
gaping jaws stretched wide.
It was ail of eight feet long, and its body was
held up from the ground by six crooked, sawtoothed limbs. Its huge multiple eyes stared with
machinelike préoccupation at the world.
It advanced deliberately, with a clanking and
clashing as of a hideous machine. Burl fled on the
instant, running as madly away from the beetle as
he had a moment before been running toward it.
A little dépression in the earth was before him.
He did not swerve, but made to leap it. As he shot
over it, however, the glint of pink skin caught his
eye, and there was impressed upon his brain with
photographie completeness the picture of Saya, lying limp and helpless, sinking slowly into the
ground, with tiny rills of earth falling down the
sides of -the excavation upon her. It seemed to
Burl's eye that she quivered slightly as he saw.
There was a terrifie struggle within Burl. Behind him the colossal meat-eating beetle. Beneath
him Saya, whoxn he loved. There was certain death
lurching toward him on evilly glittering legs, and
there was life for his race and tribe lying in the
shallow pit.
He turned, aware with a sudden reckless glow
that he was throwing away his life, aware that
he was deliberately giving himself over to death,
and stood on the side of the little pit nearest the
great beetle, his puny spear held defiantly at the
ready. In his left hand he held just such a leg as
those which bore the living créature toward him.
He had torn it from the body of just such a monster but a few hours ago, a monster in whose death
he had had a share. With a yell of insaae défiance,
he flung the fiercely toothed limb at his advancing
opponent.
The sharp teeth eut into the base of one of the
beetle's antennse, and it ducked clumsily, then
seized the missile in its fierce jaws and crushed it
in frenzy of rage. There was meat within it, sweet
and juicy meat that pleased the beetle's palate.
It forgot the man, standing there, waiting for
death. It crunched the missile that had attacked
it, eating the palatable contents of the horny armor,
confusing the blow with the object that had delivered it, and evîdently satisfied that an enemy had
been conquered and was being devoured. A moment
later it turned and lumbered off to investigate another mushroom thicket.
And Burl turned quîckly and dragged Saya's
limp form from the grave that had been prepared
for it by the busy insect scavengers. Earth fell
from her shoulders, from her hair, and from the
mass of yellow fur about her middle, and three little
beetles with black and red markings scurried in
terrified haste for cover, while Burl bore Saya to a
resting-place of soft mold.
Burl was an ignorant savage, and to him Saya's
deathlike unconsciousness was like death itself, but
dumb misery smote him, and he laid her down
gently, while tears came to his eyes and he called
her name again and again in an agony of grief.
For an hour he sat thére beside her, a man so
lately pleased with himself above ail créatures for
having slain one huge beetle and put another to
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flight, as he would hâve looked upon ît, now a
broken-hearted, little pink-skinned man, weeping
like a child, hunched up and bowed over with sorrow.
Then Saya slowly opened her eyes and stirred
■weakly.
CHAPTER IV
The Forest o£ Death
THEY were oblivious to everything but eacli
other, Saya resting in still half-incredulous
happiness against Burl's shoulder while he
told her in little, jerky sentences of his pursuit of
the colossal flying beetle, of his search for the tribe,
and then his discovery of her apparently lifeless
body.
When he spoke of the monster that had lurched
from the mushroom thicket, and of the desperation
with which he had faced it, Saya pressed close and
looked at him with wondering and wonderful eyes.
She could understand his willingness to die, believing her dead. A little while before she had felt the
same indifférence to life.
A tixnid, frightened whispér roused them from
their absorption, and they looked up. One of the
tribesmen stood upon one foot some distance away,
staring at them, almost eonvinced that he looked
upon the living dead. A sudden movement on the
part of either of them would have sent him in a
panic back into the mushroom forest. Two or three
blond heads bobbed and vanished among the tanglad
stalks, Wide and astonished eyes gazed at the two
they had believed the prey of malignant créatures.
The tribe had corne slowly back to the mushroom
they had been eating, leaderless, and eonvinced that
Saya had fallen a victim to the deadly dust. Instead, they found her sitting by the side of their
chief, apparently restored to them in some miraculous fashion.
Burl spoke, and the pink-skinned people came
timorously from their hiding-plaees.
They approached warily and formed a half-circle before the
seated pair, Burl spoke again, and presently one
of the bravest dared approach and touch him.
Instantly a babble of the crude and labial language
spoken by the tribe broke out. Awed questions
and exclamations of thankfulness, then curious interrogations filled the air.
Burl, for once, showed some common sense. Instead of teljing them in his usual vainglorious
fashion of the adventures he had undergone, he
merely cast down the two long and tapering
antennse from the flying beetle that he had torn
from its dead body. They looked at them, and
recognized their orîgin. Amazement and admiration
showed upon their faces. Then Burl rose and
abruptly ordered two of the men to make a chair
of their hands for Saya. She was weak from the
effects of the blow she had received. The two men
humbly advanced and did as they were bid.
Then the march was taken up again, more slowly
than before, because of Saya as a burden, but
jione the less steadily. Burl led his people across
the country, marching in advance and with every
nerve alert for signs of danger, but with more con-

fidence and less timidity than he had ever displayed
before.
Ail that noontime and that afternoon they flled
steadily along, the tribesfolk keeping in a compact
group close behind Burl,
The man who had
thrown away his spear had recovered it on an order
from Burl, and the little party fairly brîstled with
weapons, though Burl knew well that they were
liable to be cast away as împediments if flight
should be necessary.
He was determined that his people should learn to
fight the great créatures about them, instead of depending upon their legs for escape. He had led
them in an attack upon great slugs, but they were
defenseless créatures, incapable of more dangerpus
maneuvers than spasmodic jerkings of their great
bodies.
The next time danger should threaten them, and
especially if it came while their new awe of him
held good, he was resolved to force them to join
him in fighting it.
He had not long to wait for an opportunity to
strengthen the spirit of his followers by a successful battle. The clouds toward the west were taking
on a dull-red hue, which was the nearest to a sunset
that was ever seen in the world of Burl's experience,
when a humble bee droned heavily over their heads,
making for its hive.
The little group of people on the ground looked
up and saw a scanty load of pollen packed in the
stiff bristles of the insect's hind legs. The bees of
the world had a hard time securing food upon the
nearly fiowerless planet, but this one had evidently
made a find, Its crop was nearly filled with hardgathered, viscous honey destined for the hival store.
It sped onward, heavily, its almost transparent
wings mere blurs in the air from the rapidity of
their vibration. Burl saw its many-faceted eyes
staring before it in worried préoccupation as ît
soared' in laborious speed over his head, some fifty
feet up.
He dropped his glance, and then his eyes lighted
with excitement. A slender-bodied wasp was shooting upward from an ambush it had found in a
thicket of toadstools. It darted swiftly and gracefully upon the bee, which swerved and tried to flee.
The droning buzz of the bee's wings rose to a
higher note as it strove to increase its speed. The
more delicately formed wasp headed the clumsier insect back.
The bee turned again and fled in terror. Each
of the insects was slîghtly more than four feet in
length, but the bee was much the heavier, and ît
could not attain the speed of which the wasp was
capable.
The graceful form of the hunting insect rapidly
overhaulèd its fleeing prey, and the wasp dashed
in and closed with the bee at a point almost over
the heads of the tribesmen. In a clawing, bitîng
tangle of thrashing, transparent wings and black
bodies, the two créatures tumbled to the earth.
They fell perhaps thirty yards from where Burl
stood watching.
Over and over the two insects rolled, now one
uppermost, and then the other. The bee was struggling desperately to insert her sting in the more
supple body of her adversary. She writhed and
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twisted, fighting- with jaw and mandible, wing and
claw.
The -wasp was uppermost, and the bee lay on her
back, fighting in panic-stricken desperation. The
wasp saw an opening, her jaws darted in, and there
was an instant of confusion. Then suddenly the
bee, dazed, was upright with the wasp upon her. A
movement too quick for the eye to follow—and the
bee collapsed. The wasp had bitten her in the neck
where ail the nerve-cords passed, and the bee was
dead.
BurI waited a moment more, aflame with excitement. He knew, as did ail the tribefolk, what
might happen next. When he saw the second act
of the tragedy well begun, Burl snapped quick and
harsh orders to his spear-armed men, and they followed him in a wavering line, their weapons tightly
clutched.
Knowing the habits of the insects as they were
forced to know them, they knew that the venture
was one of the least dangerous they could undertake with fighting créatures the size of the wasp,
but the idea of attacking the great créatures whose
sharp stings could* annihilate any of them with a
touch, the mere thought of taking the initiative was
appalling. Plad their awe of Burl been less complété
they would not have dreamed of following him.
The second act of the tragedy had begun. The
bee had been slain by the wasp, a carnivorous însect normally, but the wasp knew that sweet honey
was concealed in the half-filled crop of the bee. Had
the bee arrived safely at the hive, the sweet and
sticky liquid would have been disgorged and added
to the hival store. Now, though the bee's journey
was ended and its fles"h was to be crunched and devoured by the wasp, the honey was the first object
of the pirate's solicitude.* The dead insect was
rolled over upon its back, and with eager haste the
slayer began to exploit the body.
Burl and his men were creeping nearer, but with
a gesture Burl bade them hait for a moment. The
wasp's first move was to force the disgorgement of
the honey from the bee's crop, and with feverish
eagerness it pressed upon the limp body until the
shining, sticky liquid appeared. Then the wasp
began in ghoulish ecstasy to lick up the sweet stuff,
utterly absorbed in the feast.
Many thousands of years before, the absorption
of the then tiny insect had been noticed when
engaged in a similar feat, and it was recorded in
books moldered into dust long âges before Burl's
birth that its rapture was so great that it had been
known to fall a victim to a second bandit while
engaged in the horrible banquet.
Burl had never read the books, but he had been
told that the pirate would continue its feast even
though seized by a greater enemy, unable to tear itself from the nectar gathered by the créature it
had slain.
The tribesmen waited until the wasp had begun
its orgy, licking up the toothsome Stuff disgorged
by its dead prey It ate in gluttonous haste, blind
to ail sights, deaf to ail sounds, able to think of
nothing, conceive of nothing, but the delights of the
liquid it was devouring.
At a signal the tribesmen darted forward. They
•The oirate is the Philanthus Aiivorus.
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wavered when near the slender-waisted gourmet,
however, and Burl was the first to thrust his spear
with ail his strength into the thinly armored body.
Then the others took courage. A short, horny
spear penetrated the very vitals of the wasp. A
club fell with terrifie impact upon the slender
waist. There was a crackling, and the long, spidery
limbs quivered and writhed, while the tribesmen
fell back in fear, but without cause.
Burl struck again, and the wasp fell into two
writhing halves, helpless for harm. The pinkskinned men danced in triumph, and the women and
children ventured near, delighted.
Only Burl noticed that even as the wasp was
dying, sundered and pierced with spears, its slender
tongue licked out in one last, ecstatic taste of the
nectar that had been its undoing.
Burdened with the pollen-covered legs of the
giant bee, and filled with the meat from choice portions of the wasp's muscular limbs, the tribe resumed its journey. This time Burl had men behind
him, still timid, still prone to flee at the slightest
alarm, but infinitely more dependable than they had
been before.
They had attacked and slain a wasp whose sting
would have killed any of them. They had done
battle under the leadership of Burl, whose spear
had struck the first blow. Henceforth they were
sharers, in a mild way, of his transcendent glory,
and henceforth they were more like followers of a
mîghty chief and less like spineless worshipers of
a demigod whose feats they were too timid to
emulate.
That night they hid among a group of giant puffballs, feasting on the-loads of meat they had carried
thus far with them. Burl watched them now without jealousy of their good spirits. He and Saya sat
a little apart, happy to be near each other, speaking
in low tones. After a time darkness fell, and the
tribefolk became shapeless bodies speaking in voices
that grew drowsy and were silent. The black forms
of the toadstool heads and huge puffballs were but
darker against a dark sky.
The nightly rain began to fall, drop by drop, drop
by drop, upon the damp and humid earth. Only
Burl remained awake for a little while, and his last
waking thought was of pride, disinterested pride.
He had the first reward of the ruler, gratification
in the greatness of his people.
The red mushrooms had contînued to show their
glistening heads, though Burl thought they were
less numerous than in the territory from which
the tribe had fled. Ail along the route, now to the
right, now to the left, they had burst and sent
their masses of deadly dust into the air.
Many times the tribefolk had been forced to make
a détour to avoid a slowly spreading cloud of deathdealing spores. Once or twice their escapes had been
narrow indeed, but so far there had been no deaths.
Burl had observed that the mushrooms normally
burst only in the daytime, and for a while had
thought of causing his followers to do their journeying in the night. Only the obvious disadvantages
of such a course—the difficulty of discovering food,
and the prowling spiders that roamed in the darkness—had prevented him. The idea still stayed
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with him, however, and two days after the fight
with the hunting wasp he put it in practise,
The tribe came to the top of a small rise in the
ground. For an hour they had been marching and
counter-marching to avoid the suddenly appearing
clouda of dust. Once they had been nearly hemmed
in, and only by mad sprinting did they escape when
three of the dull-red clouds seemed to flow together,
closing three aides of a circle.
They came to the little hillock and halted. Before them stretched a plain ail of four miles wide,
colored a brownish brick-red by masses of mushrooms. They had seen mushroom forests before,
and knew of the dangers they presented, but there
was none so deadly as the plain before them. To
right and left it stretched as far as the eye could
see, but far away on îts farther edge Burl caught
a glimpse of flowing water.
Over the plain itself a dull-red haze seemed to
float. It was nothing more or less than a cloud
of the deadly spores, dispersed and indefinite, constantly replenished by the freshly bursting red
mushrooms.
While the people stood and watched a dozen thick
columns of dust rose into the air from scattered
points here and there upon the plain, settling slowly
again, but leaving behind them enough of their
finely divlded substance to keep the thin red haze
over the whole plain in its original, deadly state.
Burl had seen single red mushrooms before, and
even small thickets of two and three, but here was
a plain of millions, literally millions upon millions
of the malignant growths. Here was one fungoid
forest through whose aisles no monster beetles
stalked, and above whose shadowed depths no
brightly colored butterflies fluttered in joyous
abandon. There were no loud-voiced crickets sînging in its hiding-places, nor bodies of eagerly foraging ants searching inquisitîvely for bits of food.
It was a forest of death, still and silent, quiet and
motionless save for the sullen columns of red dust
that ever and again shot upward from the torn and
ragged envelope of the bursting mushroom.
Burl and his people watched in wonderment and
dismay, but presently a high résolve came to Burl.
The mushrooms never burst at nîght, and the deadly
dust from a subsided cloud was not deadly in the
morning. As a matter of fact the rain that fell
every night made it no more than a sodden, thin
film of reddish mud by daybreak, mud which dried
and caked.
Buid did not know what occurred, but knew the
resuit. At night or in early morning, the danger
from the red mushrooms was slight. Therefore he
would lead his people through the very jaws of
death that night. He would lead them through the
deadly aisles of this, the forest of malignant
growths, the place of lurking annihilation.
It was an act of desperation, and the resolution
to carry it through left Burl in a state of mind that
kept him from observing one thing that would have
ended ail the struggles of his tribe at once. Perhaps a quarter-mile from the edge of the red forest
three or four giant cabbages grew, thrusting their
colossal leaves upward toward the sky.
And on the cabbages a dozen lazy slugs fed
leisurely, ignoring completely the red haze that was

never far from them and sometimes covered them.
Burl saw them, but the oddity of their immunity
from the effects of the red dust did not strike him.
He was fighting to keep his resolution intact. If
he had only realized the significance of what he saw,
however—
The slugs were covered with a thick soft fur. The
tribespeople wore garments of that same material.
The fur protected the slugs, and could have made
the tribe immune to the deadly red dust if they had
only known. The slugs breathed through a row of
tiny holes upon their backs, as the mature insects
breathed through holes upon the bottom of their
abdomens, and the soft fur formed a mat of felt
which arrested the fine particles of deadly dust, while
allowing the pure air to pass through. It formed,
in effect, a natural gas-mask which the tribesmen
should have adopted, but which they did not discover or in vent.
The remainder of that day they waited in a
curious mixture of résolve and fear. The tribe was
rapidly reaching a point where it would follow Burl
over a thousand-foot cliff, and it needed some such
blind confidence to make them préparé to go through
the forest of the million deadly mushrooms.
The waiting was a strain, but the actual journey
was a nightmare. Burl knew that the toadstools
did not burst of themselves during the night, but
he knew that the beetle on which he had taken his
involuntary ride had crashed against one in the
darkness, and that the fatal dust had poured out.
He warned his people to be cautious, and led them
down the slope of the hill through the blackness.
For hours they stumbled on in utter darkness,
with the pungent, acrid odor of the red growths constantly in their nostrils. They put out their hands
and touched the flabby, damp stalks of the monstrous things. They stumbled and staggered against
the leathery skins of the malignant fungoids.
Death was ail about them. At no time during
ail the dark hours of the night was there a moment
when they could not reach out their hands and touch
a fungus growth that mîght burst at their touch
and fill the air with poisonous dust, so that ail of
them would die in gasping, choking agony.
And worst of ail, before half an hour was past
they had lost ail sense of direction, so that they
stumbled on blindly through the utter blackness,
not knowing whether they were headed toward the
river that might be their salvation or were wandering hopelessly deeper and deeper into the silent
depths of the forest of strangled things.
When day came again and the mushrooms sent
their columns of fatal dust into the air would they
gasp and fight for breath in the red haze that would
float like a tenuous cloud above the forest? Would
they breathe in flames of firelike forment and die
slowly, or would the red dust be merciful and slay
them quickly?
They felt their way like blind folk, devoîd of
hope and curiously unafraid. Only their hearts were
like heavy, cold weights in their breasts, and they
shouldered aside the swollen sacs of the red mushrooms with a singular apathy as they followed Burl
slowly through the midst of death.
Many times in their journeying they knew that
dead créatures were near by—moths, perhaps, that
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had blundered into a distended growth which had
burst upon the impact and killed the thing that had
touched it.
No busy insect scavengers ventured into this
plain of silence to salvage the bodies, however. The
red haze preserved the sanctuary of malignance inviolate. During the day no créature might hope to
approach its red aisles and dust-carpeted clearings,
and at night the slow-dropping rain fell only upon
the rounded heads of the mushrooms.
In ail the space of the forest, only the little band
of hopeless people, plodding on behind Burl in the
velvet blackness, callously rubbed shoulders with
death in the form of the red and glistening mushrooms. Over ail the dank expanse of the forest, the
only Sound was the dripping of the slow and sodden
rainfull that began at nightfall and lasted until day
came again.
The sky began to grow faintly gray as the sun
rose behind the banks of overhanging clouds. Burl
stopped short and uttered what was no more than
a groan. He was in a little circular clearing, and the
twisted, monstrous forms of the deadly mushrooms
were ail about. There was not yet enough light
for colors to appear, and the hideous, almost obscene
shapes of the loathsome growths on every side
showed only as mocking, leering silhouettes as of
malicious démons rejoicing at the coming doom of
the gray-faced, huddled tribefolk.
Burl stood still, drooping in discouragement upon
his spear, the feathery moth's antennœ bound upon
his forehead shadowed darkly against the graying
sky. Soon the mushrooms would begin to burst—
Then, suddenly, he lifted his head, encouragement and delight upon his features. He had heard
the ripple of runnlng water. His followers looked
at him with dawning hope. Without a Word, Burl
began to run, and they followed him more slowly.
His voice came back to them in a shout of delight.
Then they, too, broke into a jog-trot. In a
moment they had emerged from the thick tangle of
brownish-red stalks and were upon the banks of a
wide and swiftly running river, the same river
whose gleam Burl had caught the day before from
the farther side of the mushroom forest.
Once before Burl had floated down a river upon
a mushroom raft. Then his journey had been involuntary and unlooked for. He had been carried
far from his tribe and far from Saya, and his heart
had been filled with désolation.
Now he viewed the swiftly running current with
eager delight. He cast his eyes up and down the
bank. Here and there the river-bank rose in a low
bluff, and thick shelf-growths stretched out above
the water.
Burl was busy in an instant, stabbîng the hard
growths with his spear and striving to wrench them
free. The trlbesmen stared at him, uncomprehending, but at an order from him they did likewise.
Soon a dozen thick masses of firm, light fungus
lay upon the shore where it shelved gently into the
water. Burl began to explain what they were to do,
but one or two of the men dared remonstrate, saying humbly that they were afraid to part from him.
If they might embark upon the same thing with
him, they would be safe, but otherwise they were
afraid.
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Burl cast an apprehensive glance at the sky. Day
was coming rapidly on. Soon the red mushrooms
would begin to shoot their columns of deadly dust
into the air. This was no time to pause and deliberate. Then Saya spoke softly.
Burl listened, and made a mighty sacrifice. He
took his gorgeous velvet cloak from his shoulders—
it was made from the wing of a great moth—and
tore it into a dozen long, irregular pièces, tearing
it along the lines of the sinews that reinforced it.
He planted his spear upright in the largest piece
of shelf-fungus and caused his followers to do likewise, then fastened the strips of sinew and velvet
to his spear-shaft, and ordered them to do the same
to the other spears.
In a matter of minutes the dozen tiny rafts were
bobbing on the water, clustered about the larger,
central bit. Then, one by one, the tribefolk took
their places, and Burl shoved off.
The agglomération of cranky, unseaworthy bits of
shelf-fungus moved slowly out from the shore until
the current caught it. Burl and Saya sat upon the
central bit, with the other trustful but soraewhat
frightened pink-skinned people ail about them. And,
as they began to move between the mushroom-lined
banks of the river and the mist of the night began
to lift from its surface, far in the interior of the
forest of the red fungoids a column of sullen red
leaped into the air. The first of the malignant
growths had cast its cargo of poisonous dust into
the still-humid atmosphère,
The conelike column spread out and grew thin,
but even after it had sunk into the earth, a reddish
taint remaîned in the air about the place where
it had been. The deadly red haze that hung ail
through the day over the red forest was in process
of formation.
But by that time the unstable fungus rafts were
far down the river, bobbing and twirling in the
current, with the wide-eyed people upon them gazing
in wonderment at the shores as they glided by. The
red mushrooms grew less numerous upon the banks.
Other growths took their places. Molds and rusts
covered the ground as grass had done in âges past.
Mushrooms showed their creamy, rounded heads.
Malformed things with swollen trunks and branches
in strange mockery of the trees they had superseded
made their appearance, and once the tribesmen saw
the dark bulk of a hunting spider outlined for a
moment upon the bank.
Ail the long day they rode upon the current,
while the insect life that had been absent in the
neighborhood of the forest of death made its appearance again. Bees once more droned overhead,
and wasps and dragon-flies. Four-inçh mosquitoes
made their appearance, to be fought off by the tribefolk with lusty blows, and glittering beetles and
shining Aies, whose bodies glittered with a metallic
luster, buzzed and flew above the water.
Huge butterflies once more were seen, dancing
above the steamîng, festering earth in an apparent
ecstasy from the mere fact of existence, and ail the
thousand and one forms of insect life that flew and
crawled, and swam and dived, showed themselves
to the tribesmen on the raft.
Water-beetles came lazily to the surface, to snap
with sudden energy at mosquitoes busily laying
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their eggs in the nearly stagnant water by the
river-banks. Burl pointed ont to Saya, with some
excitement, their silver breast-plates that shone as
they darted under the water again. And the shellcovered beats of a thousand caddis-worms floated in
the eddies and back-waters of the stream. Waterboatmen and whirligigs—almost alone among insects in net having shared in the général increase
of size—danced upon the oily waves.
The day wore on as the shores flowed by. The
tribefolk ate of their burdens of mushroom and
méat, and drank from the fresh water of the river.
Then, when afternoon came, the character of the
country about the stream changed. The banks fell
away, and the current slackened. The shores became indefinite, and the river merged itself into a
swamp, a vast swamp from which a continuai muttering came which the tribesmen heard for a long
tîme before they saw the swamp itself.
The water seemed to turn dark, as black mud
took the place of the clay that had formed its bed,
and slowly, here and there, then more frequently,
floating green things that were stationary, and did
not move with the current, appeared. They were
the leaves of water-lilies, that had remained with
the giant cabbages and a very few other plants in
the midst of a fungoid world. The green leaves
were twelve feet across, and any one of them would
have floated the whole of Burl's tribe.
Presently they grew numerous so that the channel
was made narrow, and the mushroom rafts passed
between rows of the great leaves, with here and
there a colossal, waxen blossom in which three men
might have hidden and which exhaled an almost
over-powering fragrance into the air.
And the muttering that had been heard far away
grew in volume to an intermittent, incredibly deep
bass roar. It seemed to come from the banks on
either side, and actually was the discordant croaking of the giant frogs, grown to eight feet in
length, which lived and loved in the huge swamp,
above which golden butterflies danced in ecstasy,
and which the transcendently beautiful blossoms of
the water-lilies filled with fragrance.
The swamp was a place of riotous life. The
green bodies of the colossal frogs—perchcd upon
the banks in strange immobility and only opening
their hùge mouths to émit their thunderous croakings—-the green bodies of the frogs blended queerly
with the vivid color of the water-lily leaves. Dragonflies fluttered in their swift and angular flight above
the black and reeking mud. Greenbottles and bluebottles and a hundred other species of Aies buzzed
busily in the misty air, now and then falling prey
to the licking tongues of the frogs.
Bees droned overhead in flight less preoccupied
and worried than elsewhere flitting from blossom to
blossom of the tremendous water-lilies, loading their
crops with honey and the bristles of their legs
with yellow pollen.
Everywhere over the mushroom-covered world
the air was never quite free from mist, and the
steaming exhalations of the pools, but here in the
swamps the atmosphère was so heavily laden with
moisture that the bodies of the tribefolk were
covered with glistening droplets, whîle the wide,
flat water-lily leaves glittered like platters of

jewels from the "steam" that had condensed upon
their upper surfaces.
The air was full of shining bodies and iridescent
wings. Myriads of tiny midges—no more than
three or four inches across their wings—danced
above the slow-flowing water.
And butterflies
of every imaginable shade and color, from the
most delicate lavender to the most vivid carminé,
danced and fluttered, alighting upon the white
water-lilies to sip daintily of their nectar, skimming
the surface of the water, enamored of their brightly
tinted reflections.
And the pink-skinned tribesfolk, floating through
this fairyland on their mushroom rafts, gazed with
wide eyes at the beauty about them, and drew in
great breaths of the intoxicating fragrance of the
great white flowers that floated like elfin boats,upon
the dark water.
CHAPTER V
Out of Bondage
THE mist was heavy and thick, and through it
the flying créatures darted upon their innumerable businesses, visibl^ for an instant in ail
their colorful beauty, then melting slowly into indefiniteness as they sped away. The tribefolk on
the clustered rafts watched them as they darted
overhead, and for hours the little squadron of fungoid vessels floated slowly through the central
channel of the marsh.
The river had split into innumerable currents
which meandered purposelessly through the glistening black mud of the swamp, but after a long time
they seemed to reassemble, and Burl could see what
had caused the vast morass.
Hills appeared on either side of the stream, which
grew higher and steeper, as if the foothills of a
mountaîn chain. Then Burl turned and peered before him.
Rising straight from the low hills, a wall of high
mountains rose toward the sky, and the low-hanging
clouds met their rugged flanks but half-way toward
the peaks. To right and left the mountains melted
into the tenuous haze, but ahead they were firm and
stalwart, rising and losing their heights in the
cloud-banks.
They formed a rampart which might have
guarded the edge of the world, and thé river flowed
more and more rapidly in a deeper and narrower
current toward a cleft between two rugged giants
that proxnised to swallow the water and ail that
might swim in its depths or float upon its surface.
Tall, steep hills rose from either side of the swift
current, their sides covered with flaking molds of
an exotic shade of rose-pink, mingled here and there
with lavender and purple. Rocks, not hidden beneath a coating of fungus, protruded their angular
heads from the hillsides. The river valley became
a gorge, and then little more than a canon, with
beetling sides that frowned down upon the swift
current running beneath them.
The small flotilla passed beneath an overhanging
cliff, and then shot out to where the clifîsides drew
apart and formed a deep amphitheater, whose top
was hidden în the douda.
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And across this open space, on cables ail of five
hundred feet long, a banded spider had flung its
■web. It was a monster of its tribe. Its belly was
swollen to a diameter of no less than two yards, and
its outstretched legs would have touched eight
points of a ten-yard circle.
It was hanging motionless in the center of the
colossal snare as the little group of tribefolk passed
underneath, and they saw the broad bands of yellow
and black and silver upon its abdomen.
They
shivered as their little crafts were swept below.
Then they eame to a little valley, where yellow
sand bordered the river and there was a level space
of a hundred yards on either side before the steep
sides of the mountains began their rise. Here the
cluster of mushroom rafts were caught in a little
eddy and drawn out of the swiftly flowing current.
Soon there was a soft and yielding jar. The rafts
had grounded.
Led by Burl, the tribesmen waded ashore, wonderment and excitement in their hearts. Burl searched
ail about with his eyes. Toadstools and mushrooms, rusts and molds, even giant puff-balls grew
in the little valley, but of the deadly red mushrooms
he saw none.
A single bee was buzzing slowly over the tangled
thickets of fungoids, and the loud voice of a cricket
came in a deafening burst of sound, reechoed from
the hillsides, but save for the far-flung web of the
banded spider a mile or more away, there was no
sign of the deadly créatures that preyed upon men.
Burl began to climb the hillside with his tribefolk after hira. For an hour they toiled upward,
through confused masses of fungus of almost every
species. Twice they stopped to seize upon edible
fungi and break them into masses they could carry,
and once they paused and made a wide détour
around a thicket from which there came a stealthy
rustling.
Burl believed that the rustling was merely the
sound of a moth or butterfly emerging from its
chrysalis, but was unwilling to take any chances.
He and his people cii'cled the mushroom thicket
and mounted higher.
And at last, perhaps six or seven hundred feet
above the level of the river, they came upon a little
plateau, going back into a small pocket in the mountainside. Here they found many of the edible
fungoids, and no less than a dozen of the giant cabbages, on whose broad leaves many furry grubs
were feeding steadily in placid contentment with
themselves and ail the world.
A small stream bubbled up from a tiny basin
and ran swiftly across the plateau, and there were
dense thickets of toadstools in which the tribesmen
might find secure hiding-places. The tribe would
make itself a new home here.
That night they hid among înextricably tangled
masses of mushrooms, and- saw with amazement the
multitude of créatures that ventured forth in the
darkness. Ail the valley and the plateau were illumined by the shining beacons of huge but graceful fire-flies, who darted here and there in delight
and—apparently—in security.
Upon the earth below, also, many tiny lights
glowed. The larvae of the fireflies crawled slowly
but happily over the fungus-covered mountainside.
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and great glow-worms elambered upon the shining
tops of the toadstools and rested there, twin broad
bands of bluish fire burning brightly within their
translucent bodies.
They were the females of the firefiy race, which
never attain to legs and wings, but crawl always
upon the earth, merely enlarged créatures in the
forma of their own larvœ. Moths soared overhead
with mighty, throbbing wing-beats, and ail the
world seemed a paradise through which no evil
créatures roamed in search of prey.
And a strange thing came to pass. Soon after
darkness fell upon the earth and the steady dripdrop of the rain began, a musical tinkling sound
was heard which grew in volume, and became a
deep-toned roar, which reechoed and reverberated
from the opposite hillsides until it was like melodious and long-continued thunder. For a long time
the people were puzzled and a little afraid, but Burl
took courage and investigated. .
He emerged from the concealing thicket and
peered cautiously about, seeing nothing. Then he
dared move in the direction of the sound, and the
gleam from a dozen fireflies showed him a sheet
of water pouring over a vertical cliff to the river
far below.
The rainfall, gentle as it was, when gathered
from ail the broad expanse of the mountainside,
made a river of its own, which had scoured out a
bed, and poured down each night to plunge in a
smother of spray and foam through six hundred
feet of empty space to the swiftly flowing river
in the center of the valley. It was this sound that
had puzzled the tribefolk, and this sound that
lulled them to sleep when Burl at last came back
to allay their fears.
The next day they explored their new territory
with a boldness of which they would not have been
capable a month before. They found a single great
trap-door in the earth, sure sign of the burrow of
a monster spider, and Burl resolved that before
many days the spider would be dealt with. He
told his tribesmen so, and they nodded their heads
solemnly instead of shrinking back in terror as they
would have done not long since.
The tribe was rapidly becoming a group of men,
capable of taking the aggressive. They needed Burl's
rash leadership, and for many générations they
would need bold leaders, but they were infinitely
superior to the timid, rabbit-like créatures they had
been. They bore spears, and they had used them.
They had seen danger, and had blindly followed
Burl through the forest of strangled things instead
of fleeing weakly from the péril.
They wore soft, yellow fur about their middles,
taken from the bodies of giant slugs they had
slain. They had eaten much meat, and preferred
its succulent taste to the insipid savor of the mushrooms that had once been their steady diet. They
knew the exhilaration of brave adventure—though
they had been forced into adventure by Burl—and
they were far more worthy descendants of their
ancestors than those ancestors had known for many
thousand years.
The exploration of their new domain yielded
many wonders and a few advantages. The tribefolk found that the nearest ant-city was miles away,
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and that the small insects would trouble them but
rarely. (The nightly rush of water down the sloping sides of the mountain made it undesirable for
the site of an ant colony.)
And best of ail, back in the little pocket in the
mountainside, they found old and disused cells of
hunting wasps. The walls of the pocket were made
of soft sandstone with alternate layers of clay, and
the wasps had found digging easy.
There were a dozen or more burrows, the shaft
of each some four feet in diameter and going back
into the cliff for nearly thirty feet, where they
branched out into a number of cells. Each of the
cells had once held a grub which had grown fat
and large upon its hoard of paralyzed crickets, and
then had broken away to the outer world to eraerge
as a full-grown wasp.
Now, however, the laboriously tunneled caverns
would furnish a hiding-place for the tribe of men,
a far more secure hiding-place than the center of
the mushroom thickets. And, furthermore, a hiding-place which, because ihore permanent, would
gradually become a possession for which the men
would fight.
It is a curious thing that the advancement of a
people from a state of savagery and continuai warfare to civilization and continuai peace is not made
by the élimination of the causes of strife, but by
the addition of new objecta and ideals, in defense of
which that same people will offer battle.
A single chrysalis was found securely anchored
to the underside of a rock-shelf, and Burl detached
it with great labor and carried it into one of the
burrows, though the task was one that was almost
beyond his strength. He desired the butterfly that
would emerge for his own use.
He preempted, too, a solitary burrow a little distant from the others, and made préparations for an
event that was destined to make his plans wiser
and more far-reaching than before.
His followers were equally busy with their various burrows, gathering stores of soft growth for
their couches, and later—at Burl's suggestion—
even carrying within the dark caverns the radiant
heads of the luminous mushrooms to furnish illumination. The light. would be dim, and after
the mushroom had partly dried it would cease, but
for a people utterly ignorant of fire it was far
from a bad plan.
Burl was very happy for that time. His people
looked upon him as a savior, and obeyed his least
order without question. He was growing to repose
some measure of trust in them, too, as men who
began to have some glimmerings of the new-found
courage that had çome to him, and which he had
striven hard to implant in their breasts.
The tribe had been a formless gathering of
people. There were six or seven men and as many
women, and naturally families had corne into being
—sometimes after fierce and absurd fights among
the men—but the families were not the sharply
distinct agreements they would have been in a tribe
of higher development.
The marriage was but an agreement, terminable
at any time, and the men had but little of the feeling of parenthood, though the women had ail the
fierce maternai instinct of the insects abdut them.

These burrows în which the tribefolk were making their homes would put an end to the casual
nature of the marriage bonds. They were homes
in the making—damp and humid burrows without
fire or heat, but homes, nevertheless. The family
may corne before the home, in the development of
mankind, but it invariably exista when the home
has been made.
The tribe had been upon the plateau for nearly
a week when Burl found that stirrings and strugglings were going on within the huge cocoon he
had laid close beside the burrow he had chosen for
his own. He cast aside ail other work, and waited
patiently for the thing he knew was about to happen. He squatted on his haunches beside the huge,
oblong cylinder, his spear in his hand, waiting
patiently. From time to time he nibbled at a bit
of edible mushroom.
Burl had acquired many new traits, among which
a little foresight was most prominent, but he had
never conquered the habit of feeling hungry at any
and every time that food was near at hand. He
had to wait. He had food. Therefore, he ate.
The sound of scrapings came from the closed
cocoon, caked upon its outer side with dîrt and
mold. The scraping and scratching continued, and
presently a tiny hole showed, which rapidly enlarged. Tiny jaws and a dry, glazed skin became
visible, the skin looking as if it had been varnished
with many coats of brown shellac, Then a malformed head forced its way through and stopped.
AU motion ceased for a matter of perhaps half an
hour, and then the strange, blind head seeraed to
become distended, to be swelling. A crack appeared along its upper part, which lengthened and
grew wide. And then a second head appeared from
within the first.
This head was soft and downy, and a slender
proboscîs was coiled beneath its lower edge like
the trunk of one of the éléphants that had been
extinct for many thousand years. Soft scales and
fine haîrs alternated to cover it, and two immense,
many-faceted eyes gazed mildly at the world on
which it was looking for the first time. The color
of the whole was purest milky-white.
Slowly and painfully, assisting itself by slender,
colorless legs that seemed strangely feeble and
trembling, a butterfly crawled from the cocoon. Its
wings were folded and lifeless, without substance
or color, but the body was a perfect white. The
butterfly moved a little distance from its cocoon and
slowly unfurled its wings. With the action, life
seemed to be pumped into them from some hidden
spring in the insect's body. The slender antennœ
spread out and wavered gently in the warm air.
The wings were becoming broad expanses of snowy
velvet.
A trace of eagerness seemed to come into the
butterfly's actions. Somewhere there in the valley
sweet food and joyous companions awaited it.
Fluttering above the fungoids of the hillsides,
surely there was a mate with whom the joys of
love were to be shared, surely upon those gigantic
patches of green, half hidden in the haze, there
would be laid tiny golden eggs that in time would
hatch into small, fat grubs.
Strength came to the butterfly's limba. Its
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wings were spread and closed wîth a new assurance.
It spread them once more, and raised them to make
the first flight of this new existence in a marvelous
world, full of delights and adventures—BurI struck
home with his spear.
The delicate limbs struggled in agony, the wings
fluttered helplessly, and in a little while the butterfly lay still upon the fungus-carpeted earth, and
Burl leaned over to strip away the great wings of
snow-white velvet, to sever the long and slender
antennse, and then to call his tribesmen and bid
them share in the food he had for them.
And there was a feast that afternoon. The
tribesmen sat about the white carcass, cracking
open the delicate limbs for the xneat within them,
and Burl made sure that Saya secured the choicest
bits. The tribesmen were happy. Then one of the
children of the tribe stretched a hand aloft and
pointed up the mountainside.
Corning slowly down the slanting earth was a
long, narrow file of living animais. For a time the
file seemed to be but one créature, but Burl's keen
eyes soon saw that there were many. They were
caterpillars, each one perhaps ten feet long, each
with a tiny black head armed with sharp jaws, and
with dull-red fur upon their backs. The rear of
the procession was lost in the mist of the lowhanging cloud-banks that covered the mountainside
some two thousand feet above the plateau, but the
foremost was no more than three hundred yards
away.
Slowly and solemnly the procession came on, the
black head of the second touching the rear of the
first, and the head of the third touching the rear
of the second. In faultless alinement, without intervais, they moved steadily down the slanting side
of the mountain.
Save the first, they seemed absorbed in maintaining their perfect formation, but the leader constantly rose upon his hinder half and waved the
fore part of his body in the air, first to the right
and then to the left, as if searching out the path
he would follow.
The tribefolk watched in amazement mingled wîth
terror. Only Burl was calm. He had never seen
a slug that meant danger to man, and he reasoned
that these were at any rate moving slowly so that
they could be distanced by the fleeter-footed human
beings, but he also meant to be cautious.
The slow march kept on. The rear of the procession of caterpillars emerged from the cloud-bank,
and Burl saw that a shining white line was left
behind them. No less than eighty great caterpillars
clad in white and dingy red were solemnly moving
down the mountainside, leaving a path of shining
silk behind them. Head to tail, in single file, they
had no eyes or ears for anything but their procession.
The leader reached the plateau, and turned. He
came to the cluster of giant cabbages, and ignored
them. He came to a thicket of mushrooms, and
passed thx-ough it, followed by his devoted band.
Then he came to an open space where the earth was
soft and sandy, where sandstone had weathered and
made a great heap of easily moved earth.
The leading Caterpillar halted, and began to bUrrow experimentally in the ground.
The resuit
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pleased him, and some signal seemed to pass along
the eight-hundred-foot line of créatures.
The
leader began to dig with feet and jaws, working
furiously to cover himself completely with the soft
earth. Those immediately behind him abandoned
their formation, and pressed forward in haste.
Those still farther back moved more hurriedly.
Ail, when they reached the spot selected by the
leader, abandoned any attempt to keep to their
line, and hastened to find an unoccupied spot in
the open space in which to bury themselves.
For perhaps half an hour the clearing was the
scene of intense actîvity, încredible activity. Huge,
ten-foot bodies burrowed desperately in the whitish
fearth, digging frantically to cover themselves.
After the half-hour, however, the last of the
caterpillax-s had vanished.
Only an occasional
movement of the earth from the struggle of a
buried créature to bury itself still deeper, and the
freshly turned surface showed that beneath the
clearing on the plateau eighty great slugs were
preparing themselves. for the sleep of metamorphosis. The piled-up earth and the broad, white
band of silk, leading back up the hillside until it
became lost in the clouds, alone remained to .tell of
the Visitation.
The tribesmen had watched in amazement. They
had never seen these créatures before, but they
knew, of course, why they had entombed themselves.
Had they known what the scientists of thirty thousand years before had written in weighty and dull
books, they would have deduced from the appearance of the processionary caterpillars—or pinecaterpillars—that somewhere above the banks of
clouds there were growing trees and sunlight, that
a moon shone down, and stars twinkled from the
blue vault of a cloudless sky.
But the tribesmen did not know. They only
knew that there, beneath the soft earth, was a
mighty store of food for them when they cared
to dig for it, that their provisions for many months
were secure, and that Burl, their leader, was a great
and mighty man for having led them to this land of
safety and plenty.
Burl read their émotions in their eyes, but better
than their amazement and wonderment was a glance
that had nothing whatever to do with his leadership
of the tribe. And then Burl rose, and took the two
snowy-white velvet cloaks from the wings of the
white butterfly. One of them he flung about his
own shoulders, and the other he flung about Saya.
And then those two stood up before the wide-eyed
tribesmen, and Burl spoke:
"This is my mate, and my food is her food, and
her wrath is my wrath. My burrow is her burrow,
and her sorrow, my sorrow.
"Men whom I have led to this land of plenty,
hear me. As ye obey my words, see to it that the
words of Saya are obeyed likewise, for my spear
wîll loose the life from any man who angers her.
Know that as I am great beyond ail other men, so
Saya is great beyond ail other women, for I say
it, and it is so."
And he drew Saya toward him, trembling slightly,
and put his arm about her waist before ail the tribe,
and the tribesmen muttered in acquiescent whispers
(Continued on page 968)
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hundreds of persons, and by his mesmeric powers,
caused them to believe that a twenty-story buildN the third day of last August the pubing could vanish into thin air."
lic was aatounded by a story which
But as time went on and no one came forward to
appeared in every newspaper in the
claim the doubtful honor of being able to accomplish
country. Extra éditions of even the
such a feat, by hypnotism or otherwise, the mystery
most staid and conservative papers apdeepened, and every conceivable theory—both napeared on the streets shortly after noon and, in
tural and supernatural, was advanced to explain the
screaming headlines, announced:
wholly unaccountable phenomenon.
"HARTWELL BUILDING DISAPPEARS.
Up to the présent time the truth has never been
TWENTY STORY STRUCTURE VANISHES
known, and only two men in the world are aware of
IN BROAD DAYLIGHT AND REAPPEARS.
the actual facts and the real solution of the mystery.
MARVELOUS AND INEXPLICABLE ILLUOne of these is Doctor Lemuel Unsinn, Professer
SION WITNESSED BY CROWDS. BELIEVED
of Physics at Stanforth University, and my lifeTO BE A DEMONSTRATION BY'SOME MAStime friend and collège chum ; the other is myself.
TER HYPNOTIST SEEKING PUBLICITY."
As the time has now passed when any harm can
It is not necessary to quote the stories that occorne from giving the true story to the world, and
cupied entire pages of the pross, for while ail agreed
as the explanation is even more incredible and rein the main essentials, no two were the same and
markable than any of the imaginary solutions put
ail contained glaring errors and discrepancies.
forth, we have agreed that the public should be
Moreover, the events must still be fresh in the
made acquainted with the facts.
Indeed, the
minds of my readers. Suflice to say that each and
authentic story would have been published some
every account stated that the new Hartwell Buildmonths ago had it not been essential to make cering, in process of construction on Nineteenth Street,
tain arrangements to safeguard the secret, and
had suddenly vanished from sight during the
whose making required much more time than had
noon hour; that hundreds of citizens had packed
been anticipated.
In order to make clear just how the astounding
the thoroughfare ; that the police and fire departments had been called out, and that, for a space of
occurrence took place, and to enable my readers to
several minutes, only a vacant lot and an immense
thoroughly understand my true if incredible story,
excavation had been visible where the building had
it will be necessary to begin at the beginning and to
stood. Then, while the crowd looked on, the strucrecount every détail of the events which led to the
final results. To many readers much of this matter
ture had reappeared as suddenly and mysteriously
will,
no doubt, prove rather dry, and, if I were w.ritas it had vanished.
ing
fiction,
I would omit ail those portions of the
The story was so utterly incredible that, at first,
many persons thought it
taie which deal with the
scientific side and the premerely a canard or some
«sas
liminaries. But both Dr.
advertising or publicîty
Unsinn and myself feel
scheme. But as, during
T F y ou hâve rend "Beyond the Pôle", by A. Hyatl Verrill,
you
ivill
no
doubt
be
interested
in
the
présent
story
by
that
to omit such matters
the following days, the
the same author. We have no hesitancy in recommending would be a great mistake,
press was fîlled with acil, and at the same lime stating that •we believe it is one of
counts of the phenomenon
the greatest stories on man-made invisibility which bas and that as the story is
ever appeared. In the se latter days of science it would be
of as much interest and
as related by eyewitrash to say that invisibility can not be produced. Already
nesses, and as the police
Dr. Jules Stean, of Alsace-Lorraine, bas produced partial importance to the scientiand fire department offiinvisibility by in] ec tin g certain liquids into animal lis sue, fic world as to the layman,
which make the animal practically transparent wben it is nothing should be left unciais confirmed the reviewed in a certain light. The full détails of his experi- told. Moreover, we feel
ports, and there could be
ments were published in the February, 1921, issue of
no question regarding the
SCIENCE AND INVENTION. No experiments have been that unless such matters
mode on human beings as yet, but there is no question that were included my story
authenticity of the story,
sooner or later the problem of invisibility will be solved.
would be considered as
innumerable théories and
Just what might happen when the secret is found is well purely fictitious. And at
explanations were sugrelated by the author of this story, which you will read not
only with great inlerest but with much amusement as well. any rate the reader is at
gested, and so for days
liberty to skip such porthe crowds thronged the
tions of my narrative as
streets near the Hartwell
the appréciative reader
Building and stood, gazmay fînd to be lacking in real and genuine interest.
ing expectantly, in the hopes that it might repeat its
mysterious behavior.
CHAPTER I
The concensus of opinion was that the astounding
occurrence had been brought about by some hypnotDoctor Unsinn Propounds Some Théories}
ist or fakir who, as the East Indian magicians are
IT really began when I was visiting my old frîendl
supposed to do, had hypnotised the onlookers, and
and collège chum, Dr. Lemuel Unsinn, soon)
that the disappearance of the building had been
after his return from an international conférwholly an illusion. "No doubt," said the "Times,"
ence of seientists.
"the public will soon be informed that Signor SoHe had been telling me of the varîous new diaiand-So, the world's greatest hypnotist and illusioncoveries which had been announced by his fellows,
ist, will appear at a certain theatre, with a further
announcement of the faet that the Signor deluded and mentioned certain phenomena pf light ray%
PROLOGUE
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which, hitherto unseen, had now been brought wîthin the scope of human vision. Although I could
not, as a layman, see the importance of the discovery, my friend was most enthusiastic about the
matter, and, among other statements, declared that
it might yet be possible to render objects invisible.
I laughed. "That is utterly impossible," I declared.
"Nothing withîn the realras of Science îs impossible," he retorted.
"Perhaps not," I admitted, "but there are many
things which are so highly improbable that to ail intents and purposes they are beyond possibility or
reason."
"Utter nonsense!" he ejaculated.
"Ignorance,
lack of imagination, pig-headed conservatism.
Every advance made by Science has been declared
improbable or impossible, or both, until its feasibility has been proven. Railways, steamships, the
telegraph and téléphoné, radio, airplanes,—ail have
been laughed at and declared impossibilities until
they became actualities. Science," he went on, assuming his lecture-room manner, and looking at me
over the rims of his glasses, "Science does not acknowledge the existence of the words impossible and
improbable. What seems a mere dream today may
become an every-day affair tomorrow.
The
scientist
"
"Oh, ail right," I laughed. "Cut out the lecture.
Granting that nothing is beyond Science, as represented by my old friend, Lerauel Unsinn, how
do you propose going about it?"
"I présumé you refer to the matter of rendering
visible objects invisible," he smiled, leaning back in
his chair and placing the tipa of his fingers together.
I nodded.
"Hmm, I haxdly care to divulge ail my ideas, even
to such an old friend as yourself," he chuckled.
"But I am willing to suggest lines along which such
investigations might be conducted. You state that
it is preposterous to consider making visible, solid
matter invisible. Is it any more preposterous than
to make inaudible sounds audible, invisible things
visible, or audible sounds inaudible?"
I shook my head. "No, l'd say one's as impossible as the other."
Lemuel grinned.
"Which shows your monumental ignorance," he exclaimed. "My dear boy,"
he continued, "those feats are ail accomplished facts
and are so familiar to you that you do not realize
they exist. The inaudible waves transmitted by
radio are rendered audible in the receiving set; the
audible waves which enter the microphone of the
transmitting station are sent inaudibly through the
ether; and heat, which is invisible under certain
conditions is plainly visible under other conditions
which occur every day."
"Yes," I granted rather grudgingly, 'TU admit
the matter of sounds, but l'd like to know when and
how heat can be seen. That is, unless you refer
to the wavy effect seen above a pavement or sand
on a hot day."
"No, there you have air, usually invisible, rendered visible by its motion," replied my friend. "But
you have undoubtedly seen red-hot or white-hot

métal. And there you have heat made visible.
Heat, sound, light and probably scent also, are ail
caused by vibratory waves.
Waves varying in
length from the shortest X-rays and Gamma rays to
the longest recorded waves; waves varying from
less than a billionth part of a meter to over onehundred-and-fifty thousand meters in length. Unfortunately, however, the human system is not
designed or attuned to register or recognize more
than an infihitely small proportion of these vibratory waves. Our eyes can only record those
which range between violet and red, but our
nerves and ears can detect others which are
invisible. For example, there are the heat waves
which are too long for as io see. But if, by
heating an object, we decrease the length of
the waves until they come within the limits of our
vision we see the heat waves as red. And by*still
further heating the object the hotter waves appear to us as violet, white or yellow; white being,
as you know, merely a mixture or combination of
the various light waves. In other words, my dear
boy, our eyes, our nerves, our ears, and in ail probability our noses as well, are much like radio receiving sets. We can 'tune in' waves of light, sound,
heat and scent within certain limits, and, like radio
receiving sets, we often fail to 'tune out' interférences. Many sounds are far too high or too low
for the human ear to detect, just as many light
waves are too short or too long for us to see."
"Ali extremely interesting and educational." I
said, "But what bearing does ail this have on the
matter under discussion—the rendering of various
objects—any object I believe you said,—invisible?"
"Let me reply by asking you a question," smiled
my friend.
"Why are objects—human beings,
houses, trees, anything we see,—visible? Merely
because they reflect light," he continued without
waiting for my answer. "Very well, then. We
see an object because it reflects light; we see
colors on that object because it has properties which
cause it to absorb certain light rays and to reflect
others—if red to us, it absorbs the violet, indigo,
blue, green, yellow and orange rays.
If it
appears white it reflects ail the rays. If black, it
absorbs them. In other words we do not actually
see the object at ail. We merely see the light waves
reflected from the object. And if means can be
found to cause the object to absorb the light rays—"
"You'd have a black object instead of a colored
one," I laughed.
"Exactly," agreed my friend quite unperturbed.
"Provided the absorption was imperfect," he added.
"But," he continued, "if the means were such as to
cause perfect absorption, in other words to allow
the light waves to pass through the object, then it
would become invisible, just as clear glass is invisible, even though glass reflects certain waves of
light which cannot be detected by the human eye."
I chuckled. The idea of transforming opaque objects to transparent objects seemed highly amusing.
"Go to it," I laughed, "Why not begin with the
ladies?
Their clothes are pretty nearly transparent now."
"If you're trying to be facetious there's no use
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in my attemptîng to explain my ideas and théories,"
commented Dr. Unsinn in an injured tone.
"I wasn't laughing at your théories," I assured
him. "And l'm really interested, even if I don't see
what you're getting at."
"If your sense of logic and your knowledge of
science were as highly developed as your sense of
humor and your knowledge of women's garments,
you might more readily grasp what I am 'getting at'
as ypu put it," he said dryly. "However," he continued, "I had no intention of conveying the idea
that I believed visible objects could be rendered
invisible by such means. But if, by altering the
frequency or lengths of light waves reflected from
an object, we could render such waves too short
or too long for the human eye to register, then the
object would become wholly invisible."
By this time I was really interested. My friend's
arguments were, I knew, sound. If the frequency
of one form of vibratory wave could be altered; if
an oscillating wave could be changed to a direct
wave or vice versa, if the inaudible radio waves
could be made audible by the simplest of instruments, was there any scientific reason why light
waves ordinarily visible might not be made invisible?
"And the man who succeeds in accomplishing such
a feat will control the world," declared Dr. Unsinn
interrupting my thoughts. "Imagine it! Think
for a moment what it would mean I He could command anything, everything. He could amass millions, billions if he wished. He could control the
destinies of nations! No treaties, no plots, no
business deals could be secret. He could go anywhere, unknown, unsuspected, unseen. Why," he
exclaimed, as he sprang from his chair and began
excitedly pacing the room. "Think what it would
mean to a nation! Armies, battleships, invisible!
And
"
"Think what it would mean to the crooks," I
broke in. "Better not delve too far, Old Man. You
might succeed and your secret might leak out.
Well, I must be going. Good luck to you in your
experiments.
And"—with a laugh, "Let's hope
that the next time I see you I shan't see you at ail."
CHAPTER II
An Amaxing Démonstration
AFEW days after the foregoing conversation
with my old friend, Doctor Unsinn, important business unexpectedly called me to
Sout£ America.
Although his words often occurred to me on the
long journey south, yet I gave them little serious
considération, for I knew that Lemuel, like so many
scientific men, was prone to theorize and to argue
most plausibly and convincingly in support of some
theory, even if he had no real faith in it. And, amid
new scenes and new friends, and with matters of
much -more pressing importance to occupy my attention, ail thoughts of Dr. Unsinn'a weird ideas
Were completely driven from my mind.
Not until several months later, when I was homeward bound, did I again think of our last con-
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versation. I had, to be sure, dropped him a postcard now and then, but I had received no reply and
did not expect any. Lemuel was never one to write,
and he considered it a waste of time to carry on a
purposeless correspondance with anyone, although
he would fill page after page with facts, figures and
théories in letters tô other scieritists. Now, however, as I recalled our conversation, I found myself
wondering if he had actually attempted to carry his
theory to a test. Of course the idea was ridiculously
bizarre and unattainable and yet, I felt sure that Dr.
Unsinn had actually been in earnest and really believed that it Was scientifically possible to produce
invisibility in solid matter.
And the more I mentally reviewed his words and
analyzed his statements, the more I felt that he
might be right, at least theoretically. After ail, was
such a feat any more remarkable than the fact
that the ship's wireless operator was talking and
listening to people thousands of miles distant and
separated from our ship by countless leagues of sea
and land? And yet the idea of any material object
being invisible seemed so far-fetched and supernatural that I could not bring myself to 'believe that
Lemuel would ever attempt to experiment along
such lines. Nevertheless, I had thought so much on
the subject that, at the first opportunity after my
arrivai, and reaching my apartment, I called Dr.
Unsinn, by phone and, after the usual greetings,
asked how he was succeeding in his black art. Perhaps he felt slightly piqued at ray tone or my words,
but instantly there was a change in his voice and
he replied, rather shortly, that it was évident that
I had not improved in my attitude towards science,
but that, as an old chum and friend, he would be
glad to have me call whenever I found it convenient.
Just why my curiosity had been aroused I cannot say, but curious I was nevertheless and within
the hour I was at Lemuel's door. His Filipino servant Miguel, answered the bell and greeted me with
a welcoming grin on his usually emotionless face.
"The Senor Doctor is in the laboratory," he announced as I entered. "He say you will please to
await him in the library. He will arrive in one little
moment."
I was somewhat surprised for, as a rule, I was
welcome to enter Lemuel's holy of holies whenever
I called, and never before had I been asked to await
his pleasure like a perfect stranger. But no doubt I
thought, he was busy on some delicate experiment
and did not wish to be interrupted. Entering the
library I turned to a table littered with magazines
and scientific reports and rather idly glanced
through them. A sound, like the creaking of a footstep on a loose board caused me to turn, but the
door was open, the hallway was in plàin view and
no one was in sight. Once more I resumed my perusal of the periodicals and was becoming a bit interested in an article I ran across, when I was
startled by a low chuckle. Instantly I wheeled
about, surprised that I had not heard my friend's
approach, only to find the room empty. Then, as I
stood, rather foolishly gaping I fear, and puzzled
to understand how my ears had deceived me, I fairly jumped. Out of the obviously empty room came
Dr. Unsinn's unmistakable voice.
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"Sorry to have kept you waiting," it said, "You're
looking exceedingly well after your trip."
For an instant a strange creepy sensation swept
over me. Then I realized that this must be one of
xny friend's practical jokes. No doubt he had installed some sort of téléphoné or loud speaker arrangement in the apartment and was testing it ont
on me.
As nearly as I could judge, the words had corne
from the farther corner of the room where there
was a large, deeply-upholstered chair. Taking a
step nearer, I peered into the corner, trying to discover the hidden instrument. And as I gazed at the
chair I rubbed my eyes and wondered if I were taking leave of my senses.
Slightly above the back of the chair and suspended in mid-air were a pair of spectacles. On the
left side and a short distance below was a round
métal dise and also seemingly floating in the atmosphère, were a number of buttons, a gold watch
and chain, two small ornamental silver buckles,
sorne euff links and a large signet ring. Just below
these and suspended a few inches above the chair
seat were several silver coins, while just above the
floor four rows of small métal rings hung without
any support whatsoever.
Even while I gazed, dumbfounded, utterly at a
loss to account for this strange hallucination, that
ghostly chuckle again issued from the corner, and
I saw the various objects sway, the coins shift their
position and the ring move towards the spectacles
which seemed to follow it, as though drawn by a
magnet, as it again descended to its former position.
Then, once again, the uncanny voice spoke.
"My dear boy, your expression is most remarkable," it said. "You really should see yourself. But
it is most gratifying to me for it proves my test is
a success. If I remember correctly, you remarked,
when I last saw you, that you hoped the next time
you saw me you would not see me at ail. Well, your
wish is granted, you are gazing—or rather I might
say, gaping, at me without seeîng me. But I do
not wonder you are amazed and also incredulous—
don't deny it, I can see you think this some hoax.
However—"
I had been gazing, gaping; jaw dropped, mouth
open, eyes fairly popping, as the voice spoke, and
fascinated, I saw the watch, the dises and the money
slowly rise upward and corne towards me. The next
instant I fairly shrieked and leaped back. An unseen ghostly hand had gripped my shoulder! A
hearty peal of laughter rang through the apartment
as, shaken, almost terror stricken, I shrank back
against the old-fashioned mantel.
"Yes, my experiment is a complété success," announced the disembodied voice, "but there is no need
to carry the test further. You see my 'black art' as
you call it has worked, and the impossible has been
made possible. But I feel you will be more at ease
if I am visible. No doubt it will take time to accustom yourself to the phenomenon."
Hardly had the last word been issued when the
watch, the dises and the coins vanished, and Dr.
Unsinn stood before me, as solid, as substantial
and as natural as ever.
I collapsed. It was almost as great a shock to my

nerves to see my friend materialize from the air as
it had been to hear his voice, to feel his grip when
he had been invisible, yes, invisible, for no longer
could I doubt that the scientist had succeeded in
making the impossible possible.
"I think I have answered your query of this
morning," exclaimed Dr. Unsinn triumphantly, as
he seated himself in his favorite chair. "I felt
quite sure of my.success even before you arrived,"
he continued. "I could not be sure, however, for,
strangely enough,—and quite surprising and as yet
somewhat inexplicable to me, I can see myself in a
mirror even when invisible to others. But I tried
it to a slight extent on Miguel, although I dared
not put the fellow to a thorough test,—too superstitious and excitable you know. Might have died
of fright or have bolted, if I had spoken, or if he
had noticed anything such as my watch or buttons.
Ah, you noticed such objects did you not?"
By this time I had regained a bit of my composure and enough breath to speak. 'TU say I did," I
replied. "But why allow such objects to remain
visible?"
"Hmm, that is my great difficulty," replied Lemuel regretfully. "It is obvious that the same treatment will not serve for ail objects. I have learned
how to render any organic substance invisible, but,
as yet, I have not discovered how to accomplish the
resuit with inorganic matter. My body, my clothing, my shoes, yes, even objects of wood are, by my
method, easily rendered invisible, but metals—my
watch, my suspender buttons, the coins in my pocket and the eyelets for my shoe strings resist, so
far, ail my efforts."
"But how," I interrupted, "do you do it?"
Dr. Unsinn smiled knowingly. "That is a secret
I do not care to divulge," he replied. "But," he
went on, "in a général way it is along the Unes I
suggested during our last conversation on the subject,-—by altering the frequency of light waves so
that they become invisible to the human eye. As
you, my friend, are deplorably ignorant of higher
physics, I may perhaps better explain the process
by comparing it with certain phenomena of radio
with which you may be more or less familiar. Do
you know the raeaning of the terra 'heterodyne ?' "
I nodded.
"Good," continued Lemuel. "Then I can state
that by my process I send out certain vibratory
waves from my apparatus, and these, striking the
light rays, reflect them back with a frequency
which renders them invisible. In other words, the
light rays which would, normally, strike a solid
object, and, being reflected therefrom, would cause
that object to become visible, are prevented from
striking that object by my method, but strike an
armor of an envelope of outgoing vibratory waves.
Is that clear?"
"Perfeetly," I lied blithely, not in the least understanding the scientific side of the explanation,
but deeply interested nevertheless. "But," I asked,
"1 don't understand why some objects remain visible while others vanish, and I didn't notice any apparatus for bringing on your astounding invisibility."
"I do not myself fully understand why organic
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oDjects should respond to my treatment and inorganic objects should resist it," admitted my
friend. "But it is probably due to the fact that inorganic xnaterials do not throw ofF my vibratory
waves at the same fx*equency as organic materials.
But I will solve the problem; I must solve it! As
for your other query, the appliance which I employ is very compact and becomes invisible together
with mysclf. At first the appax-atus was cumbersome and clumsy, but I have now perfected it and
have it so readily and perfectly under control that
it is even more simple than tuning-in on a small
radio receiving set. Indeed, the results may be
bx-ought about slowly and gradually, as I will demonstrate."
As Dr. Unsinn stood before me a strange, încredibly weird change came over hiixx. A thin haze
seemed to envelop his body, and as I stared fascinated, the haze seemed slowly to clear away and to
my indescribable amazement I saw thè curtained
doorway leading into the room whose portière and
parts of whose frame appeared through my friend's
body and head. If ever there was a ghost Lemuel
was one. And then, as if snuffed out, Lemuel completely vanished and only his spectacles, the fraternity button on his lapel, his watch and chain, his
cuff-links, his belt and arm-garter buckles, his ring,
watch and chain and the other metallic objects of
his apparel remained to assure my reeling senses
that Dr. Unsinn still stood before me.
I cannot begin to describe the sensation of thus
seeing my companion vanish before my eyes, but it
was nothing compared to the creepy, uncanny
nerve-racking sensation which followed, as Lemuel's
characteristic chuckle issued from the transparent*
air and he again spoke.
"For Heaven's sake!" I cried, "Don't do that. l'Il
have a nervous collapse if that disembodied voice
of yours keeps on."
The voice laughed, but the next instant my friend
was before me as substantial as ever.
"You'll get accustoraed to the sensation," he declared, "but—"
"Never," I broke in. "No normal person could
ever get accustomed to seeing a man vanish before his eyes or to hearing a voice talking from thin
air."
"Hmm, I had rather expected something of this
sort," admitted Lemuel. "No doubt it is a bit unnerving but you must accustom yourself to the
phenomenon. Now, if you will follow my directions
and, using a duplicate instrument, will render yourself invisible—"
"I will not!" I declared. "I have no desire to try
the experiment. But evexx if I did I fail to see how
that would render your disappeai'ance any less uncanny."
"It is my belief," replied Dr. Unsinn, "that if
you were treated by my waves I would still be visible to you and you to me. I am, as I informed you,
quite visible to myself when I look in a mirror.
This I assume is due to some effect which my apparatus exercises upon the optic nerves, thus enabling the eye to register the light-waves even
when their frequency is accelerated. I am most
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anxious to test the matter and you will confer a
great favor by acceding to my wishes."
"Not a bit of it," I declai'ed. "You can monkey
with such things ail you wish, but l'm perfectly
satisfied to remain visible."
Lemuel shook his head sadly. "You're a conservative imbecile," he informed me. "I had counted
on your accompanying me, as I go about, in order
to note the effect upon the public, and it would be
most désirable that you should also be invisible."
"Look here," I said. "1 know you can vanish; I
know it's ail a perfectly natural feat, but it's too
devilishly creepy and uncanny for my nerves. And
if you're going to keep on being snuffed out and
talking from an invisible mouth l'II leave you to
your own devices and not corne near your place."
Dr. Unsinn grinned. "You forget that you
couldn't prevent me from coming to see you." he
reminded me., "I could enter your apartment unseen and unsuspected. I might be seated on one of
your chairs or lying on a couch in the same x-oom
with you and you'd never suspect it."
"If I didn't see your confounded watch and other
metallic articles," I assented. "But with ail your
daraed scientific ardor I know you're not one to
butt-in where you're not wanted,—even for the sake
of an experiment."
"But ail joking aside," said my friend, "I am
sorry that your nerves should be upset by my démonstration. However, there is, I think, a means of
overcoming ail your objections and yet helping me
with my most valuable and interesting experiments.
I have, in fact, devised a little instrument which
will enable you to see me even when I am invisible
to others."
Rising, he opened a cabinet, and tuxming, handed
me a small rectangular box slightly larger than r
cigarette case. To one end of the box a fine bx-aidec
cord was attached with the other end terminating
in a pair of metal-riramed, slightly tinted, eyeglasses.
"If you will place the detector case in your pocket
and adjust the glasses on your nose, we will try an
interesting test," announced Dr. Unsinn.
"Look here," I said. "Is this some darned trick to
make me invisible?"
"I assure you it is not," he declax-ed. "But if I
am not vastly mistaken it will prevent me from becoming invisible to you."
Somewhat hesitatingly, and without the least
faith in the apparently simple device, I slipped the
case in my breast pocket and placed the glasses on
my nose. As far as I could see ail objects remained
the same as before, though evex-ything, including
Lemuel's face, took oxx a peculiar pinkish tint, due,
I supposed, to the color of the glasses.
"I présumé you have no difficulty in seeing the
various objects about the room, including myself,"
said my friend.
"Not a bit," I assured him.
"Then, if you will kindly press the lever on the
case we will proceed."
Examining the case, I noticed a small lever or
arm which fitted snuggly into a small groove on one
edge of the affalr.
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"Lift the lever and move !t forward—toward the
cord, as far as it will go," said my friend.
A slight click followed by an almost inaudible
whistling sound issued from the case as I obeyed
his instructions. But, as far as I could see, theee
were no other results. Lemuel still sat in his chair,
his legs crossed, his elbows on the chair-arms, the
tips of his Angers together, and his mild blue eyes
looking over the tops of his glasses.
"The confounded contraption's a dud," I exclaimed, "everything's just the same."
"Precisely," my friend agreed. "But just remove the glasses from your eyes for a moment."
As I complied with his request I uttered a cry of
utter amazement. Dr. Unsinn was absolutely invisible!
"Now replace the glasses," said his disembodied
voice.
Hardly knowing what to expect, absolutely
dumbfounded, I again placed the glasses before my
eyes and there sat my friend as before. I could not
believe it. I could not believe that this "now you
see him and now you don't" effect was produced by
the glasses. No, I felt sure, it was a trick on Lemuel's part. He must manage to vanish and to reappear coincidently with my donning or removing
the lenses. But he assured me,—quite heatedly and
convincingly,—that he had remained in the invisible state throughout fhe experiment, and, moreover, he was so evidently highly elated at the success of his invention that at last I was forced to
believe that the magie glasses actually rendered the
invisible visible. But my brain was now in a complété chaos. My friend's power to render himself
invisible, the fact that certain objects remained
visible, the effect of the glasses rendering him visible to me while still invisible to ordinary eyes,
were ail unquestionable facts; but they were so
weird, uncanny and downright supernatural, that
I felt as if in a confused, preposterous dream, and
I half expected to wake up at any moment.
"It's splendid," exclaimed Lemuel, interrupting
my chaotic thoughts. "Even if I cannot overcome
your absurd and unreasonable objections to becoming invisible it now matters little."
"Look here!" I ejaculated. "Just what are you
planning to do? Are you going out to amass the
millions you spoke of, to control the world? l'II admit there's no reason why you should not succeed,—
possessing your secret, nothing is impossible of attainment, but if you plan taking me along you're
mistaken. l'm not invisible and I don't intend to
be, and I can easily foresee where l'd be the goat
for any confounded ghostly acts you perpetrated."
Dr. Unsinn laughed heartily. "My dear boy!" he
cried, controlling his merriment. "You appear to
forget that I am a scientist and a respected member
of the community with a réputation to uphold. I
have not the least desire nor intention to overstep
the bounds of honesty, law, or proper behavior, even
if invisible. If I were so minded I could, as you
know, help myself to the world's treasures, could
control the destinies of nations, could in fact place
myself beyond the power of man or the law. But
my sole idea is to use my discovery for the benefit
pf mankind, to perfect it and give it to the world, as

so many great discoveries have been given. We inen
of science are never materialists.—"
"You're an idiot!" I exclaimed. "Benefit of mankind ! Give it to the world ! Why, if you gave your
discovery to the world,—if you gave the secret to
anyone,—it would be a curse to mankind; you'd be
destroying law and order and the world!"
"Hmm, perhaps there is something in that," admitted Lemuel regretfully. "But at any rate, I must
discover how to treat inorganic substances before
any very extensive experîments can be conducted.
It would hardly do for a crowd to see a watch and
buttons wandering about without visible attachment or reason."
"You might leave your watch behind, and use
bone or fibre buttons," I suggested.
"But, my dear man," objected my friend, "unless
I can render ail substances invisible I shall feel that
my efforts have been in vain."
"And I sincerely hope you fail," I informed him.
"I don't see what good it will do for the rest of the
world, and if it leaks out, Heaven help us."
"Just'what thousands of conservative hide-bound
persons have said of every great discovery of the
past," exclaimed Lemuel, as I rose to take my leave.
CHAPTER III
Dr. Unsinn Perfects His Invention
AS I walked towards my apartment, my mind
was, of course, filled with thoughts of my
friend's amazing discovery. And, among
other matters, it came to me, as a rather curious
and amusing fact, that Dr. Unsinn, who had dwelt
so enthusiastically upon the material possibilities
of invisibilîty, when he first discussed the matter,
was now far more interested in proving his
scientific théories than in profiting by his discovery.
It was typical of the man, and is, I believe, of most
scientists. But a more disturbing thought was that
my friend was deplorably absent-minded,—a common
trait of scientists also, especîally when preoccupied
with some experiment, and, being so inherently
honest and frank himself, he was too prone to assume that his fellow-beings were the same. In this
lay, so I feared, a very grave danger. I remembered occasions in the past when, suddenly sidetracked by some new lead, he had completely forgotten formulae or calculations which had enabled
him to succeed in some experiment, and had never
been able to duplicate the results. Might he not, in
endeavoring to perfect some feature of his own discovery, forget some important détail and find himself unable to restore himself to visible form? It
was in fact this chance that had caused me to refuse
to test his device upon myself. I could see where it
might be most entertaining and advantageous to
become invisible temporarîly, but I had no desire
to remain in that condition indefinitely, and any
failure of Lemuel's device, any miscalculation, any
accident or any sudden illness on bis part might
leave me forever incapable of reauming my visible
form. The risk to be sure might be small, but it
was far too great for me to take. And finally, there
was the chance that Dr. Unsinn might, in his ardor
and enthusiasm, divulge his secret. Unquestion-
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ably he would wish to announce his discovery to his
fellow scientists; if he did so some one would make
the fact public and then, as I had said to Lemuel,
Heaven help mankind. My head swam and I fairly
trembled at thought of what would occur should my
friend's secret fall into the hands of unprincipled
men. Law, Society, governments would be powerless. Possessing the power to become invisible,
crooks could defy the world. They could loot banks,
state treasuries, mints and ail other sources of
hoarded millions, unseen, unhampered and leaving
no traces of their identity. Murder, robbery, rapine,
any and ail crimes could be committed without fear
of détection or punishment. Even if caught unawares and thrown into prison an invisible man could
walk out without being seen. No walls could hold
him, no court try him, no punishment be dealt him.
And even if the secret were known to ail, it would
make little différence, unless, as Lemuel had seemed
to think, a person invisible himself could see others
when under the effect of the apparatus. The next instant I laughed out so loudly that passers-by turned
and stared at me. What a fool I had been I How
ridiculous my worry over any such possibility! I
had forgotten about the marvelous glasses! My
friend's secret might become public property and
yet be harmless, even in the hands of the most desperate criminals. Just as there is an antidote for
every poison, so Lemuel's magie glasses would safeguard the world from any evil that might resuit
from his discovery. Moreover, there was always the
chance that he would be unable to discover a means
of rendering inorganic matter invisible, and if so,
his invention would be of little value either to honest or dishonest men. At thought of the weird situations that might resuit, I chuckled. I could imagine a gunman, himself invisible, holding up some
citizen, and I could visualize the amazed expression
of the victim as he saw a revolver suspended in
mid-air and pointing at him, and heard a disembodied voice ordering him to throw up his hands.
And it was amusing to picture motor cars, apparently empty, threading their way through traffle
and stopping and starting at the signais of a visible
whistle blown by an invisible traffic officer. Yes,
one's imagination could run riot and nothing imagined could equal the reality if my friend's. invention
came into général use. And, no doubt, I had greatly
overestimated the dangers and the undesîrable features of the discovery. In ail probability the invention, once it became known, would create little
more excitement or wonder than had followed the
invention of the téléphoné, the radio or any other
epochal thing. People would take it as a matter of
course and no greater harm would corne of it than
had resulted from the discovery of the steam engine, electricity, or any other revolutionary invention, ail of which had been looked upon as inimical
to the world and to mankind when they had been
first announced.
At any rate, I could not afford to worry over
Lemuel's affairs even if his marvelous aehievement
continually occupied my thoughts.
For several days I heard nothing from Dr. Unsinn, and I was far too busy with my own work to
visit him. No doubt he was deep in his experiments
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and I felt sure he would notify me when he had perfected anything new. And in this I was not mistaken. Answering my téléphoné, I was greeted by
Lemuel's voice.
'T've got it!" he cried. "Fve conquered inorganic
matter. Everything is perfected! Can you come
over at once?"
As on my previous visit, Miguel admitted me,
and, as before, he requested me to wait for my
friend in the library. But this tirae I was prepared
and had no intention of being either frightened or
amazed at anything Dr. Unsinn might spring on
me. At least, I thought I was; but I had underestixnated my friend's abilities and the astounding possibilities of his perfected discovery.
Standing before the old-fashioned fireplace, and
listening intently for the slightest sound which
might betray the approach of an invisible being,
I peered about the room half expecting to see Lemuel materialize or to hear his bodiless voice speaking to me.
As I did so a thin fog or mist seemed to cloud my
vision. I can best describe the sensation as similar
to a "blind headache" from which I had at times
suffered. I could distinguish every object in the
library, but everything appeared to be slightly out
of focus. I rubbed my eyes and stared again. In
the wall opposite where I stood a luminous spot
appeared; other bright spots seemed to take forro
on the ceiling and the floor and on the other walls
Without doubt, I thought, I was in for a terrifie
headache, for such bright, luminous spots always
appeared before my eyes when such an attack was
coming on. And then a strange, a marvelous, an
absolutely astounding and terrifying change took
place. Floor, ceiling, walls ; every object within the
room melted away.. It was exactly the effect that I
had seen when a film or a lantern-slide is melted by
the heat of the projection machine. One instant I
was standing before the fireplace in Dr. Unsinn's
library; the next instant I was in the centre of a
blank, standing in a void. To the right, where a
wall and two Windows had been, was the broad,
tree-shaded street with its electric lights and
shadowy houses on the further side.
Above
me was space; below me intense, fathomless
blackness. And yet, my feet rested on solid matter
and as, too amazed and terrified even to cry out, I
felt gropingly with my outstretched hands, my
fingers touched the mantel and a nearby table with
magazines that rustled at my touch. And then, instantly, I knew what had occurred. Incredible, utterly unbelievable as it seemed, I knew that Lemuel
by his uncanny, his almost supernatural invention
had amused himself and had demonstrated his
powers by rendering the entire apartment invisible!
My fright gave way to absolute wonder. It was
impossible but true, and feeling confident that I
was right, I rather hesitatingly took a step forward.
Never shall I forget the sensation. Surrounded by
nothingness, as far as my vision went, suspended
in mid-air, yet I was walking as securely, as firmly
and on as solid a floor as ever. Reassured, I turned
towards the street that stretched before me and
far beneath me. As if in a dream I walked for-
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ward with arms extended, and, the next moment,
banged with uncomfortable force against a solid
wall. And at my involuntary expletive, Lemuel's
hearty laughter came from behind me, and I staggered back as an invisible hand slapped my shoulders.
"It works!" exclaimed the voîce. "It's the most
wonderful discovery ever made by man !"
"And the most damnable way to wreck a man's
nerves," I blurted out, as my hands came into contact with an invisible chair and I dropped weakly
into it.
"Sorry I had to frighten you a bit," said my
friend's voice. "But I wanted to test the matter
thoroughly."
"If you want to keep my frîendship, you'II turn
off your confounded machine and get things back
to normal," I replied testily.
"Oh, ail right," agreed Lemuel, "but look here,
old man, can't you wait a minute? I—"
"l'm looking here, there and everywhere," I exclaimed. "And there's nothing to see and l've had
enough of this."
"Dash it ail, then I was wrong after ail," cried
Dr. Unsinn. "I felt sure that while subject to the
treatment one person could see another, and that
while invisible a person could see objects invisible
to others. Well, after ail, it doesn't matter so
much."
"You get things back to visibility again before
you start lecturing," I commanded. "It's worse
than a nightmare."
Before I had finished speaking I found myself
once more amid the familiar surroundings of my
friend's library with Lemuel seated, grinning triumphantly, in his favorite chair.
"You didn't give me enough tîme to test my
théories thoroughly," he complained. "I wished to
try the glasses again."
"You tested it enough to suit me and more," I
said. "l'il take the glasses on your say-so. In fact,
from now on, l'il believe anything you say in regard to your discovery or invention or black magie
or whatever it is. If you say you can make the entire universe invisible l'il not argue with you. But
let me tell you it's lucky you didn't live a century
or so ago. You'd be burned for a witch before
now."
"You forget that it would be a difficult undertaking to burn an invisible being," he réminded me.
"And just think how scared those witch-baiters
would have been, if their stake and fire had suddenly vanished from before their eyes."
"And l'il wager that a lot of people will wish you
had heen executed before you made your devilish
discovery," I told him.
"Not a bit of it!" he declared. "The world will
welcome it and will acclaim me the greatest inventer and greatest benefactor of the human race."
"See here," I eried, ail my old fears again possessing me, "Won't you listen to reason and common sense? You're so carried away with your
success that you haven't stopped to think what it
would mean, if you let the world know of your invention. No, don't interrupt me, l've worried over
this ever since I was here last, and l'm going to

have it out with you here and now. l'il admit you've
succeeded better than I expected or hoped, for if
you had failed to make inorganic substances invisible your invention might not have been so
dangerous. As it is, the possibilities for destroying
life, property, society and mankind are too tremendous to even think of. Can't you see what it
would mean if crooks got hold of it? Can't you see
what it would mean if it fell into the hands of
Bolshevists, or revolutionists or governments? Why
man, you'd upset the world, destroy civilization,
wreak unspeakable woe and misery and terror."
"PifRe!" ejaculated Lemuel, "if everything and
everybody was invisible the status of the world
would remain unchanged. How could a criminal
attack an invisible victim? Instead of facilitating
crime it would deter crime. Instead of bringing
on wars and destruction it would prèvent such
things. How could an army fight an invisible foe?
How could a navy attack invisible ships? And invisible police and officers of law and order could
apprehend criminals much more readily. Besides,
you forget about my glasses. If the public or any
part of the public possessed these, nothing would
be invisible to the wearers."
"Idiotie reasoning," I declared. "Suppose someone stole or learned your secret? Suppose the agent
of a hostile nation got hold of it? Or suppose some
gang of criminals secured the invention by fair
means or foui? Is it likely that they would let the
world know of the glasses which counteract the
process ? No, every moment that you possess the
apparatus for working your devilish trick, you're
threatening your fellow men and civilization with
annihilation. If you wish to beneflt the world, destroy every calculation, every bit"' of apparatus,
every trace of what you've don® and never divulge a
word of it."
"You're an old scare-head," sait! Lemuel, though
I could see that my words had had their effect.
"And," he continued, "I have no intention of following your advice. There is not the slightest danger
of my discovery being found out unless you or I
divulge it. .1 shall not,—for the présent at least,
and I know you will not. Moreover, even if it were
known, no one could work it. The procédure is
known only to myself."
"Anything one man has done another can repeat," I reminded him.
"Possibly," he admitted, "but to proceed with my
statement. I am free to grant that certain things
you have said are not without foundation. I had,
in the beginning, expected to make ray invention
public, for of course it is impossible to patent it.
Anyone could pirate the patent, and, availing himself of his knowledge could render himself invisible
and thus beyond reach of the law. But I may décidé
not to give my discovery to the world at large. It
ail dépends upon future experiments and tests. And,
if you really feel as you say in regard to it, you'll
help me to carry out my tests. If, in my judgment
and in yours, these experiments prove the invention
actually a péril to society then, I assure you, it will
never be revealed to the public. But, if, on the
other hand, you, as well as myself,. are convinced
that the discovery will be bénéficiai rather than
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înimical, ï shaîl let the world know the secret."
"Hmm, well I suppose that's fair enough," I assented. "But before I agree I want to know what
these experiments are which you bave in mind."
"Certainly," said Lemuel. "I intend to go about
while invisible, accompanied by you equipped with
the glasses, and from Personal observation détermine just what will or might 'happen, and whether
the power to become invisible would be bénéficiai or
otherwise."
"I don't see anything to object to in that," I assured him, "and l'il agree to help you, provided
you agree not to do anything which might resuit
in my being held responsible. Remember, 1 will be
visible and you. will not, and l'd hardly care to
stand up in a police court and claim that an invisible
companion was responsible for certain acts of which
I was accused. No, Lemuel, I have no desire to end
my days in an insane asylum."
"But, my dear boy," chuckled my friend, "that
would be a splendid test, and of course I could always materialize at the last moment. Just imagine
the effect on a policeman or a raagistrate !"
"Yes, just imagine it," I replied drily. "And unless you're willing to agree to my terms you can
imagine your experiments without ray aid."
"You take me far too seriously," exclaimed Lemuel. "I have no intention of overstepping the
bounds of the law, and I shall certainly so conduct
my experiments that no blâme can be attached to
you. But," he added regretfully, "it would be much
better if you also would submit to the effect of my
devîce."
"Well, I won't and that's an end to that," I declared positively. "And," I continued, "there's another matter. You'll have to promise me that you
will not try the experiment of making things invisible by wholesale,—no vanishing of rooms, buildings or other structures while occupied. A terrible
panic might and most certainly would resuit. And
this includes trolley cars, railway trains, moving
vehicles and similar things. A panic is the easiest
thing in the world to start and the hardest to stop."
"I promise," assented my friend, "but I shall most
assuredly try my invention on unoecupied structures and other objects."
"I don't care what you try it on provided you do
not endanger life or property," I told him.
"Then we'll start oui* experiment tomorrow," exclaimed Lemuel. "We'll start from your apartment.
If convenient to you l'II call at ten tomorrow morning."
CHAPTERIV
Dr. Unsinn's Experiment
IDO not know exactly what object Dr. Unsinn
had in view, or what he hoped to accomplish by
his "experiment."
Certainly he had demonstrated his discovery and had proved it successful
by his tests on myself. Possibly he felt that human
sight might vary, that some persons might find him
invisible while to others he was visible, or again, he
may have wished merely to gratify his own vanity,
and enjoy the sensation of moving unseen among
his fellows. He could not, in fact, clearly explain
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to me what he expected or why he was so insistent
upon having me accompany him, when, as we had
agreed, we set ont from my apartment. But in
view of the events which followed I feel sure that
it was fate or prédestination that led him to undertake his experiment.
Wearing the marveîous glasses, in order that I
might not lose sight of my companion, who had
rendered himself invisible, I hailed an approachîng
trolley car. But habit is a strong and persistent
thing, and the human mind is greatly governed by
the impressions it reçoives through the eyes, and,
at the very outset of our venture I learned this to my
chagrin. Boarding the car with Lemuel at my
heels, I handed the conductor a dime and he returned a nickel in change. I was on the point of
handing it back, and the word "two" was on the
tip of my tongue when a nudge from Lemuel's elbow brought me to my senses. As my friend was
plainly visible to me I had completely forgotten that
he was invisible to the conductor, and I mentally
wowed to watch my step more closely in the future.
There were few passengers in the car and my companion seated himself in one corner while I took
the seat beside him. And presently habit once
again came to the fore and came near to getting
me into a most embarrassing situation. Quite forgetting, momentarily, that my friend was invisible,
I spoke to him, and he, quite in his ordinary manner, replied. In fact we were carrying on quite an
animated conversation when I was suddenly brought
to a realization of what we were doing by the behavior of the other passengers. Everyone was gazing at me. Some curiously, others half pityingly, as
if thinking me either mad or intoxicated, while still
others were grinning and thoroughly enjoying the
spectacle of a raan carrying on a conversation with
himself. Even the conductor had entered the car
and was staring at me, a strangely puzzled expression on his face, as if undecided whether I was a
dangerous lunatic or a common drunk. Fortunately,
my presence of mind came to my rescue, and, flushing, but forcing a smile, I turned to an intelligent
appearing gentleman near me. "I must apologize for
my absent-mindedness," I stammered. "I was merely
practising a bit of ventriloquism for my act, and
inadvertently spoke aloud."
This lame explanation appeared to satisfy everyone. The passengers resumed their former occupations of staring vacantly out of the Windows, reading their papers, or gazing absently at the advertîsing placards within the car, while the conductor,
evidently relieved, betook himself again to the rear
platform.
By now, however, the experiment was getting on
my nerves. I had feared that my friend's absentmindedness might lead him into trouble and yet,
by my own thoughtless actions, I had twice within a
few moments barely escaped getting into deep water.
And the fact that I could not speak my mind to my
invisible companion, and that I had pledged myself
to see the experiment through, only àdded to my
irritation. As, inwardly furaing, I resolved to1 keep
my mind constantly alert to avoid further embarrassment, the car came to a stop and a stout,
pompous and overdressed middle-aged woman en-
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tered. As the car started with a jerk she lurched
forward, and, before I realized her intention,
she pluxnped herself into the apparently vacant seat
beside me. A grunt from my invisible friend, and a
terrifie shriek from the stout female instantly followed, and, as if bounced from a spring, she sprang
up, her eyes blazing, her face white with indignation and fairly shouting a torrent of abuse as she
shook her beringed fist in my face.
"Brute! Disreputable old rake!" she screaraed,
"l'il have you jailed! l'il have you împrisoned!"
Instantly the car was in an uproar. Passengers
crowded forward; necks were craned; everyone
talked at once, and the conductor pushed his burly
figure between the irate female and myself.
"Hey, what's the game?" he demanded. "What
did this guy do to yer, lady?"
"He obtruded himself beneath me,—the unspeakable fiend!" she shrieked. "He endeavored to embrace me and pinched me."
"I did nothing of the sort," I declared, fairly
shouting to make myself heard. "I—"
"Tell it to the judge," interrupted the conductor,
stepping towards me.
Fortunately for me the gentleman to whom I had
offered my ventriloquistic explanation, now intervened in my behalf.
"The lady is mistaken," he declared, rising and
restraining the conductor. "I was observing her
and this gentleman closely. She seated herself in
the vacant seat and this gentleman did not move.
Possibly—"
"Yeah, the old guy's right," chimed in a greasy
mechanic opposite. "He never done nothin'. The
dame's nutty. What guy'd want her to squat in his
lap?"
Instantly the woman's wrath was turned on this
new victim, but before violence could be done the
conductor intervened. "Hey, quit this roughhouse
stuff," he ordered. "If youse want to fight take it
outside. Guess you're in wrong, lady. Sit down,
or get bfF and call a cop."
Still glaring, and voicing her opinions of everyone, and especially of me, she again descended
ponderously to Lemuel's seat.
An involuntary exclamation escaped my lips, but
it was uncalled for. During the excitement, Dr.
Unsinn had risen and had slipped unseen to the
rear platform where he was beckoning to me wildly.
Only too glad to escape, I rose and joined hira and,
as the car came to a hait, we stepped off.
"Confound the woman !" he exclaimed the moment
we were alone. "She very nearly fractux-ed my
thighs. You would have gotten us into a nice fix
if she had. How could a doctor set an invisible
bone? And the apparatus in my pocket might have
been ruined so that I could not have regained my
visible form. You'Il have to be more careful in
future. Why didn't you stop her or warn me?"
For an instant I was too amazed at his outburst
to speak. So he, too, was blaming me for ail the
trouble. This was too much.
"Look here!" I crîed, "l've had enough of this.
You're as well able to take care of yourself while
invisible as when visible. If you're going to dé-

pend on me to keep you out of trouble l'il quit
and you can go ahead with your damnable experixâent alone.
And you talk about getting into
trouble! You're safe and l'm the goat every time.
Think it's fun for me to be called names and
threatened with arrest? l'd look nice trying to explain matters to the police or the judge, wouldn't
I?"
Lemuel chuckled. "Corne, come," he exclaimed,
placing his hand on my arm. "I didn't mean to
have you take it that way, Old Man. But we'll both
have to be a trifle more circumspect in future. And,
really, it was most amusing. Now I propose takîng a taxi hereafter. I am convinced that trolley
cars are not suitable conveyances for me in conducting my tests. But the test was most conclusive
after ail."
By now the humor of the incident had outweighed
the more serious side of the affair in my mind, and
I laughed heartily with Lemuel as we waited on the
corner for an empty taxi to approach.
Within the vehicle we could converse freely, for
the noise of the motor and the surrounding traffic
prevented the driver from hearing our voices.
Lemuel, elated at the success of his experiments,
was now becoming reckless and suggested that it
would be most interesting and amusing to render
the taxi and ourselves invisible. But I sternly forbade it. "You're an idiot." I declared, "we could be
maimed or killed even if we were invisible. Don't
you realize we'd be in a wreck within ten seconds?
If you make any more such crazy suggestions l'II
see that you're placed in a lunatic asylum."
"Easier said than done," he reminded me, "but,
ail joking aside, I must try the effect on something
more than myself. Ah, I have it! Stop the cab,
will you?"
As he had been speaking we had passed a huge
office building in course of érection, and, as I paid
the taxi driver, Lemuel was gazing appraisingly at
the towering structure of steel and stone.
"A splendid opportunity !" he cried enthusiastîcally. "Possibly my pocket apparatus may not have
sufficient power but—"
"Confound you!" I cried. "Didn't you promise
me you wouldn't try your invention on any structure ?"
"I did not," he declared decisîvely. "I merely
agreed not to render invisible any structure containing human occupants. This building is vacant.
A strike is in progress and the place is deserted."
"Well, you promised not to do anything which
would cause a panic or trouble," I persisted.
"And I intend to keep my promise," he replied.
"I shall defer my experiment until the noon hour
when the streets will be practically deserted, and
there can be no panic. And I fail to see how it
can cause any trouble."
Ail arguments which I could offer were în vain,
and, I must confess, I was rather fascinated by
my friend's suggestion. To cause a towering steel
and stone structure to vanish would, indeed, be a
feat,—if it could be done, and I was rather anxious
to find what the effect on the public would be. But
as it was still nearly two hours before noon we
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resumed our way, with Lemuel seeking new opportunities to test his discovery on the public.
The sidewalks were thronged with shoppers, and
presently, as we pushed our way through the crowd,
a terrified shriek pîerced the hum and noises of the
busy street, as my companion, either accidently or
thoughtlessly, bumped into a passing woman. As
she collapsed in a faint I sprang forward; but Dr.
Unsinn was before me. Completely forgetting that
he was invisible, he stooped down, raised the victim's head and then, lifting her in his arms, started
for a nearby drug store. Instantly pandemonium
broke loose. Screams, shouts, frightened cries rose
frora the crowd which had quickly gathered, and
awed, unable to believe their eyes, men, women and
children shoved, erowded, and fought to make way
for the woman's form floating in air through their
midst. For a moment my heart seemed to cease
beatingi Ali my fears appeared about to be justified. In an instant there would be a panic with
crushed and trampled bodies and ail the attendant
horrors. But for once the impending catastrophe
was stayed by the very panic and terror of the
crowd. So întent were the people on the încredible
sight which had terrified them that they stood as
if turned to stone, petrified with amazement and
fear.
And then a still more incredible thing happened.
The woman's body suddenly vanished! Lemuel had
bethought himself, and, undoubtedly confused at
the conditions he had created, had tried to improve
matters by rendering his victim invisible. And the
seemîngly supernatural occurrences had been wit;''nessed by myself as well as by the crowd, for, in
the mêlée the glasses had been wrenched from my
nose and were hanging, dangling, useless and texnporarîly forgotten from my breast pocket. And as
the woman's form vanished a strange sound, half
sigh, half groan, arose from the gaping multitude.
Before hundreds of eyes the impossible had taken
place. A woman had fainted, without reason or
cause she had risen and had floated through the
air and had utterly vanished in the midst of the
crowd. For an instant they remained spellbound,
awed into absolute silence. And in that instant
Lemuel had entered the drug store with his burden
and had deposited her gently but hurriedly upon a
chair, where, as instantaneously as she had vanished, she again resumed her customary form. As
every occupant of the shop had rushed to the doors
and Windows to see what was taking place on the
street, nobody noticed the sudden reappearance of
the woman. To me it was ail nearly as surprising
as to the public, but I had sense enough left to
hastily don my glasses, as Lemuel slipped past the
white-clad employées of the store, and, taking care
not to collide with another bystander, rejoîned me.
We had no desire to linger and see the résulta of
the affair, and hurried from the crowd and turned
into a nearby cross street. I Could scarcely berate
my friend for what had occurred, for it had been
an unavoidable accident, but I did not hesitate to
use it as an example of the dire résulta which might
follow if he kept on with his experiment or made
his secret public.
Lemuel was, however, far more excited and dîs-
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turbed than I, and without even attempting to reply he rushed into a subway entrance. Without
stopping to think he hurried to the change booth
and thrust a quarter under the wicket. Without
glancing up, the occupant shoved back five nickels,
and my friend gathered them up. But as the coins
slid from the wooden shelf and vanished without
apparent reason, and with no huraan hand grasping
them, the man peered from his cage. An expression
of mortal terror swept across his stolid features,
and, with an inarticulate, choking cry, he reeled
backward from his stool. But Lemuel did not stop.
The events of the past few minutes had completely
upset him, and the scientific mind when upset often
becomes panicky.
For the moment he had, no
doubt, completely forgotten that he was invisible,
and, rushing forward, he boarded the train with me
at his heels. Fortunately it was a dull hour for
the subway
my friend was not forced to jostle or
push his way, which most assuredly would have reresulted in further troubles—r—less than half a
dozen passengers were within the car which we
entered. Lemuel sat silent, evidently composing
his thoughts, and fumbling in one of his pockets.
The next moment a terrified shout reechoed through
the car; a woman fainted; the guard appeared at
the door; there was the hissing of released air, and
the train came to a jolting, lurehing stop. I had a
prémonition of what had occurred, and, snatching
off the pink glasses, I found my worst fears more
than fulfilled. The car and îts oœupants had completely disappeared! With eyes fairly popping from
their sockets, mouth agape, and shaking as if with
ague, the guard stood on the platform of the next
car, staring, utterly aghast, at the void that
stretched between him and the car ahead. Reason
and instinct told him it was impossible, but his
senses told him that a car had completely vanished
while speeding at fifty miles an hour, and had
taken its passengers along with it. So thoroughly
frightened and flabbergasted was the guard that
even Lemuel's voice, issulng from space, failed to
attract his attention.
"Confound the thing!" exclaimed my companion,
"1 must have pressed the wrong button, or it may
have been shifted when I earried that fainting woman. Likely as not it was injured when that misérable créature seated herself in my lap. Now—"
"My God, man! Can't you do something?" I
crîed, visions of the car and îts occupants remaining forever invisible flashing through my mind.
Then, as instantaneously and unexpeetedly as it
had vanished, the car was once more in the train.
It had ail occurred in a few seconds, and the bewildered passengers stared about, rubbing their
eyes as if awakenîng from a dream, while the guard,
blinking and muttering, jerked the signal cord and
the train again ruxnbled on.
Fortunately for ail concerned, Dr. Unsinn had
managed to get his devilish machine to function
properly, and no harm had corne of the incident,
but I had had about enough of it ail, and I feared
that, at any moment, the apparatus might fail entîrely or might do the wrong thing. At the next
stop I left the train, forcing my frxênd along with
me, and, dragging Sam into an obscure corner of
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tha station platform where there "was no chance of
being overheard, I expressed my view of his experiment in no gentle terms.
"You càn't expect a delicate device to withstand
two hundred and fifty pounds of féminine flesh and
bone, can you?" he demanded. "Fm not surprised
that it was temporarîb' disarranged. But it's entîrely right now. If you don't believe it l'H demonstrate it right here."
"Don't you dare!" I exclaimed. "Youll résumé
your normal form as a démonstration, and we'Il
go to lunch. Then back to my apartments and no
more of this experiment. You've caused enough
trouble for one day and l'H have a nervous breakdown if this sort of thing continues."
'TU agree on one condition," réplied Lemuel
with more readiness than I had expected. 'Tm
determined to try my experiment on that unfinished
building. After that l'Il cease my experiment for
today."
In vain I argued. Lemuel could be as obstinate
as a mule at times, and, at last, realizing that he
was bound to carry out his desires and that if I
left him he might bring about dire results when
alone, I assented to his condition.
So, with Dr. Unsinn once more his ùsual self,
we found a quiet restaurant where I was accustomed
to dining. The waiter, having taken our order,
handed me a copy of the latest édition of a paper,.
and, half fearfully, I glanced through it, expecting to find an account of one or more of the strange
occurrences for which we had been responsibîe. But
nothing had appeared, and I decided that, in ail
probabîlity, the witnesses had not cared to report
an experience which would expose them to ridicule
and a suspicion of insanity.
Lemuel was in high spirits. To be sure, he had
made one or two mistakes, but, in each case, as he
took care to point out to me, his errors had, as
he put it, added to the value of his experiment and
of his observations. And he could not resist crowing over me a bit when he called my attention to
the fact that neither panic nor disasters had resulted.
"It is exactly as I foresaw," he declared. "The
entirely new and unknown does not terrorize human beings. Wonder and amazement temporarily
paralyze the muscles, and, as you should know, two
opposed impressions cannot occupy the mind at the
same time. Hence fear cannot have a place where
wonder is prédominant.
"No, my friend, your fears of my discovery creating a panic or causing terror and shock are absolutely unfounded."
"You forget about the woman who fainted, and
the man in the subway," I reminded him.
"Utterly beside the question," he snorted. "In
the case of the woman it was bodily contact which
ffightened her, and, in the other case, the fact that
the money vanished. In neither case was it due to
fright at my invîsibility."
"It's hopeless to argue with you," I said. "Indirecfcly, your invisîbility was at the bottom of ît,
apfi Heaven alone knows what a panic might have
resulted if that car had remained invisible long

enough for the passengers of the other cars to have
investigated the cause of the train stopping."
"I can and shall prove I am right," he declared.
"Corne, we'll have a try at that building and l'H
wager no one will be terriûed."
"For Heaven's sake, don't vanish here!" I cried,
as I saw Lemuel reach towards an inner pocket.
"Wait untîl we are alone. l'd suggest a téléphoné
booth as the most convenient and safest spot."
A few moments later my friend entered a booth,
and almost instantly emerged, visible only to myself. Hailing a taxi, we were soon in the vicînity
of the partly completed Hartwell Building. It was
the lunch hour and very few persons were on the
street. Opposite the building a chauffeur dozed
in his taxi, two fruit vendora argued in vociferous
Italian on the corner, and a few pedestrians who
had dined early were wandering about gazing into
shop Windows. Entering the main doorway of the
building we found ourselves in the spacious rotunda
with its litter of discarded building materials and
abandoned scaffoldings.
"Ah, here we are!" exclaimed Lemuel gleefully.
"Now, if my pocket apparatus can produce results
on this édifice I shall feel that nothing is too gréai
to be rendered invisible. Entire armies, navies,
cities, yes—^—"
"Then I hope it doesn't work," I interrupted.
But my hopes were in vain. As Lemuel had been
speaking, he had adjusted his instrument and
scarcely had my last word been uttered, when the
twenty stories of concrète, steel and stone dissolved about us, leaving us, invisible to others,
standing in air above the yawning abyss of the
foundation excavation.
For a brief instant no one within sight appeared
to notice that the structure had vanished. Then
the dozing chauffeur jerked upright, his jaw sagged, and with a wild yell he sat transfixed, pointing
dràmatically at the empty lot where the building
had stood. At his cry everyone on the street turned.
Shouts and exclamations drew occupants of stores
and restaurants on the run. With screeching horns
taxis came tearing into the street, and in almost no
time Nineteenth Street was filled with a gaping,
gesticulating, excited crowd.
"Didn't I tell you so?" cried Lemuel triumphantly.
"No one is frightened.
Ail—His
words were eut short by the clanging of a bell
as a patrol wagon came dashing around a corner,
while from the opposite direction, the screaming
siren of a fire truck added to the uproar,
"Quick!" I cried, "Someone's called the police
and turned in a fire alarm. In a minute they'Il be
here. They'Il find us and there'll be the devil to
pay!"
Lemuel roared with glee. "You forget we're invisible" he reminded me. "And it will be hîghly
amusing to witness the reactions of the police and
firemen when they find solîd walls where obviously
there are none. And imagine the results when those
who succeed in entering vanish instantly."
"Turn off the damnable machine instantly," I
commanded him, "thîs has gone far enough."
The police and firemen were advancing towards
us, hesîtatingly but determined, although what they
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expected to accomplish or why they imagined their
services were required, is still a mystery to me.
As I have said before, habit is one of the strongest
of influences. Dr. Unsinn, being a great respector
of law, and seeing the police approaching, succumbed to force of habit and almost involuntarily
stopped his mechanism. Instantly the huge building once more towered above the street, and with a
hoarse cry of warning and alarm, the crowd broke
and fled, seeking refuge in doorways and stores as
if fearing the structure might crash thundering into the street. Even the police sprang back, but
the firemen, to their crédit be it said, stood their
ground, and, thinking something was expected of
them, turned half a dozen streams of water on the
building. In the excitement Lemuel and I slipped
unseen from a rear entrance and hurried from
sight around a corner.
Despite ail my expériences with my friend's discovery I was shaken and upset by this latest démonstration of his power, and even Lemuel was, I
could see, in a hîghly excitable frame of mind. His
device had exceeded even his most sanguine expectations and his experiment had, from his point
of view, been a huge success.
Several times he started to speak, but each time
I checked him, for the sidewalks were thronged
with pedestrians and I had no desire to have attention turned towards us after our latest achievement.
We were now in a shopping district, and as we
walked along, picking our way with care in order
that Lemuel might not jostle some passer-by, I
noticed a rough-looking, heavily-built fellow loîtering near the edge of the sidewalk and furtively
glancing at each woman who passed him. Suddenly
he darted forward, snatched a handbag from a
stylishly-dressed girl, and dashed up the street.
Screaming that she had been robbed, the girl
started after him.
Cries of "Stop thief!" resounded from every side, and a score of persons
turned and gave chase. Lemuel and î had been
nearest to the fellow, and with one accord we were
after him, quite forgetting that one of us was invisible.
Dashing around a corner, the rascal
entered an almost deserted side street with us at his
heels and the howling mob half a block in the rear.
In my youth I had been something of a runner, and
Lemuel had, it flashed over me, won the coveted "S"
of our university as a sprinter. Rapidly we gained
upon the fellow, and, as he turned to duck into an
alleyway, Lemuel grasped him by the coat with a
command to hait.
Instantly, and without stopping, the fellow half
turned and dealt a vicious, back-handed blow with
his doubled fist. It eaught Lemuel full in the face,
and with a gasping cry he staggered back into my
arras with a two înch gash laying bare the cheek
bone and blood gushing from the wound. But
even at that moment, while supporting my injured
comrade, my attention was focussed upon the ruffian who had struck him down. Feeling the impact
of his fist upon a fellow-being's flesh, he had
wheeled, and, the next moment, stood rooted to
the spot.
Instead of a form stretched on the pavement or a
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battered man staggering back, not a living soul
was near with the exception of myseif. The fellow's eyes grew wide, his mouth opened, and the
next moment he uttered a terrified scream, and
dropping the hand-bag fell to his knees, covering
his eyes with his hands, babbling incoherently, and
shaking with montai fear. Upon the flagging before me was a blotch of blood, and, from uowhere,
drops of blood were slowly adding to the crimson
pool. Lemuel might be invisible but the blood from
his wound was not. To the cowering, superstitious
wretch, the blood, slowly dripping from an unseen
victim, must have been a most awful and terrifying
sight.
The oncoming mob now was nearly upon us, and,
a dozen fears swept through my confused brain.
What if the blood stains on the pavement attracted
attention and an explanation were demanded ? What
would happen to my invisible companion, as the
mob, dashing onward, bore him down and trampled
him under foot? And what if the cowering wretch
before us blurted out the truth? But I need not
have worried. So intent were the man-chasers upon their quarry that they gave no heed even to me,
and in a moment, the red blotch was completely
obliterated by scores of feet, as the crowd surrounded us and seized the thief who offered no résistance. And almost by a miracle Dr. Unsinn
escaped the fate I had feared. I sprang behind him
as the mob reached us and thus partially shielded
him, but despite this, the shouting, panting, perspiring crowd jostled and bumped him, tearing his
coat half from his shoulders, knocking his spectacles
into the street where they were instantly ground
to bits underfoot, tearing his collar awry, knocking
off his hat and, as I knew from his half-stifled
grunts, exclamations and ejaculations, giving him
many a painful jab and bump with elbows and
shoulders. But in that hub-bub, the cries of any
one man were inaudible, and as everyone jostled
and pushed his neighbor no one noticed that an invisible but solid human form was in their midst.
Luckily the mob surged forward around the thief
and left a fairly clear space through which I halfdragged, half-pushed my battered, bruised and dishevelled comrade.
Attracted by the commotion, half a dozen taxis
had drawn up to the curb, their drivers craning
their necks and peering into the milling crowd
about the captive, and giving no heed to anything
else. Quickly opening the door of the nearest, l
bundled Lemuel inside, and, at last succeeding in
gaining the chauffeur's attention, I ordered him to
drive off. He turned with a half-uttered oath and
refused to move, but noticing my own rumpled appearance, and realizing I had been in the thick of
the trouble, his tone changed and he asked what it
was ail about. In a few words I explained that it
was merely a purse-snatcher, and that I had been
knocked over in the mêlée. For an instant he
gazed suspiciously at me, for my hands were a bit
smeared with Lemuel's blood, and for a brief instant
I trembled for fear he would drive us to the nearest
police station. But he had lost interest in the
crowd and excitement, and as I suggestively skowed
(Continued on page 969)
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What Went Before
EDFORD is a writer, but he also lias inflated
confidence in his dbilities as a first-rate business man. Because of some business reverses, he
has gone off to a very secluded spot to write a play
and so make up some of his financial losses. But even
there he cannot ivork undisturbed, for every day at
the same hour, a Mr. Cavor passes by his house,
stops, makes some buzzing sounds, stays awhile,
looks at his watch, and returns to his ovm home.
Bedford talks to him and stops this annoying procédure, but its cessation makes it impossible for
Cavor to continue with his ivork. He mentions this
fact to Bedford, and in the course of the conversation, new plans and ideas arc developed. Mr. Cavor
is a scientist and just nota is working on a new invention, which he colis Cavorito and which is supposed to be opaque to gravitation—cutting off
bodies from gravitating to each other.
Bedford becomes enthusiastic and sees great commercial possibilities for Cavorite and agréés to drop
his writing and become "business manager" for
Cavor and Cavorite.
Soon Cavor accidently succeeds in his experi-

ments and the accident causes some thousands of
dollars in damages to surrounding buildings and
both their homes and almost cost them their lives.
But though the discovery proves so nearly disastrous, Cavor gets a new inspiration and he starts
work on his new idea immédiately. He builds a
space flyer, which proves to be a perfect conveyance
for interplanetary travel. They go off to the moon,
provisioned with plehty-of condensed foodand other
necessary comforts for a long trip. They arrive
on the moon without any mishap, just before the
Lunar dawn. Soon after they land, the black and
white of the scenery disappear. The glare of the
sun takes on a faint tinge of amber and the shadows
are deep purple and to the westward the sky is
blue and clear, and the arctic appearance is gone.
Then an atmosphère rose about them, but still it
seemed like a lifeless world. And then, suddenly,
they saw movement—Utile oval bodies that looked
like pebbles, bursting open one by one—and in a
short time, the whole slope was dotted with s m ail
plants, growing quickly intu huge spikes and fleshy
végétation.
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MOON

By H. G. WELLS
PART II]
CHAPTER IX

I saw a little blue tongue upon the edge of it that
trembled, and crept, and spread!
Prospecting Begins
Quietly the whole sheet, save where it lay in
ceased to gaze. We turned to each
immédiate contact with the snow, charred and
other, the same thought, the same quesshrivelled and sent up a quivering thread of smoke.
tion in our eyes. For these plants to
There was no doubt left to me; the atmosphère of
grow, there must be some air, however
the moon was either pure oxygen or air, and capable
attenuated, air that we also should be therefore—unless its tenuity was excessive—of
able to breathe.
supporting our alien life. We might emerge—and
"The manhole?" I said.
live!
"Yes !" said Cavor, "if it is air we see!"
I sat down with my legs on either side of the
"In a little while," I
manhole and prepared to
unscrew it, but Cavor
said, "these plants will be
stopped me. "There is
as high as we are. SupTN the first installment of this story ive left our ad-veutur- first a little précaution,"
pose—suppose after ail
ers just as they had landed on the moon. Grotesque as
he said. He pointed out
Is it certain? How
the adventures luere upon the landïng, they are as nought
that although there was
compared
to
ujhat
is
in
store
for
our
travelers
vihen
they
do you know that stuff is
m
cet
the
inhabitants
of
the
Moon.
Nothing
more
grotesque,
certainly an oxygenated
air? It may be nitrogen
nothing more Imaginative, probably, has ever bcen luritten,
atmosphère
outside, it
—it may be carbonic acid than the pi dure that Wells paints of the Lunarians as conmight
still
be
so rarefied
gas, even !"
taincd in this installment. It is impressive in its daring and
breadth,
y
et
it
is
not
at
ail
impossible,
perhaps
not
even
as
to
cause
us
grave in"That is easy," he said,
improbable. If, as vue know, it is impossible for créatures jury.
He
reminded
me
and set about proving it. to roam about the Moon, due to its lack of atmosphère, and
of
mountain
sickness,
and
He prodUced a big piece if there is an atmosphère luithin the Moon, then créatures
of crumpled paper from of the kind'thal Mr. Wells paints so vividly in this story of the bleeding that often
mi g ht mell be expectcd to be se en there, if explorers ever afflicts aeronauts w h o
the baie, lit it, and thrust
land upon that satellite.
have ascended too swiftly,
it hastily through the
and he spent some time in
manhole valve.
I bent
the préparation of a
forward and peered down
sickly-tasting drink which he insisted on my sharthrough the thick glass for its appearance outside,
that little flame on whose evidence depended so ing. It made me feel a little numb, but otherwise
had no elïect on me. Then he permitted me to begin
much !
I saw the paper drop out and lie lightly upon the unscrewing.
Presently the glass stopper of the manhole was
snow. The pink flame of its burning vanished. For
an instant it seemed to, be extinguished. And then sp far undone that the denser air within our sphere
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began to escape along the thread of the screw, singing as a kettle sings before it boils. Thereupon he
made me desist. It speedily became évident that
the pressure outside was very rauch less than it was
within. How rauch less it was we had no means
of telling.
I sat grasping the stopper with both hands, ready
to close it again if, in spite of our intense hope,
the lunar atmosphère should after ail prove too
rarefied for us, and Cavor sat with a cylinder of
compressed oxygen at hand to restore our pressure.
We looked at one another in silence, and then at
the fantastic végétation that swayed and grew
visibly and noiselessly without. And ever that shrill
piping continued.
My blood-vessels began to throb in my ears, and
the sound of Cavor's movements diminished.
I
noted how still everything had become, because of
the thinning of the air.
>
As our air sizzled out from the screw the moisture of it condensed in little puffs.
Presently I experienced a peculiar shortness of
breath that lasted indeed during the whole of the
time of our exposure to the moon's exterior atmosphère, and a rather unpleasant sensation about the
ears and finger-nails and the back of the throat
grew upon my attention, and presently passed off
again.
But then came vertigo and nausea that,abruptly
changed the quality of my courage. I gave the lid
of the manhole half a turn and made a hasty explanation to Cavor; but now he was the more
sanguine. He answered me in a voice that seemed
extraordinarily small and remote, because of the
thinness of the air that carried the sound. He recommended a nip of brandy, and set me the example,
and presently I felt better. I turned the manhole
stopper back again. The throbbing in my ears
grew louder, and then I remarked that the piping
note of the outrush had ceased. For a time I could
not be sure that it had ceased.
"Well?" said Cavor, in the ghost of a voice.
"Well?" said I.
"Shall we go on?"
I thought. "Is this ail?"
"If you can stand it," he said.
By way of answer I went on unscrewing. I lifted
the circular operculum from its place and laid it
carefully on the baie. A flake or so of snow whirled
and vanished as that thin and unfamiliar air took
possession of our sphere. I knelt, and then seated
myself at the edge of the manhole, peering over it.
Beneath, within a yard of my face, lay the untrodden snow of the moon.
There came a little pause. Our eyes met.
"It doesn't distress y our lungs too much?" said
Cavor.
"No," I said. "I can stand this."
He stretched out his hand for his blanket, thrust
his head through its central hole, and wrapped it
about him. He sat down on the edge of the manhole, he let his feet drop until they were within six
inches of the lunar ground. He hesitated for a
moment, then thrust himself forward, dropped
these intervening inches, and stood upon the untrodden soil of the moon.

As he stepped forward he was refracted grotesquely by the edge of the glass. He stood for a
moment looking this wây and that. Then he drew
himself together and leapt.
The glass distorted everything, but it seemed to
me even then to be an extremely big leap. He had
at one bound become remote. He seemed twenty
or thirty feet off. He was standing high upon a
rocky mass and gesticulating back to me. Perhaps
he was shouting—but the sound did not reach me.
But how the deuce had he done this? I felt like
a man who has just seen a new conjuring trick.
In a puzzled state of mind I too dropped through
the manhole. I stood up. Just in front of me the
snowdrift had fallen away and made a sort of ditch.
I made a step and jumped.
I found myself flying through the air, saw the
rock on which he stood coming to meet me, clutched
it and clung in a state of infinité amazement.
I gasped a painful laugh. I was tremendously
confused. Cavor bent down and shouted in piping
tones for me to be careful.
I had forgotten that on the moon, with only an
eightieth part of the earth's mass and a quarter of
its diameter, my weight was barely a sixth what it
was on earth. But now that fact insisted on being
remembered.
"We are out of Mother Earth'a leading-strings
now," he said.
With a guarded effort I raised myself to the top,
and moving as cautiously as a rheumatic patient,
stood up beside him under the blaze of the sun.
The sphere lay behind us on its dwindling snowdrift thirty feet away.
As far as the eye could see over the enormous
disorder of rocks that formed the crater floor, the
same bristling scrub that surrounded us was starting into life, diversified here and there by bulging
masses of a cactus form, and scarlet and purple
lichens that grew so fast they seemed to crawl over
the rock's. The whole area of the crater seemed
to me then to be one similar wilderness up to the
very foot of the surrounding clilï.
This clifî was apparently bare of végétation save
at its base, and with buttresses and terraces and
platforms that did not very greatly attract our
attention at the time. It was many miles away from
us in every direction, we seemed to be almost at
the centre of the crater, and we saw it through a
certain haziness that drove before the wind. For
there was even a wind now in the thin air, a swift
yet weak wind that chilled exceedingly but exerted
little pressure. It was blowing round the crater, as
it seemed, to the hot illuminated side from the foggy
darkness under the sunward wall. It was difficult
to look into this eastward fog; we had to peer with
half-closed eyes beneath the shade of our hands,
because of the fierce intensity of the motionless sun.
"It seems to be deserted," said Cavor, "absolutely
desolate."
I looked about me again. I retained even then a
clinging hope of some quasi-human evidence, some
pinnacle or building, some house or engine, but
everywhere one looked spread the tumbled rocks in
peaks and crests and the darting scrub and those
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bulging cacti that swelled and swélled, a fiât négation as it seemed of ail sueh hope.
"It looks as though these plants had it to themselves," I said. "I see no trace of any other créature."
"No insects—no birds—no! Not a trace, not a
scrap nor particle of animal life. If there was—
what would they do in the night? ... No; there's
just these plants alône."
I shaded my eyes with my hand. "It's like the
landscape of a dream. These things ax-e less like
earthly land plants than the things one imagines
araong the x-ocks at the bottom of the sea. Look
at that yonder! One might imagine it a lizard
changed into a plant. And the glai-e!"
"This is only the fresh morning," said Cavor.
He sighed and looked about hira. "This is no
woi'Id for men," he said. "And yet in a way—it
appeals."
He became silent for a time, then, commenced his
méditative humming.
I started at a gentle touch, and found a thin sheet
of livid lichen lapping over my shoe. I kicked at
it and it fell to powder, and each speck began to
grow.
I heax-d Cavor exclaim sharply, and perceiVed
that one of the fixed bayonets of the scrub had
pricked him.
He hesitated, his eyes sought among the rocks
about us. A sudden blaze of pink had crept oxp a
ragged pillar of crag. It was a most extraordinary
pink, a livid magenta.
"Look!" said I, turning, and behold, Cavor had
vanished.
For an instant I stood transfixed. Then I made a
hasty step to look over the verge of the rock. But
in my surprise at his disappearance I forgot once
more that we were on the moon. The thrust of
my foot that I made in striding would have carried
me a yax-d on earth; on the moon it cai-ried me six
—a good five yards over the edge. For the moment
the thing had something of the effect of those night;
mares when one falls and falls. For while one
falls sixteen feet in the first second of a fall on
earth, on the moon one falls two, and with only
a^sixth of one's weight. I fell, or rather I juraped
down, about ten yards I-suppose. It seemed to takc
quite a long time, five or six seconds, T should
think. I floated through the air and fell like a
feathex-, knee-deep in a snow-drift in the bottom of
a gully of blue-gx-ay, white-veined rock.
I looked about me. ''Cavor!" I cried; but no
Cavor was visible.
"Cavor !" I cried louder, and the rocks echoed me.
I turned fiercely to the rocks and clambered to
the summît of them. "Cavor!" I cried. My voice
sounded like the voice of a lost lamb.
The sphere, too, was not in sight, and for a
moment a -hoi-rible feeling of désolation pînched
my heart.
Then I saw him. He was laughing and gesticulating to attract my attention. He was on a bare
patch of rock twenty or thix-ty yards away. I could
not hear his voice, but "jump" said his gestures. I
hesitated, the distance seemed enormous. Yet I
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reflected that surely I must be able to clear a
greater distance than Cavor.
I made a step back, gathered myself together,
and leapt -with ail my might, I seemed to shoot
right up in the air as though I should never corne
down. . . .
It was horrible and delightful, and as wild as a
nightmare, to go flying off in this fashion. I realized
my leap had been altogether too violent. I flew
clean over Cavor's head and beheld a spiky confusion in a gully spreading to meet my fall. I gave
a yelp of alarm. I put out my hands and stx-aightened my legs.
I hit a huge fungoid bulk that burst ail about me,
scattering a mass of orange spores in every direction, and eovering me with orange powder. I rolled
over spluttering, and came to rest convulsed with
breathless. lâuglîter.
l'became aware of Cavor's little round face peering over a bristling hedge. He shouted some faded
inquiry. "Eh?" I tried to shout, but could not do
so for want of breath. He made his way towarda
me, coming gingerly among the bushes.
"We've got to be careful," he said. "This moon
has no discipline. She'Il let us smash oux-selves."
He helped me to my feet. "You exerted yourself too much," he said, dabbing at the yellow stuff
with his hand to remove it from my garments.
I-stood passive and panting, allowing him fb beat
off the spores from my knees and elbows and lecture
me upon my misfoi'tunes. "We don't quite allow
for the gi-avitation.
Our muscles are scarcely
educated yet. We must practise a little, when you
have got your bx-eath."
I pulled two or three little thorns out of my
hand, and sat for a time on a boulder of x-ock. My
muscles wex-e quivexùng, and I had that feeling of
pei'sonal disillusionment that cornes at the first fall
to the learner of cycling on eax-th.
It suddenly occurred to Cavor that the cold air
in the gully, after the brightness of the sun, might
give me a fever. So we clambered back into the
sunlight. We found that beyond a few abx-asions
I had received no serious injuries from rxxy tumble,
and at Cavor's suggestion we were presently looking
round for some safe and easy landing-plaee for my
next leap. We chose a rocky slab some ten yards
off, séparated from -us by a little thicket of olivegreen spikes.
"Imagine it there!" said Cavor, who was assuming the airs of a trainex-, and he pointed to a spot
about four feet from my toes. This leap I managed
without diflxeulty, and I must confess I found a
certain satisfaction in Cavor's falling short by a
foot or so and tasting the spikes of the scrub. "One
has to be careful, you see," he said, pulling out
his thorns, and with that he ceased to be my mentor
and became my fellow-learner in the art of lunar
locomotion.
We chose a still easier jump and did it without
difficulty, and then leapt back again, and to and
fro several times, accustoming our muscles to the
new standard. I could never have believed had
I not experienced it, how rapid that adaptation
would be. In a very little time indeed, certainly
after fewer than thirty leaps, we could judge the
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effort necessary for a distance with almost ter- deepened. "Anyhow," he said, with his eyes on me,
restrial assui-ance.
"it can't be far."
We had both stood up. We made unmeaning
And ail this tirae the lunar plants were growing
ejaeulations,
our eyes sought in the twining,
around us, higher and denser and more entangled,
thickening
jungle
round about us.
every moment thicker and taller, spiked plants,
AU
about
us
on
the sunlit slopes frothed and
green cactus masses, fungi, fleshy and lichenous
swayed
the
darting
shrubs, the swelling cactus,
things, strangest radiate and sinuous shapes. But
the
creeping
lichens,
and wherever the shade rewe were so intent upon our leaping, that for a time
mained
the
snowdrifts
lingered. North, south, east
we gave no heed to their unfaltering expansion.
and
west
spread
an
identical monotony of unAn extraordinary dation had taken possession
familiar
forms.
And
somewhei-e, buried among
of us. Partly, I think, it was our scnse of release
this
tangled
confusion,
was
our sphere, our home,
from the confinement of the sphere. Mainly, howour
only
provision,
our
only
hope of escape from
ever, the thin sweetness of the air, which I am
this
fantastic
wilderness
of
ephemeral
growths into
certain contained a much larger proportion of
which
we
had
corne.
oxygen than our terrestrial atmosphère. In spite
"1 think, after ail," he said, poînting suddenly,
of the strange quality of ail about us, I felt as
"it
might be over there."
adventurous and expérimental as a cockney would
"No,"
I said. "We have turned in a curve.
Seeî
do piaced for the first time among mountains; and
here
is
the
mark
of
my
heels.
It's
clear
the
thing
I do not think it occurred to either of us, face to
must be more to the eastward, much more. No!—
face though we were with the unknown, to be ver y
the sphere must be over there."
greatly afraid.
"I think" said Cavor, "I kept the sun upon
We were bitten by a spirit of enterprise. We my right ail the time."
selected a lichenous kopje perhaps fifteen yards
"Every leap, it seems to me," I said, "my shadow
away, and landed neatly on its summit one after
flew before me."
the other. "Good!" we cried to each other; "good!"
We stared into one another's eyes. The area of
and Cavor made three steps and went off to a tempt- the crater had become enormously vast to our
ing slope of snow a good twenty yards and more imaginations, the growing thickets already imbeyond.
I stood for a moment struck by the penetrably dense.
grotesque effect of his soaring figure—his dirty
"Good heavens ! What fools we have been !"
cricket cap, and spiky hair, his little round body, his
"It's évident that we must find it again," said
arms and his knickerbockered legs tucked up tightly Cavor, "and that soon. The sun grows stronger.
—against the weird spaciousness of the lunar scene.
We should be fainting with the heat already if it
A gust of laughter seized me, and then I stepped wasn't so dry. And . . . l'm hungry."
off to follow. Plump! I dropped beside him.
I stared at him. I had not suspected this aspect
We made a few Gargantuan strides, leapt three of the matter before. But it came to me at once—
or four times more, and sat down at last in a a positive craving. "Yes," I said with emphasis.
lichenous hollow. Our lungs were painful. We
"I am hungry too."
sat holding our sides and recovering our breath,
He stood up with a look of active resolution.
looking appréciation at one another. Cavor panted
"Certainly we must find the sphere."
something about "amazing sensations." And then
As calmly as possible we surveyed the intermincame a thought into my head. For the moment able reefs and thickets that formed the floor of the
it did not seem a particularly appalling thought,
crater, each of us weighing in silence the chances
simply a natural question arising out of the situa- of our finding the sphere before we were overtion.
taken by heat and hunger.
"It can't be fifty yards from here," said Cavor,
"By the way," I said, "where exactly is the '
with indecisive gestures. "The only thing is to
sphere?"
beat round about until we corne upon it."
Cavor looked at me. "Eh?"
The full meaning of what we were saying struck
"That is ail we can do," I said, without any
me sharply.
alacrity to begin our hunt. "I wish this confounded
"Cavor!" I cried, laying a hand on his arm,
spike bush did not grow so fast!"
"where is the sphere?"
"That's just it," said Cavor. "But it ïvos lying
on a bank of snow."
CHAPTER X
I stared about me in the vain hope of recognîsîng
some
knoll or shrub that had been near the sphere.
Lost Men in. the Moon
But everywhere was a confusing sameness, everyHIS face caught something of my dismay.
where the aspîring bushes, the distending fungi,
He stood up and stared about him at the the dwindling snow banks, steadily and inevitably
scrub that fenced us in and rose about us,
changed. The sun scorched and stung, and faîntstraining upward in a passion of growth. He put ness of an unaccountable hunger mingled with our
a dubious hand to his lips. He spoke with a sudden
infinité perplexity. And even as we stood there,
lack of assurance. "I think," he said slowly, "we left confused and lost amidst unprecedented things, we
became aware for the first time of a sound upon the
it . . . somewhere . . . about there."
He pointed a hesitating finger that wavered in moon other than the stir of the growing plants,
the faint sighing of the wind, or those that we ouran arc.
"l'm not sure."
His look of consternation selves had made.
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Boom. , . Boom. . . . Boom. . . .
It came from beneath our feet, a sound in the
earth. Wo seeraed to hear it with our feet as much
as with our ears. Its dull résonance was muffled
by distance, thiek with the quâlity of intervening
substance. No sound that I can imagine could have
astonished us more, or have changed more completely , the quality of things about us. For this
sound, rich, slow, and deliberate, seemed to us as
though it could be nothing but the striking of
some gigantic buried clock.
Boom. . . . Boom. . . . Boom. . . .
Sound suggestive of still cloisters, of sleepless
nights in crowded cities, of vigils and the awaited
hour, of ail that is orderly and methodical in life,
booming ont pregnant and mysteiûous in this
fantastic desert! To the eye everything was unchanged : the désolation of bushes and cacti waving
silently in the wind, stretched unbroken to the distant cliffs, the still dark sky was empty overhead,
and the hot sun hung and burned. And through
it ail, a warning, a threat, throbbed this enigma
of sound.
Boom. . . . Boom. . . . Boom. . , .
We questioned one another in faint and faded
voices. "A clock?"
"Like a clock!"
"What is it?"
"What can it be?"
"Count," was Cavor's belated suggestion, and at
that word the striking ceased.
The silence, the rhythmic disappointment of the
silence, came as a fresh shock. For a moment one
could doubt whether one had ever heard a sound.
Or whether it might not still be going on. Had I
indeed heard a sound?
I felt the pressure of Cavor's hand upon my arm.
He spoke in an undertone, as though he feared to
wake some sleeping thing. "Let us keep together,"
he whispered, "and look for the sphere. We must
get back to the sphere. This is beyond our understanding."
"Which way shall we go?"
He hesitated. An intense persuasion of présences, of unseen things about us and near us,
dominated our mînds. What could they be? Where
could they be? Was this arid désolation, alternately
frozen and scorched, only the outer rind and mask
of some subterranean world? And if so, what sort
of world? What sort of inhabitants might it not
presently disgorge upon us?
*
And then, stabbîng the aching stillness as vivid
and sudden as an unexpected thunderclap, came a
clang and rattle as though great gâtes of métal
had suddenly been flung apart.
It arrested our steps. We stood gapîng helplessly.
Then Cavor stole towards me.
"I do not understand!" he whispered close to
my face. He waved his hand vaguely skyward, the
vague suggestion of still vaguer thoughts.
"A hiding-place ! If anything came. . .
I looked about us. I nodded my head in assent
to him.
We started off, moving stealthily with the most
exaggerated précautions against noise. We went
towards a thicket of scrub. A clangour, like ham-
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mers flung about a boiler, hastened our steps. "We
must crawl," whispered Cavor.
The lower leaves of the bayonet plants, already
overshadowed by the newer ones above, were beginni'ng to wilt and shrivel so that we could thrust our
way in among the thickening stems without serious
injury. A stab in the face or arm we did not
heed. At the heart of the thicket I stopped, and
stared panting into Cavor's face.
"Subterranean,",. he whispered. "Below."
"They may corne out."
"We must fînd the sphere!"
"Yes," I said; "but how?"
"Crawl till we corne to it."
"But if we don't?"
"Keep hidden. See what they are like."
"We will keep together," said I.
Pie thought. "Which way shall we go?"
"We must take our chance."
We peered this way and that. Then very cîrcumspectly, we began to crawl through the lower
jungle, making, so far as we could judge, a circuit,
halting now at every waving fungus, at every sound,
intent only on the sphere from which we had so
foolishly emerged. Ever and again from out of
the earth beneath us came concussions, beatings,
strange, inexplicable mechanical sounds; and once,
and then again, we thought we heard something,
a faint rattle and tumult, borne to us through the
air. But fearful as we were we dared essay no
vantage-point to survey the crater. For long we
saw nothing of the beings whose sounds were so
abundant and insistent. But for the faintness of
our hunger and the drying of our throats that
crawling would have had the quality of a very vivid
dream. It was so absolutely unreal. The only
élément with any touch of reality was these sounds.
Figure it to yourself ! About us the dream-Iike
jungle, with the silent bayonet leaves darting overhead, and the silent, vivid, sun-splashed lichens
under our hands and knees, waving with the vigour
of their growth as a carpet waves when the wind
gets beneath it. Ever and again one of the bladder
fungi, bulging and distending under the sun, loomed
upon us. Ever and again some novel shape in vivid
colour obtruded. The very cells that built up these
plants were as large as my thumb, like beads of
coloured glass. And ail these things were saturated
in the unmitigated glare of the sun, were seen
against a sky that was bluish black and spangled
still, in spite of the sunlight, with a few sui-viving
stars. Strange! the very forms and texture of the
stones were strange. It was ail strange, the feeling
of one's body was unprecedented, every other movement ended in a surprise. The breath sucked thin
in one's throat, the blood flowed through one's ears
in a throbbing tide—thud, thud, thud, thud. . . .
And ever and again came gusts of turmoil, hammering, the clanging and throb of machinery, and
presently—the bellowing of great beasts!
CHAPTER XI
The Mooncalf Pastures
SO we two poor terrestrial castaways, lost in
that wild-growing moon jungle, crawled in
terror bëfore the sounds that had corne upon
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us. We crawled, as it seemed. a long; time before we
saw either Selenite or mooncalf, though we heard
ihe bellowing and grunting noises of these latter
continually drawing nearor to us.
We crawled
through stony ravines, over snow slopes, amidst
fungi that ripped like thin bladders at our thrust,
emitting a watery humour, over a perfect pavement
of things like puff-balls, and beneath interminable
thickets of scrub. And ever more hopelessly our
cyes sought for our abandoned sphere. The noise
of the mooncalves would at times be a vast flat
calf-like sound, at times it rose to an amazed and
wrathy bellowing, and again it would become a
clogged bestial sound as though these unseen créatures had sought to eat and bellow at the same time.
Our first view was but an inadéquate transitory
glimpse, yet none the less disturbing because it
was incomplète. -Cavor was crawling in front at
the time, and he was first to become aware of their
proximity. He stopped dead, arresting me with
a single gesture.
A crackling and smashing of the scrub appeared
to be advancing directly upon us, and then, as we
squatted close and endeavoured to judge of the
nearness and direction of this noise, there came a
terrifie bellow behind us, so close and vehement that
the tops of the bayonet scrub bent before it, and
one felt the breath of it hot and moist. And, turning about, we saw indistinctly thi-ough a crowd of
swaying stems the mooncalf's shining sides, and the
long line of its back loomed out against the sky.
Of course it is hard for me now. to say how much
1 saw at that time, because my impressions were
corrected by subséquent observation. First of ali
impressions was its enormous size; the girth cf its
body was some fourscore feet, its length perhaps
two hundred.
Its sides rose and fell with its
laboured breathing. I perceived that its gigantic,
flabby body lay along the ground, and that its skin
was of a corrugated white, dappling into blackness
along the backbone. But of its feet we saw nothing.
I think also that we saw then the profile at least
of the almost brainless head, with its fat-encumbered neck, its slobbering omnivorous mouth, its
little nostrils, and tight shut eyes. (For the mooncalf invarîably shuts its eyes in the presence of the
sun.) We had a glimpse of a vast red pit as it
opened its mouth to bleat and bellow again; we
had a breath from the pit, and then the monster
heeled over like a ship, dragged forward along the
ground, creasing ail its leathery skin, rolled again,
and so wallowed past us, smashing a path amidst
the scrub, and was speedily hidden from our eyes
by the dense interlacings beyond. Another appeared
more distantly, and then another, and then, as
though he was guiding these animated ,lumps of
provender to their pasture, a Selenite came momentarily into ken. My grip upon Cavor's foot became
convulsive at the sight of him, and we remained
motionless and peering long after he had passed out
of our range.
By contrast with the mooncalves he séemed a
trivial being, a mere ant, scarcely five feet high.
He was wearing garments of some leathery substance, so that no portion of his actual body appeared, but of this, of course, we were entirely

ignorant. He presented himself, therefore, as a
compact, bristling créature, having much of the
quality of a complicated insect, with whip-like
tentacles and a clanging arm projecting from his
shining cylindrical body case. The form of his head
was hidden by his enormous many-spiked helmet—
we discovered afterwards that he used the spikes
for prodding refractory mooncalves—and a pair of
goggles of darkened glass, set very much at the
side, gave a bird-like quality to the metallic apparatus that covered his face. His arms did not
Project beyond his body case, and he carried himself upon short legs that, wrapped though they
were in warm coverings, seemed to our terrestrial
eyes inordinately flimsy.
They had very short
thighs, very long shanks, and little feet.
In spite of his heavy-looking clothing, he was
progressing with what would be, from the terrestrial point of view, very considérable strides, and
his clanging arm was busy. The quality of his
motion during the instant of his passing suggested
haste and a certain anger, and soon after we had
lost sight of him we heard the bellow of a mooncalf change abruptly into a short, sharp squeal, followed by the scufile of its accélération. And
gradually that bellowing receded, and then came to
an end, as if the pastures sought had been attained.
We listened. For a space the moon world was
still. But it'was some time before we resumed our
crawling search for the vanished sphere.
When next we saw mooncalves they were some
little distance away from us in a place of tumbled
rocks. The less vertical surfaces of the rocks were
thick with a speckled green plant growing in dense
mossy clumps, upon which these créatures were
browsing. We stopped at the edge of the reeds,
amidst which we were crawling, at the sight of
them, peering out at them and looking round for a
second glimpse of a Selenite. They lay against
their food like stupendous slugs, huge, greasy hulls,
eating greedily and noisily, with a sort of sobbing
avidity. They seemed monsters of mere fatness,
clumsy and overwhelmed to a degree that would
make a Smithfield ox seem a model of agility. Their
busy, writhing, chewing mouths, and eyes closed,
together with the appetising sound of their munching, made up an effect of animal enjoyment that
was singularly stimulating to our empty frames.
"Hogs!" said Cavor, with unusual passion.
"Disgusting hogs!" and after one glare of angry
envy crawled off through the bushes to our right.
T stayed long enough to see that the speckled plant
was quite hopeless .for human nourishment, then
crawled after him, nibbling a quill of it between my
teeth.
Presently we were arrested again by the proximity of a Selenite, and this time we were able to
observe him more exactly. Now we could see that
the Selenite covering was indeed clothing, and not
a sort of crustacean integuraent. He was quite
similar in his costume to the former one we had
glimpsed, except that ends of something like wadding were protruding from his neck, and he stood
on a promontory of rock and moved his head this
way and that, as though he were surveying the
crater. We lay quite still, fearing to attract his
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attention if we moved, and after a time he turned
about and disappeared.
We came upon another drove of mooncalves bellowing up a ravine, and then we passed over a place
of sounds, sounds of beating machinery, as if some
huge hall of industry came near the surface there.
And while these sounds were still about us we came
to the edge of a great open space, perhaps two
hundred yards in diameter, and perfectly level.
Save for a few lichens that advanced from its margin this space was barè, and presented a powdery
surface of a dusty yellow colour. We were afraid
to strike out across this space, but as it presented
less obstruction to our crawling than the scrub, we
went down upon it and began very circumspectly
to skirt its edge.
Por a little while the noises from below ceased
and everything, save for the faint stir of the growing végétation, was very still. Then abruptly there
began an uproar, loudcr, more vehement, and nearer
than any we had so far heard. Of a certainty it
came from below.
Instinctively we crouched as
flat as we could, ready for a prompt plunge into the
thicket beside us. Each knock and throb seemed
to vibrate through our bodies. Louder grew this
throbbing and beating, and that irregular vibration
increased until the whole moon world seemed to be
jerking and pulsing.
"Cover," whispered Cavor; and I turned towards
the bushes.
At that instant came a thud like the thud of a
gun, and then a thing happened—it still haunts me
in my dreams. I had turned my head to look at
Cavor's face, and thrust out my hand in front of
me as I did so. And my hand met nothing! Plunged
suddenly into a bottomless hole!
My chest hit something hard, and I found myself
with my chin on the edge of an unfathomable abyss
that had suddenly opened beneath me, my hand extended stiffly into the void. The whole of that flat
circular area was no more than a gigantic lid, that
was now sliding sideways from off the pit it had
covered into a slot prepared for it.
Had it not been for Cavor I think I should have
remaîned rigid, hanging over this margin and staring into the enormous gulf below, until at last the
edges of the slot scraped me off and hurled me into
its depths. But Cavor had not received the shock
that had paralysed me. He had been a little distance
from the edge when the lid had first opened, and
perceiving the péril that held me helpless, gripped
my legs and pulled me backward. I came into a
sitting position, crawled away fx-om the edge for
a space on ail fours, then staggered up and ran after
him across the thundering, quivering sheet of métal.
It seemed to be swinging open with a steadily accelex-ated velocity, and the bushes in front of me
shifted sideways as I ran.
I was none too soon. Cavor's back vanished
amidst the bristling thicket, and as I scrambled up
after him, the monstrous valve came, into its position with a clang. For a long time we lay panting,
not daring to approach the pit.
But at last very cautiously and bit by bit we
crept into a position from which we could peer
down. The bushes about us creaked and waved
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with the force of a breeze that was blowing down
the shaft. We could see nothing at fii-st except
smooth vertical walls descending at last into an
impénétrable black. And then vei-y gradually we
became awaro of a number of vex-y faint and little
lights going to and fx-o.
For a time that stupendous gulf of mystery held
us so that we forgot even our sphere. In time,
as we grew more accustomed to the darkness, we
could make out vex-y small, dim, elusive shapes moving about among those needle-point illuminations.
We peered amazed and incx-edulous, understanding
so little that we could find no words to say. We
could distinguish nothing that would give us a due
to the meaning of the faint shapes we saw.
"What can it be?" I asked; "what can it be?"
"The engineering! . . . They must live in these
caverns during the night, and corne out during the
day."
"Cavor!" I said. "Can they be—that,—it was
something like—men?"
"That was not a man."
"We dare risk nothing!"
"We dax-e do nothing uxxtil we find the sphere!"
"We can do nothing until we find the sphere."
He assented with a groan and stirred himself
to move. He stared about him for a space, sighed,
and indicated a direction. We struck out through
the jungle. For a time we crawled resolutely, then
with diminishing vigour. Presently among great
shapes of flabby purple there came a noise of tramplîng and cries about us. We lay close, and for a
long time the sounds went to and fro and very
near. But this time we saw nothing. I tried to
whisper to Cavor that I could hardly go without
food much longer, but my mouth had become too
dry for whispering.
"Cavor," I said, "1 must have food."
He turned a face full of dismay towards me.
"It's a case for holding out," he said.
"But I must," I said, "and look at my lips!"
"l've been thirsty some time."
"If only some of that snow had remained!"
"It's clean gone! We're driving from arctic to
tropical at the rate of a degree a minute. . . ."
I gnawed my hand.
"The sphere!" he said. "There is nothing for
it but the sphere."
We roused ourselves to another spurt of crawling.
My mind ran entirely on edible thîngs, on the hissing profundity of summer drinks, more particularly
I craved for beer. I was haunted by the memory
of a sixteen gallon cask that had swaggered in my
Lympne cellar. I thought of the adjacent larder,
and especially of steak and kidney pie—tender
steak and plenty of kidney, and rich, thick gravy
between. Ever and again I was seized with fits of
hungry yawning. We came to flat places overgrown
with fleshy red things, monsti-ous cox-alline growths;
as we pushed against them they snapped. and broke.
I noted the quality of the broken surfaces. The
cenfounded stuff certainly looked of a biteable
texture. Then it seemed to me that it smelt rather
well.
I picked up a fragment and sniffed at it.
"Cavor," I said in a hoarse undertone.
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He glanced at me with his face screwed up.
"Don't," he said. I put down the fragment, and
we crawled on through this terapting fleshiness for
a space.
"Cavor," I asked "why notV
"Poison," I heard hira say, but he did not look
round.
We crawled some way before I decided.
"l'Il chance it," said I.
He made a belated gesture to prevent me. I
stuffed my mouth full. He crouched watching my
face, his own twisted into the oddest expression.
"It's good," I said.
"O Lord!" he cried.
He watched me munch, his face wrinkled between
desire and disapproval, then suddenly succumbed
to appetite and began to tear off huge mouthfuls.
For a time we did nothing but eat.
The stuff was not unlike a terrestrial mushroom,
only it was much laxer in texture, and, as one
swallowed it, it warmed the throat, At first we experienced a mere mechanical satisfaction in eating;
then our blood began to run warmer, and we tingled
at the lips and fingers, and then new and slightly
irrelevant ideas came bubbling up in our minds.
"It's good," said I. "Infernally good! What a
home for our surplus population ! Our poor surplus
population," and I broke off another large portion.
It filled me with a curiously benevolent satisfaction that there was such good food in the moon.
The dépression of my hunger gave way to an irratîonal exhilaration. The dread and discomfort in
which I had been living vanished entirely. I perceived the moon no longer as a planet from which I
most earnestly desired the means of escape, but as
a possible refuge for human destitution. I think I
forgot the Selenites, the mooncalves, the lid, and
the noises completejy so soon as I had eaten that
fungus.
Cavor replied to my third répétition of my "surplus population" remark with similar words of approval. I felt that my head swam, but I put this
down to the stimulating effect of food after a long
fast. "Ess'lent discov'ry yours, Cavor," said I.
"Se'nd on'y to the 'tato."
"Whajer mean?" asked Cavor. "'Scovery of the
moon—se'nd on'y to the 'tato?"
I looked at him, shocked at his suddenly hoarse
voice, and by the badness of his articulation. It
occurred to me in a flash that he was intoxicated,
possibly by the fungus. It also occurred to me that
he erred in imagining that he had discovered the
moon; he had not discovered it, he had only reached
it. I tried to lay my hand on his arm and explain
this to him, but the issue was too subtle for his
brain. It was also unexpectedly diffîcult to express.
After a momentary attempt to understand me—I
remember wondering if the fungus had made my
eyes as fishy as his—he set off upon some observations on his own account.
"We are," he announced with a solemn hiccup,
"the creashurs o' what we eat and drink."
He repeated this, and as I was now in one of my
subtle moods, I determined to dispute it. Possibly
I wandered a little from the point. But Cavor
certainly did not attend at ail properly. He stood

up as well as he could, putting a hand on my head
to steady himself, which was disrespectful, and
stood staring about him, quite devoid now of any
fear of the moon beings.
I tried to point out that this was dangorous for
some reason that was not perfectly clear to me,
but the word "dangerous" had somehow got mixed
with "indiscreet," and came out rather more like
"injurious" than either; and after an attempt to
disentangle them, I resumed my argument, addressing myself principally to the unfamiliar but attentive coralline growths on either side. I felt that
it was necessary to clear up this confusion between
the moon and a potato at once—I wandered into a
long parenthesis on the importance of précision of
définition in argument. I did my best to ignore
the fact that my bodily sensations were no longer
agreeable.
In some way that I have now forgotten, my mind
was led back to projects of colonisation. "We must
annex this moon," I said. "There must be no shillyshally. This is part of the White Man's Burthen.
Cavor—we are—hic—Satap—mean—S a t r a p s !
Nempire Cœsar never dreamt. B'in ail the newspapers.
Cavorecia. Bedfordecia. Bedfordecia—
hic—Limited. Mean—unlimited ! Practically."
Certainly I was intoxicated.
I embarked upon an argument to show the infinité
benefits our arrivai would confer on the moon. I
involved myself in a rather diffîcult proof that the
arrivai of Columbus was, on the whole, bénéficiai
to America. I found I had forgotten the line of
argument I had intended to pursue, and continued
to repeat "Simlar to Clumbus," to fill up time.
From that point my memory of the action of that
abominable fungus becomes confused. I remember
vaguely that we declared our intention of standing
no nonsense from any confounded insects, that we
decided it ill became men to hide shamefully upon
a mere satellite, that we equipped ourselves with
huge arrafuls of the fungus—whether for missile
purposes or not I do not know—and, heedless of the
stabs of the bayonet scrub, we started forth into the
sunshine.
Almost immediately we must have corne upon the
Selenites. There were six of them, and they were
marching in single file over a rocky place, making
the most remarkable piping and whining sounds.
They ail seemed to become aware of us at once,
ail instantly became silent and motionless, like
animais, with their faces turned towards us.
For a moment I was sobered.
"Insects," murmured Cavor, "insects !
And
they think l'm going to crawl about on my stomach
—on my vertebrated stomach!
"Stomach," he repeated slowly, as though he
chcwed the indignity.
Then suddenly, with a shout of fury, he made
three vast strides and leapt tôwards them. He
leapt badly; he made a sériés of somersaults in the
air, whirled right over them, and vanished with an
enormous splash amidst the cactus bladders. What
the Selenites made of this amazing, and to my mind
undignified irruption from another planet, I have
no means of guessing. I seem to remember the
sight of their backs as they ran in ail directions.
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but I am not sure. AH these last incidents before
oblivion came are vague and faint in my mind. I
know I made a step to follow Cavor, and tripped
and fell headlong among tho rocks. I was, I am
certain, suddenly and vehemently ill. I seem to
remember a violent struggle, and being gripped
by metallic clasps. . . .
My next clear recollection is that we -were prisoners at we knew not what depths beneath the
moon's surface ; we were in darkness amidst strange
distracting noises; our bodies were covered with
scratches and bruises, and our heads racked with
pain.
CHAPTER XII
The Selenite's Face
IFOUND myself sitting crouched togetber in a
tumultuous darkness. For a long time I could
not understand where I was, nor how I had
come to this perplexity. I thought of the cupboard
into which I had been thrust at times when I was a
child, and then of a very dark and noisy bedroom in
which I had slept during an îllness. But these
sounds about me were not the noises I had known,
and there was a thin flavour in the air like the
wind of a stable. Then I supposed we must still be
at work upon the sphere, and that somehow I had
got into the cellar of Cavor's house. I remembered
we had finished the sphere, and fancied I must still
be in it and travelling through space.
"Cavor," I said, "cannot we have some light?"
There came no answer.
"Cavor!" I insisted.
I was answered by a groan. "My head!" I
heard him say; "my head!"
I attempted to press my hands to my brow, which
ached, and discovered they were tied together. This
startled me very much. I brought them up to my
mouth and felt the cold smoothness of métal. They
were chained together. I tried to separate my legs,
and made out they were similarly fastened, and
also that I was fastened to the ground by a much
thicker chain about the middle of my body.
I was more frightened than I had yet been by
anything in ail our strange experience. For a
time I tugged silently at my bonds. "Cavor!" I
crîed out sharply. "Why am I tied? Why have
you tied me hand and xoot?"
"I haven't tied you," he answex-ed. "It's the
Selenites."
The Selenites! My mind hung on that for a
space. Then my memories came back to me: the
snowy désolation, the thawing of the air, the growth
of the plants, our strange hopping and crawling
among the rocks and végétation of the crater. Ail
the distress of our frantic search for the sphere returned to me. . . . Finally the opening of the great
lid that covered the pit!
Then as I strained to trace our later movements
down to our présent plight, the pain in my head
became intolérable. I came to an insurmountable
barrier, an obstinate blank.
"Cavor!"
"Yes?"
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"Cavor, where are we? Do you know wheré we
are?"
"How should I know?"
"Are we dead?"
"What nonsense!"
"They've got us, then!"
He made no answer but a grunt. The lîngerîng
traces of the poison seemed to make him oddly
irritable.
"What do you mean to do?"
"How should I know what to do?"
"Oh, very well!" said I, and became silent. Presently, I was roused from a stupor. "O Lord!" I
cried; "I wish you'd stop that buzzing!"
We lapsed into silence again, listening to the dull
confusion of noises like the muffled sounds of a
street or factory that filled our ears. I could make
nothing of it, my mind pursued first one rhythm
and then another, and questioned it in vain. But
after a long time I became aware of a new and
sharper element, not mingling with the rest but
standing out, as it were, against that cloudy background of sound. It was a sériés of relatively very
little definite sounds, tappings and rubbings, like
a loose spray of ivy against a window or a bird
moving about upon a box. We listened and peered
about us, but the darkness was a velvet pall. There
followed a noise like the subtle movement of the
wards of a well-oiled lock. And then there appeared
before me, hanging as it seemed in an immensity
of black, a thin bright line.
"Look!" whispered Cavor very softly.
•mat is it?"
*T don't know."
We stared.
The thin bright line became a band, and broader
and paler. It took upon itself the quality of a
bluish light falling upon a white-washed wall. It
ceased to be parallel-sided ; it developed a deep
indentation on one sîde. I turned to remark this
to Cavor, and was amazed to see his ear in a
brilliant illumination—ail the rest of him in
shadow. I twisted my head round as well as my
bonds would permit. "Cavor," I said, "it's behind !"
His ear vanished—gave place to an eye!
Suddenly the crack that had been admitting the
light broadened out, and revealed itself as the space
of an opening door. Beyond was a sapphire vista,
and in the doorway stood a gi-otesque outline
silhouetted against the glare.
We both made convulsive efforts to turn, and
failing, sat staring over our shoulders at this.
My first impression was of some clumsy quadruped
with lowered head. Then I perceived it was the
slender, pînched body and short and extremely
attenuated bandy legs of a Selenite, with his head
depressed between his shoulders. He was without
the helmet and body covering they wear when upon
the exterior of the satellite.
He was a blank, black figure to us, but instinctively our imaginations supplied features to his
very human outline. I, at least, took it instantly
that he was somewhat hunchbacked, with a high
forehead and long features.
He came forward three steps and paused for a
time. His movements seemed absolutely noiseless.
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Then he came forward again. He walked like a
bird, his feet fell one in front of the other. He
stepped out of the ray of light that came through
the doorway and it seemed as though he vanished
altogether in the shadow.
For a moment my eyes sought him in the wrong
place, and then I perceived him standing facing us
both in the full light. Only the human features I
had attributed to him were not there at ail !
Of course I ought to have expected that, only I
didn't. It came to me as an absolute, for a moment
an overwhelming shock. It seemed as th®ugh it
wasn't a face, as though it must needs be a mask,
a horror, a deformîty, that would presently be disavowed or explained. There was no nose, and the
thing had dull bulging eyes at the side—in the
silhouette I had supposed they were ears. There
were no ears. ... I have tried to draw one of these
heads, but I cannot. There was a mouth, downwardly curved, like a human mouth in a face that
stares ferociously. . . .
The neck on which the head was poised was
jointed in three places, almost like the short joints
in the leg of a crab. The joints of the limbs I
could not see, because of the puttee-like straps in
which they were swathed, and which formed the
only clothing the being wore.
There the thing was, looking at us!
At the time my mind was taken up by the mad
impossibility of the créature. I suppose he also
was amazed, and with more reason, perhaps, for
amazeraent than we. Only, confound him! he did
not show jt. We did at least know what had brought
about this meeting of incompatible créatures.
But conceive how it would seem to decent Londoners, for example, to corne upon a couple of living things, as big as men and absolutely unlîke any
other earthly animais, careering about among the
sheep in I-Iyde Park! It must have taken him like
that.
Figure us ! We were bound hand and foot, fagged and fîlthy; our beards two inches long, our
faces scratched and bloody. Cavor you must imagine
in his knickerbockers Ctorn in several places by
the bayonet scrub), his Jaeger shirt and old cricket
cap, his wiry hair wildly disordered, a taîl to every
quarter of the heavens. In that blue light his
face did not look red but very dark, his lips and
the drying blood upon my hands seemed black.
Tf possible I was in a worse plight than he, on account of the yellow fungus into which I had jumped.
Our jackets were unbuttoned, and our shoes had
been taken off and lay at our feet. And we were
sîttîng with our backs to this queer bluish light,
peerîng at such a monster as Durer might have îrivented.
Cavor broke the silence; started to speak, went
hoarse, and cleared his throat. Outsîde hegan a
terrifie bellowîng, as if a mooncalf were in trouble.
It ended in a shriek, and everythîng was still again.
Presently the Selenite turned about, flîckered
into the shadow. stood for a moment rétrospective
at the door. and then closed it on us ; and once more
we were in that murmurons mystery of darkness
into which we had awakened.

CHAPTER XIII
Mr. Cavor Makes Some Suggestions
FOR a time neither of us spoke. To focus together ail the things we had brought upon ourselves, seemed beyond my mental powers.
"They've got us," I said at last.
"It was that fungus."
"Well—if I hadn't taken it we should have fainted
and starved."
"We might have found the sphere."
I lost my temper at his persistence, and swore to
myself. For a time we hated one another in silence.
I drummed with my fingers on the floor between my
knees, and gritted the links of my fetters together.
Presently I was forced to talk again.
"What do you make of it, anyhow?" I asked
humbly.
"They are reasonable créatures—they can make
things and do things—Those lights we saw. . .
He stopped. It was clear he could make nothing
of it.
When he spoke again it was to confess, "After
ail, they are more human than we had a right to
expect. I suppose
"
He stopped irritatingly.
"Yes?"
"I suppose, anyhow—on any planet where there
is an intelligent animal—it will cafry its brain case
upward, and have hands, and walk erect. . . ."
Presently he broke away in another direction.
"We are some way in," he said. "I mean—perhaps a couple of thousand feet or more."
"Why?"
"It's cooler. And our voices are so much louder.
That faded quality—it bas altogether gone. And
the feeling in one's ears and throat."
I had not noted that, but I did now.
"The air is denser. We must be some depths—
a mile even, we may be—inside the moon."
"We never thought of a world inside the moon."
"No."
"How could we?"
"We might have done. Only
One gets into
habits of mind."
He thought for a time.
"Now," he said, "it seems such an obvious thing.
"Of course!
The moon must be enormously
cavernous, with an atmosphère withîn and at the
centre of its caverns a sea.
"One knew that the moon had a lower spécifie
gravîty than the earth, one knew that it had lîttle
air or water outside, one knew, too, that ît was
sîster planet to the earth, and that it was unaccountable that it should be différent in composition.
The înference that it was hollowed out was as clear
as day. And yet one never saw ît as a fact. Kepler,
of course
"
His voice had the interest now of a ir.an who has
dîscovered a pretty sequence of reasonîng.
"Yes," be said, "Kepler with his suh-volvanî was
right after ail."
"I wîsh y«u had taken the troublé to find that
ont before we came," T said.
He answered nothing, buzzing to himself softly.
as he pursued his thoughts. My temper was goîng.
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"What do you think bas become of the sphere, anyhow?" I asked.
"Lost," he said, likc a man who answers an
uninteresting question.
"Among those planta?"
"Unless they fmd it."
"And then?"
"How can I tell?"
"Cavor," I said, with a sort of hysterical bitterness, "things look bright for my Company. . . ."
He made no answer.
"Good Lord!" I exclaimed. "Just think of ail
the trouble we took to get into this pickle! What
did we come for? What are we after? What was
the moon to us or we to the moon? We wanted too
much, we tried too much. We ought to bave started
the lîttle things first. It was you proposed the
moon! Those Cavorite spring blinds! I am certain we could bave worked them for terrestrial purposes. Certain ! Did you really understand what I
proposed? A steel cylinder:—-—"
"Rubbish!" said Cavor.
We ceased to converse.
For a time Cavor kept up a broken monologue
without much help from me.
"If they find it," he began, "if they find it . . .
what will they do with it? Well, that's a question.
"It raay be that's the question. They won't understand it, anyhow. If they understood that sort of
thing they would have come long since to the earth.
Would they?
Why shouldn't they?
But they
would have sent something
They couldn't
keep their hands off such a possibility. No! But
they will examine it. Clearly they are intelligent
and inquisitive. They will examine it—get inside
ib—trifle with the studs. Off! . . . That would
mean the moon for us for ail the rest of our lives.
Strange créatures, strange knowledge . . ."
"As for strange knowledge
" said I, and
language failed me.
"Look here, Bedford," said Cavor, "you came on
this expédition of your own free will."
"You said to me, 'Call it prospecting.' "
"There's always risks in prospecting."
"Especially when you do it unarmed and without
thinking out every possibility."
"I was so taken up with the sphere. The thing
rushed on us, and carrîed us away."
"Rushed on me, you mean."
"Rushed on me just as much. How was / to know
when I set to work on molecular physics that the
business would bring me here—of ail places?"
"It's this accursed science," I cried. "It's the
very Devîl. The mèdiœval priests and persecutors
were right and the Modems are ail wrong. You
tamper with it—and it off ers you gifts.
And
directly you take them it knocks you to pièces in
some unexpected way.
Old passions and new
weapons—now it upsets your religion, now it upsets your social ideas, now it whîrls you off to
désolation and misery!"
"Anyhow, it's no use your quarrellîng with me
now. These créatures—these Selenîtes, or whatever
we choose to call them—have got us tîed hand and
foot. In whatever temper you choose to go through
■with it you will have to go through with it.
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. . . We have expériences before us that will need
ail our coolness."
He paused as if he required my assent. But I
sat sulking. "Confound your science!" I said.
"The problem is communication.
Gestures, I
fear, will be différent. Pointing, for example. No
créatures but men and monkeys point."
That was too obviously wrong for me. "Pretty
nearly every animal," I cried, "points with its
eyes or nose."
Cavor meditated over that. "Yes," he said at
last, "and we don't. There's such différences—such
différences!
"One might. . , . But how can I tell? There
is speech. The sounds they make, a sort of fluting
and piping. I don't see how we are to imitate that.
Is it their speech, that sort of thing? They may
have différent senses, différent means of communication. Of course they are mînds and we are
minds; there must be something in common. Who
knows how far we may not get to an understanding?"
"The things are outside us," I said. "They're
more différent from us than the strangest animais
on earth. They are a différent clay. What is the
good of talking like this?"
Cavor thought. "I don't see that. Where there
are minds they will have something similar—even
though they have been evolved on différent planets.
Of course if it was a question of instincts, if we or
they are no more than animais—"
"Well, are they? They're much more like ants
on their hind legs than human beings, and who ever
got to any sort of understanding with ants?"
"But these machines and clothing! No, I don't
hold with you, Bedford. The différence is wide
"
"It's insurmountable."
"The resemblance must bridge it. I remember
reading a paper once by the late Professer Galton
on the possibility of communication between the
planets. Unhappily, at that time it did not seera
probable that that would be of any material benefit
to me, and I fear I did not give it the attention I
should have done—in view of this state of affairs.
Yet. . . . Now, let me see!
"His idea was to begin with those broad truths
that must underlie ail conceivable mental existences
and establish a basis on those. The gx-eat principles
of geometry, to begin with. He proposed to take
some leading proposition of Euclid's, and show by
construction that its truth was known to us, to
demonstrate, for example, that the angles at the
base of an isosceles triangle are equal, and that if
the equal sides be produced the angles on the other
sides of the base ax-e equal also, or that the square
on the hypoténuse of a right-angle tx-iangle is equal
to the sum of the squares on the two other sides.
By demonstrating our knowledge of these things
we should demonstx-ate our possession of a reasonable intelligence. . . . Now, suppose I
. . . I
might draw the geometrîcal figure with a wet finger,
or even trace it in the air . . ."
He fell sîlent. I sat meditating his words. For
a time his wild hope of communication, of interprétation, with these weird beings held me. Then
that angry despaîr that was a part of my exhaustion
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and physîcal misery resumed its sway. I perceived
with a sudden novel vividness the extraordinax-y
folly of everything I had ever done. "Ass!" I said;
"oh, ass, unutterable ass. ... I seem to exist only
to go about doing preposterous things. Why did
we ever leave the thing? . . . Hopping about looking for patents and concessions in the craters of
the moon! ... If only we had had the sense to
fasten a handkerchief to a stick to show where we
had left the sphere!"
I subsided, fuming.
"It is clear," meditated Cavor, "they are intelligent. One can hypothesize certain things. As
they have not killed us at once, they xnust have
ideas of mercy. Mercy! at any rate of restraint.
Possibly of intercourse. They may meet us. And
this apartment and the glimpses we had of its
guardian. These fetters ! A high degree of intelligence. . .
"I wish to heaven," cried I, "l'd thought even
twice ! Plunge after plunge. First one fluky start
and then another. It was my confidence in you!
Whi/ didn't I stick to my play? That was what
I was equal to. That was my world and the life I
was made for. I could have finished that play.
l'm certain . . . it was a good play. I had the
scénario as good as done. Then. . . . Conceive it!
leaping to the moon! Practically—l've thrown my
life away ! That old woman in the înn near Canterbury had better sense than
"
I looked up, and stopped in mid-sentence. The
darkness had given place to that bluish light again.
The door was opening, and several noiseless Selenites were coming into the chamber. I became
quite still, staring at their grotesque faces.
Then suddenly my sense of disagreeable strangeness changed to interest.
I perceived that the
foremost and second carried bowls. One elemental
need at least our minds could understand in common. They were bowls of some métal that, like our
fetters, looked dark in that bluish light; and each
contained a number of whitish fragments. Ail the
cloudy pain and misery that oppressed me rushed
together and took the shape of hunger. I eyed these
bowls wolfishly, and, though it returned to me in
dreams, at that time it seemed a small matter that
at the end of the arms that lowered one towards me
were not hands, but a sort of flap and thumb, like
the end of an elephant's trunk.
The stuff in the bowl was loose in texture, and
whitish brown in colour—rather like lumps of some
cold soufflé, and it smelt faintly like mushrooms.
Frora a partîally divided carcass of a mooncalf that
we presently saw, I am inclined to belîeve it must
have been mooncalf flesh.
My hands were so tîghtly chaîned that I could
barely contrive to reach the bowl; but when they
saw the effort I made, two of them dexterously
released one of the turns aboùt my wrist. Their
tentacle hands were soft and cold to my skin. I
immediately seized a mouthful of the food. It
had the same laxness in texture that ail organic
structures seem to have upon the moon; it tasted
rather like a gauffer or a damp meringue, but in
no way was it disagreeable.
I took two other

mouthfuls. "1 wanted—foo'!" said I, tearing of?
a still larger piece. . . .
For a time we ate with an utter absence of selfconsciousness. We ate and presently drank like
tramps in a soup kitchen. Never before nor since
have I been hungry to the ravenous pitch, and save
that I have had this very experience I could never
have believed that, a quarter of a million of miles
out of our proper world, in utter perplexity of soul,
surrounded, watched, touched by beings more
grotesque and inhuman than the worst créations
of a nightmare, it would be possible for me to eat
in utter forgetfulness of ail these things. They
stood about us watching us, and ever and again
making a slight elusive twittering that stood them,
I suppose, in the stead of speech. I did not even
shiver at their touch. And when the first zeal of
my feeding was over, I could note that Cavor,
too, had been eating with the same shameless
abandon.
CHAPTER XIV
Experiments in Intercourse
WHEN at last we had made an end of eating,
the Selenites linked our hands closely together again, and then untwisted the
chains about our feet and rebound them, so as to
give us a limited freedom of movement. Then they
unfastened the chains about our waists. To do ail
this they had to handle us freely, and ever and again
one of their queer heads came down close to my
face, or a soft tentacle-hand touched my head or
neck. I don't remember that I was afraid then or
repelled by their proximity, I think that our incurable anthropomorphism made us imagine there
were human heads inside their masks. The skin,
like everything else, looked bluish, but that was on
account of the light; and it was hard and shiny,
quite in the beetle-wing fashion, not soft, or moist,
or hairy, as a vertebrated animal's would be. Along
the crest of the head was a low ridge of whitish
spines running from back to front, and a much
larger ridge curved on eîther side over the eyes.
The Selenite who untied me used his mouth to
help his hands.
"They seem to be releasing us," said Cavor.
"Remember we are on the moon! Make no sudden
movements!"
"Are you goîng to try that geometry?"
"If I get a chance. But, of course, they may
make an advance first."
We remained passive, and the Selenites, having
finished their arrangements, stood back from us,
and seemed to be looking at us. I say seemed to
be, because as their eyes were at the side and not in
front, one had the same diffîculty in determining
the direction in which they were looking as one has
in the case of a hen or a fish. They conversed with
one another in their reedy tones, that seemed to me
impossible to îmîtate or define. The door behînd us
opened wider, and, glancîng over my shouldpr, I
saw a vague, large space beyond, in which quite a
little crowd of Selenites were standing.
They
seemed a curiously miscellaneous rabble.
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"Do they want us to îmitate those sounds?" I
asked Cavor.
"I don't think so," he said.
"It seems to me that they are trying to make us
understand something."
"I can't make anything of their gestures. Do
you notice this one, who is worrying with his head
like a man with an uncomfortable collar?"
"Let us shake our heads at him."
We did that, and finding it ineffectuai, attempted
an imitation of the Selenites' movements. That
seemed to interest them. At any rate they ail set
up the same movement. But as that seemed to
lead to nothing, we desisted at last and so did they,
and fell into a piping argument among themselves.
Then one of them, shorter and very much thicker
than the others, and with a particularly wide
mouth, squatted down suddenly beside Cavor, and
put his hands and feet in the same posture as
Cavor's were bound, and then by a dexterous movement stood up.
"Cavor," I shouted, "they want us to get up!"
He stared open-mouthed. "That's it!" he said.
And with much heaving and grunting, because
our hands were tied together, we contrived to
struggle to our feet. The Selenites made way for
our elephantine heavings, and seemed to twitter
more volubly. As soon as we were on our feet the
thick-set Selenite came and patted each of our faces
with his tentacles, and walked towards the open
doorway. That also was plain enough, and we
followed him. We saw that four of the Selenites
standing in the doorway were much taller than the
others, and clothed in the same manner as those
we had seen in the crater, namely, with spiked
round helmets and cylindrical body-cases, and that
each of the four carried a goad with spike and
guax-d made of that same dull-looking métal as the
bowls. These four closed about us, one on either
side of each of us, as we emerged from our chamber
into the cavern from which the light had corne.
We did not get our impression of that cavern ail
at once. Our attention was taken up by the movements and attitudes of the Selenites immediately
about us, and by the necessity of controlling our
motion, lest we should startle and alarm them and
ourselves by some excessive stride. In front of us
was the short, thick-set being who had solved the
problem of asking us to get up, moving with
gestures that seemed, almost ail of them, intelligible
to us, inviting us to follow him. His spout-like
face turned from one of us to the other with a
quickness that was clearly interrogative. For a
time, I say, we were taken up with these things.
But at last the great place that formed a background to our movements asserted itself. It became apparent that the source of much, at least, of
the tumult of sounds which had filled our ears ever
since we had recovered from the stupéfaction of
the fungus was a vast mass of machinery in active
movement, whose flying and whirling parts were
visible indistinctly over the heads and between the
bodies of the Selenites who walked about us. And
not only did the web of sounds that filled the air
proceed from this mechanism, but also the peculiar
blue light that irradiated the whole place. We had
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taken it as a natural thîng that a subterranean
cavern should be artificially lit, and even now,
though the fact was patent to my eyes, I did not
really grasp its import until presently the darkness
came. The meaning and structure of this huge
apparatus we saw I cannot explain, because we
neither of us learnt what it was for or how ît
worked. One after another, big shafts of métal
flung out and up from its centre, their heads travelling in what seemed to me to be a parabolic path;
each dropped a sort of dangling arm as it rose towards the apex of its flight and plunged down into
a vertical cylinder, forcing this down before it.
About it moved the shapes of tenders, little figures
that seemed vaguely différent from the beings
about us. As each of the three dangling arms of
the machine plunged down, there was a clank and
then a roaring, and out of the top of the vertical
cylinder came pouring this incandescent substance
that lit the place, and ran over as milk runs over
a boiling pot, and dripped luminously into a tank of
light below. It was a cold blue light, a sort of
phosphorescent glow but infinitely brighter, and
from the tanks into which it fell it ran in conduits
athwart the cavern.
Thud, thud, thud, thud, came the sweeping arms
of this unintelligibla apparatus, and the light substance hissed and poured.
At first the thing
seemed only reasonably large and near to us, and
then I saw how exceedingly little the Selenites upon
it seemed, and I realized the full immensity of
cavern and machine. I looked from this tremendous
affair to the faces of the Selenites with a new respect. I stopped, and Cavor stopped, and stared at
this thunderous engine.
"But this is stupendous!" I said. "What can
it be for?"
Cavor's blue-lit face was full of an intelligent
respect. "I can't dream! Surely these beings
Men could not make a thîng liks that! Look at
those arms, are they on Connecting rods?"
The thick-set Selenite had gone some paces unheeded. He came back and stood between us and
the great machine. I avoided seeing him, because
I guessed somehow that his idea was to beckon
us onward. He walked away in the direction he
wished us to go, and turned and came back, and
flicked our faces to attract our attention.
Cavor and I looked at one another.
"Cannot we show him we are interested in thê
machine?" I said.
"Yes," said Cavor. "We'll tx*y that." He turned
to our guide and smiled, and pointed to the machine,
and pointed again, and then to his head, and then
to the machine. By some defect of reasoning he
seemed to imagine that broken English might help
these gestures. "Me look 'im," he said, "me think
'im very much. Yes."
His behaviour seemed to check the Selenites in
their desire for our progress for a moment. They
faced one another, their queer heads moved, the
twittering voices came quick and lîquid. Then one
of them, a lean, tall créature, with a sort of mantle
added to the puttee in which the othex-s were
dx-essed, twisted his éléphant trunk of a hand about
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Cavor's waist, and pulled him gently to follow our
"It's no use," he panted. "It's absolutely no use."
guide, who again went on ahead.
"No."
Cavor resisted. "We may just as well begin ex"We'Il go."
plaining ourselves now. They may think we are
And he turned about and led the way in the
new animais, a new sort of mooncalf perhaps! It
direction that had been indicated for us.
is most important that we should show an intelliI followed, trying to look as subdued as possible,
gent interest from the outset."
and feeling at the chains about my wrists. My
He began to shake his head violently. "No, no,"
blood was boiling. I noted nothing more of that
he said, "me not come on one minute. Me look at
cavern, though it seemed to take a long time before
'im."
we had marched across it, or if I noted anything I
"Isn't there some geometrical point you might forgot it as I saw it. My thoughts were concenbring in apropos of that affair?" I suggested, as
trated, I think, upon my chains and the Selenites,
the Selenites confefred again.
and particularly upon the helmeted ones with the
"Possibly a parabolic
" he began.
goads. At first they marched parallel with us, and
He yelled loudly, and leaped six feet or more !
at a respectful distance, but presently they were
One of the four armed moon-men had pricked
overtaken by three others, and then they drew
him with a goad!
nearer, until they were within arm's length again.
I turned on the goad-bearer behind me with a I winced like a beaten horse as they came near to
us. The shorter, thlcker Selenite marched at first
swift threatening gesture, and he started back.
on our right flankj but presently came in front of us
Thîs and Cavor's sudden shout and leap clearly
astonished ail the Selenites. They receded hastily,
again.
facîng us. For one of those moments that seem
How well the picture of that grouping has bitten
to last for ever, we stood in angry protest, with a into my brain; the back of Cavor's downcast head
scattered semicircle of these inhuman beings about
just in front of me, and the dejected droop of his
us.
shoulders, and our guide's gaping visage, per"He pricked me!" said Cavor, with a catching petually jerking about him, and the goad-bearer s on
of the voice.
either side, watchful, yet open-mouthed—a blue
"I saw him," I answered.
monochrome. And after ail, I do remember one
"Confound it!" I said to the Selenites; "we're - other thing besides the purely personal affair, which
not going to stand that ! What on earth do you take
is, that a sort of gutter came presently across the
us for?"
floor of the cavern, and then ran along by the side
I glanced quickly right and left. Far away across
of the path of rock we followed. And it was full of
the blue wilderness of cavern I saw a number of that same bright blue luminous stufî that flowed
other Selenites running towards us; broad and out of the great machine. I walked close beside
slender they were, and one with a larger head than it, and I can testify it radiated not a particle of
the others. The cavern spread wide and low, and heat. It was brightly shining, and yet it was neither
receded in every direction into darkness. Its roof,
warraer nor colder than anything else in the cavern.
I remember, seemed to bulge down as if with the
Clang, clang, clang, we passed right under the
weight of the vast thickness of rocks that prisoned
thumpîng levers of another vast machine, and so
us. There was no way out of it—no way out of it.
came at last to a wide tunnel, in which we could
Above, below, in every direction, was the unknown,
even hear the pad, pad, of our shoeless feet, and
and these inhuman créatures, with goads and
which, save for the trickling thread of blue to the
gestures, confronting us, and we two unsupported
right of us, was quite unlit. The shadows made
men!
gigantic travesties of our shapes and those of the
Selenites on the irregular wàll and roof of the tunCHAPTER XV
nel. Ever and again crystals in the walls of the
tunnel scintillated like gems, ever and again the
The Giddy Bridge
tunnel expanded into a stalactitic cavern, or gave
JUST for a moment that hostile pause endured. off branches that vanished into darkness.
I suppose that both we and the Selenites did
We seemed to be marching down that tunnel for
some very rapid thinking. My clearest impres- a long time. "Trickle, trickle," went the flowing
sion was that there was nothing to put my back light very softly, and our footfalls and their echoes
against, and that we were bound to be surrounded made an irregular paddle, paddle. My mind settled
and killed. The overwhelming folly of our presence
down to the question of my chains. If I were to
there loomed over me in black, enormous reproach.
slip off one turn so, and then to twist it so . . .
Why had I ever launched myself on this mad, inIf I tried to do it very gradually, would they see
human expédition?
I was slipping my wrist out of the looser turn?
Cavor came to my side and laid his hand on my If they did, what would they do?
"Bedford," said Cavor, "It goes down. It keeps
arm. His paie and terrified face was ghastly in
on going down."
the blue light.
His remark roused me from my sullen pré"We can't do anything," he said. "It's a mistake.
They don't understand. We must go. As they occupation.
"If they wanted to kill us," he said, dropping
want us to go."
I looked down at him, and then at the fresh back to come level with me, "there is no reason
Selenites who were coming to help th'eîr fellows. why they should not have done it."
"No," I admitted, "that's true."
"If I had my hands free
"
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"They don't understand us," he said, "they thînk
we are merely strange animais, some wild sort of
mooncalf birth, perhaps. It will be only when they
have observed us better that they will begin to
think we have minds
"
"When you trace those geometrical problems,"
said I.
"It may be that."
We tramped on for a space.
"You see," said Cavor, "these may be Selenites
of a lower class,"
"The infernal fools!" said I viciously, glancing
at their exasperating faces.
"If we endure what they do to us—■—■"
"We've got to endure it," said I.
"There may be others less stupid. This is the
mere outer fringe of their world. It must go down
and down, cavern, passage, tunnel, down at last
to the sea—hundreds of miles below."
His words made me think of the mile or so of
rock and tunnel that might be over our heads already.
It was like a weight dropping on my
shoulders. "Away from the sun and air," I said.
"Even a mine half a mile deep is stuffy."
"This is not, anyhow. It's probable
Ventilation! The air would blow from the dark side
of the moon to the sunlit, and ail the carbonic acid
gas would well out there and feed those plants. Up
this tunnel, for example, there is quite a breeze.
And what a world it must be. The earnest we have
in that shaft, and those machines
"
"And the goad," I said. "Don't forget the goad !"
He walked a little in front of me for a time.
"Even that goad
" he said.
"Well?"
"1 was angry at the time. But"- -■ It was
perhaps necessary we should get on. They have
différent skins, and probably différent nerves. They
may not understand our objection
Just as
a being from Mars might not like our earthly habit
of nudging
"
"They'd better be careful how they nudge me"
"And about that geometry. After ail, their way
is a way of understanding, too. They begin with
the elements of life and not of thought. Food.
Compulsion. Pain. They strike at fundamentals."
"There's no doubt about that," I said.
He went on to talk of the enormous and wonderful
world into which we were being taken. I realised
slowly from his tone, that even now he was not
absolutely in despair at the prospect of going ever
deeper into this inhuman planet-burrow. His mind
ran on machines and invention, to the exclusion of
a thousand dark things that beset me. It wasn't
that he intended to make any use of these things, he
sîmply wanted to know them.
"After ail," he said, "this is a tremendous occasion. It is the meeting of two worlds! What are
we going to see? Think of what is below us here."
"We shan't see much if the light isn't better,"
I remarked.
"This is only the outer crust. Down below—■
On this scale
There will be everything. Do
you notice how différent they seem one from another? The story we shall take back!"
"Some rare sort of animal," I said, "might conr
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fort himself in that way while they were bringing
him to the Zoo. . . . It doesn't follow that we are
going to be shown ail these things."
"When they find we have reasonable minds,"
said Cavor, "they will want to learn about the
earth. Even if they have no generous émotions,
they will teach in order to learn. . . . And the
things they must know! The unanticipated things!"
He went on to speculate on the possibility of
their knowing things he had never hoped to learn
on earth, speculating in that way, with a raw wound
from that goad already in his skin! Much that
he said I forget, for my attention was drawn to
the fact that the tunnel along which we had been
marching was opening out wider and wider. We
seemed, from the feeling of the air, to be going out
into a huge space. But how big the space might
really be we could not tell, because it was unlit.
Our little stream of light ran in a dwindling thread
and vanished far ahead. Presently the rocky walls
had vanished altogether on either hand. There was
nothing to be seen but the path in front of us and
the trickling hurrying rivulet of blue phosphorescence. The figures of Cavor and the guiding Selenite marched before me, the sides of their legs
and heads that were towards the rivulet were clear
and bright blue, their darkened sides, now that the
reflection of the tunnel wall no longer lit them,
merged indistinguishably in the darkness beyond.
And soon I perceived that we were approaching
a declivity of some sort, because the little blue
stream dipped suddenly out of sight.
In another moment, as it seemed, we had reached
the edge. The shining stream gave one meander of
hésitation and then rushed over. It fell to a depth
at which the Sound of its descent was absolutely
lost to us. Far below was a bluish glow, a sort
of blue mist—at an infinité distance below. And
the darkness the stream dropped out of became
utterly void and black, save that a thing like a plank
projected from the edge of the cliff and stretched
out and faded and vanished altogether. There was
a warm air blowing up out of the gulf.
For a moment I and Cavor stood as near the
edge as we dared, peering into a blue-tinged profundity. And then our guide was pulling at my
arm.
Then he left me, and walked to the end of that
plank and stepped upon it, looking back. Then
when he perceived we watched him, he turned
about and went on along it, walking as surely as
though he was on firm earth. For a moment his
form was distinct, then he became a blue blur, and
then vanished into the obscurity. I became aware
of some vague shape looming darkly out of the
black.
There was a pause. "Surely—:—!" said Cavor.
One of the other Selenites walked a few paces
out upon the plank, and turned and looked back at
us unconcernedly. The others stood ready to follow after us. Our guide's expectant figure reappeared. He was returning to see why we had not
advanced.
"What is that beyond there?" I asked.
"I can't see."
"We can't cross this at any price," said I.
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"I could not go three steps on it," said Cavor,
"eTen with my hands free."
We looked at each other'a drawn faces in blank
consternation.
"They can't know what it is to be giddy!" said
Cavor.
"It's quite impossible for us to walk that plank."
"I don't believe they see as we do. l've been
watching them. I wonder if they know this is
simply blackness for us. How can we make them
understand?"
"Anyhow, we must make them understand."
I think we said these things with a vague half
hope the Selenites might somehow understand. I
knew quite clearly that ail that was needed was
an explanation. Then as I saw their faces, I
realised that an explanation was impossible. Just
here it was that our resemblances were not going to
bridge our différences. Weli, I wasn't going to walk
the plank, anyhow. I slipped my wrist very quickly
out of the coil of chain that was loose, and then
began to twist my wrists in opposite directions. I
was standing nearest to the bridge, and as I did
this two of the Selenites laid hold of me, and pulled
me gently towards it.
I shook my head violently. "No go," I said,
"no use. You don't understand."
Another Selenîte added his compulsîon. I was
fqrced to step forward.
"l've got an idea," said Cavor; but I knew his
ideas.
"Look here!" I exclaîmed to the Selenites.
"Steady on! It's ail very well for you
"
I sprang round upon my heel. I burst out into
curses. For one of the armed Selenites had stabbed
me behind with his goad.
I wrenched my wrists free from the little tentacles
that held them.
I turned on the goad-bearer.
"Confound you!" I cried. "l've warned you of
that. What on earth do you think l'm made of,
to stick that into me? If you touch me again——"
By way of answer he prîcked me forthwith.
I heard Cavor's voice in alarm and entreaty.
Even then I think he wanted to compromise with
these créatures. "I say, Bedford," he cried, "I
know a way!" But the sting of that second stab
seemed to set free some pent-up reserve of energy
in my being. Instantly the link of the wrist-chain
snapped, and with it snapped ail considérations
that had held us unresisting in the hands of these
moon créatures. For that second, at least, I was
mad with fear and anger. I took no thought of
conséquences. I hit straight out at the face of the
thing with the goad. The chain was twisted round
my fist. . . .
There came another of these beastly surprises
of which the moon world is full.
My mailed hand seemed to go clean through him.
He smashed like—like some softish sort of sweet
with liquid in it! He broke right in 1 He squelched
and splashed. It was like hitting a damp toadstool.
The flimsy body went spinning a dozen yards, and
fell with a flabby impact. I was astonished. I
was incredulous that any lîving thing could be so
flimsy. For an instant I could have believed the
whole thing a dream.
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Then it had become real and imminent again.
Neither Cavor nor the other Selenites seemed to
have done anything from the time when I had
turned about to the time when the dead Selenite
hit the ground. Every one stood back from us two,
every one alert. That arrest seemed to last at
least a second after the Selenite was down. Every
one must have been taking the thing in. I seem
to remember myself standing with my arm half
retracted, trying also to take it in. "What next?"
clamoured my brain; "what next?" Then in a
moment every one was moving!
I perceived we must get our chains loose, and
that before we could do this these Selenites had
to be beaten off. I faced towards the group of
the three goad-bearers. Instantly one threw his
goad at me. It swished over my head, and I suppose went flying into the abyss behind.
I leaped right at him with ail my might as the
goad flew over me. He turned to run as I jumped,
and I bore him to the ground, came down right
upon him, and slipped upon his smashed body and
fell. He seemed to wriggle under my foot.
I came into a sitting position, and on every hand
the blue backs of the Selenites were receding into
the darkness. I bent a link by main force and
untwisted the chain that had hampered me about
the ankles, and sprang to my feet, with the chain in
my hand. Another goad, flung javelin-wise, whistled
by me, and I made a rush towards the darkness
out of which it had corne. Then I turned back
towards Cavor, who was still standing in the light
of the rivulet near the gulf convulsively busy with
his wrists, and at the same time jabbering nonsense
about his idea.
"Corne on!" I cried.
"My hands !" he answered.
Then, realising that I dared not run back to him,
because my ill-calculated steps might carry me
over the edge, he came shuffling towards me, with
his hands held out before him.
I gripped his chains at once to unfasten them.
"Where are they?" he panted.
"Bun away. They'll corne back. They're throwing things! Which way shall we go?"
"By the light. To that tunnel. Eh?"
"Yes," said I, and his hands were free.
I dropped on my knees and fell to work on his
ankle bonds. Whack came something—I know not
what—and splashed the livid streamlet into drops
about us. Far away on our right a piping and
whistling began.
I whipped the chain off his feet, and put it in
his hand. "Hit with that!" I said, and without
waiting for an answer, set off in big bounds along
the path by which we had corne. I had a nasty
sort of feeling that these things could jump out of
the darkness on to my back. I heard the impact
of his leaps come following after me.
We ran in vast strides. But that running, you
must understand, was an altogether différent thing
from any running on earth. On earth one leaps
and almost instantly hits the ground again, but
on the moon, because of its weaker pull, one shot
through the air for several seconds before one came
to earth. In spite of our violent hurry this gave an
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effect of long pauses, pauses in which one might
hâve counted seven or eight.
"Step," and one
soared off! Ali sorts of questions ran through my
mind: "Where are the Selenites? What will they
do? Shall we ever get to that tunnel? Is Cavor
far behind? Are they likely to eut him off?" Then
whack, stride, and off again for another step.
I saw a Selenite running in front of me, his legs
going exactly as a man's would go on earth, saw
him glance over his shoulder, and heard him shriek
as he ran aside out of my way into the darkness.
He was, I think, our guide, but I am not sure. Then
in another vast stride the walls of rock had corne
into view on either hand, and in two more strides
I was in the tunnel, and tempering my pace to its
low roof. I went on to a bend, then stopped and
turned back, and plug, plug, plug, Cavor came into
view, splashing into the stream of blue light at
every stride, and grew larger and blundered into
me. We stood clutching each other. For a moment,
at least, we had shaken off our captors and were
alone.
We were both very much out of breath. We
spoke in panting, broken sentences.
"You've spoilt it ail !" panted Cavor.
"Nonsense," I cried. "It was that or death!"
"What are we to do?"
"Hide."
"How can we?"
"It's dark enough."
"But where?"
"Up one of these side caverns."
"And then?"
"Think."
"Right—corne on."
We strode on, and presently came to a radiating
dark cavern. Cavor was in front. He hesitated,
and chose a black mouth that seemed to promise
good hiding. He went towards it and turned.
"It's dark," he said.
"Your legs and feet will light us. You're wet
with that luminous stuff."
"But
"
A tumult of sounds, and in particular a sound
like a clanging gong, advancing up the main tunnel,
became audible. It was horribly suggestive of a
tumultuous pursuit. We made a boit for the unlit
side cavern forthwith. As we ran along it our way
was lit by the irradiation of Cavor's legs. "It's
lucky," I panted, "they took off our boots, or we
should fill this place with clatter." On we rushed,
taking as small steps as we could to avoid striking
the roof of the cavern. After a time we seemed
to be gaining on the uproar. It became muffled, it
dwindled, it died away.
I stopped and looked back, and I heard the pad,
pad of Cavor's feet receding. Then he stopped also.
"Bedford," he whispered; "there's a sort of light
in front of us."
I looked, and at first could see nothing. Then I
perceived his head and shoulders dimly outlined
agalnst a fainter darkness. I saw, also, that this
mitigation of the darkness was not blue, as ail the
other light within the moon had been, but a pallid
gray, a very vague, faint white, the daylight colour.
Cavor noted this différence as soon, or sooner, than
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I did, and I think too, that it filled him with much
the same wild hope.
"Bedford," he whispered, and his voioe trembled.
"That light—it is possible
"
He did not dare to say the thing he hoped. Then
came a pause. Suddenly I knew by the sound of
his feet that he was striding towards that pallor.
I followed him with a beating heart.
CHHAPTER XVI
Points of View
THE light grew stronger as we advanced. In
a little time it was nearly as strong as the
phosphorescence on Cavor's legs. Our tunnel
was expanding into a cavern, and this new light
was at the farther end of it. I perceived something
that set my hopes leaping and bounding.
"Cavor," I said, "it cornes from abovel I am
certain it cornes from above!"
He made no answer, but hurried on.
Indisputably it was a gray light, a silvery light.
In another moment we were beneath it, It
filtered down through a chink in the walls of the
cavern, and as I stared up, drip, came a drop of
water upon my face. I started and stood aside—
drip, fell another drop quite audibly on the rocky
floor.
"Cavor," I said, "if one of us lifts the other, he
can reach that crack!"
"l'II lift you," he said, and incontinently hoisted
me as though I was a baby.
I thrust an arm into the crack, and just at my
finger tips found a little ledge by which I could
hold. I could see the white light was very much
brighter now. I pulled myself up by two fingers
with scarcely an effort, though on earth I weigh
twelve stone, reached to a still higher corner of
rock, and so got my feet on the narrow ledge. I
stood up and searched up the rocks with my fingers ;
the cleft broadened out upwardly.
"It's climbable," I said to Cavor. "Can you jump up to my
hand if I hold it down to you?"
I wedged myself between the sides of the cleft,
rested knee and foot on the ledge, and extended a
hand. I could not see Cavor, but I could hear the
rustle of his movements as he crouched to spring.
Then whack and he was hanging to my arm—and
no heavier than a kitten! I lugged him up until
he had a hand on my ledge, and could release me.
"Confound it!" I said, "any one could be a
mountaineer on the moon;" and so set myself in
earnest to the climbing. For a few minutes I
clambered steadily, and then I looked up again.
The cleft opened out steadily, and the light was
brighter. Only
It was not daylight after ail!
In another moment I could see what it was, and
at the sight I could have beaten my head against
the rocks with disappointment.
For I beheld
simply an îrregularly sloping open space, and ail
over its slanting floor stood a forest of little clubshaped fungi, each shining gloriously with that
pinkish silvery light. For a moment I stared at
their soft radiance, then sprang forward and upward among them. I plucked up half a dozen and
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flung them against the rocks, and then sat down,
laughing bitterly, as Cavor's ruddy face came into
view.
"It's phosphorescence again!" I said. "No need
to hurry. Sit down and make yourself at home."
And as he spluttered over our disappointment,
I began to lob more of these growths into the cleft.
"I thought it was daylight," he said.
"Daylight!" cried I. "Daybreak, sunset, clouds,
and windy skies! Shall we ever see such things
again?"
As I spoke, a little picture of our world seemed
to rise before me, bright and little and clear, like
the background of sterne old Italian picture. "The
sky that changes, and the sea that changes, and the
hills and the green trees and the towns and cities
shining in the sun. Think of a wet roof at sunset,
Cavor!
Think of the Windows of a westward
" house!" He made no answer.
"Here we are burrowing in this beastly wôrld
that isn't a world, with its inky océan hidden in
some abominable blackness below, and outside that
torrid day and that death stillness of night. And
ail those things that are chasing us now, beastly
men of leather—insect men, that corne out of a
nightmare! After ail, they're right! What business
have we here smashing them and disturbing their
world! For ail we know the whole planet is up
and after us already. In a minute we may hear
them whimpering, and their gongs going. What are
we to do? Where are we to go? Here we are as
comfor table as snakes from Jamrach's loose in a
Surbiton villa!"
"It was your fault," said Cavor.
"My fault!" I shouted. "Good Lord!"
"I had an idea!"
"Curse your ideas!"
"If we had refused to budge—=-è"
"Under these goads?"
"Yes. They would have carried us!"
"Over that bridge?"
"Yes. They must have carried us from outside."
"l'd rather be carried by a fly across a ceiling."
"Good Heavens!"
I resumed my destruction of the fungi. Then
suddenly I saw something that struck me even
then,
"Cavor," I said, "these chains are of gold!"
He was thinking intently, with lus hands gripping
his cheeks. He turned his head slowly and stared
at me, and when I had repeated my words, at the
twisted chain about his right hand. "So they are,"
he said, "so they are." His face lost its transitory
interest even as he looked. He hesitated for a
moment, then went on with his interrupted méditation. I sat for a space puzzling over the fact that
I had only just observed this, until I considered the
blue light in which we had been, and which had
taken ail the colour out of the métal. And from
that discovery I also started upon a train of thought
that carried me wide and far. I forgot that I had
just been asking what business we had in the
moon. Gold—-—
It was Cavor who spoke lîrst. "It seems to me
that there are two courses open t« us."
"Well?"

"Either we can attempt to make our way—fight
our way if necessary—out to the exterior again,
and then hunt for our sphere until we find it, or
the cold of the night cornes to kill us, or else
"
He paused. "Yes?" I said, though I knew what
was coming.
"We might attempt once more to establish some
sort of understanding with the minds of the people
in the moon."
"So far as l'm concerned—it's the first."
"I doubt."
"I don't."
"You see," said Cavor, "I do not think we can
judge the Selenites by what we have seen of them.
Their central world, their civilised world will be
far below in the profounder caverns about their
sea. This région of the crust in which we are is an
outlying district, a pastoral région. At any rate,
that is my interprétation. These Selenites we have
seen may be only the équivalent of cowboys and
engine-tenders. Their use of goads—in ail probability mooncalf goads—the lack of imagination they
show in expecting us to be able to do just what they
can do, their indisputable brutality, ail seem to
point to something of that sort. But if we endured
"
"Neither of us could endure a six-inch plank
across the bottomless pit for very long."
"No," said Cavor; "but then
"
"1 won't," I said.
He discovered a new line of possibilities. "Well,
suppose we got ourselves into some corner, where
we could defend ourselves against these hinds and
labourers. If, for example, we could hold out for
a week or so, it is probable that the news of our
appearance would filter down to the more intelligent
and populous parts——"
"If they exist."
"They must exist, or whence came those tremendous machines?"
"That's possible, but it's the worst of the two
chances."
"We might write up inscriptions on walls
"
"How do we know their eyes would see the sort
of marks we made?"
"If we eut them—-—"
"That's possible, of course."
I took up a new thread of thought. "After ail,"
I said, "1 suppose you don't think these Selenites
so infinitely wiser than men."
"They must know a lot more—pr at least a lot of
différent things."
"Yes, but
" I hesitated.
"1 think you'll quite admit, Cavor, that you're
rather an exceptional man."
"How?"
"Well, you—you're a rather lonely man—have
been, that is. You haven't married."
"Never wanted to. But why
?"
"And you never grew richer than you happened
to be?"
"Never wanted that either."
"You've just rooted after knowledge?"
"Well, a certain curîosity is natural
"
"You think so. That's just it. You think every
other mind wants to know. I rememher once, when
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I asked you why you conducted ail these researches,
you said you wanted your F.R.S., and to have the
stuff called Cavorite, and things like that. You
know perfectly well you didn't do it for that;
but at the time my question took you by surprise,
and you felt you ought to have something to look
like a motive. Really you conducted researches because you had to. It's your twist."
"Perhaps it is
"
"ït isn't one man in a million has that twist.
Most men want—well, various things, but very few
want knowledge for its own sake. I don't, I know
perfectly well. Now, these Selenites seem to be a
driving, busy sort of being, but how do you know
that even the most intelligent will take an interest
in us or our world ? I don't believe they'Il even know
we have a world. They never come out at night
—they'd freeze if they did. They've probably never
seen any heavenly body at ail except the blazing
sun. How are they to know there is another world?
What does it matter to them if they do? Well,
even if they have had a glimpse of a few stars, or
even of the earth crescent, what of that? Why
should people living inside a planet trouble to observe that sort of thing? Men wouldn't have done
it except for the seasons and sailing; why should
the moon people? ....
"Well, suppose there are a few philosophers like
yourself. They are just the very Selenites who'll
never have heard of our existence. Suppose a Selenite had dropped on the earth when you were at
Lympne, you'd have been the last man in the world
to hear he had come, You never read a newspaper!
You see the chances against you. Well, it's for
these chances we're sitting here doing nothing while
precious time is flying. I tell you we've got into
a fix. We've come unarmed, we've lost our sphere,
we've got no food, we've shown ourselves to the
Selenites, and made them think we're strange,
strong, dangerous animais; and unless these Selenites are perfect fools, they'Il set about now and
hunt us till they find us, and when they find us
they'Il try to take us if they can, and kill us if they
can't, and that's the end of the matter. If they
take us, they'Il probably kill us, through some misunderstanding. After we're done for, they may discuss us perhaps, but we shan't get much fun out of
that."
"Go on."
"On the other hand, here's gold knocking about
like cast iron at home. If only we can get some of
it back, if only we can find our sphere again before
they do, and get back, then
"
"Yes?"
"We might put the thing on a sounder footing.
Come back in a bigger sphere with guns."
"Good Lord!" cried Cavor, as though that was
horrible.
I shied another luminous fungus down the cleft.
"Look here, Cavor," I said, "l've half the voting
power anyhow in this affair, and this is a case for
a practical man. l'm a practical man, and you are
not.
l'm not going to trust to Selenites and
geometrical diagrams again, if I can help it. . . .
That's ail. Get back. Drop ail this secrecy—or
most of it. And come again."
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He reflected. "When I came to the moon," he
said, "1 ought to have come alone."
"The question before the meeting," I eaid, "is
how to get back to the earthly sphere."
For a time we nursed our knees in silence. Then
he seemed to décidé for my reasons.
"1 think," he said, "one can get data. It is
clear that while the sun is on this side of the moon
the air will be blowing through this planet sponge
from the dark side hither. On this side, at any rate,
the air will be expanding and flowing out of the
moon caverns into the craters. . . . Very well,
there's a draught here."
"So there is."
"And that means that this is not a dead end;
somewhere behind us this cleft goes on and up.
The draught is blowing up, and that is the way we
have to go. If we try to get up any sort of
chimney or gully there is, we shall not only get out
of these passages where they are hunting for
"But suppose the gully is too narrow?"
"We'll come down again."
"Ssh!" I said suddenly; "what's that?"
We listened. At first it was an indistinct murmur, and then one picked out the clang of a gong.
"They must think we are mooncalves," said I, "to
be frightened at that."
"They're coming along that passage," said
Cavor.
"They must be."
,
"They'Il not think of the cleft. They'Il go past."
I listened again for a space.
"This time," I
whispered, "they're likely to have some sort of
weapon."
Then suddenly I sprang to my feet. "Good heavens, Cavor!" I cried. "But they willl They'Il
see the fungi I have been pitching down.
They'U
!"
I didn't finish my sentence. I turned about and
made a leap over the fungus tops towards the upper
end of the cavity. I saw that the space turned upward and became a draughty cleft again, ascendlng
to impénétrable darkness. I was about to clamber
up into this, and then with a happy inspiration
turned back.
'What are you doing?" asked Cavor.
"Go on!" said I, and went back and got two of
the shining fungi, and putting one into the breast
pocket of my flannel jacket, so that it stuck out
to light our climbing, went back with the other for
Cavor. The noise of the Selenites was now so loud
that it seemed they must be already beneath the
cleft. But it might be they would have dîfficulty
in clambering into it, or might hesitate to ascend
it against our possible résistance. At any rate, we
now had the comforting knowledge of the enormous
muscular superiority our birth in another planet
gave us. In another minute I was clambering with
gigantîc vîgour after Cavor's blue-lit heels.
CHAPTER XVII
The Fight in the Cave of the Moon Butchers
IDO not know how far we clambered before we
came to the grating. It may be we ascended
only §• few hundred feet; but at the time it
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seemed to me we might have hauled and jammed
"They're not seeking us, or thinkîng about us."
and hopped and wedged ourselves through a mile
"Perhaps they have not heard of us."
or more of vertical ascent. Whenever I recall that
"Those others are huntîng about below.
If
time, there cornes into my head the heavy clank of suddenly we appeared here
"
our golden chains that followed every movement.
We looked at one another.
Very soon my knuckles and knees were raw, and
"There might be a chance to parley," said Cavor.
I had a bruise on one cheek. After a time the first
"No," I said. "Not as we are."
violence of our efforts diminished, and our moveFor a space we remained, each occupied by his
ments became more deliberate and less painful. The own thoughts.
noise of the pursuing Selenites had died away alChid, chid, chid went the chopping, and the
together. It seemed almost as though they had shadows moved to and fro.
not traced us up the crack after ail, in spite of
I looked at the grating. "It's flimsy," I said.
the tell-tale heap of broken fungi. that must have
"We might bend two of the bars and crawl
lain beneath it. At times the cleft narrovred so through."
mueh that we eould scarce squeeze up it; at other
We wasted a little time in vague discussion.
times it expanded into great eavities, studded with ;\Then I took one of the bars in both hands, and
prickly crystals, or thickly beset with dull, shining got my feet up against the rock until they were
fungoid pimples. Sometimes it twisted spîrally, almost on a level with my head, and so thrust
and at other times slanted down nearly to the against the bar. It bent so suddenly that I almost
horizontal direction. Ever and again there was slipped. I clambered about and bent the adjacent
the intermittent drip and trickle of water by us* bar in the opposite direction, and then took the
Once or twice it seemed to us that small living luminous fungus from my pocket and dropped it
things had rustled out of our reach, but what they down the fissure.
were we never saw. They may have been venomous
"Don't do anythîng hastily," whispered Cavor,
beasts for ail I know, but they did us no harm, and as I twisted myself up through the opening I had
we were now tuned to a pîtch when a weîrd creep- enlarged. I had a glimpse of busy figures as I
ing thing more or less mattered little. And at last, came through the grating, and immediately bent
far above, came the familiar bluish lîght again, down, so that the rim of the dépression in which
and then we saw that it filtered through a grating the grating lay hid me from their eyes, and so lay
that barred our way.
flat, signalling advice to Cavor as he also prepared
We whispered as we poînted this out to one to come through. Presently we were side by side
another, and became more and more cautîous in in the dépression, peering over the edge at the
our ascent. Presently we were close under the cavern and its occupants.
grating, and by pressing my face against its bars
It was a much larger cavern than we had supI could see a limited portion of the cavern beyond. posed from our first glimpse of it, and we looked
It was clearly a large space, and lit no doubt by up from the lowest portion of its sloping floor. It
some rivulet of the same blue light that we had widened out as it receded from us, and its roof
seen flow from the beating machinery. An inter- came down and hid the remoter portion altogether.
mittent trickle of water dropped ever and again And lying in a line along its length, vanishing at
between the bars near my face.
last far away in that tremendous perspective, were
My first endeavour was naturally to see what a number of huge shapes, huge pallid hulls, upon
might be upon the floor of the cavern, but our which the Selenites were busy. At first they seemed
grating lay in a dépression whose rim hid ail this
big white cylinders of vague import. Then I noted
from our eyes. Our foiled attention then fell back the heads upon them lying towards us, eyeless and
upon the suggestion of the various sounds we heard,
skinless like the heads of sheep at a butcher's, and
and presently my eye caught a nuraber of faint perceived they were the carcasses of mooncalves
shadows that played across the dim roof far over- being eut up, much as the crew of a whaler might
head.
eut up a moored whale. They were cutting off the
Indisputably there were several Selenites, per- flesh in strips, and on some of the farther trunks
haps a considérable number, in this space, for we the white ribs were showing. It was the sound of
could hear the noises of their intercourse, and faint their hatchets that made that chid, chid. Some
sounds that I identified as their footfalls. There distance away a thing like a trolley cable, drawn
was also a succession of regularly repeated sounds and loaded with chunks of lax meat, was running
up the slope of the cavern floor. This enormous
—chid, chid, chid—which began and ceased, suggestive of a knife or spade hacking at some soft long avenue of hulls that were destined to be food,
substance. Then came a clank as if of chains, a gave us a sense of the vast populousness of the
whistle and a rumble as of a truck running over a moon-world second only to the effect of our first
hollowed place, and then again that chid, chid, chid glimpse down the shaft.
resumed. The shadows told of shapes that moved
It seemed to me at first that the Selenites must
1
quickly and rhythmically, in agreement with that be standing on trestle-supported planks, and then
I saw that the planks and supports and their
regular sound, and rested when it ceased.
We put our heads close together, and began to hatchets were really of the same leaden hue as my
discuss these things in noiseless whîspers.
* I do not reraember sceing any wooden things on the moon; doors,
everything corresponding to our tcrrcstrial joincry was made
"They are occupied," I said, "they are occupied tables,
of métal, and I believe for the most part of gold, which as a métal
would, of course, naturally recommend itself—other things being equal
in some way."
—on account of the easo in working it, and its toughness and
"Yes."
durabiiity.
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fetters bad seemed before white light came to bear
on them. A number of very thick-looking crowbars lay about the floor, and had apparently assisted
to turn the dead xnooncalf over on its side. They
were perhaps six feet long, with shaped handles,
very tempting-looking weapons. The whole place
was lit by three transverse streams of the blue
fluid.
We lay for a long time noting ail these things in
silence. "Well?" said Cavor at last.
I crouched lower and turned to him. I had come
upon a brilliant idea. "Unless they lowered those
bodies by a crâne," I said, "we xnust be nearer the
surface than I thought."
"Why ?"
"The mooncalf doesn't hop, and it hasn't got
wings."
He peered over the edge of the hollow again.
"I wonder now . . ." he began. "After ail, we
have never gone far from the surface
"
I stopped him by a grip on his arm. I had heard
a noise from the cleft below us!
We twisted ourselves about, and lay as still as
death with every sense alert. In a little while I
did not doubt that something was quietly ascending the cleft. Very slowly and quite noiselessly I
assured myself of a good grip on my chain, and
waited for that something to appear.
"Just look at those chaps with the hatchets again,"
I said.
"They're ail right," said Cavor.
I took a sort of provisional aixn at the gap in the
grating. I could hear now quite distinctly the soft
twittering of the ascending Selenites, the dab of
their hands against the rocks, and the falling of dust
from their grips as they clambered.
Then I could see that there was something moving dimly in the blackness below the grating, but
what it might be I could not distinguish. The whole
thing seemed to hang fire just for a moment—then
smash! I had sprung to my feet, struck savagely
at something that had flashed out at me. It was
the keen point of a spear. I have thought since
that its length in the narrowness of the cleft must
have prevented its being sloped to reach me. Anyhow, it shot out from the grating like the tongue
of a snake, and missed and flew back and flashed
again. But the second time I snatched and caught
it, and wrenched it away, but not before another
had darted ineffectually at me.
I shouted with triumph as I felt the hold of the
Selenite resist my pull for a moment and give, and
then I was jabbing down through the bars, amidst
squeals from the dax-kness, and Cavor had snapped
off the other spear, and was leaping and flourishing
it beside me, and making inefficient jabs. Clang,
clang, came up through the grating, and then an
axe hurtled through the air and whacked against
the rocks beyond, to remind me of the fleshers at
the carcasses up the cavern.
I turned, and they were ail coming towards us
in open order waving their axes. They were short,
thick, little beggars, with long arms, strikingly
différent from the ones we had seen before. If they
had not heard of us before, they must have realised
the situation with incredible swiftness. I stared
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at them for a moment, spear in hand. "Guard that
grating, Cavor," I cried, howled to intimidate them,
and rushed to meet them. Two of them missed
with their hatchets, and the rest fled incontinently.
Then the two also were sprinting away up the
cavern, with hands clenched and heads down. I
never saw men run like them !
I knew the spear I had was no good for me. It
was thin and flimsy, only effectuai for a thrust, and
too long for a quick recover. So I only chased
the Selenites as far as the first carcass, and stopped
there and picked up one of the crowbars that were
lying about. It felt comfortingly heavy, and equal
to smashing any number of Selenites. I threw away
my spear, and picked up a second crowbar for the
other hand. I felt five times better than I had
with the spear. I shook the two threateningly at
the Selenites, who had come to a hait in a little
crowd far away up the cavern, and then turned
about to look at Cavor.
He was leaping from side to side of the grating,
making threatening jabs with his broken spear.
That was ail right. It would keep the Selenites
down—for a time at any rate. I looked up the
cavern again. What on earth were we going to do
now?
We were cornered in a sort of way already. But
these butchers up the cavern had been surprîsed,
they were probably scared, and they had no spécial
weapons, only those little hatchets of theirs. And
that way lay escape. Their sturdy little forms—ever so much shorter and thicker than the mooncalf herders—were scattered up the slope in a way
that was éloquent of indécision. I had the moral
advantage of a mad bull in a street. But for ail
that, there seemed a tremendous crowd of them.
Very probably there was. Those Selenites down
the cleft had certainly some infernally long spears.
It might be they had other surprises for us. . . .
But, confound it! if we charged up the cave we
should let them up behind us, and if we didn't those
little brutes up the cave would probably get reinforced.
Heaven alone knew what tremendous
engines of warfare—guns, bombs, terrestrial torpedoes—this unknown world below our feet, this
vaster world of which we had only pricked the outer
cuticle, might not presently send up to our destruction. It became clear that the only thing to do was
to charge ! It became clearer as the legs of a number of fresh Selenites appeared running down the
cavern towards us.
"Bedford!" cried Cavor, and behold! he was halfway between me and the grating.
"Go back!" I cried. "What are you doing—
"They've got—it's like a gun!"
And struggling in the grating between those défensive spears appeared the head and shoulders of
a singularly lean and angular Selenite, bearing some
complicated apparatus.
I realised Cavor's utter incapacîty for the fight
we had in hand. For a moment I hesîtated. Then
I rushed past him whirling my crowbars, and shouting to confound the aim of the Selenite. He was
aiming in the queerest way with the thing against
his stomach. "Chuzz!" The thing wasn't a gun;
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it went off like a cross-bow more, and dropped me
I reckoned we should presently come right among
in the middle of a leap.
them. Once we were on them, they would be nearly
I didn't fall down, I simply came down a little
as formidable as black beetles. Only !—there would
shorter than I should have done if I hadn't been
first of ail be a volley. I thought of a stratagem.
hit, and from the feel of ray shoulder the thing
I whipped off my flannel jacket as I ran.
raight have tapped me and glanced off. Then my
"Bedford!" panted Cavor behind me.
left hand hit the shaft again and I perceived there
I glanced back, "What?" said I.
was a sort of spear sticking half through my
He was pointing upward over the carcasses.
shoulder. The moment after I got home with the
"White light!" he said. "White light again!"
I looked, and it was even so, a faint white ghost
crowbar in my right hand, and hit the Selenite fair
and square. He collapsed—he crushed and crumpled of twilight in the remoter cavern roof. That seemed
—his head smashed like an egg.
to give me double strength.
I dropped a crowbar, pulled the spear out of my
"Keep close," I said. A flat, long Selenite dashed
shoulder, and began to jab it down the grating into out of darkness, and squealed and fled. I halted,
the darkness. At each jab came a shriek and
and stopped Cavor with my hand. I hung my jacket
over my crowbar, ducked round the next carcass,
twitter. Finally I hurled the spear down upon
dropped jacket and crowbar, showed myself, and
them with ail my strength, leapt up, picked up
darted back.
the crowbar again, and started for the multitude
up the cavern.
"Chuzz—flick," just one arrow came. We were
"Bedford!" cried Cavor. "Bedford!" as I flew close on the Selenites, and they were standing in a
past him.
crowd, broad, short, and tall together, with a little
I seem to remember his footsteps coming on battery of their shooting împlements pointing down
behind me.
the cave. Three or four other arrows followed the
first,
and then their fire ceased.
Step, leap . . . whack, step, leap. . . .
Each
I
stuck
out my head, and escaped by a hair'sleap seemed to last âges. With each, the cave
,
breadth.
This
time I drew a dozen shots or more,
opened out and the number of Selenites visible
and
heard
the
Selenites
shouting and twittering as
increased. At first they seemed ail runnîng about
if
with
excitement
as
they
shot. I picked up jacket
like ants in a disturbed ant-hill, one or two waving
and
crowbar
again.
hatchets and coming to meet me, more running
"Now!" said I, and thrust out the jacket.
away, some bolting sideways into the avenue of
"Chuzz-zz-zz-zz!
Chuzz!
In an instant my
carcasses, then presently others came in sight
jacket
had
grown
a
thick
beard
of arrows, and they
carrying spears, and then others. I saw a most
were
quivering
ail
over
the
carcass
behind us.
extraordinary thing, ail hands and feet, bolting for
Instantly
I
slipped
the
crowbar
out
of
the jacket,
cover. The cavern grew darker farther up. Flick!
dropped
the
jacket—for
ail
I
know
to
the
contrary
something flew over my head. Flick ! As I soared
it
is
lying
up
there
in
the
moon
now—and
rushed
in mid-stride I saw a spear hit and quiver in one qf
out
upon
them.
the carcasses to my left. Then, as I came down,
one hit the ground before me, and I heard the
For a minute përhaps it was massacre. I was too
remote chuzz! with which their things were fired.
fierce to discriminate, and the Selenites were probFlick, flick! for a moment it was a shower. They ably too scared to fight. At any rate they made
were volleying!
no sort of fight against me. I saw scarlet, as the
I stopped dead.
saying is. I remember I seemed to be wading
I don't think I thought clearly then. I seem to among those leathery, thin things as a man wades
remember a kind of stereotyped phrase running through tall grass, mowing and hitting, first right,
through my mind: "Zone of lire, seek cover!" I
then left; smash, smash. Little drops of moisture
know I made a dash for the space between two of flew about. I trod on things that crushed and piped
the carcasses, and stood there panting and feeling and went slippery. The crowd seemed to open and
very wicked.
close and flow like water. They seemed to have no
I looked round for Cavor, and for a moment it combined plan whatever. Spears flew about me. I was
seemed as if he had vanished from the world. Then
grazed over the ear by one. I was stabbed once in
he came out of the darkness between the row of the arm and once in the cheek, but I only found that
the carcasses and the rocky wall of the cavern.
out afterwards, when the blood had had time to
I saw his little face, dark and blue, and shining
run and cool and feel wet.
with perspiration and émotion.
What Cavor did I do not know. For a space
He was saying something, but what it was I did
it seemed that this fighting had lasted for an âge,
not heed. I had realised that we might work from and must needs go on for ever. Then suddenly it
mooncalf to mooncalf up the cave until we were was ail over, and there was nothing to be seen but
near enough to charge home. It was charge or the backs of heads bobbing up and down as their
nothing. "Corne on!" I said, and led the way.
owners ran in ail directions. ... I seemed alto"Bedford!" he cried unavailingly.
gether unhurt. I ran forward some paces, shouting,
My mind was busy as we went up that narrow then turned about. I was amazed.
alley between the dead bodies and the wall of the
I had come right through them in vast flying
cavern. The rocks curved about—they could not strides, they were ail behind me, and running hither
enfilade us. Though in that narrow space we could and thither to hide.
not leap, yet with our earth-born strength we were
I felt an enormous astonishment at the évapora.
still able to go very much faster than the 'Selenites. tioT\ of the great fight into which I had hurled
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myseïf, and not a little of exultation. It did not
seem to me that I had discovered the Selenites were
unexpectedly flimsy, but that I was unexpectedly
strong. I laughed stupidly. This fantastic moon!
I glanced for a moment at the smashed and
writhing bodies that were scattered over the cavern
floor, with a vague idea of further violence, then
hurried on after Cavor.
CHAPTER XVIII
In the Sunlight
PRESENTLY we saw that the cavern before us
opencd on a hazy void. In another moment
we had emerged upon a sort of slanting
gallery, that projected into a vast circuler space, a
huge cylindrical pit running vertically up and down.
Round this pit the slanting gallery ran without
any parapet or protection for a turn and a half, and
then plunged high above into the rock again. Somehow it reminded me then of one of those spiral
turns of the raihvay through the Saint Gothard.
It was ail tremendously huge. I can scarcely hope
to convey to you the Titanic proportion of ail that
place, the Titanic effect of it. Our eyes followed up
the vast declivity of the pit wall, and overhead and
far above we beheld a round openîng set with faint
stars, and half of the lip about it well-nigh blinding
with the white light of the sun. At that we cried
aloud simultaneously.
"Come on !" I said, leading the way.
"But there?" said Cavor, and very carefully
stepped nearer the edge of the gallery. I followed
his example, and craned forward and looked down,
but I was dazzled by that gleam of light above, and
I could see only a bottomless darkness with spectral
patches of crimson and purple floating therein. Yet
if I could not see, I could hear. Out of this darkness came a sound, a sound like the angry hum
one can hear if one puts one's ear outside a hive of
bees, a sound out of that enormous hollow, it may
be, four miles beneath our feet. . . .
For a moment I listened, then tightened my grip
on my crowbar, and led the way up the gallery.
"This must be the shaft we looked down upon,"
said Cavor. "Under that lid."
"And below there, is where we saw the lights."
"The lights!" said he. "Yes—the lights of the
world that npw we shall never see."
"We'll come back," I said, for now we had escaped
so much I was rashly sanguine that we should recover the sphere.
His answer I did not catch.
"Eh?" I asked.
"It doesn't matter," he answered, and we hurried
on in silence.
I suppose that slanting latéral way was four or
five miles long, allowing for its curvature, and it
ascended at a slope that would have made it almost
impossibly steep on earth, but which one strode up
easily under lunar conditions. We saw only two
Selenites during ail that portion of our flight, and
directly they became aware of us they ran headlong.
It was cjear that the knowledge of our
strength and violence had reached them. Our way
to the exterior was unexpectedly plain. The spiral
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gallery straightened into a steeply ascendent tunnel,
its floor bearing abundant traces of the mooncalves,
and so straight and short in proportion to its vast
arch, that no part of it was absolutely dark. Almost
immediateîy it began to lighten, and then far off
and high up, and quite blindingly brilliant, appeared
its opening on the exterior, a slope of Alpine steepness surmounted by a crest of bayonet shrub, tall
and broken down now, and dry and dead, in spîky
silhouette against the sun.
And it is strange that we men, to whom this very
végétation had seemed so weird and horrible a
little time ago, should now behold it with the
émotion a home-coming exile might feel at sight of
his native land. We welcomed even the rareness
of the air that made us pant as we ran, and which
rendered speaking no longer the easy thing that it
had been, but an effort to make oneself heard.
Larger grew the sunlit circle above us, and larger,
and ail the nearer tunnel sank into a rim of indistinguishable black.
We saw the dead bayonet
shrub no longer with any touch of green in it, but
brown and dry and thick, and the shadow of its
upper branches high out of sight made a densely
interlaced pattern upon the tumbled rocks. And
at the immédiate mouth of the tunnel was a wide
trampled space where the mooncalves had come
and gone.
We came out upon this space at last into a light
and heat that hit and pressed upon us. We traversed
the exposed area painfully, and clambered up a
slope among the scrub stems, and sat down at last
panting in a high place beneath the shadow of a
mass of twisted lava. Even in the shade the rock
felt hot.
The air was intensely hot, and we were in great
physical discomfort, but for ail that we were no
longer in a nightmare. We seemed to have come
to our own province again, beneath the stars. Ail
the fear and stress of our flight through the dim
passages and fissures below had fallen from us.
That last fight had filled us with an enormous confidence in ourselves so far as the Selenites were
concerned. We looked back almost incredulously
at the black opening from which we had just
emerged. Down there it was, in a blue glow that
now in our memories seemed the next thing to
absolute darkness, we had met with things like
mad mockeries of men, helmet-headed créatures,
and had walked in fear before them, and had
submitted to them until we could submit no longer.
And behold, they had smashed like wax and
scattered like chafî, and fled and vanished like the
créatures of a dream!
I rubbed my eyes, doubting whether we had not
slept and dreamt these things by reason of the
fungus we had eaten, and suddenly discovered the
blood upon my face, and then that my shirt was
sticking painfully to my shoulder and arm.
"Confound it!" I said, gauging my injuries with
an investîgatory hand, and suddenly that distant
tunnel mouth became, as it were, a watching eye.
"Cavor!" I said; "what are they going to do
now? And what are we going to do?"
He shook his head, with his eyes fixed upon the
tunnel. "How can one tell what they will do?"
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"It dépends on what they think of us, and I
don't see how we can begin to guess that. And it
dépends upon what they have in reserve. It's as
you say, Cavor, we have touched the merest outside
of this world. They may have ail sorts of things
inside here. Even with those shooting things they
might make it bad for us. ... .
"Yet after ail," I said, "even if we don't find the
sphere at once, there is a chance for us. We might
hold out. Even through the night. We might go
down there agaîn and make a fight for it."
I stared about me with spéculative eyes. The
character of the scenery had altered altogether by
reason of the enormous growth and subséquent
drying of the scrub. The crest on which we sat
was high, and commanded a wide prospect of the
crater landscape, and we saw it now ail sere and
dry in the late autumn of the lunar afternoon. Rising one behind the other were long slopes and fields
of trampled brown where the mooncalves had
pastured, and far away in the full blaze of the sun
a drove of them basked slumberously, scattered
shapes, each with a blot of shadow against it like
sheep on the side of a down. But never a sign of a
Selenite was to be seen. Whether they had fled on
our emergence from the interior passages, or
whether they were accustomed to retire after driving out the mooncalves, I cannot guess. At the
time I believed the former was the case.
"If we were to set lire to ail this stuff," I said,
"we might find the sphere among the ashes."
Cavor did not seem to hear me. He was peering
under his hand at the stars, that still, in spite of
the intense sunlight, were abundantly visible in
the sky? "How long do you think we have been
here?" he asked at last.
"Been where?"
"On the moon."
"Two earthly days, perhaps."
"More nearly ten. Do you know, the sun is
past its zénith, and sinking in the west. In four
days' time or less it will be night."
"But—we've only eaten once !"
"I know that. And
But there are the
stars!"
"But why should time seem différent because we
are on a smaller planet?"
"I don't know. There it is!"
"How does one tell time?"
"Hunger—fatigue—ail those things are différent.
Everything is différent—everything.
To me it
seems that since first we came out of the sphere
has been only a question of hours—long hours—at
most."
"Ten days," I said; "that leaves——" I looked
up at the sun for a moment, and then saw that it
was halfway from zénith to the western edge of
things. "Four days! . . . Cavor, we mustn't sit
here and dream. How do you think we may begin?"
I stood up. "We must get a fixed point we can
recognize—we might hoist a flag, or a handkerchief,
or aomething—and quarter the ground, and work
round that."
He stood up beside me.
"Yes," he said, "there is nothing for it but to

hunt the sphere. Nothing. We may find it—
certainly we may find it. And if not
"
"We must keep on looking."
He looked this way and that, glanced up at the
sky and down at the tunnel, and astonished me
by a sudden gesture of impatience. "Oh! but we
have done foolishly! To have corne to this pass!
Think how it might have been, and the things we
might have done!"
"We may do something yet."
"Never the thing we might have done. Here
below our feet is a world. Think of what that
world must be ! Think of that machine we saw,
and the lid and the shaft! They were just remote
outlying things, and those créatures we have seen
and fought with no more than ignorant peasants,
dwellers in the outskirts, yokels and labourers half
akin to brutes. Down below! Caverns beneath
caverns, tunnels, structures, ways. ... It must
open out, and be greater and wider and more
populous as one descends. Assuredly. Rlght down
at last to the central sea that washes round the core
of the moon. Think of its inky waters under the
spare lights—if, indeed, their eyes need lights!
Think of the cascading tributaries pouring down
their channels to feed it! Think of the tides upon
its surface, and the rush and swirl of its ebb and
flow! Perhaps they have ships that go upon it,
perhaps down there are mighty cities and swarming ways, and wisdom and order passing the wit
of man. And we may die here upon it, and never
see the masters who must be—ruling over these
things! We may freeze and die here, and the air
will freeze and thaw upon us, and then—! Then
they will come upon us, corne on our stiff and sîlent
bodies, and find the sphere we cannot find, and they
will understand at last too late ail the thought and
effort that ended here in vain !"
His voice for ail that speech sounded like the
voice of some one heard in a téléphoné, weak and
far away.
"But the darkness," I said.
"One might get over that."
"How?"
"I don't know. How am I to know? One might
carry a torch, one might have a lamp
The
others—might understand."
He stood for a moment with his hands held down
and a rueful face, staring out over the waste that
defied him. Then with a gesture of renuncîation
he turned towards me with proposais for the
systematic hunting of the sphere.
"We can return," I said.
X He looked about him. "First of ail we shall have
to get to earth."
"We could bring back lamps to carry and climbing irons, and a hundred necessary things."
"Yes," he said.
"We can take back an earnest of success In this
gold."
He looked at my golden crowbars, and said nothing for a space. He stood with his hands clasped
behind his back, staring across the crater. At last
he sighed and spoke. "It was / found the way here,
but to find a way isn't always to be master of a
way. If I take my secret back to earth, what will
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happen? I do not see how I can keep my secret for
a year, for even a part of a year. Sooner or later
it must come out, even if other men rediscover it.
And then. . . . Governments and powers will
struggle to get hither, they will fight against one
anothex-, and against these moon people; it will only
spread warfare and multiply the occasions of war.
In a little while, in a very little while, if I tell my
secret, this planet to its deepest galleries will be
strewn with human dead. Other things are doubtful, but that is certain. ... It is not as though
man had any use for the moon. What good would
the moon be to men? Even of their own planet
what have they made but a battle-ground and
theatre of infinité folly? Small as his world is,
and short as his time, he has still in his little life
down there far more than he can do. No! Science
has toiled too long forging weapons for fools to use.
It is time she held her hand. Let him find it out
for himself again—in a thousand years' time."
"There are methods of secrecy," I said.
He looked up at me and smiled. "After ail," he
said, "why should one worry ? There is little chance
of our finding the sphere, and down below things
are brewing. It's simply the human habit of hoping till we die that makes us think of return. Our
troubles are only beginning. We have shown these
moon folk violence, we have given them a taste of
our quality, and our chances are about as good as
a tiger's that has got loose and killed a man in
Hyde Park. The news of us must be running down
from gallery to gallery, down towards the central
parts. '. . . No sane beings will ever let us take
that sphere back to earth after so much as they
have seen of us."
"We aren't improving our chances," said I, "by
sitting here."
We stood up side by side.
"After ail," he said, "we must separate. We must
stick up a handkerchief on these tall spikes here and
fasten it firmly, and from this as a centre we must
work over the crater. You must go westward,
moving out in semicircles to and fro towards the
setting sun.
You must move first with your
shadow on your right until it is at right angles with
the direction of your handkerchief, and then with
your shadow on your left. And I will do the same to
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the east. We will look înto every gully, examine
every skerry of rocks; we will do ail we can to
find my sphere. If we see the Selenites we will
hide from them as well as we can. For drînk we
must take snow, and if we feel the need of food,
we must kill a mooncalf if we can, and eat such
flesh as it has—raw—and so each will go his own
way."
"And if one of us cornes upon the sphere?"
"He must come back to the white handkerchief,
and stand by it and signal to the other."
"And if neither
?"
Cavor glanced up at the sun. "We go on seekîng
until the night and cold overtake us."
"Suppose the Selenites have found the sphere and
hîdden it?"
He shrugged his shoulders.
"Or if presently they come hunting us?"
He made no answer.
"You had better take a club," I said.
He shook his head, and stared away from me
across the waste.
But for a moment he did not start. He looked
round at me shyly, hesitated. "Au revoir," he said.
I felt an odd stab of émotion. A sense of how
we had galled each other, and particularly how I
must have galled him, came to me. "Confound it,"
thought I, "we might have done better!" I was
on the point of asking him to shake hands—for
that, somehow, was how I felt just then—when
he put his feet together and leapt away from me
towards the north. He seemed to drîft through the
air as a dead leaf would do, fell lightly, and leapt
again. I stood for a moment watchîng him, then
faced westward reluctantly, pulled myself together,
and with something of the feeling of a man who
leaps into icy water, selected a leaping point, and
plunged forward to explore my solitary half of the
moon world. I dropped rather clumsily among
rocks, stood up and looked about me, clambered
on to a rocky slab, and leapt again. . . .
When presently I looked for Cavor he was hîdden
from my eyes, but the handkerchief showed out
bravely on its headland, white in the blaze of the
sun.
I determined not to lose sight of that handkerchief whatever might betîde.
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MAN in a gray hat stood half way down
and ail of the time I have heard steadily what you
the corridor, smoking a cigar and aphear now, without interruption or change. It's
parently interested in my knocking and
getting on my nerves.
waiting. I rapped again on the door of
"I have called him on the phone, and have rung
Number 216 and waited some more, but
it on and off for twenty minutes; I could hear his
ail remained silent. Finally my observer apbell through the ventilator, but he pays no attention
proached me.
to it. So, a while ago I tried to call on him. Do you
"I don't believe it will do any good," he said
know him?"
"l've just been tryîng it. I would like to talk to
"I know who he is," I replied, "but do not rememsomeone who is connected with Anstruther. Are
ber ever having met him."
you?"
"If you had ever met him you would remember.
"Only this." I handed him a letter out of my
He has a queer head. I made my curiosity conpocket without comment, as one is apt to do with
cerning the sounds from his room an excuse to cula thing that has caused one no little wonderment:
tivate his acquaintance. The cultivation was difficult. He is courteous, but seemed afraid of me."
"Dear Doctor:" it said succinctly: "I have
We agreed that there was not much that we could
been under the care of Dr. Faubourg who has
do about it. I gave up trying to keep my appointrecently died. I would like to have you take
ment, told Stoner that I was glad I had met him,
charge of me on a contract basis, and keep me
and went home. The next morning at seven he had
well, instead of waiting till I get sick. I can
me on the téléphoné.
pay you enough to make you independent, but
"Are you still interested?" he asked, and his
in return for that, you will have to accept an
voice was nervous. "That bird's been at it ail
astonishing révélation concerning me, and keep
night. Come and help me talk to the hôtel manageit to yourself. If this seems acceptable to you,
ment." I needed no urging.
call on me at 9 o'clock, Wednesday evening.
I found Beesley, the hôtel manager, with Stoner;
Josiah Anstruther, Room 216, Cornhusker
he was from St. Louis, and looked French.
Hôtel."
"He can do it if he wants to," he said, shrugging
"If you have time," said the man in the gray hat,
his shoulders comically; "unless you complain of it
handing me back the letter, "come with me. My
as a disturbance."
name is Jerry Stoner, and I make a sort of living
"It isn't that," said Stoner ; "there must be somewriting for magazines. I live in 316, just above
thing wrong with the man."
here."
"Some form of insanity
" I suggested;
"By some curious architectural accident," he con"or a compulsion neurosis."
tinued, as we reached his room, "that ventilator
"That's what l'il be pretty soon," Stoner said.
there enables me to hear minutely everything that
"He is a queer gink anyway. As far as I have been
goes on in the room below. I haven't ever said anything about it during the several months that l've
able to find out, he has no close friends. There is
something about his appearance that makes me"
lived here, partly because it does not disturb me, and
partly because it has begun to pique my curiosity—•
shiver; his face is so wrinkled and droopy, and yet
a writer can confess to that, can he not? The man
he sails about the streets with an unusually gracebelow is quiet and orderly, but seems to work a
ful and vigorous step. Loan me your pass key; I
good deal on some sort of clockwork; I can hear it
think l'm as close a friend of his as anyone."
whirring and clicking quite often.
But listen
Beesley lent the key, but Stoner was back in a
now!"
few minutes, shaking his head. Beesley was expecting that; he told us that
Standing within a couwhen the hôtel was built,
ple of feet of the opening
which was covered with
Anstruther had the doors
pj ERE is one of the most fantastic bits of scientific- made of steel with spécial
an iron grill, I could hear
tion we have ever read. This is a s tory so strange
bars, at his own expense,
footsteps. They were re- and ainasing that it will keep your intercst unfil the end.
gular, and would decrease
You arc not pennitted to know uni il at the vcry end and the Windows shutin intensity as the person zvhat it is rcally ail about, and you will follow the pro- tered, as though he were
ceedings with kecn interest.
afraid for his life.
walked away from the
"His rooms would be as
ventilator opening below,
hard to break into as a
and increase again as he
approached it; were interrupted for a moment as fort," Beesley said as he left us; "and thus far we
he probably stepped on a rug; and were shorter do not have sufficient reason for wrecking the
hôtel."
for two or three counts, no doubt as he turned at
"Look here!" I said to Stonér; "it will take me a
the end of the room. This was repeated in a regcouple of hours to hunt up the stuff and string up
ular rhythm as long as I listened.
a périscope; it's an old trick I learned as a Boy
"Well?" I said.
Scout."
"You perceive nothing strange about that, I supBetween us we had it up in about that time; a
pose," said Jerry Stoner. "But if you had listened
radio aerial mast clamped on the window sill with
ail day long to just exactly that you would begin to
mirrors at the top and bottom, and a telescope at
wonder. That is the way he was going on when I
our end of it, gave us a good view of the room beawoke this raorning; I was out from 10 to 11 this
low us. It was a sort of living room made by throwforenoon. The rest of the time I have been writing
ing together two of the regular sized hôtel rooms.
steadily, with an occasional stretch at the window,
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Anstruther was walking across ît dîagonally, disappearing from our field of view at the further end,
and coming back again. His head hung forward on
his chest with a ghastly limpness. He was a big,
well-built man, with a vigorous stride. Always it
was .the same path. He avoided the small table in
the middle each time with exactly the same sort of
side step and swing. His head bumped limply as he
turned near the window and started back across the
room. For two hours we watched him in shivering
fascination, during which he walked with the same
hideous uniformity.
"That malkes thirty hours of this," said Stoner.
"Wouldn't you say that there was something
wrong?"
We tried another consultation with the hôtel
manager. As a physician, I advised that something
be done; that he be put in a hospital or something.
I was met with another shrug.
"How will you get him? I still do not see sufficient cause for destroying the hôtel company's
property. It will take dynamite to get at him."
He agreed, however, to a consultation with the'
police, and in response to our téléphoné call, the
great, génial chief, Peter John Smith was soon sitting with us. He advised us against breaking in.
"A man has a right to walk that way if he wants
to," he said. "Here's this fellow in the papers who
played the piano for 49 hours, and the police didn't
stop him; and in Germany they practice making
public speeches for 18 hours at a stretch. And
there was this Olympic dancing fad some months
ago, where a couple danced for 57 hours."
"It doesn't look right to me," I said, shaking my
head. "There seems to be something wrong with
the man's appearance; some uncanny disease of the
nervous system—Lord knows l've never heard of
anything that resembles it!"
We decided to keep a constant watch. I had to
spend a little time on my patients, but Stoner and
the chief stayed, and agreed to call me if occasion
arose. I peeped through the périscope at the walking man several times during the next tw'enty-four
hours; and it was always exactly the same, the
hanging, bumping head, the uniformity of his
course, the uncanny, machine-like exactitude of his
movements. I spent an hour at a time with my eye
at the telescope studyîng his movements for some
variation, but was unable to be certain of any.
That afternoon I looked up my neurology texts,
but found no dues. The next day at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon, after not less than 55 hours of it, I
was there with Stoner to see the end of it; Chief
Peter John Smith was out.
As we watched, we saw that he moved more and
more slowly, but with otherwise identîcal motions.
It had the effect of the slowed motion pictures of
dancers or athletes; or it seemed like some curîous
dream; for as we watched, the sound of the steps
through the ventîlator also slowed and weakened.
Then we saw him sway a little, and totter, as
though his balance were împerfect. He swayed a
few times and fell sidewise on the floor; we could
see one leg in the fleld of our périscope moving
slowly with the same movements as in walking, a

slow, dizzy sort of motion. In five more minutes
he was quite still.
The Chief was up in a few moments in response
to our téléphoné call.
"Now we've got to break in," he said. Beesley
shrugged his shoulders and said nothing. Stoner
came to the rescue of the hôtel property.
"A small man could go down this ventilator.
This grill can be unscrewed, and the lower one can
be knocked out with a hammer; it is cast-iron."
Beesley was gone like a flash, and soon returned
with one of his window-washers, who was small and
wiry, and also a rope and hammer. We took off the
grill and held the rope as the man crawled in. He
shouted to us as he hit the bottom. The air drew
strongly downwards, but the blows of his hammer
on the grill came up to us. We hurried downstairs. Not a sound came through the door of 216,
and we waited for some minutes. Then there was a
rattle of bars and the door opened, and a gust of
cold wind s'truck us, with a putrid odor that made
us gulp. The man had evidently run to open a
window before coming to the door.
Anstruther lay on his side, with one leg straight
and the other extended forward as in a stride; his
face was livid, sunken, hideous. Stoner gave him
a glance, and then scouted around the room—looking for the machinery he had been hearing, but
finding none. The chief and I also went over the
rooms, but they were just conventional rooms,
rather colorless and lacking in personality. The
chief called an undertaker and also the coroner,
and arranged for a post-mortem examination. I
received permission to notify a number of professional colleagues; I wanted some of them to
share in the investigation of this unusual case with
me. As I was leaving, I could not help noting the
astonished gasps of the undertaker's assistants as
they lifted the body; but they were apparently too
well trained to say anything.
That evening, a dozen physiciens gathered around
the figure covered with a white sheet on the table
in the center of the undertaker's work room. Stoner
was thei'e; a writer may be anywhere he chooses.
The coroner was preparing to draw back the sheet.
"The usual médical history is lacking in this
case," he said. "Perhaps an account by Dr. B
or his author friend, of the curious circumtances
connected with the death of this man, may take its
place."
"1 can tell a good deal," said Stoner; "and I
think it will bear directly on what you find when
you open him up, even though it is not technical
médical stuff. Do you care to hear it?"
"Tell it! Go on! Let's have it!"
"I have lived above him in the hôtel for several
months," Stoner began. "He struck me as a curious
person, and as I do some writing, ail mankind is
my legitimate field for study. I tried to find out
ail I could about him.
"He has an office in the Little Building, and
did a rather curious business. He dealt in vases
and statuary, book-ends and chimes, and things you
put around in rooms to raake them look artistic. He
had men out buying the stuff, and others selling
it, ail by personal contact and on a very exclusive
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basis. He kept the stock in a warehouse near the
Rock Island tracks where they pass the Bail Park;
I do not believe that he ever saw any of it. He
just sat in the office and signed papers, and the
other fellows made the money; and apparently they
made a lot of it, for he has swung some big financial
deals in this town.
"I often met him in the lobby or the elevator.
He was a big, vigorous man and walked with an unusually graceful step and an appearance of strength
and vitality. His eyes seemed to light up with récognition when he saw me, but in my company he
was always formai and reserved.
For such a
vigorous looking man, his voice was singularly
cracked and feeble, and his head gave an impression
of being rather small for him, and his face old
and wrinkled.
"He seemed fairly well known about the city. At
the Eastridge Club they told me that he plays golf
occasionally and excellently, and is a graceful
dancer, though somehow not a popular partner. He
was seen frequently at the Y. M. C. A. bowling
alleys, and played with an uncanny skill. Men
loved to see him bowl for his cleverness with the
balls, but wished he were not so formally courteous,
and did not wear such an expression of complété
happiness over his victories. Bridley, manager of
Rudge & Guenzel's book department, was the oldest
friend of his that I could find, and he gave me some
interesting information. They went to school together, and Anstruther was poor in health as well as
in finances. Twenty-five years ago, during the hungry
and misérable years after his graduation from the
Unîversity, Bridley remembered him as saying :
" 'My brain needs a body to work with. If I had
physical strength, I could do anything. If I find
a fellow who can give it to me, 111 make him rich 1'
"Bridley also remembers that he was sensitive
because girls did not like his debilitated physique.
He seems to have found health later, though I can
find no one who remembers how or when. About
ten years ago he came back from Europe where
he had been for several years, in Paris, Bridley
thinks; and for several years after this, a Frenchman lived with him. The city directoryof that time
has him living in the big stone house at 13th and
"G" streets. I went up there to look ai-ound, and
found it a double house, Dr. Faubourg having occupied the other half. The présent caretaker has
been there ever since Anstruther lived in the house,
and she says that his French companion must have
been some sort of an engineer, and that the two
must have been working on an invention, from
the sounds she heard and the materials they
had about. Some three or four years ago the
Frenchman and the machinery vanished, and Anstruther moved to the Cornhusker Hôtel. Also at
about this time, Dr. Faubourg retired from the
practice of medicine. He must have been about
50 years old, and too healthy and vigorous to be
retiring on account of old âge or ill health.
"Apparently Anstruther never married. His private life was quite obscure, but he appeared much
in public. He was always very courtly and polite
to the ladies. Outside his business he took a great
xnterest in Y. M. C. A. and Boy Scout camps, in the
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National Guard, and in fact in everything that stood
for an outdoor, physical life, and promoted health.
In spite of his oddity he was quite a hero with the
small boys, especially since the time of his radium
hold-up. This is intimately connected with the story
of his radium spéculation that caused such a sensation in financial circles a couple of years ago,
"About that time, the announcement appeared
of the discovery of new uses for radium ; a way had
been found to accelerate its splitting and to dérivé
power from it. Its price went up, and it promised
to become a scarce article on the market. Anstruther
had never been known to speculate, nor to tamper
with sensational things like oil and hélium; but on
this occasion he seemed to go into a panic. He
cashed in on a lot of securities and caused a small
panic in the city, as he was quite wealthy and had
especially large amounts of money in the buildingloan business. The newspapers told of how he had
bought a hundred thousand dollars worth of radium,
which was to be delivered right here in Lincoln—
a curîous method of speculating, the editors volunteered.
"It arrived by express one day, and Anstruther
rode the express wagon with the driver to the station. I found the driver and he told the story
of the hold-up at 8th and 'P' streets at eleven
o'clock at nîght. A Ford car drove up beside them,
from which a man pointed a pistol at them and
ordered them to stop. The driver stopped.
" 'Come across with the radium!' shouted the big
black bulk in the Ford, climbing upon the express
wagon. Anstruther's fist shot out like a flash of
lightning a'nd struck the arm holding the pistol ; and
the driver states that he heard the pistol crash
through the window on the second floor of the Lincoln Hôtel. Anstruther pushed the express driver,
who was in his way, backwards over the seat among
the packages and leaped upon the hold-up man;
the driver said he heard Anstruther's muscles
crunch savagely, as with little apparent effort
he flung the man over the Ford; he fell with à
thud on the asphalt and stayed there. Anstruther
then launched a kick at the man at the wheel of the
Ford, who crumpled up and fell out of the opposite
side of the car.
"The police found the pistol inside a room on
the second floor of the Lincoln Hôtel. The steering
post of the Ford car was torn from its fastenings.
Both of the hold-up men had ribs and collar-bones
broken, and the gunman's forearm was bent double
in the middle with both bones broken. These two
men agreed later with the express driver that Anstruther's attack, for suddenness, swiftness, and
terrifie strength was beyond anything they had
dreamed possible; he was like a thunderbolt; like
some furious démon. When the two men were
huddled in black heaps on the pavement, Anstruther
said to the driver, quite impersonally :
"'Drive to the police station; Come on! Wake
up! l've got to get this stuff locked up!'
"One of the hold-up men had lost ail his money
and the home he was building when Anstruther
had foreclosed a loan in his desperate scramble for
radium. He was a Greek named Poulos, and has
(Continued on page 970)
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On thc broad breast of thc Sphinx, be saw « représentation of a world overwhebned witb a dolugo, and enclrcllng it vas «bat he
instnntly concluded to be the picture of a nebula! Underneatb, in ancient Egyptfon hierogljTihics, witb wbicb Cosmo was familiar,
wa» an Inscription in letters of gold—the prophecy of the Second Deluge!
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What Went Before
COSMO VERSÂL has mode the discovery that the
world is on the eve of a second deluge. He
placards New York vnth posters, calling ail to préparé for the coming flood. For his own safety he
hegins the building of an enormous ark and barely
has it completed when reports are flashed dbout
the world that the waters are actually beginning
to rise.
Suddenly, in midday, the world grew dark and
people became terror-stricken. The rain descended
from an invisible source and the waters rose. Literally, the world sweat. About his ark Cosmo had
placed electric wires, and when the maddened populace, now terrified beyond measure, attempted to
storm the ark, hundreds were shocked and many instantly killed. Then the waters rose ten feet an
ftour.
Finally the City of New York is ail submerged
and the huge Municipal Building, is nearly ail under
water when the last of the govemment battle-ships

breaks away from the Brooklyn Navy-Yard and is
carried over against the Municipal Building, smashing through the side and then sinking to the hottom.
From this wreck a small boat anses and in this
boat cornes Amos Blank, the richest man in the
world, alongside the ark. Blank has lost his
mind, but he offers a billion dollars in securities,
and waves the packet over his head, if Cosmo will
take him aboard. He is taken in and then the Ark
is started toward the East where, it has heen figured, is the world's highest land, and which will be
the first landing place when the waters recede. Suddenly those aboard see the stars overhead and know
it has stopped raining.
Meanwhile Professer Plvdder has been conveying the Président with a party in an aéroplane
while the water is falling, and when the rain stops
this wonderful flying-machine rests on a movmtain
peak. It can be converted into a serviceable boat,
and this is done.

THE SECOND

DELUGE

By GARRETT P. SERVIS S
{Part HI)
CHAPTER XVI

We have seen.how the unexpeeted arrest of the
flood
had left Cosmo uncertain as to the course that
Mutiny in the Ark!
he ought to pursue. But he did not long remain in
E left Cosmo Versâl and his Ark full of
doubt. He was sure that the downpour would be
the flower of mankind in the xnidst of
resumed after an interval which at the most could
what was formerly the Atlantic Océan,
not exceed a few weeks, and he resolved to conbut which had now expanded over so
tinue his way toward the future land of promise
many millions of square miles which had
in Asià.
once been the seats of vast empires, that to an eye
But he thought that he would have time to turn
looking at it with a telescope from Mars it would
his prow in the direction of Europe, for he felt a
have been unrecognizable.
great desire to know by octual inspection to what
Ail of eastern North America, ail of South Ameri- height the water had attained. He was certain that
ca to the feet of the Andes, ail but the highest it could not be less than he had estimated—the inmountains
of
Europe,
dications of his rain-gage
nearly ail of Africa, exhad been too unvarying
cept some of the highto admit of doubt on that
p RACTICALLY the whole world is now covered by point—but he had no
lands of the south, ail of
the great flood, as far as the survivors of the ark
northern and southwestmeans of direct measureknow.
ern Asia, as well as the
The "Jules Verne," the întrepid French submarîne, in ment siriee he could not
peninsula of India, ail of the meanwhile is éxploring the submerged world and is Sound the tremendous
China and the adjacent visiting the city of Paris, and later, with Cosmo Versâl depths beneath the Ark.
lands and islands except as a passenger, Egypt is visited as well. Important disAfter long méditation
coveries are mode, particularly at the Sphynx, and its
the lofty peaks, the whole long suspected secret is at last revealed.
on the probable effects of
of Australia, and the
the descending columns of
archipelagoes of the Paciwater which he had seen,
fic, had become parts of
he concluded that they
the floor of a mighty océan which rolled unbroken
might have added more rapidly than he first supfrom pôle to pôle.
posed to the increase of the général level. Besides,
The Great Deep had resumed its ancient reign,
he reflected that there was no proof that the général
and what was left of the habitable globe presented
downpour might not have been greater over some
to view only far separated islands and the serrated
parts of the earth than others. Ail these doubts
tops of such ranges as the ÀIps, the Caucasus, the
could be dissipated if he could get a good look at
Himalayas, and the Andes. The astonished insome lofty mountain range, such as the Sierra
habitants of the océan depths now swam over the
Nevada of Spain, or the Pyrenees, or, if he could
ruins of great cities, and brushed with their fins
venture within sight of them, the Alps.
the chiseled capitals of columns that had supported
So he said to Captain Arms :
the proudest structures of human hands.
"Steer for the coast of Europe."
94S
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The fine -weather had produeed a good effect upon
the spirits of the Company. Not only were the
ports and the gangways ail open, but Cosmo ordered
the temporary removal of rows of adjustable plates
on the sides of the vessel, which transformed the
broad outer gangways, running its whole length,
into delightful promenade decks. There, in cozy
chairs, and protected with rugs, the passengers sat,
fanned by a refreshing breeze, and dazzled by the
splendor of the océan.
They recalled, by their appearance, a ship-load
of summer tourists bound for the wonders and
pleasures of foreign parts.
This likeness to a
pleasure cruîse was heightened by the constant
attentions of the crew, under Cosmo's orders, who
carried about refreshing drinks and lunches, and
conducted themselves like régulai* océan "stewards."
It seemed impossible to believe that the world had
been drowned, and some almost persuaded themselves that the whole thing was a dream.
It must not be supposed that the thousand-odd
persons who composed this remarkable ship's çompany were so hard-hearted, so selfish, so forgetful,
so morally obtuse, that they never thought of the
real horror of their situation, and of the awful
calamity that had overwhelmed so many millions
of their fellow créatures. They thought of ail that
only too seriously and in spite of themselves. The
women especially were overwhelmed by it.
But
they did not wish to dwell upon it, and Cosmo Versai did not wish that they should.
At night he had musicians play in the grand
saloon; he distributed books among the passengers
from a large library which he had selected; and at
last he had the stage set, and invited hîs friends,
the players, to entertain the company.
But he would have no plays but those of Shakespeare.
There were, probably, not half a dozen persons
in the Ark who had even seen représentations of
these great dramas, and very few who had read
them, so that they had the advantage of complété
novelty.
The play selected for the first représentation was
the tragedy of "King Lear," a strange choice, it
would, at first sight, seem, but Cosmo Versai had
a deep knowledge of human nature. He knew that
only tragedy would be endured there, and that it
must be tragedy so profound and overmastering
that it would dominate the feelings of those who
heard and beheld it. It was the prineiple of immunizing therapeutics, where poison paralyzes
poison.
It turned out as he anticipated. These people,
unused to such depth of dramatic passion, for the
plays to which they had been used had been far
from the Shakespearian standard, were wholly absorbed in the development of the tragedy. It was a
complété révélation to them, and they were carried
out of themselves, and found in the sympathy
awakened by this heart-crushing spectacle of the
acme of human woe an unconscîous solace for their
own moral anguish.
Afterward Cosmo put upon the stage "Hamlet,"
and "Othello," and "Macbeth," and "Coriolanus,"
and "Julius Csesar," but he avoided, for the présent,

the less tragic dramas. And ail of them, being new
to the hearers, produeed an enormous effect.
On alternate nights he substituted music for the
drama, and, as this was confined to the most majestic productions of the great masters of the past,
many of whose works, like some of Shakespeare's
had long been neglected if not forgotten, their
power over the spirits of the company was, perhaps,
even more pronounced.
Cosmo Versai was already beginning the éducation of his chosen band of race regenerators, while
he mused upon the wonders that the science of
eugenics would achieve after the world should have
re-emerged from the waters.
One of the most singular effects of the music
was that produeed upon the insane billionaire, Amos
Blank. He had been confined in the room that
Cosmo had assigned to him, and was soothed, whenever Cosmo could find time to visit him, with pretended acquiescense in his crazed notion that the
trip of the Ark was part of a scheme to "corner"
the resources of the world.
Cosmo persuaded him that the secret was unknown except to themselves, and that it was
essential to success that he (Blank) should remain
in retirement, and accordingly the latter expressed
no desire to leave his place of imprisonment, which
he regarded as the headquarters of the combination, passing hours in covering sheets of paper with
columns of figures, which he fancied represented
the future profits of the enterprise.
One night when a symphony of Beethoven was
to be played, Cosmo led Amos Blank through the
crowded saloon and placed him near the musicians.
He resisted at first, and when he saw the crowd he
drew back, exclaiming:
"What? Not overboard yet?"
But Cosmo soothed him with some whispered
promise, and he took his seat, glancing covertly
around him. Then.the instruments struck up, and
immediately fixed his attention. As the musical
theme developed his eyes gradually lost their wild
look, and a softened expression took its place. He
sank lower in his seat, and rested his head upon his
hand. His whole soul seemed, at last, to be absorbed in the music. When it was flnished Blank
was a changed man. Then Cosmo clearly explained
to him ail that had happened.
After the first overwhelming effect of his reawakening to the realities of his situation had
passed, the billionaire was fully restored to ail his
faculties. Henceforth he mingled with the other
passengers and, as if the change that had corne over
his spirit had had greater results than the simple
restoration of sanity, he became one of the most
popular and useful merabers of Cosmo Versâl's
family of pilgrims. •
Among the other intellectual diversions which
Cosmo provided was something quite unique, due
to his own mental bias. This consisted of "conférences," held in the grand saloon, afternoons, in
the presence of the entire company, at which the
principal speakers were his two "spéculative geniuses," Costaké Theriade and Sir Wilfrid Athelstone. They did not care very much for one an-
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other and each thought that the time allotted to
the other was wasted.
Theriade wished to talk continuously of the infinité energy stored up in the atoms of matter, and
of the inimitable power which the release of that
energy, by the System that he had ail but completed,
would place at the disposition of man; and at the
same time Sir Athelstone could with difficulty be
held in leash while he impatiently awaited an opportunity to explain how excessively near he had
arrived to the direct production of protoplasm from
inanimate matter, and the chemical control of living
cells, so that henceforth man could people or unpeople the earth as he liked.
One evening, when everybody not on duty was in
bed, Captain Amos entered Cosmo's cabin, where
the latter was dictating to Joseph Smith, and softly
approaching his chief, with a furtive glance round
the room, stooped and whispered something in his
ear. A startled, though incredulous, expression appeared on Cosmo's face, and he sprang to his feet,
but before speaking he obeyed a sign from the
captain and told Smith to leave the room. Then he
locked the door and returned to his table, where
he dropped into a chair, exclaiming in a guarded
vdice :
"Great Heaven, can this be possible! Have you
riot made a mistake?"
"No," returned the captain in a stridulous whisper, "I have made no mistake. l'm absolutely sure.
If something is not done instantly we are lost!"
"This is terrible!" returned Cosmo, taking his
head in his hands. "You say it is that fellow
Campo? I never liked his looks."
"He is the ringleader," replied the captain. "The
first suspicion of what he was up to came to me
through an old sailor who has been with me on many
a voyage. He overheard Campo talking with another man and he listened. Trust an old seadog to
use his ears and keep himself out of notice."
"And what did they say?"
"Enough to freeze the marrow in your bones!
Campo proposed to begin by throwing 'old Versai'
and me into the sea, and then he said, with us gone,
and nobody but a lot of muddle-headed scientists to
deal with, it would be easy to take the ship; seize
ail the treasure in her ; make everybody who would
not join the mutiny walk the plank, except the woxnen, and steer for some place where they could
land and lead a jolly life.
" 'You see,' says Campo, 'this flood is a fake.
There ain't going to be no more flood; it's only a
shore wash. But there's been enough of it to fix
things ail right for us. We've got the world in our
fist! There's millions of money aboard this ship,
and there's plenty of female beauty, and we've only
got to reach out ànd take it.' "
Cosmo Versâl's brow darkened as he listened, and
a look that would have cowed the mutineers if they
could have seen it, came into his eyes. His hand
nervously clutched a paper-knife which broke in his
grasp, as he said in a voice trembling with passion :
"They don't know me—you don't know me. Show
me the proofs of this eonspiracy. Who are the
others? Campo and his friend can't be alone."
"Alone!" exclaimed the captain, unconsciously
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raising his voice. "There's a dozen as black-handed
raseals in it as ever went unswung."
"Do you know them?"
"Jim Waters does."
"Why haven't you told me sooner? How long has
it been going on?"
"Almost ever since the deluge stopped, I think;
but it was only last night that Waters got on the
track of it, and only now that he told me. This fellow that Waters heard Campo talking to is plainly
a new recruit. I say there are a dozen, because
Waters has found out that number; but I don't
know but that there may be a hundred."
"How did these wretches get aboard?" demanded
Cosmo, fiercely opening and shutting his fists.
"Excuse me," said the captain, "but that is up
to you to say."
"So it is," replied Cosmo, with a grim look-;
"and it's 'up to me' to say what'II become of them.
I see how it is, they must have got in with the
last lot that I took—under assumed names very
likely. l've been more than once on the point of
calling that man Campo up and questioning him.
I was surprised by his hangdog look the first time
I saw him. But I have been so busy."
"You'H have to get busy in another sense if you
mean to save this ship and your life," said the
captain earnestly.
"So I shall. Are you armed? No? Then take
these—and use 'em when I give the word."
He handed the captain two heavy automatic
pistols, and put a pair in his own sidepockets.
"Now," he continued, 'The first thing is to make
sure that we've got the right men—and ail of them.
Call in Joseph Smith."
The captain went to the door, and as he approaehed it there was a knock. He turned the key
and cautiously opened a crack to look out. The door
was instantly jerked open in his face. Six men
rushed in, with Campo, a burly, black-browed fellow, at their head. Three of the men threw the
captain on his back, and pinioned his hands, before
he could draw a weapon, while Campo and the others
sprang toward Cosmo Versai, Campo pointing a pistol at his head.
"It's ail up, Mr. Versai!" cried Campo with a
sneer. "Fil take command of this ship, and you'll
go fish for nebulas."
Cosmo had one advantage; he was behind his
desk, and it was a broad and long one, and placed
almost against the wall. They could not get at
him without getting round the desk. Campo did not
fire, though he might have shot Cosmo in his tracks ;
but evidently he was nourishing the idea of making
him walk the plank. With a sign he commanded his
co-conspirators to flank the desk at each end, while
he kept Cosmo covered with his pistol.
But with a lightning movement, Cosmo dropped
under the desk, and, favored by his slight form and
his extreme agility, darted like a cat past Campo's
legs, and, almost before the latter could turn round,
was out of the open door. Campo fired at the retreating form, but the bullet went wide of the
mark. The pistol was praetically noiseless, and the
sound reached no ears in the staterooms.
It happened that a switch controlling the lights
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in the gangway was on the wall by Cosmo's door,
and in passing he swiftly reached up and turned it
off. Thus he was in complété darkness, and when
Campo darted out of the door he could not see the
fugitive. He could hear his footsteps, however, and
with two of his companions he rushed blindly after
him, firing two or three shots at random. But
Cosmo had turned at the first cross passage, and
then at the next, this part of the Ark being a
labyrinth of corridors, and the pursuers quickly
lost àll trace of him.
Campo and his companions made their way back
to Cosmo's cabin, where their fellows were guarding Captain Arms. They found the switch in the
passage and turned on the light. They were almost
immediately joined by several other conspirators
conducting Joseph Smith, bound and gagged. They
held a short consultation, and Campo, with many
curses, declared that Cosmo Versai must be caught
at ail hazards.
"The big-headed fiendl" he cried, gnashing his
teeth. "Let me get my grippers on him, and l'il
squelch him like a bug!"
They threw Joseph Smith into the room beside
the helpless captain, after takîng the latter's pistols,
locked the door from the outside, and hurried off
on their search. In the passages they encountered
several more of their friends. They now numbered
fifteen, ail armed. This may seem a small number
to undertake to capture the Ark; but it must be
remembered that among the thousand-odd inmates,
exclusive of the crew, only about one in three was
a man, and the majority of these were peaceable
scientists who, it was to be presumed, had no fight
in them.
At any rate, Campo, with the reckless courage
of his kind, felt confident that if he could get Cosmo
Versai, with the captain and Joseph Smith out of
the way, he could easily overmaster the others. He
had not mueh fear of the crew, for he knew that
they were not armed, and he had succeeded in winning over three of their number, the only ones he
had thought at ail dangerous, because he had read
their character. More than half the crew were
employed about the engines or on the animal deck,
and most of the others were simply stewards who
would not stand before the pistols.
Eut, while the mutineers were hurriedly searchîng the corridors, Cosmo had run straight to the
bridge, where he found two of his men in charge,
and whence he sent an electrîc call to ail the men
employed in the navigation of the vessel. They
came running from various directions, but a dozen
of them were caught in the passages by the
mutineers and bound before they could comprehend
what had happened. Seven, however, succeeded in
reaching the bridge, and among these was Jim
Waters.
"There's a mutiny," said Cosmo. "We've got to
fight for our lives. Have you got arms?"
Not one had a weapon except Waters, who displayed a pistol half as long as his arm.
"Here, Peterson, take this," said Cosmo, handing
a pistol to one of the two mariners who had been
on the bridge. "They will be here in a minute. ïf

Campo had been a sailor, he'd have had possession
here the first thing. l'il turn off ail lights."
With that he pressed a button which put out
every lamp in the Ark. But there was a full moon,
and they concealed themselves in the shadows.
Presently they heard the mutineers approaching,
stumbling and cursing in the darkness. Cosmo
directed Peterson and Waters to place themselves
at his side, and told them to fire when he gave the
word.
The next instant four men appeared crossing a
moonlit place at the foot of the steps on the outside of the dome.
"Wait," whispered Cosmo. "The pistols go at a
pull. We can sweep down a dozen in ten seconds.
Let them ail get in sight first."
Half a minute later there were twelve men climbing the steps and cautiously looking up.
"Fire!" cried Cosmo, setting the example, and
three streams. of flame poured from the bridge.
The sound of the bullets striking made more noise
than the explosions.
Five or six of the men below fell, knocking down
their comrades, and a loud curse burst from the
lips of Campo, who had a bullet through his arm.
The mutineers tumbled in a heap at the bottom,
and instantly Cosmo, switching on ail lights, led
the way down upon them. His men, who had no
arms, seized anything they could get their hands
on that would serve to strike a blow, and followed
him.
The conspirators were overwhelmed by the suddenness and fury of the attack.
Four of them were killed outright and five were
wounded, one so severely that he survived only a
few hours.
Cosmo's quîck and overwhelming victory was due
to the fact that the mutineers, in mounting the
steps, could not see him and his men in the shadows,
and when the automatic weapons, which fired three
shots i>er second by repeated pressure of the trigger, from a chamber containing twenty-one cartridges, once opened on them they could do nothing
in the hail of missiles, especially when crowded
together on the steps.
Campo was the only one who had any fight left
in him. He struck Cosmo a blow on the head that
felled him, and then darted out upon the forepart
of the dome, running on the cleats, and made his
way to the top.
Cosmo was on his feet in a second and rushing
in pursuit, closely followed by Jim Waters. The
fugitive ran for the ratlines leading to the lookout
pn the central mast.
He climbed them like a
squirrel, and the man in the cro'nest, amazed at the
sight below him, stared at the approaching mutineer, unable to utter a cry. Campo, who, as the
moonbeams showed, now had a knife in his teeth,
rapidly approached, and the lookout shrank in terror.
But before Campo could reach the cro'nest, a blinding light dazzled his eyes. Cosmo had shouted an
order to Peterson to run back to the bridge and turn
a search-light upon the mast. Then Campo heard
a thundering voice below him:
"Take another step and l'il blow you into the
sea I"
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He glanced below, and saw Cosmo and Waters
covering him with their pistols.
"Not another step!" roared Cosmo again. "Come
down, and Fil give you a trial for your life."
Campo hesitated; but, seeing that he could be
shot down, and finding a gleam of hope in Cosmo's
words, he turned and came slowly down. The
moment he touched the bottom he was seized by
Waters and another man, and, under Cosmo's directions, his hands were bound behind his back.
Ten minutes later the members of the crew who
had been caught by the mutineers in the gangways
were ail unbound, and then Cosmo broke open the
door of his cabin, the key having been lost or thrown
away by Campo, and the captain and Joseph
Smith were released.
"Well, we've got 'em," said Cosmo grimly to the
captain. "The mutiny is at an end, and there'll
never be another."
In the meantime many of the passengers had been
aroused by the unaccustomed noises, although the
pistols had not made enough sound to be heard from
the place where they were fired.
Nightcapped
heads appeared on ail sides, and some, in scanty
clothing, were wandering in the passageways, demanding what the trouble was. Cosmo, the captain,
and Joseph Smith reassured them, saying that there
was no danger, and that something had happened
which would be explained in the morning.
The prisoners—and the whole fifteen were finally,
eaptured—were locked up in a strong-room, and a
surgeon was sent to dress their wounds. Cosmo
Versâl and the captain resumed their accustomed
places on the bridge, where they talked over the
affair, and Cosmo explained his plans for the morrow.
"l'U give him his trial, as I promised," Cosmo
said in conclusion, "and you'II see what it will be.
Mutiny aboard this Ark!" And he struck the rail
a violent blow with his fist.
The next morning directly after breakfast Cosmo
called ail passengers and crew into the grand
saloon, where many wondering looks were exchanged and many puzzling questions asked. When
the mutineers, with hands tied behind their backs,
and their many bandages on arms and legs, were
led in, exclamations of astonishment were heard,
and some of the timid ones shrank away in fear.
Cosmo lost no time with preliminaries.
"These men," he said, taking his stand upon the
platform, "have mutinied and tried to capture the
Ark. This fellow"—pointing to Campo—"was the
concocter and leader of the plot. He intended to
throw me and Captain Arms, and ail of you whom
he did not wish to retain for his fiendish purposes,
into the sea. But Heaven has delivered them into
our hands. I have promised them a trial, and they
shall have it. But it will be a trial in which justice
shall not be cheated. I find that a moral poison has
stolen into this selected company, and I will
eliminate it for once and ail."
The expressions of amazement and alarm redoubled in intensity.
"Professer Abel Able, Professer Jeremîah Moses,
Sir Wilfred Athelstone, Costaké Theriade," Cosmo
continued, "you will please come forward to aet
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as members of the jury, of which I name myself
also a meraber. I shall be both judge and juror
here, but I will hear what the rest of you may have
to say."
The men named stepped forward with some évidences of embarrassment, and Cosmo gfavely gave
them seats beside him. Then he commanded that
the prisoners should confront the jury, and heavily
guarded, they were led to the front.
The brutishness of Campo's face had never
struck the passengers who had seen him before as
it did now. He looked a véritable jailbird. At the
same time he was evidently in terror for his life.
He muttered something which nobody understood.
Cosmo, who had informed himself of ail the circumstances from Waters, and by privately questioning the others, had satisfied himself that the entire
scheme of the mutiny was of Campo's contrivance,
and that they had been led into it solely by his persuasion and threats, ordered Waters to speak. The
seaman told a straight story of what he had heard
and seen. Cosmo himself then related the events of
the night. When he had finished he turned to Campo and demanded what he had to say.
Campo again muttered under his breath, but
made no attempt to defend himself, simply saying:
"You promised me a trial."
"And haven't I given you a trial?" demanded
Cosmo with flashing eyes. "You thought you held
the world in your grasp. It is I that hold it in my
grasp and you, too! You were going to make us
'walk that plank.' It is you who are going to wall
it! Is that the verdict?" (turning to the four
jurymen.)
Some of them nodded, some simply stared at Cosmo, surprised by the vehemence of his manner.
"Enough," he said.. "As to you," addressing the
other prisoners, "you have had your lesson ; see that
you don't forget it! Release them, and lead Campo
to the promenade deck."
Nobody thought that Cosmo would literally exécute his threat to make the mutineer walk the plank,
but, as he had told Captain Arms, they didn't know
him. They were about to see that in Cosmo Versâl
they had not only a prophet, a leader, and a judge,
but an inexorable master also.
A plank was prepared and placed sloping from the
rail.
"Walk!" said Cosmo firmly.
To everybody's surprise Campo, with blinded
eyes, started immediately up the plank, followed its
full length with quick, unfaltering step, and plunging from the end, disappeared in the sea.
Many had turned away, unable to look, but many
also saw the tragedy to the end. Then a profound
sigh was heard from the whole company of the
spectators. As they turned away, talking in awed
voices, they felt, as never before, that the world
had shrunk to the dimensions of the Ark, and that
Cosmo Versâl was its dictator.
That same afternoon Cosmo arranged one of his
"conférences," and nobody dared to be absent, although ail minds were yet too mueh excited to follow the discussions which few could understand.
But at length Costaké Theriade concentrated their
attention by a wild burst of éloquence about the
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wonders of the înter-atomic forces. Sir Athelstone,
unable to endure the applause that greeted his rival,
abruptly sprang to his feet, his round face red with
anger, and shouted :
"I say, you know, this is twaddle!"
"Will the Englishman interrupt not?" cried
Theriade, with his eyes ablaze. "Shall I project not
the Sir Englishman to the feeshes?"
He looked as if he were about to try to execute
his threat, and Sir Athelstone assumed a boxing
attitude; but before hostilities could begin a loud
shout from the deck, followed by cries and exclamations, caused everybody to rush out of the saloon.
Those who succeeded in getting a glimpse over
the shoulders of the members of the crew, who were
already lined up along the only portion of the bulwarks available for seeing the part of the océan on
which attention seemed to be fixed, stared openmouthed at a round-backed mass of shining métal,
with a circular aperture on the top, the cover of
which was canted to one side, and there stood a man,
waving a gold-laced red kepi, and bowing and smiling with great civility.
CHAPTER XVII.
The Jules Verne
THE swell of the sea caused the strange looking craft to rise and sink a little, and sometimes the water ran bubbling ail around the
low rim of the aperture, in the center of which the
red-capped man stood, resting on some invisible
support, i*epeating his salutations and amicable
smiles, and balancing his body to the rocking of
the waves with the unconscious skill of a sailor.
The Ark was running slowly, but it would very
soon have left the stranger in its wake if he had
not also been in motion. It was évident that the ohject under his feet must be a submersible vessel of
some kind, although it was of a type which Captain
Arms, standing beside Cosmo on the bridge, declared that he had never set eyes on before. It lay
so low in the water that nothing could be seen of
its motive machinery, but it kept its place alongside
the Ark with the ease of a dolphin, and gradually
edged in doser.
When it was so near that he could be hèard speaking in a voice hardly raised above the ordinary
pitch, the man, first again lifting his cap with an
élégant gesture, addressed Cosmo Versai by name,
using the English language with a scarcely perceptible accent:
"M. Versai, I offer you my félicitations upon the
magnificent appearance of your Ark, and I présent
my compliments to the ladies and gentlemen of your
company."
And then he bowed once more to the passengers,
who were almost crowding each other over the side
in their eagerness to both see and hear.
"Thank you," responded Cosmo, "but who are
you ?"
"Capitaine Ives de Beauxchamps, of the French
army."
"Where's the navy, then?" blurted out Captain
Arms.

De Beauxchamps glanced at the speaker a little
disdainfully, and then replied gravely:
"Alas! At the bottom of the sea—with ail the
other navîes."
"And how have you escaped?" demanded Cosmo
Versai.
"As you see, in a submersible."
"Can it be possible!" exclaimed Cosmo. "And
you have been in the sea ever since the beginning
of the flood?"
"Since the first rise of the océan on the coast of
Brest."
"Have you no companions?"
"Six—in truth seven."
"Astonishing!" said Cosmo Versai. "But I heard
nothing of the px-eparation of a submersible. In
fact, the idea of such a thing never occurred to me.
You must have made your prepax-ations secretly."
"We did. We did not share your certainty, M.
Vex-sâl, concerning the arrivai of a deluge. Even
when we embarked we were xxot sure that it would
be more than an affair of the coasts."
"But you must be on the poixxt of starvation by
this time. The flood has only begun. This cessatioxx
is but for a time, while we are passing a gap in the
nebula. You will come aboard the Ax-k. I had chosen
my company, but your gallant escape, and the ability that you have shown, prove that you are worthy
to aid in the reestablishment of the race, and I have
no doubt that your companions ax-e equally worthy."
The Frenchman bowed politely, and with a slight
smile x-eplied:
"I believe, M. Vex-sâl, that the Jvles Verne is as
safe and comfortable, and proportionately as well
provisioned, as your Ax-k."
"So you call it the Jules Verne?" returned Cosmo,
smiling in his turn.
"We were proud to give it that name, and its conduct has proved that it is worthy of it."
"But you will surely come aboard and shake
hands, and let us offer you a little hospitality," said
Cosmo.
"I should be extremely happy to pay my compliments to the ladies," responded de Beauxchamps,
"but I must postpone that pleasure for the présent.
In the meantime, however, I should be glad if you
would lower a landing stage, and permit me to
send aboard the seventh member of our pax-ty, who,
I venture to think, may find the Ark a more comfortable abode than our submersible."
"And who may that person be?"
"The King of England."
"Yes," resumed the Frenchman, "we picked up
His Majesty the first day after the deluge began to
descend from the sky."
Exclamations of surprise and wonder were heard
on ail sides.
"I will lower a ladder at once," Cosmo called out,
and immediately ran down to the lowest deck, commanding his men to make haste.
The Jules Verne was skilfully brought close up to
the side of the Ark, so that the visible part of her
rounded back was nearly in contact with the bottom
of the companion-ladder when it was lowex*ed. The
sea was so calm that there was little difficulty in
executing this maneuver. De Beauxchamps disap-
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peared in the depths of the submersible, and after a
few minutes reemerged into sight, supporting on
his arm a stout, rather short man, whose face, it
was évident, had once been full and ruddy, but now
it was pale and worn.
"It is he!" exclaimed an English member of
Cosmo's company to some of his fellow countrymen
who had forced their way to the front.
"It is the Icing!"
And then occurred a singular thing, inspired by
the marvelous circumstances of this meeting of the
sovereign of a drowned kingdom, upon the bosom
of the waters that had destroyed it, with the mere
handful that remained alive out of ail the millions
of his subjects.
These loyal English people bared their heads (and
there were three women among thera) and sang,
with a pathos that surely the old hymn had never
expressed before, their national anthem: "God Save
the King."
The effect was immense. Every head aboard the
Ark was immediately uncovered. De Beauxchamps
removed his cap, and one or two bared heads could
be seen peering out of the interior of the submersible below him. As the king was steadied across
to the bottom of the companion-ladder, the voices
of the singers rose louder, and many of the other
passengers, moved by sympathy, or carried away
by épidémie feeling, joined in the singing. Never
had any monarch a greeting like that! Its récipient
was moved to the depths of his soul, and but for the
aid given him would have been unable to ascend the
swaying steps.
As he was assisted upon the deck, the song
ceased and a great cheer broke forth. There were
tears in his eyes, and he trembled in every limb,
when he returned the welcoming pressure of Cosmo
Versâl's hand.
The moment he saw that the king was safely
aboard the Ax-k, de Beauxchamps, with a fax-ewell
salutation, disappeared into the interior of the
Jules Verne, and the submersible sank out of sight
as gently as if it had been a huge fish that had come
to the top of the sea to take a look about.
After the sensation caused by the arrivai of the
English monarch aboard the Ai"k had somewhat
quieted down, and after His Majesty had had an oppoi'tunity to recover himself, Cosmo Versai invited
his new guest to tell the story of his escape. They
were seated in Cosmo's cabin, and there were présent Joseph Smith, Px'ofessor Jex-emiah Moses, Pi-ofessor Abel Able, and Amos Blank, besides several
other members of the ship's company, including two
of the loyal Englishmen who had been the first to
strike up the national anthem on seeing their rescued king.
Richard Edward, or Richard IV as he was officially entitled, was one of the best kings England ever
had. He was popular not only because of his almost
démocratie manners and the simplicity of his life,
but more because he was a great lover of peace.
We have alx-eady seen how he was chosen, solely on
that account, to be of the number of the rulers invited to go in the Ark. He had not even replied tô
Cosmo's invitation, but that was simply because,
like everybody about him in whom he placed con-
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fidence, he regarded Cosmo Versai as a mere
mountebank, and thought that there was no more
danger of a universal flood than of the fall of the
moon out of the sky.
Before responding to Cosmo's request he made a
gracious reference to the indifférence with which
he had formerly treated his présent host.
"1 am sorry, Mr. Versai," he said, with a deprecatory smile, "that I did not sooner recognize the fact
that your knowledge surpassed that of my scientific
advisers."
"Your Majesty was not alone," replied Cosmo
gravely, turning with his Angers a small globe that
stood on his desk. "From ail these deep-sunken
continents," (waving his hand toward the globe),
"if the voices once heard there could now speak,
there would arise a mighty sound of lament for that
error."
The king looked at him with an expression of
surpxûse. He glanced from Cosmo's diminutive figure to his great overhanging brow, mai'ked with
the lines of thought, and a look of instinctive defex-ence came into his eyes.
"But," continued Cosmo Versai, "it is bootless to
speak of these things now. I beg that Your Majesty
will condescend to enlighten us concerning the
fate of that great kingdom, of ancient renown, over
which you so worthily reigned."
An expression of deepest pain passed across the
face of Richard Edward. For some moments he remained buried in a mournful silence, and many
sighs came from his breast. Ali looked at him with
profound commisération. At last he raised his head
and said, sorrowfully and brokenly:
"My kingdom is drowned—my subjects have
perished, almost to the last soul—my family, my
gracious consort, my children—ail, ail—gone!"
Here he broke down, and could speak no more.
Not a word was spoken, for a time, and the two
Englishmen présent wept with their unfortunate
king.
Cosmo Versai was no less deeply moved than the
others, He sat, for a while, in complété silence.
Then he ax-ose and, going to the king, put his hand
upon his shoulder, and talked to him long, in a low,
consoling voice. At last the broken-spirited monarch was able to suppress his émotions sufficiently
to recite, but with many intex-ruptions while he
regained mastex-y of his feelings, the story of his
woes and of his marvelous escape.
"Sir Francis Brook," he said, "prepared a barge,
when the water invaded London, and in that barge
we escaped—Her Royal Majesty, our children, and
a number of membex-s of the Royal household—the
barge was the only vessel of levium that existed in
England. Sir Fx'ancis had furnished and px'ovisioned it well, and we did not think that it would
be necessary to go farther than to some high point
in the interior. Sir Francis was of the opinion
that Wales would afford a secure refuge.
"It was a terrible thing to see the drowning of
London, the sweeping of the awful bore that came
up the Thames from the sea, the shipping wrecked
by the tearing waves, the swirl of the fast-rising
water round the immense basin in which the city
lay, the downfall of the great buildings—Westmin-
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ster Abbey was one of the first that succumbed—•
the overturaed boats, and even great vessela floating on their sides, or bottom up, the awful spectacle
of the bodies of the drowned tossing in the waves—
ail these sights were before our horrified eyes while
the vast eddy swept us round and round until the
water rose so high that we were driven off toward
the southwest.
"That we should have escaped at ail was a miracle of miracles. It was the wonderful buoyancy of
the levium barge that saved us. But the terrors of
that scen'e can never fade from my memory. And
the fearful sufîerings of the queenl And our children—but I cannot go on with this !"
"Calm yourself, Your Majesty," said Cosmo
sympathetically. "The whole world has suffered
with you. If we are spared and are yet alive, it is
chrough the hand of Providence—to whom we must
bow."
"We must have passed over Surrey and Hampshire," the king resumed, "the invasion of the sea
having buried the hills."
"I am surprised at that," said Cosmo. "I did not
think that the sea had anywhere attained so great
an élévation before the nebula condensed. At New
ifork the complété drowning of the city did not
occur until the downpour from the sky began."
"Oh! that deluge from the heavens!" cried the
king. "What we had suffered before seemed but
little in comparison. It came upon us after night;
and the absolute darkness, the awful roaring, the
terrifie force of the falling water, the sense of suffocation, the rapid filling of the barge until the
water was about our necks—these things drove us
wild with despair.
"I tried to sustain my poor queen in my arms,
but she struggled to seize the children and hold
them above the water, and in her efforts she escaped
from my hands, and thenceforth I could find her no
more. I sturabled about, but it was impossible to
see ; it was impossible to be heard. At last I fell unconscious face downward, as it afterward appeared,
upon a kind of bench at the rear end of the barge,
which was covered with a narrow metallic roofing,
and raised above the level of the bulwarks. It was
there that I had tried to shelter the queen and the
children.
"In some way I must have become lodged there,
under the awning, in such a position that the pitching of the barge failed to throw me off. I never regained consciousness until I heard a voice shouting
in my ear, and felt some one pulling me, and when
I had recovered my senses, I found myself in the
submersible."
"And ail your companions were gone?" asked
Cosmo, in a voice shaking with pity.
"Yes, oh Lord! Ail! They have been swept overboard by the waves—and would that I had gone
with them!"
The poor king broke down agaîn and sobbed.
After a long pause Cosmo asked gently:
"Did the Frenchman tell you how he came upon
the barge?"
"He said that in rising to the surface to find out
the state of things there the submersible came up
directly under the barge, canting it in such a way.

that I was rolled out and he caught me as I was
swept close to the opening."
"But how was it that the downpour, entering the
submersible, when the cover was removed, did not
fill it with water?"
"He had the cover so arranged that it served as
an almost complété protection from the rain. Some
water did enter, but not much."
"A wonderful man, that Frenchman," said Cosmo. "He would be an acquisition for me. What
did he say his name was? Oh, yes, de Beauxchamps
—l'il make a note of that. I shouldn't wonder if we
heard of him again."
Cosmp Versai was destined to encounter Ives de
Beauxchamps and his wonderful submersible Jules
Verne sooner, and under more dramatie circumstances than he probably anticipated.
CHAPTER XVIII.
Navigating Over Drowned Europe
AFTER the English king had so strangely become a member of its company the Ark resumed its course in the direction of what had
once been Europe. The spot where the meeting
with the Jvles Verne had occurred was west of Cape
Finisterre and, according to the calculations of
Captain Arms, in longitude fifteen degrees, four
minutes west, latitude forty-four degrees, nine
minutes north.
Cosmo decided to run into the Bay of Biscay,
skîrting its southern coast in order to get a view
of the Cantabrian Mountains, many of whose
peaks, he thought, ought still to lie well above the
level of the water.
"There are the Peaks of Europa," said Captain
Arms, "which lie less than twenty miles directly
back from the coast. The highest point is eight
thousand six hundred and seventy feet above sea
level, or what used to be sea level. We could get
near enough to it, without any danger, to see how
high the water goes."
"Do you know the locality?" demanded Cosmo,
"As well as I know a compass-card !" exclaimed
the captain. "l've seen the Europa peaks a hundred times. I was wrecked once on that coast, and
being of an inquiring disposition, I took the opportunity to go up into the range and see the old
mines—and a curious sight it was, too. But the
most curious sight of ail was the shepherdesses of
Tresvido, dressed just like the men, in homespun
breeches that never wore out. You'd meet 'em any
where on the slopes of the Pico del Ferro, cruîsing
about with their flocks. And the cheese that they
made! There never was any such cheese!"
"Well, if you know the place so well," said Cosmo,
"steer for it as fast as you can. l'm curious to find
out just how high this flood has gone, up to the
présent moment."
"Maybe we can rescue a shepherdess," returned
the captain, chuckling. "She'd be an ornament -to
your new Garden of Eden."
They kept on until, as they approached longitude
five degrees west, they began to get glimpses of the
mountains of northern Spain. The coast was ail
under deep water, and alao the foot-hills and lower
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ranges. But some of the peaks could be made out far
inland. At length, by cautious navigation, Captain
Arms got the vessel quite close to the old shore line
of the Asturias, and then he recognized the Europa
peaks.
"There they are," he cried. 'Td know 'em if
they'd emigrated to the middle of Africa. There's
the old Torre de Cerredo and the Pena Santa.
"How high did you say the main peak is?" asked
Cosmo.
"She's eight thousand six hundred and seventy
feet."
"From your knowledge of the coast do you thînk
it safe to run in doser?"
'Tes, if you're sure the water is not less than
two thousand four hundred feet above the old level
"we can get near enough to see the water-line on the
peaks, from the cro'-nest, which is two hundred
feet high."
"Go ahead, then."
They got doser than they had imagined possible,
so dose that, from the highest lookout on the Ark,
they were able with their telescopes to see very
dearly where the water washed the barren mountainsides at what seemed to be a stupendous élévation.
"l'm sorry about your shepherdesses," said Cosmo, smiling. "1 don't think you'd find any there to
rescue if you could get to them. They must ail have
been lost in the torrents that poured down those
mountains."
"More's the pîty," said Captain Arms. "That was
a fine lot of women. There'll be no more cheese like
what they made at Tresvido."
Cosmo inquired if the captain's acquaintance with
the topography of the range enabled him to say how
high that water was. The captain, after long inspection, declared that he felt sure that it was not
less than four thousand feet above the old coast
line.
"Then," said Cosmo, "if you're right about the
élévation of what you call the Torre de Cerredo
there must be four thousand six hundred and
seventy feet of its upper part still out of water.
We'Il see if that is so."
Cosmo made the measurements with hîs instruments, and announced that the resuit showed the
substantial accuracy of Captain Arms' guess.
"I suspected as much," he muttered. "Those tremendous downpours, which may have been worse
elsewhere than where we encountered them, have
increased the rise nearly seventy per cent above
what my gages indicated. Now that I know this,"
he continued, addressîng the captain: "PU change
the course of the Ark. l'm anxious to get into the
Indian Océan as soon as possible» It would be a
great waste of tîme to go back in ôrder to cross the
Sahara, and with this increase of level it isn't necessary. We'll just set out across southem France,
keeping along north of the Pyrenees, and bo down
into the région of the Mediterranean."Captain Arms was astonîshed by the boldness of
this suggestion, and at first he strongly objected to
their taking such a course.
"There's some pretty high ground in southem
France," he said. "There's the Cevennes moun-
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tains, which approach a good long way toward the
Pyrenees. Are you sure the depth of water is the
same everywhere?"
"What a question for an old mariner to ask!"
returned Cosmo. Don't you know that the level of
the sea is the same everywhere? The flood doesn't
make any différence. It seeks its level like any
other water."
"But it may be risky steering between those
mountains," persîsted the captain.
"Nonsense! As long as the sky is clear you can
get good observations, and you ought to be navigator enough not to run on a mountain."
Cosmo Versai, as usual, was unalterable in his
resolution—he only changed when he had reasons
of his own—and the course of the Ark was laid, accordingly, for the old French coast of the Landes,
so low that it was now covered with nearly four
thousand feet of water. The feelings of the passengers were deeply stirred when they learned that
they were actually sailing over buried Europe, and
they gazed in astonishment at the water beneath
them, peerîng down into it as if they sought to discover the dreadful secrets that it hid, and talking
excitedly in a dozen languages.
The Ark progressed slowly, making not more than
five or six knots, and on the second day after they
dropped the Penas de Europa they were passing
along the northern flank of the Pyrenees and over
the basin in which had lain the beautiful city of
Pau. The view of the Pyrenees from this point had
always been celebrated as one of the most remarkable in the world.
Now it had lost its beauty, but gained in spectacular grandeur. AU of France, as far as the eye extended, was a sea, with long oceanîc swells slowly
undulating its surface. This sea abruptly came to
an end where it met the mountains, which formed
for it a coast unlike any that the hundreds of eyes
which wonderingly surveyed it from the Ark had
ever beheld.
Beyond the drowned vales and submerged ranges,
which they knew lay beneath the watery floor, before them, rose the heads of the Pic du Midi, the
Pic de Ger, the Pic de Bigorre, the Massif du
Gabizos, the Pic Monné, and dozens of other famous
eminences, towering in broken ranks like the bearskins of a "forlorn hope," resisting to the last, in
pictures of old-time battles.
Here, owing to the configuration of the drowned
land it was possible for the Ark to approach quite
close to some of the wading mountains, and Cosmo
seized the opportunity to make a new measure of the
height of the flood, which he found to be surely not
less than hîs former estimâtes had shown.
Surveying with telescopes the immense shoulders
of the Monné, the Vicos, the d'Ardiden, and the
nearer heights, whep they were floating above the
valley of Lourdes, Cosmo and the captain saw the
terrible effects that had been produced by the torrents of rain, which had stripped off the végétation
whose green robe had been the glory of the high
Pyrenees on the French side.
Presently their attention was arrested by some
moving objecta, and at a second glance they perceived tbat there were human beings.
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"Good Heaven!" exclaimed Cosmo Versai. "There
are survivors here. They have climbed the mountains, and found shelter among the rocks. I should
not have thought it possible."
"And there are women among them," said Captain Arms, lowering his telescope. "You will not
leave them there!"
"But what can I do?"
"Lower away the boats," replied the captaîn.
"We've got plenty of them."
"There may be thousands there," returned Cosmo, musing. "I can't take them ail."
"Then take as many as you can. By gad, sir, l'U
not leave 'em!"
By thîs time somp of the passengers who had
powerful glasses had discovered the refugees on
the distant heights, and great excitement spread
throughout the Ark. Cries arose from ail parts of
the vessel:
"Rescue them!" "Go to their aid!" "Don't let
them perish!"
Cosmo Versai was in a terrible quandary. He "was
by no means without humanity, and was capable
of deep and sympathetic feeling, as we have seen,
but he already had as many persons in the Ark as
he thought ought to be taken, considering the provision that had been made, and, besides, he could
not throw ofî, at once, his original conviction of the
necessity of carefully choosing his companions. He
remained for a long time buried in thought, while
the captain furaed with impatience, and at last declared that if Cosmo did not give the order to lower
away the boats he would do it himself.
At length Cosmo, yîelding rather to his own humane feelings than to the urging of others, consented to make the experîment. Half a dozen levium launches were quickly lowered and sent off,
while the Ark, with slowed engines, remained describing a circle as near the mountains as it was
safe to go. Cosmo himself embarked in the leading
boat.
The powerful motors of the launches carried them
rapîdly to the high slopes where the unfortunates
had sought refuge, and as they approached, and the
poor fugitives saw that deliverance was at hand,
they began to shout, and cheer, and cry, and many
of them fell on their knees upon the rocks and
stretched their hands toward the heavens.
The launches were compelled to move with great
caution when they got near the ragged sides of the
submerged mountains (it was the Peyre Dufau on
which the people had taken refuge), but the men
aboard them were determined to efféct the rescue,
and they regarded no péril too closely. At last
Cosmo's launch found a safe landing, and the. others
quickly followed it.
When Cosmo sprang out on a flat rock a crowd
of men, women, and children, weeping, crying, sobbing, and uttering prayers and blessings, instantly
surrounded him. Some wrung his hand in an
ecstasy of joy, some embraced him, some dropped on
their knees before him and sought to kiss his hands.
Cosmo could not restrain his tears, and the crews
of the launches were equally affected.
Many of these people could only speak the patois
pf the mountains, but some were refugees from the

resorts in the valleys below, and among these were
two English tourists who had been caught among
the mountains by the sudden rising of the flood.
They exhibited comparative sang froid, and served
as spokesmen for the others.
"Bah Jove!" exclaimed one of them, "but you're
welcome, you know! This has been a demnition
close call ! But what kind of a craft have you got
out there?"
"l'm Cosmo Versai."
"Then that's the Ark we've heard about! Ton
honor, I should have recognized you, for l've seen
your picture often enough. You've corne to take us
off, I suppose?"
"Certainly," replied Cosmo.
"How many are
there?"
"AH that you see here; about a hundred I should
say. No doubt there are others on the mountains
round. There must have been a thousand of us
when we started, but most of them perished, overcome by the downpour, or swept away by the torrents. Lord Swansdown (indicating his companion, who bowed gravely and stiffly) and myself—
l'm Edward Whistlington—set out to walk over
the Pyrenees from end to end, after the excitement
about the great darkness died out, and we got as far
as the Marboré, and then running down to Gavarnie
we heard news of the sea rising, but we didn't give
too much crédit to that, and afterward, keeping up
in the heights, we didn't hear even a rumor from
the world below.
"The sky opened on us like a broadside from an
aerial squadron, and how we ever managed to get
here l'm sure I can hardly tell. We were actually
carried down the mountainsides by the water, and
how it failed to drown us will be an everlasting
mystery. Somehow, we found ourselves among
these people, who were trying to go wp, assuring
us that there was nothing but water below. And at
last we discovered some sort of shelter here—and
here we've been ever since."
"You cannot have had much to eat," said Cosmo.
"Not too much, I assure you," replied the Englishman, with a melancholy smile. "But these people
shared with us what little they had, or could find—•
anything and everything that was eatable. They're
a devilish fine lot, I tell you !"
"When the terrible rain suddenly ceased and the
sky cleared," he resumed, "we managed to get dry,
after a day or two, and since then we've been chewing leather until there isn't a shoe or a belt left.
We thought at first of trying to build rafts—but
then where could we go? It wasn't any use to sail
out over a drowned country, with nothing in sight
but the mountains around us, which looked no better than the one we were barely existing on."
"Then I must get you aboard the Ark before you
starve," said Cosmo.
"Many have died of starvation already," returned
Whistlington. "You can't get us off too quick."
Cosmo Versai had by this time freed himself of
every trace of the reluctance which he had at first
felt to încreasîng the size of his ship's company by
adding recruits picked up at random. His sympathies were thoroughly aroused, and while he hastened the loading and departure of the launches, he
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asked the Englishmen who, with the impassive endurance of their race, stayed behind to the last,
whether they thought that there were other refugees on the mountains whom they could reach.
"I dare say there are thousands of the poor devils
on these peaks around us, wandering among the
rocks," replied Edward Whistlington, "but I fancy
you couldn't reach 'em."
"If I see any Fil try," returned Cosmo, sweeping
with his telescope ail the mountain flanks within
view.
At last, on the slopes of the lofty Mont Aigu
across the submerged valley toward the south, he
caught sight of several human figures, one of which
was plainly trying to make signais, probably to attract attention from the Ark. Immediately, with
the Englishmen and the remainder of those who had
been found on the Peyre Dufau, he hastened in his
launch to the rescue.
They found four men and three women, who had
escaped from the narrow valley containing the
bains de Gazost, and who were in the last stages of
starvation. These were taken aboard, and then, no
more being in sight, Cosmo returned to the Ark,
where the other launches had already arrived.
And these were the last that were rescued from
the mighty range of the Pyrenees, in whose deep
valleys had lain the famous resorts of Cauterets,
the Eaux Bonnes, the Eaux Chaudes, the Bagnières
de Luchon, the Bagnières de Bigorre, and a score of
others. No doubt, as the Englishmen had said,
thousands had managed to climb the mountains, but
none could now be seen, and those who may have
been there were left to perish.
There was great excitement in the Ark on the
arrivai of the refugees. The passengers overwhelmed them with kind attentions, and when they
had suffîciently recovered, listened with wonder and
the deepost sympathy to their taies of suffering
and terror.
Lord Swansdown and Edward Whistlington were
amazed to find their king aboard the Ark, and the
English members of the company soon formed a
sort of family party, presided over by the unfortunate monarch. The rescued persons numbered, in ail,
one hundred and six.
The voyage of the Ark was now resumed, skirting the Pyrenees, but at an increasing distance.
Finally Captain Arms announced that, according
to his observations, they were passing over the site
of the ancient and populous city of Toulouse. This
recalled to Cosmo Versâl's memory the beautiful
scenes of the fair and rich land that lay so deep
under the Ark, and he began to talk with the captain about the glories of its history.
He spoke of the last great conqueror that the
world had known, Napoléon, and was dîscussing
his marvelous career, and referring to the fact that
he had died on a rock in the midst of that very
océan whicli had now swallowed up ail the scenes
of his conquests, when the lookout telephoned down
that there was something visible on1 the water
ahead.
In a little while they saw it—a small moving object, which rapidly approached the Ark. As it di*ew
nearer both exclaimed at once:
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"The Jules Verne! Here cornes the Jules Verne!"
There could be no mistaking it. It was riding
with its back just above the level of the sea; tho
Prench flag was fluttering from a small mast, and
already they could perceive the form of de Beauxchamps, standing in his old attitude, with his feet
below the rim of the circular opening at the top.
Cosmo ordered the Stars and Strîpes to be displayed
in salute, and, greatly pleased over the encounter,
hurried below and had the companion-ladder made
ready.
"He's got to corne aboard this time, anyhow!"
he exclaimed. "Fil take no refusai. I want to know
that fellow better."
But this time de Beauxchamps had no thought of
refusing the hospitalitîes of the Ark. As soon as
he was within hearing he called out:
"My salutations to M. Versai and his charming
fellow voyagera. May I be permitted to corne aboard
and présent myself in person? I have something
deeply interesting to tell."
Everybody in the Ark who could find a standing-place was watching the Jides Verne and trying
to catch a glimpse of its gallant captain, and to hear
what he said; and the moment his request was preferred a babel of voices arose, amid which could be
distinguished such exclamations as:
"Let him corne!" "A fine fellow!" "Welcome,
de Beauxchamps !" "Hurrah for the Jules Verne!"
King Richard was in the fore rank of ihe spectators, waving his h and to his préserver.
"Certainly you can corne aboard," cried Cosmo
heartily, at the same time hastening the préparations for lowering the ladder. "We are ail glad to
see you. And bring your companions along with
you."
CHAPTER XIX.
To Paris Under the Sea
DE BEAUXCHAMPS accepted Cosmo Versâl's
invitation to bring his companions with
him into the Ark. The submersible was
safely moored alongside, where she rode easily in
company with the larger vessel, and ail mounted
the companion-ladder. The Frenchman's six companions were dressed, like himself, in the uniform
of the army.
"Curious," muttered Captain Arms in Cosmo's
ear, "that these soldiers should be the only ones to
get off—and in a vessel, too. What were the seamen about?"
"What were our seamen about?" returned Cosmo.
"How many of them got off? I warned them that
ships would not do. But it was a bright idea of
this'de Beauxchamps and his friends to build a
submersible. It didn't occur to me, or I would have
advised their construction eve'rywhere for small
parties. But it would never have done for us. A
submersible would not have been capacious enough
for the party I wanted to take."
By this time the visitors were aboard, and Cosmo
and the others who could get near enough to grasp
them by the hand greeted them effusively. King
Richard received de Beauxchamps with émotion,
and thanked him again and again for having saved
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his life; but, in the end, he covered his face and
said in a broken voice;
"M. de Beauxchamps, my gratitude to you is very
deep—but, oh, the queen—the queen—and the
children! I should have done better to perish with
them."
Cosmo and de Beauxchamps soothed hîm as well
as they could, and the former led the way into the
grand saloon, in order that as many as possible
might see and greet their visitors, who had corne so
mysteriously up out of the sea.
AU of the Frenchmen were as affable as their
leader, and he presented them in turn. De Beauxchamps conversed almost gaily with such of the
ladies as had suffîcient command of their feelings to
join the throng that pressed about him and his
companions. He was deeply touched by the story
of the recent rescue of his countrymen from the
Pyrenees, and he went among them, trying to cheer
them up, with the élan that no raisfortune can eradicate from the Gallic nature.
At length Cosmo rerainded him that he had saîci
that he had some interesting news to communîcate,
"Yes," said de Beauxchamps, "I have just corne
from a visit to Paris."
Exclamations of amazement and incredulity were
heard on ail sides.
"It is true," resumed the Frenchman, though
now his voice lost.all its gaiety. "I had conceived
the project of such a visit before I met the Ark and
Vransferred His Majesty, the King of England, to
your care. As soon as that was done I set out to
nake the attempt."
"But tell me first," interrupted Cosmo, "how you
succeeded in finding the Ark again."
"That was not very difficult," replied de Beauxchamps, smiling. "Of course, it was to some extent
accidentai, for I didn't know that you would be
here, navigating over France ; but I had an idea that
you might corne this way if you had an intention of
seeing what had happened to Europe. It is my regular custom to rise frequently to the surface to take
a look around and make surer of my bearings, and
you know that the Ark makes a pretty large point
on the waters. I saw it long before you caught sight
of me."
"Very well," said Cosmo. "Please go on with
your story. It must, indeed, be an extraordinary
one."
"I was particularly desirous of seeing Paris
again, deep as I knew her to lie under the waves,"
resumed de Beauxchamps, "because it was my home,
and I had a house in the Champs Elysées. You cannot divorce the heart of a Frenchman from his
home, though you should bury it under twenty
océans."
"Your family were lost?"
"Thank God, I had no family. If I had had they
would be with me. My companions are ail like myself in that respect. We have lost many friends,
but no hear relatives. As I was saying, I started
for France, poor drowned France, as soon as I left
you. With the powerful search-light of the Jules
Verne I could feel confident of avoiding obstructions; and, besides, I knew very closely the height
to which the flood had risen, and having the topo-

graphy of my country at my fingers' ends, as does
every officer of the army, I was able to calculate the
depth at which we should run in order to avoid the
hilltops."
"But surely," said Cosmo, "it is impossible—at
least, it seems so to me—that you can descend to
any great depth—the pressure must be tremendous
a few hundred feet down, to say nothing of possible thousands."
"Ali that," replied the Frenchman, "has been
provided for. You probably do not know to what
extent we had carried experiments in France on
the deep submersion of submarines before their
général abandonment when they were prohibited
by international agreement in war. I was myself
perhaps the leader in those investigations, and in
the construction of the Jules Verne I took pains to
improve on ail that had hitherto been done.
"Without going into any description of my devices, I may simply remind you that nature has
pointed out ways of avoiding the conséquences of
the inconceivable pressures which calculation indicates at depths of a kilometer, or more, in her construction of the deep-sea fishes. It was by a study
of them that I arrived at the secret of both penetrating to depths that would theoretically have
seemed entirely impossible and of remaining at such
depths."
"Marvelous!" exclaimed Cosmo; "marvelous beyond belief!"
"I may add," contînued de Beauxchamps, smiling1
at the effect that his words had had upon the mind
of the renowned Cosmo Versai, "that the peculiar
properties of levium, which you so wisely chose for
your Ark, aided me in quîte a différent way. But I
must return to my story.
"We passed over the coast of France near the
point where I knew lay the mouth of the Loire. I
could have found my way by means of the compass sufficiently well; but since the sky was clear I
frequently came to the surface in order, for greater
certainty, to obtain sights of the sun and stars.
"I dropped down at Tours and at Blois, and we
plainly saw the walls of the old châteaux in the
gleam of the search-light below us. There were.
monsters of the deep, such as the eye of man never
beheld, swimming slowly aboût them, many of them
throwing a strange luminosity into the water from
their phosphorescent organs, as if they were inspeeting these novelties of the sea-bottom.
"Arriving over Orléans, we turned in the direction of Paris. As we approached the site of the cîty
I sank the submersible until we almost touched the
higher hills. My search-light is so arranged that
it can be directed almost every way—up, down, to
this side, and to that—and we swept it round us in
every direction.
"The light readily penetrated the water and revealed sights which I have no power to describe,
and some—reminders of the immense population
of human beings which had there met its end—
which I would not describe if I could. To see a
drowned face suddenly appear outside the window,
almost within touch—ah, that was too horrible!
"We passed over Versailles, with the old palace
still almost intact; over Sevres, with its porcelain
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inanufactory yet in part standing—the tidal waves
that had come up the river from the sea evidently
caused much destruction just before the downpour
began—and finally we 'entered' Paris.
"We could see the embankments of the Seine beneath us as we passed up its course from the Point
du Jour. From the site of the Champ de Mars I
turned northward in search of the older part of
the Champs Elysées, where my house was, and we
came upon the great Arc de Triomphe, which, you
remember, dates from the time of Napoléon.
*Tt was apparently uninjured, even the huge
bronze groups remaining in their places, and the
search-light, traversing its face, fell upon the heroic
group of the Marseillaise on the east façade. You
must have seen that, M. Versai?"
"Yes, many a time," Cosmo replîed. "The fury
in the face of the female figure representing the
spîrit of war, chanting the 'Marseillaise,' and,
sword in hand, sweeping over the heads of the
soldiers, îs the most terrible thing of human making
that I ever looked upon."
"It was not so terrible as another thing that our
startled eyes saw there," said de Beauxchamps.
"Coiled round the upper part of the Arch, with its
head resting directly upon that of the figure of
which you speak, was a monstrous, ribbon-shaped
créature, whose fiât, reddish body, at least a meter
in width and apparently thirty meters long, and
bordered with a sort of floating frill of a pinkish
color, undulated with a motion that turned us sick
at heart.
"But the head was the most awful object that the
fancy of a madman could conceive. There were two
great round, projecting eyes, encircled with what
I suppose must have been phosphorescent organs,
which spread around in the water a green light that
was absolutely horrifying.
"I turned away the search-light, and the eyes of
that créature stared straight at us with a dreadful, stony look; and then the effect of the phosphorescence, heightened by the absence of the
greater light, became more terrible than before.
We were unmanned, and I hardly had nerve enough
to turn the submersible away and hurry from the
neighborhood."
"1 had not supposed," said Cosmo, "that créatures
of such a size could live in the deeper parts of the
sea."
"I know," returned de Beauxchamps, "that many
have thought that the abysmal créatures were
generally of small size, but they knew nothing about
it. What could one have expected to learn of the
secrets of life in the océan depths from the small
créatures which alone the trawls brought to the
surface? The great monsters could not be captured
in that way. But we have seen them—seen them
taking possession of beautiful, drowned Paris—and
we know what they are."
The fascinated hearers who had crowded about
to listen to the narrative of de Beauxchamps shuddered at this part of it, and some of the women
turned away with exclamations of horror.
"1 see that I am drawing my picture in too
fearful colors," he said, "and I shall refrain from
telling of the other înhabitants of the abyss that
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we found in possession of what I, as a Frenchman,
must call the most splendid capital that the world
contained.
"Oh, to think that ail that beauty, ail those great
palaces filled with the masterworks of art, ail those
proud architectural piles, ail that scene of the most
joyous life that the earth contained, îs now become
the dwelling-place of the terrible fauna of the deep,
créatures that never saw the sun; that never felt
the transforming force of the évolution which had
made the face of the globe so glorious; that never
quitted their abysmal homes until this awful flood
spread their empire over the whole earth!"
There was a period of profound silence while de
Beauxchamps's face worked spasmodically under
the influence of émotions, the sight of which would
alone have sufficed to convince his hearers of the
truth of what he had been telling. Finally Cosmo
Versai, breaking the silence, asked:
"Did you find your home?"
"Yes. It was there. I found it out. I illumînated
it with the search-light. I gazed into the broken
Windows, trying to peer through the watery médium
that filled and darkened the interior. The roof
was broken, but the walls were intact. I thought
of the happy, happy years that I had passed there
when I had a family, and when Paris was an Eden,
the sunshine of the world. And then I wished to
see no more, and we rose out of the midst of that
sunken city and sought the daylight far above.
"I had thought to tell you," he continued, after
a pause, "of the condition in which we found the
great monuments of the city—of the Panthéon, yet
standing on its hill with its roof crushed in; of
Nôtre Dame—a wreck, but the towers still standing
proudly; of the old palace of the Louvre, through
whose broken roofs and walls we caught glimpses
of the treasures washed by the water within—but I
find that I have not courage to go on. I had
imagined that it would be a relief to speak of these
things, but I do not find it s'o."
"After leaving Paris, then, you made no other
explorations?" said Cosmo.
"None. I would have had no heart for more.
I had seen enough. And yet I do not regret that I
went there. I should never have been content not
to have seen my beautiful city once more, even lying
in her watery shroud. I loved her living; I have
seen her dead. It is finished. What more is there,
M. Versai?" With a sudden change of manner;
"You have predicted ail this, and perhaps you know
more. Where do we go to die?"
"We shall not die," replied Cosmo Versai forcefully. "The Ark and your Jvles Verne wîll save us."
"To what purpose?" demanded the Frenchman,
his animation ail gone. "Can there be any pleasure in floating upon or beneath the waves that
cover a lost world? Is a brief prolongation of such
a life worth the effort of grasping for?"
"Yes," said Cosmo with still greater energy. "We
may still save the race. I have ehosen most of my
companions in the Ark for that purpose. Not only
may we save the race of man, but we may lead it up
upon a higher plane; we may apply the prineiples
of eugenics as they have never yet been applied,
You, M. de Beauxchamps, have shown that you are
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of the stock that is required for the régénération of
the world."
"But where can the world be regenerated?" asked
de Beauxchamps with a bitter laugh. "There is
nothing left but mountain-tops."
"Even they will be covered," said Cosmo.
"Do you mean that the deluge has not yet reached
its height?"
"Certainly it has not. We are in an open space in
the envelopLig nebula. After a little we shall enter
the nucleus, and then will come the worst."
"And yet you talk of saving the race!" exclaimed
the Frenchman with another bitter laugh.
"I do," replied Cosmo, "and it will be done."
"But how?"
"Through the reemergence of land."
"That recalls our former conversation," put in
Professer Abel Able. "It appears to me impossible
that, when the earth is once covered with a universal océan, it can ever disappear or materially lower
its level. Geological âges would be required for
the level of the water to be lowered even a few
feet by the escape of vapor into space."
"No," returned Cosmo Versai, "I have demonstrated that that idea is wrong, Under the immense
pressure of an océan rising six miles above the
.ancient sea level the water will rapidly be forced
into the interstices of the crust, and thus a material réduction of level will be produced within a
few years—five at the most. That will give us
a foothold. I have no doubt that even now the
water around us is slightly lowering through that
cause.
"But in itself that will not be sufficient. I have
gone ail over this ground in my original calculations. The intrusion of the immense mass of océan
water into the interior of the crust of the earth will
resuit in a grand geological upheaval. The lands
will reemerge abova the new sea level as they
emerged above the former one through the internai
stresses of the globe."
The scientific men présent listened with breathless interest, but some of them with many incredulous shakings of the head.
"You must be aware," continued Cosmo, addressing them particularly, "that it has been demonstrated that the continents and the great mountain
ranges are buoyed up, and, as it were, are floating
somewhat like slags on the internai magma. The
mean density of the crust is less under the land
and the mountains than under the old seabeds. This
is especially true of the Himalayan région.
"That uplift is probably the most recent of ail,
and it is there, where at présent the highest land
of the globe exists, that I expect that the new upheaval will be most strongly manîfested. It is for
that reason, and not merely because it is now the
highest part of the earth, that I am goîng with the
Ark to Asîa."
"But," said Professer Jeremiah Moses, "the upheaval of which you speak may produce a complété
révolution in the surface of the earth, and if new
lands are upthrust they may appear at unexpected
points."
"Not at ail," returned Cosmo. "The tectonic
features of the globe were fixed at the beginning.

As Asia has hîtherto been the highest and the greatest mass of land, it will continue to be so in
the future. It is there, believe me, that we shall
replant the seed of humanity."
"Do you not think," asked Professer Alexander
Jones, "that there will be a tremendous outburst
of volcanic energy, if such upheavals occur, and
may not that render the reemerging lands uninhabitable?"
"No doubt," Cosmo replied, "every form of
plutonic energy will be immensely reenforced. You
remember the recent outburst of ail the volcanoes
when the sea burst over the borders of the continents. But these forces will be mainly expended
in an effort of uplifting. Unquestîonably there will
be great volcanic spasms, but they will not prevent the occupation of the broadening areas of land
which will not be thus affected."
"Upon these lands," exclaimed Sir Wilfred Athelstqne, in a loud voice, "I will develop life from the
barren minerais of the crust. The âge of chemical
parthenogenesis will then have dawned upon thé
earth, and man will have become a creator."
"Will the Sir Englishman give me room for a
word!" cried Costaké Theriade, raising his tall
form on his toes and agitating his arms in the air.
"He will create not anything! It is I that will unloose the energies of the atoms of matter and make
of the new man a new god."
Cosmo Versâl quieted the incipient outbreak of
his jealous "spéculative geniuses," and the discussion of his theory was continued for some time. At
length de Beauxchamps, shrugging his shoulders,
exclaimed, with a return of his habituai gaiety:
"Très bien! Vive the world of Cosmo Versâl!
I salute the new Eve that is to come!"
CHAPTER XX
The Adventures in Colorado
WHEN Professer Pludder, the Président and
their companions on the aeroraft, saw the
three men on the bluff motioning and
shouting to them, they immediately sought the
means of bringing their craft to land. This did
not prove to be exceedingly difficult, for there was a
convenient rock with deep water around it on which
they could disembark.
The men ran down to meet them, and to help them
ashore, exhibiting the utmost astonishment at seeing them there.
"Whar in création did you come from?" exclaimed
one, giving the professer a pull up the bank. "Mebbe you're Cosmo Versâl, and that's yer Ark."
"l'm Professer Pludder, and this is the Président of the United States."
"The Président of the Un— See here, stranger,
PII take considérable from you, considerîng the fix
yer in, but you don't want to go too fur."
"It's true," asseverated the Professer.
"This
gentleman is the Président, and we've escaped from
Washington. Please help the ladies."
"1*11 help the ladies ail right, but l'm blamed
if I believe yer yarn. How'd you git here? You
couldn't hev floated across the continent on that
thing."
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"We came on the raft that you see," interrupted
Mr. Samson. "We left the Appalachian Mountains
two weeks ago."
"Well, by—it must be true!" muttered the man.
"They couldn't hev corne from anywhar else in
that direction. I reckon the hull blamed continent
is under water."
"So it is," said Professer Pludder, "and we made
for Colorado knowing that it was the only land left
above the flood."
Ail finally got upon the bluff, rejoiced to feel solid
ground once more beneath their feet. But it was a
desolate prospect that they saw before them. The
face of the land had been scoured and gullied by the
pouring waters, the végétation had been stripped
off, except where in hollows it had been covered
with new-formed Iakes, some of which had drained
off after the downpour ceased, the water finding its
way into the enveloping sea.
They asked the three men what had become of the
other inhabitants, and whether there was any
shelter at hand.
"We've be'n wiped out," said the original spokesman. "Cosmo Versai has donc a pretty clean job
with his flood. There's a kind of a cover that we
three hev built, a ways back yonder, out o* timber
o' one kind and another that was lodged about. But
it wouldn't amount to much if there was another
cloudburst. It wouldn't stand a minute. It's good
to sleep in,"
"Are you the only survivors in this région?"
asked the Président.
"1 reckon you see ail thet's left of us. The' ain't
one out o' a hundred that's left aîive in these
parts."
"What became of them?"
"Swept off!" replied the man, with an^expressive
gesture—"and drownded right out under the sky."
"And how did you and your company escape?
"By gitting up amongst some rocks that was
higher'n the average."
"How did you manage to live—what did you have
to eat?"
"We didn't eat much—we didn't hev much time
to think o' eatin'. We had one hoss with us, and
hc served, when his time corne. After the sky
cleared we skirmished about and dug up something
that we could manage to eat, lodged in gullies where
the water had washed together what had been in
houses and cellars. We've got a gun and a little
ammunition, and once in a while we could kill an
animal that had contrived to escape somehow."
"And you think that there are no other human
beîngs left alive any where around here?"
"I knoio th' ain't. The's probably some up in the
foot-hills, and around the Pike, They had a better
chance to git among rocks. We hed jest made up
our minds to go hunting for 'em when we ketched
sight o' you, and then we concluded to stay and
see who you was."
"l'm surprised that you didn't go sooner."
"We couldn't. There was a roarin' torrent coming down from the mountains that eut us off. It'a
only last night that it stopped."
"Well, it's évident that we cannot stay here,"
said Professer Pludder. "We must go with these
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men toward the mountains. L'ët ûs take what'a
left of the compressed provisions out of the raft,
and then we'll eat a good meal and be off."
The three men were invîted to share the repast,
and they ate with an appetite that would have
amused their hosts if they had not been so anxious
to reserve as much as possible of their provisions
for future necessities.
The meal finished, they started off, their neW
friends aidîng to carry provisions, and what little
extra clothing there was. The aspect of the country
they traversed affrighted them. Here and there
were partially demolished houses or farra structures, or cellars, choked with débris of what had
once been houses.
Farm implements and machinery were scattered
about and half buried in the torrent-furrowed land.
In the wreck of one considérable village through
which they passed they found a stone church, and
several stone houses of considérable prétentions,
standing almost intact as to walls, but with roofs,
doors and Windows smashed and torn off.
It was évident that this place, which Tay in a
dépression of the land, had been buried by the
rushing water as high as the top stories of the
buildings. From some of the sights that they saw
they shrank away, and afterward tried to forget
them.
Owing to the presence of the women and children their progress was slower than it might otherwise have been. They had great difficulty in crossing the course of the torrent which their companions had described as cutting them off from the
foot-hills of the Pike's Peak range.
The water had washed out a véritable canon, a
hundred or more feet deep in places, and with ragged, precipitous walls and banks, which they had to
descend on one sîde and ascend on the other. Here
the skill and local knowledge of their three newfound friends stood them in good stead. There was
yet enough water in the bottom of the great gully to
compel them to wade, carrying the women and
children.
But, just before nightfall, they succeeded in reaching a range of rocky heights, where they determined to pass the night. They managed to make a
lire with brush that had been swept down the mountain flanks and had remained wedged in the rocks,
and thus they dried their soaked garments, and
were able to do some cooking, and to have a blaze
to give them a little heat during the night, for
the air turned cold after the disappearance of the
sun.
When the others had sunk into an uneasy slumber, the Président and Professer Pludder sat long,
replenishing the lire, and talking of their future
course.
"1 think," said the professer, "that we shall find
a considérable population alive among the mountains. There is nothing in Colorado below four
thousand feet élévation, and not much below five
thousand. The great inner 'parks' were probably
turned into lakes, but they wlll drain off, as the
land around us here has done already,
"Those who managed to find places of comparative
shelter will now descend into the level lands and
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try to hunt up the site of their homes. If only
some plants and grain have been preserved they can,
after a fashion, begin to cultivate the soil."
"But there is no soil," said the Président, shuddering at the recollection of the dévastation he had
witnessed. It has ail been washed off."
"No," replied the professer, "there's yet a good
deal in the low places, where the water rested."
"But it is now the xniddle of winter."
"Reckoned by the almanac it is, but you see that
the température is that of summer, and has been
such for months. I think that this is due in some
way to the influence of the nebula, although I cannot account for it. At any rate it will be possible
to plant and sow.
"The whole body of the atmosphère having been
raised four thousand feet, the atmospheric conditions here now are virtually the same as at the former sea-level. If we can find the people and reassure them, we must take the lead in restoring the
land to fertility, and also in the reconstruction of
homes."
"Suppose the flood should recommence?"
"There is no likelihood of it."
"Then," said the Président, putting his face between his hands and gazing sadly into the fire,
"here is ail that remains of the mightiest nation
of the world, the richest, the most populous—and
we are to build up out of this remnant a new
fatherland."
"This is not the only remnant," said Professer
Pludder. One-quarter, at least, of the area of the
United States is still above sea-level. Think of
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, the larger
part of California, Wyoming, a part of Montana,
two-thirds of Idaho, a half of Oregon and Washington—ail above the critical level of four thousand
feet, and ail except the steepest mountain-sides can
be reclaimed.
"There is hope for our country yet. Remember that the climate of this entire région will now
be changed, since the barometric isobars have been
lifted up, and the line of thirty inches pressure
now meets the edge of the Colorado plateau. There
may be a corresponding change in the rainfall and
in ail the conditions of culture and fertility."
"Yes," sighed the Président, "but I cannot, I cannot withdraw my mind from the thought of the
millions, millions, millions who have perished!"
"I do not say that we should forget them," replied Professer Pludder; "Heaven forbid! But I
do say that we must give our attention to those that
remain, and turn our faces steadily toward the
future."
"Abîel," returned the Président, pressing the
professor's hand, "yoù are right. My confidence in
you was shaken, but now I follow you again."
Thus they talked until midnight, and then got
a little rest with the others. They were up and off
at break of day, and as they mounted higher they
began to encounter immense rocks that had come
tumbling down from above.
"How can you talk of people escaping toward the
mountains if they had to encounter these?" demanded the Président.
"Some of these rocks have undoubtedly been

brought down by the torrents," Professer Pludder
replied, "but I believe that the greater number fell
earlier, during the earthquakes that accompanied
the first invasions of the sea."
"But those earthquakes may have continued ail
through."
"I do not think so. We have felt no trembling
of the earth. I believe that the convulsions lasted
only for a brief period, while the rocks were yielding to the pressure along the old sea-coast. After
a little the crust below adjusted itself to the new
conditions. And even if the rocks fell while people
were trying to escape from the flood below, they
must, like the water, have followed the gorges and
hollow places, while the fugitives would, of course,
keep upon the ridges."
Whatever périls they may have encountered, people had certainly escaped as the professer had
averred. When the party, in the middle of the day,
were seated at their lunch, on an elevated point
from which they could see far over the strange
océan that they had left behind them, while the
southern buttresses of Pike's Peak rose steeply toward the north, they discovered the first evidence of
the existence of refugees in the mountains. Thie
was a smoke rising over an intervening ridge,
which their new companions declared could be due
to nothing less than a large camp-fire.
They hastened to finish their meal, and then
clirabed the ridge. As soon as they reached it they
found themselves looking down into a broad, shallow
canon, where there were nearly twenty rudely constructed cabins, with a huge fire blazing in the
midst of the place, and half a dozen red-shirted men
busy about it, evidently occupied in the préparation
of the dinner of a large party.
Their friends recognized an acquaintance in one
of the men below and hailed him with delight. Instantly men, women and children came running out
of the huts to look at them, and as they descended
into this improvised village they were received
with a hospitality that was almost hilarious.
The refugees consisted of persons who had
escaped from the lower lands in the immédiate
vicinity, and they were struck dumb when told that
they were entertaining the Président of the United
States and his family.
The entire history of their adventures was related on both sîdes. The refugees told how, at the
commencement of the great rain, when it became
évident that the water would inundate their farms
and buildings, they loaded themselves with as many
provisions as they could carry, and, in spite of the
suffocating downpour that filled the air, managed
to fight their way to the ridge overhanging the
deep eut in which they were now encamped.
Hardly a quarter of those who started arrîved
in safety. They sheltered themselves to the number
of about thirty, in a huge cavern, which faced down
the mountain, and had a slightly upward sloping
floor, so that the water did not enter. Here, by
careful econoray, they were able to eke out their
provisions until the sky cleared, after which the
men, being used to outdoor labor and hunting,
contrived to supply the wants of the forlorn little
community.
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They managed to kill a few animais, and found
the bodies of others reoently killed, or drowned.
Later they descended into the lowlands, as the water
ran off, and searching among the ruins of their
houses found some remnants of supplies in the cellars and about the foundations of the barns. They
were preparing to go down in a body and seek to
reestablish themselves on the sites of their old
homes, when the President's party came upon them.
The meeting with these refugees was but the first
of a sériés of similar encounters on the way along
the eastern face of the Pike's Peak range. In the
aggregate they met several hundred survîvors who
had established themselves on the site of Colorado
Springs, where a large number of houses, standing
on the higher ground, had escaped.
They had been soaked with water, descending
through the shattered roofs and broken Windows,
and pouring into the basements and cellars; the
fugitives came from ail directions, some from the
caverns on the mountains, and some from the rocks
toward the north and east. A considérable number
asserted that they had found refuge in the Garden
of the Gods.
As near as could be estimated, about a quarter
of the population remained alive. The strong points
of Professer Pludder now, once more, came out
conspicuously. He proved himself an admirable
organiser. He explored ail the country round, and
enheartened everybody, setting them to work to
repair the damage as much as possible.
Some horses and cattle were found whichTfollowing their instincts, had managed to escape the flood.
In the houses and other buildings yet standing a
great deal of food and other supplies was discovered, so that there was no danger of a famine.
As he had anticipated, the soil had not ail been
washed away from the flat land, and he advised the
inhabitants to plant quiek-growing seeds at once.
He utilized the horses to send couriers in ail directions, some going even as far as Denver. Everywhere virtually the same conditions were found—
many had escaped and were alive, only needing the
guidance of a quicker intelligence, and this was supplied by the advice which the professer instructed
his envoya to spread among the people. He sought
to cheer them still more by the information that the
Président was among them, and looking out for
their welfare.
One thing which his couriers at last began to
report to him was a cause of surprise. They said
that the level of the water was rapidly falling.
Some who had gone far toward the east declared
that it had gone down hundreds of feet. But the
professer reflected that this was impossible, because
evaporation could not account for it, and he could
not persuade himself that so much water could have
found its way into the interîor of the crust.
He concluded that his informants had allowed
their hopes to affect their eyesight, and, strong as
usual in his professîonal dogmas, he made no Personal examination.
Besîdes, Professer Pludder
was begînning to be shaken in his first belief that
ail trouble from the nebula was at an end. Once
having been forced to accept the hypothesis that a
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watery nebula had met the earth, He began to reflect
that they mîght not be through with it.
In any event, he deemed it wise to préparé for it
if it shovld corne back. Accordingly he advised that
the population that remained should concentrate in
the stronger houses, built of stone, and that every
effort should be made to strengthen them further
and to make the roofs as solid as possible. He also
directed that no houses should be occupied that were
not situated on high ground, surrounded with slopes
that would give ready flow to the water in case the
deluging rain should recommence.
He had no fixed conviction that it would recommence, but he was uneasy, owing to his reflections,
and wished to be on the safe side. He sent similar
instructions as far as his horsemen could reach.
The wisdom of his doubts became manifest about
two weeks after the arrivai of the President's party.
Without warning the sky, which had been perfectly
blue and cloudless for a month, turned a sickly yellow. Then mists hid the head, and in a little while
the entire outline of Pike's Peak, and after that a
heavy rain began,
Terror instantly seized the people, and at first
nobody ventured out of doprs. But as time went on
and the rain did not assume the proportions of the
former débâcle, although it was very heavy and continuous, hope revived. Everybody was on the watch
for a sudden clearing up.
Instead of clearing, however, the rain became
very irregular, gushing at time in torrents which
were even worse than the original downpour, but
these tremendous gushes were of brief duration, so
that the water had an opportunity to run off the
higher ground before the next downpour occurred.
This went on for a week, and then the people
were terrified at finding that water was pouring up
through ail the dépressions of the land, cutting off
the highlands from Pike's Peak with an arm of the
sea. It was évident that the flood had been rapidly
rising, and if it should rise but little higher they
would be caught in a trap, The inland sea, it was
clear, had now invaded the whole of Colorado to the
feet of the mountains, and was creeping up on them.
Just at this time a sériés of earthquakes began.
They were not severe, but were continuous. The
ground cracked open in places, and some houses
were overturned, but there were no wall-shattering
ahocks—only a continuai and dreadful trembling,
accompanied by awful subterranean sounds.
This terrible state of affaira had lasted for a day
before a remarkable discovery was made, which
filled many hearts with joy, although it seemed to
puzzle Professer Pludder as much as it rejoiced him.
The new advance of the sea was arrested ! There
could be no question of that, for too many had
anxiously noted the points to which the water had
attained.
We have said that Professer Pludder was puzzled. He was seeking, in his mind, a connection
between the seismic tremors and the cessation of
the advance of the sea. Inasmuch as the downpour
continued, the flood ought still to rise.
He rejected as soon as it occurred to him the idea
that the earth could be drinking up the waters as
fast as they fell, and the idea that the trembling
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was an accompaniment of this gigantic déglutition.
Sitting in a room with the Président and other
mexnbers of the party from Washington, he remained buried in his thoughts, answering inquiries
only in monosyllables. Presently he opened his eyes
very wide and a long-drawn "A-ah!" came from his
mouth. Then he sprang to his feet and cried out,
but only as if uttering a thought aloud to himself :
"The batholite!"
CHAPTER XXI
**The Father of Horror"
AT the time when the Président of the United
States and his companions were begînning
to discover the refugees around Pike's Peak,
Cosmo Versâl's Ark accompanied by the Jules
Verne, whose commander had decided to remain in
touch with his friends, was crossing the submerged
hilîs and valleys of Languedoc under a sun as brilliant as that which had once made them a land of
gold. De Beauxchamps remained aboard the Ark
much of the time.
Cosmo liked to have him with himself and Captain Arms on the bridge, because there they could
talk freely about their plans and prospects, and the
Frenchman was a most entertaining companion.
Meanwhile, the passengers in the saloons and on
the promenade decks formed little knots and coteries
for conversation, for reading, and for mutual diversion, or strolled about from side to side, watching
the endless expanse of waters for the occasional appearance of some inhabitant of the deep that had
wandered over the new ocean's bottom,
These seemed to be coming to the surface to get
bearings. Every such incident reminded them of
what lay beneath the waves, and led them to think
and talk of the awful fate that had overwhelmed
their fellow men, until the spirits of the most careless were subdued by the pervading melancholy.
King Richard, strangely enough, had taken a liking for Amos Blank, who was frequently asked to
join the small and somewhat exclusive circle of
compatriots that continually surrounded the fallen
monarch. The billionaire and the king often leaned
elbow to elbow over the rail, and put their heads
companionably together while pointing out some object on the sea. Lord Swansdown felt painfully eut
by this, but, of course, he could offer no objection.
Finally Cosmo invited the king to corne upon the
bridge, from which passengers were generally excluded, and the king insisted that Blank should go,
too. Cosmo consented, for Blank seemed to him to
have become quite a changed man, and was sometimes full of practical suggestions.
So it happened that when Captain Arms announced that the Ark was passîng over the ancient
city of Carcassonne, Cosmo, the king, de Beauxchamps, Amos Blank, and the captain were ail together on the bridge. When Captain Arms mentioned their location, King Richard became very
thoughtful. After musing for a time he said :
"Ah! how ail these names, Toulouse, Carcassonne,
Languedoc, bring back to me the memory of my
namesake of olden times, Richard I of England.
This, over which we are floating, was the land of the

Troubadours, and Richard was the very Prince of
Troubadours. With ail his faults England never
had a king like him!"
"Knowing your dévotion to peace, which was thè
reason why I wished you to be of the original Company in the Ark, I am surprised to hear you say
that," said Cosmo.
"Ah ! But Cœur de Lion was a true Englishman,
even in his love of fighting. What would he say if
he knew where England lies to-day? What would
he say if he knew the awful fate that had corne upon
this fair and pleasant land, from whose poets and
singers he learned the art of minstrelsy?"
"He would say, 'Do not despair,' " returned Cosmo. " 'Show the courage of an Englishman, and
light for your race if you cannot for your country.' "
"But may not England, may not ail these lands,
emerge again from the floods?" asked the king.
"Not in our time, not in our children's time," replied Cosmo Versai, thoughtfully shaking his head.
"In the remote future, yes—but I cannot tell how
remote. Tibet was once an appanage of your crown,
before China taught the West what war meant, and
in Tibet you may help to found a new empire, but
I must tell you that it will not resemble the empires
of the past. Democracy will be its corner-atone,
and science its law.
"Then I devote myself to democracy and science,"
responded King Richard.
"Good I Admirable I" exclaimed Amos Blank and
de Beauxchamps simultaneously, while Captain
Arms seemed on the point of patting the king on the
back. But his attention, together with that of the
others, was distracted by a huge whale blowing almost directly in the course of the Ark.
"Blessed if I ever expected to see a sight like
that in these parts!" exclaimed the captain. "This
lifting the océan up into the sky is upsetting the
order of nature. l'd as soon expect to sight a
cachalot on top of the Rocky Mountains."
"They'll be there, too, before long," said Cosmo.
"1 wonder what he's looking for," continued Captain Arms. "He must have corne down from the
north.
He couldn't have got in through the
Pyrenees or the Sierra Nevadas. He's just navigated right over the whole country, straight down
from the channel."
The whale sounded at the approach of the Ark,
but in a little while he was blowing again off toward the south, and then the passengers caught
sight of him, and there was great excitement.
He seemed to be of enormous size, and he sent
his fountain to an extraordinary height in the air.
On he went, appearing and disappearing, steering
direct for Africa, until, only with glasses, could
they see his white plume blowing on the horizon.
Not even the reflection that they themselves were
sailing over Europe impressed some of the passengers with so vivid a sense of their situation as
the sight of this monstrous inhabitant of the océan
taking a view of his new domain.
At night Cosmo continued the concerts and the
présentation of the Shakespearian dramas, and for
an hour each afternoon he had a "conférence" in
the saloon, at which Theriade and Sir Atheîatone
were almoat the sole performers.
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Their disputes, and Cosmo's efforts to keep the
peace, amused for a while, but at length the audiences diminished until Cosmo himself, with his constant companions, the Frenchman, the king, Araos
Blank, the three professors from Washington, and
a few other savants were the only listeners.
But the music and the plays always drew immensely. Joseph Smith was kept busy most of tho
time in Cosmo's cabin, copying plans for the régénération of mankind.
When they knew that they had passed over the
borders of France and were sailing above the
Mediterranean Sea, it became necessary to lay their
course with considérable care. Cosmo decided that
the only safe plan would be to run south of Sardinia,
and then keep along between Sicily and Tunis, and
so on toward lower Egypt.
There he intended to seek a way over the mountains north of the Sinai peninsula into the Syrian
desert, from which he could reach the ancient valley
of tho Euphrates and the Persian Gulf. He would
then pass down the Arabian Sea, swing round India,
and Ceylon, and, by way of the Bay of Bengal and
the plains of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, approach the Himalayas.
Captain Arms was rather inclined to follow the
Gulf of Suez and the dépression of the Red Sea,
but Cosmo was afraid that they would have difficulty in getting the Ark safely through between
the Mt. Sinai peaks and the Jebel Gharib range.
"Well, you're the commodore," said the captain
at the end of the discussion, "but hang me if l'd
not rather follow a sea, where I know the courses,
than go navigating over mountains and deserts in
the land of Shinar. We'll land on top of Jérusalem
yet, you'll see!"
Feeling sure of plenty of water under keel, they
now made better speed, and de Beauxchamps retired
into the Jules Veine, and detached it from the Ark,
finding that he could distance the latter easily with
the submersible running just beneath the surface
of the water,
"Corne up to blow, and take a look around from
the bridge, once in a while," the captain called out
to him as he disappeared and the cover closed over
him. The Jules Verne immediately sank out of
sight.
They passed round Sardinia, and between the
old African coast and Sicily, and were approaching
the Malta ChannelBwhen their attention was drawn
to vast smoke far off toward the north.
"It's Etna in éruption," said Cosmo to the captain.
"A magnificent sight!" exclaimed King Richard,
who happened to be on the bridge.
"Yes, and l'd like to see it nearer," remarked
Cosmo, as a wonderful column of smoke, as black
as ink, seemed to shoot up to the very zénith.
"You'd better keep a way," Captain Arms said
warningly. "There's no good cornes of fooling round
volcanoes in a ship."
"Oh, it's safe enough," returned Cosmo. "We can
run right over the southeastern corner of Sicily and
get as near as we like. There is nothing higher
than about three thousand feet in that part of the
island, so we'll have a thousand feet to spare."
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"But maybe the water has lowered somewhat."
"Not more than a foot or two," said Cosmo. "Go
ahead."
The captain plainly didn't fancy the adventure,
but he obeyed orders, and the Ark's nose was turned
northward, to the delight of many of the passengers
who had become greatly interested when they
learned that the tremendous smoke that they saw
came from Mount Etna.
Some of them were
nervous.
The more adventurous spirits heartily applauded
Cosmo Versâl's design to give them a doser view of
so extraordinary a spectacle. Even from their présent distance the sight was one that might have
filled them ail with terror if they had not already
been through adventures which had hardened their
nerves. The smoke was truly terrifie in appearance.
It did not spread low over the sea, but rose
in an almost vertical column, widening out at a
height of several miles, until it seemed to canopy
the whole sky toward the north.
It could be seen spinning in immense rolling
masses, the outer part of which were turned by the
sunshine to a dingy brown color, while the main
stem of the column, rising directly from the great
crater, was of pitchy blackness.
An awful roaring was audible, sending a shiver
through the Ark. At the bottom of the raass of
smoke, through which gleams of fire were seen to
shoot as they drew nearer, appeared the huge conical form of the mountain, whose dark bulk still rose
nearly seven thousand feet above the sea that covered the great, beautiful, and historié island beneath it.
They had got within about twenty miles of the
base of the mountain, when a shout was heard by
those on the bridge, and Cosmo and the captain,
looking for its source, saw the Jules Verne, risen to
the surface, a little to starboard, and de Beauxchamps excitedly signaling to them. They just
made out the words, "Sheer off!" when the Ark,
with a groaning sound, took ground, and they were
almost precipitated over the rail of the bridge.
"Aground again, by—!" exclaimed Captain Arms,
instantly signaling ail astern. "I told you not to go
fooling round a volcano.'
"This beats me!" cried Cosmo Versâl. "I wonder
if the island has begun to riae."
"More likely the sea has begun to fall," growled
Captain Arms.
"Do you know where we are?" asked Cosmo.
"We can't be anywhere but on the top of Monte
Lauro," replied the captain.
"But that's only three thousand feet high."
"It's exactly three thousand two hundred and
thirty feet," said the captain. "I haven't navigated
the old Mediterranean a hundred tîmes for nothing."
"But even then we should have near seven hundred and fifty feet to spare, allowing for the draft
of the Ark, and a slight subsidence of the water."
"Well, you haven't allowed enough, that's plain,"
said the captain.
"But it's impossible that the flood can have aubsided more than seven hundred feet already."
"I don't care how impossible it is—here we arel
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We're stock on a mountain-top, and if we don't
leave our bones on it l'm a porpoise."
By this time the Jides Verne was alongside, and
de Beauxchamps shouted up:
"I was running twenty feet under water, keeping
along with the Ark, when my light suddenly revealed the mountain ahead. I hurried up and tried
to warn you, but it was too late."
"Can't you go down and see where we're fast?"
asked Cosmo.
"Certainly; that's just what I was about to propose," replied the Frenchman, and immediately the
submersible disappeared.
After a long time, during which Cosmo succeeded
in allaying the fears of his passengers, the submersible reappeared, and de Beauxchamps made his
report. He said that the Ark was fast near the
bow on a bed of shelly limestone.
He thought that by using the utmost force of the
Jvles Verne, whose engines were very powerful,
in pushing the Ark, combined with the backing of
her own engines, she might be got off.
"Hurry up, then, and get to work," eried Captain Arms. "This flood is on the ebb, and a few
hours more will find us stuck here like a ray with
his saw in a whale's back."
De Beauxchamps's plan was immediately adopted.
The Jules Verne descended, and pushed with ail her
force, while the engines of the Ark were reversed,
and within fifteen minutes they were once more
afloat.
Without waiting for a suggestion from Cosmo
Versai, the Frenchman carefully inspected with his
search-light the bottom of the Ark where she had
struck, and when he came to the surface he was
able to report that no serious damage had resulted.
"There's no hole," he said, "only a slight denting
of one of the plates, which will not amount to anything."
Cosmo, however, was not content until he had
made a careful inspection by opening some of the
manholes in the inner skin of the vessel. He found
no cause for anxiety, and in an hour the Ark resumed its voyage eastward, passlng over the site of
ancient Syracuse.
By this time a change of the wind had sent the
smoke from Etna in their direction, and now it
lay thick upon the water, and rendered it, for a
while, impossible to see twenty fathoms from the
bridge.
"It's old Etna's dying salute," said Cosmo. "He
won't have his head above water much longer."
"But the flood îs going down," exclaimed Captain
Arms.
"Yes, and that puzzles me. There must have been
an enormous absorption of water into the interior,
far greater than I ever imagined possible. But wait
until the nucleus of the nebula strikes us! In the
mean time, this lowering of the water renders it
necessary for us to make haste, or we may not get
over the mountains round Suez before the downpour recommences."
As soon as they escaped from the smoke of Etna
they ran full speed ahead again, and, keeping well
south of Crete, at length, one morning they found

themselves in the latitude and longitude of Alexandrie.
The weather was still superb, and Cosmo was
very desirous of getting a line on the présent height
of the water. He thought that he could make a
fair estimate of this from the known height of the
mountains about Sinai. Accordingly they steered
in that direction, and on the way passed directly
over the site of Caîro.
Then the thought of the pyramids came to them
ail, and de Beauxchamps, who had corne aboard the
Ark, and who was always moved by sentimental
considérations, proposed that they should spend a
few hours here, while he descended to inspect the
condition in which the flood had left those mighty
monuments.
Cosmo not only consented to this, but he even
offered to be a member of the party. The Frenchman was only too glad to have his company. Cosmo Versai descended into the submersible after
instructing Captain Arms to hover in the neighborhood.
The passengers and crew of the Ark, with expressions of anxiety that would have pleased their
subject if he had heard them, watched the Jules
Verne disappear into the depths beneath.
The submersible was gone so long that the
anxiety of those aboard the Ark deepened into
alaraa, and finally became almost panic. They had
never before known how much they depended upon
Cosmo Versai.
He was their only reliance, their only hope. He
alone had knowxi how to keep up their spirits, and
when he had assured them, as he so often did, that
the flooding would surely recommence, they had
hardly been terrified because of their unexpressed
confidence that, let corne what would, his great
brain would find a way out for them.
Now he was gone, down into the depths of this
awful sea, where their imaginations pictured a
thousand unheard of périls, and perhaps they would
never see him again! Without him they knew
themselves to be helpless. Even Captain Arms
almost lost his nerve.
The strong good sense of Amos Blank alone saved
them from the utter despair that began to seize
them as hour after hour passed without the reappearance of the Jules Verne,
His experience had taught him how to keep a
level head in an emergency, and how to control
panics. With King Richard always at his side, he
went about among the passengers and fairly iaughed
them out of their fears.
Without discussing the matter at ail, he convinced
them, by simple force of his own apparent confidence, that they were worrying themselves about
nothing.
He was, in fact, as much alarmed as any of the
others, but he never showed it. He started a rumor,
after six hours had elapsed, that Cosmo himself
had said that they would probably require'ten or
twelve hours for their exploration.
Cosmo had said nothing of the kind, but Blank's
prévarication had its intended effect, and, fortunately, before the lapse of another six hours, there
waa news from under the sea.
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And what was happening in the mysterîous
depths below the Ark? What had so long detaîned
the submersible?
The point where the descent was made had been
so well chosen that the JvJ.es Verne almost struck
the apex of the Great Pyramid as it approached the
bottom. The water was somewhat muddy from the
sands of the desert, and the search-light streamed
through a yellowish médium, recalling the "golden
atmosphère" for which Egypt had been celebrated.
But, nevertheless, the light was so powerful that
they could see distinctly at a distance of several
rods.
The pyramid appeared to have been but little injured, although the tremendous tidal wave that had
swept up the Nile during the invasion of the sea before the downpour began had scooped out the sand
down to the bed-rock on ail sides,
Finding nothing of particular interest in a circuit of the pyramid, they turned in the direction
of the Great Sphinx.
This, too, had been excavated to its base, and it
now stood up to its full height, and a terrible expression seemed to have corne into its enigmatic
features.
Cosmo wished to get a close look at it, and they
ran the submersible into actual contact with the
forepart of the gigantic statue, just under the
mighty chin.
While they paused there, gazing out of the front
window of the vessel, a bursting sound was heard,
followed by a loud crash, and the Jules Verne was
shaken from stem to stern. Every man of them
threw himself against the sides of the vessel, for
the sound came from overhead, and they had an instinctive notion that the roof was being crushed
down upon them.
A second resounding crash was heard, shaking
them like an earthquake, and the little vessel rolled
partly over upon its side.
"We are lost!" cried de Beauxchamps. "The
Sphinx is falling upon us ! We shall be buried alive
here!"
?
A third crash came over their heads, and the submersible seemed to sink beneath them as if seeking
to avoid the fearful blows that were rained upon its
roof.
Still, the stout curved ceiling, strongly braced
wîthin, did not yield, although they saw, with
affright, that it was bulged inward, and some of the
braces were torn from their places. But no water
came in.
Stunned by the suddenness of the accident, for a
few moments they did nothing but cling to such supports as were within their reach, expecting that
another blow would either force the vessel completely over or break the roof in.
But complété silence now reigned, and the missiles from above ceased to strike the submersible.
The search-light continued to beam out of the fore
end of the vessel, and following its broad ray with
their eyes, they uttered one cry of mingled amazement and fear, and then stared without a word at
such a spectacle as the wildest imagination could
not have pietured.
The front of the Sphinx had disappeared, and the
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light, penetrating beyond the place where ît had
stood, streamed upon the face and breast of an
enormous black figure, seated on a kind of throne,
.and staring into their faces with flaming eyes which
)at once fascinated and terrified them.
To their startled imaginations the eyes seemed
to roll in their sockets, and flashes of fire to dart
from them. Their expression was menacing and
terrifying beyond belief. At the same time the aspect of the face was so majestic that they cowered
before it.
The cheek bones were high and massive and
polished until they shone in the light; the nose and
chin were powerful in their contours ; and the brow
wore an intimidating frown. It seemed to the awed
onlookers as if they had sacrilegiously burst into
the sanctuary of an offended god.
But, after a minute or two of stupéfaction, they
thought again of the desperateness of their situation, and turned from staring at the strange idol to
consider what they should do.
The fact that no water was finding its way into
the submersible somewhat reassured them, but the
question now arose whether it could be withdrawn
from its position.
They had no doubt that the front of the Sphinx,
saturated by the water after the thousands of years
that it had stood there, exposed to the desiceating
influences of the sun and the desert sands, had suddenly disintegrated, and fallen upon them, pinnîng
their vessel fast under the fragments of its huge
chin.
De Beauxchamps trîed the engines and found that
they had no effect in moving the Jvles Verne. He
tried again and again to disengage the vessel, by
reversing but it would not stir. Then they debated
the only other means of escape.
"Although I have levium life-suits," said the
Frenchman, "and although the top can probably bè
opened, for the door seems not to have been touched,
yet the instant it is removed the water will rush in,
and it will be impossible to pump out the vessel."
"Are your life-suits so arranged that they will
permit of moving the limbs?" demanded Cosmo.
"Certainly they are."
"And can they be weighted so as to remain at the
bottom?"
"They are arranged for that," responded de
Beauxchamps.
"And can the weights be detached from within
by the înmates without permitting the entrance of
water?"
"It can be done, although a very little water
might enter during the opération."'
"Then," said Cosmo, "let us put on the suits,
open the door, take out the ballast so that, if released, the submersible will rise to the surface
through its own buoyancy, and then see if we cannot loosen the vessel from outsidé."
It was a suggestion whose boldness made even the
owner and constructor of the JvJes Verne stare for
a moment, but evidently it was the only possible
way in which the vessel might be saved ; and knowing that, in case of failure, they could themselves
float to the surface after removing the weights from
the bottom of the suits, they unanixnously decided
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to try Cosmo Versâl's plan. It was terribly hard
work getting the ballast out of the submersible,
working as they had to do under water, which
rushed in as soon as the door was opened, and in
their awkward suits, which were provided with
npparatus for renewing the supply of oxygen; but
at last they succeeded.
Then they clambered outside, and labored desperately to release the vessel from the huge fragments of stone that pinned it down. Finally, exhausted by their efforts, and unable to make any
impression, they gave up.
De Beauxchamps approached Cosmo, and motioned to him that it was time to ascend to the surface and leave the Jules Verne to her fate. But
.Cosmo signaled back that he wished first to examine
more closely the strange statue that was gazing upon them in the still unextinguished beam of the
search-light with what they might now bave regarded as a look of mockery.
The others, accordingly, waited while Cosmo
Versai, greatly impeded by his extraordinary garment, clambered up to the front of the figure, There
he saw something which redoubled his amazement.
On the broad breast he saw a représentation of a
world overwhelmed with a deluge, and encircling it
was what he instantly concluded to be the picture of
a nebula. Underneath, in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics, with which Cosmo was familiar, was an
inscription in letters of gold, which could only be
translated thus :
I Corne Again—
At the End of Time.
"Great HeavensI" he said to himself. "It îs a
prophecy of the Second Deluge!"
He continued to gaze, amazed, at the figure and
the inscription, until de Beauxchamps clambered to
his side and indicated to him that it was necessary
that they should ascend without further delay,
showing him by signs that the air-renewing apparatus would give out.
With a last lingering look at the figure, Cosmo
imitated the others by detaching the weights from
below his feet, and a minute later they were ail
shooting rapidly toward the surface of the sea, de
Beauxchamps, as he afterward declared, uttering a
prayer for the repose of the Jules Verne.
The imaginary time which Amos Blank had fixed
as the limit set by Cosmo for the return from the
depths was nearly gonc, and he was beginning to
cast about for some other invention to quiet the
rîstng fears of the passengers, when it came in a
visible form, which made the eyes of Captain Arms,
the first to catch sight of it, start from their
sockets. He rubbed them, and looked again—but
there it was!
A huge head, human in outline, with bulging,
glassy eyes, popped suddenly out of the depths, followed by the upper part of a gigantic form which
was no less suggestive of a monstrous man, and
which immediately began to wave its arms!
Before the captain could collect his senses another shot to the surface, and then another and another, until there were seven of them floating and
awkwardly gesticulating within a radius of a hundred fathpms on the starboard side pf the vessel.

The whole sériés of apparitions did not occupy
more than a quarter of a minute in making their
appearance.
By the time the last had sprung into sight Captain Arms had recovered his wits, and he shouted
an order to lower a boat, at the same time running
down from the bridge to superintend the opération.
Many of the crew and passengers had in the mean
time seen the strange objecta, and they were
thrown into a state of uncontrollable excitement.
"It's them!" shouted the captain over his
shoulder, in response to a hundred inquiries ail put
at once, and forgetting his grammar in the excitement. "They've come up in diving-suits."
Amos Blank comprehended the situation at once;
and while the captain was attending to getting out
the boat, he explained matters to the crowd.
"The submersible must be lost," he said quietly,
"but the men have eseaped, so there is no great
harm done. It does great crédit to that Frenchman
that he should have been prepared for such an
eraergency. Those are levium suits, and l've no
doubt that he has got hydrogen somewhere inside
to increase their buoyancy."
Within a quarter of an hour ail the seven had
been picked up by the boat, and returned to the
Ark. The strange forma were lifted aboard with
tackle to save time; and as the first one reached
the deck, it staggered about on its big limbs for
a moment.
Then the metallic head opened, and the featurea
of de Beauxchamps were revealed within.
Before anybody could assist him he had freed himself from the suit, and immediately began to aid the
others. In ten minutes they ail stood safe and sound
before the astonished eyes of the spectators. Cosmo
had sufïered the most from the confinement, and he
sank upon a seat, but de Beauxchamps seemed to
be the most affected. With downcast look he said,
sadly shaking his head:
"The poor Jules Verne! I shall never see her
again."
"What has happened?" demanded Captain Arms.
"It was the Father of Horror," muttered Cosmo
Versai.
"The Father of Horror—what's that?"
"Why, the Great Sphinx," returned Cosmo, gradually recovering his breath. "Didn't you know that
that was what the Arabs always called the Sphinx?
"It was that which fell upon the submersible—
split right open and dropped its great chin upon
us as we were sailing round it, and pinned us fast.
But the sight that we saw when the Sphinx fell
apart! Tell them de Beauxchamps."
The Frenchman took up the narrative, while, with
breathless attention, passengers and crew crowded
about to listen to his taie.
"When wejgot to the bottom," he said "we first
inspected the Great Pyramid, goihg ail round it
with our search-light. It was in good condition, although the tide that had corne up the Nile with
the invasion of the sea had washed away the sands
to a great depth ail about. When we had completed
the circuit of the pyramid, we saw the Sphinx,
which had been excavated by the water so that it
stood up to its full height.
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"We ran close around it, and when we were under the chin the whole thing:, saturated by the water,
which no doubt caused an expansion within—you
know how many thousand years the gigantic îdol
had been desiccated by the sun and the desert winds
—dropped apart.
"The submersible was caught by the falling mass,
and partly crushed. We labored for hours and
hours to release the vessel, but there was little that
we could do. It almost broke my heart to think of
leaving the Jules Verne there, but it had to be done.
"At last we put on the levium floating-suits,
opened the cover at the top, and came to the surface,
The last thing I saw was the search-light, still burning, and illuminating the most marvelous spectacle
that human eyes ever gazed upon."
"Oh, what was it? What was it?" demanded a
score of voices in chorus.
"It is impossible to describe it. It was the secret
of old Egypt revealed at last—at the end of the
world !"
"But what was it like?"
"Like a glimpse into the remotest corridors of
time," interposed Cosmo Versai, with a curious look
in his eyes.
"Some of you may have heard that long ago holes
were driven through the Sphinx in the hope of discovering something hidden inside, but they missed
the secret. The old god kept it well until his form
fell apart. We were pinned so close to it that we
could not help seeing it, even in the excitement of
our situation.
"It had always been supposed that the Sphinx
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was the symbol of something—it was, and more
than a symbol! The explorers away back in the
nineteenth century who thought that they had found
something mysterious in the Great Pyramid went
wide of the mark when they neglected the Sphinx."
"But what did you see?"
"We saw the prophecy of the Second Deluge,"
said Cosmo, risîng to his feet, his piercing eyes
aflame. "In the heart of the huge mass, approachable, no doubt, by some concealed passage in the
rock beneath, -known only to the priests, stood a
gigantic idol, carved out of black marble.
"It had enormous eyes of some gem that blazed
in the electric beam from the search-light, with
huge golden ears and beard, and on its breast was
a représentation of a drowning world, with a great
nebula sweeping over it."
"It might have been a history instead of a prophecy," suggested one of the listening savants.
"Perhaps it only told what had once happened."
"No," replied Cosmo, shaking his big head. "It
was a prophecy. Under it, in ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphics, which I recognized, was an inscription which could only be translated by the words,
T corne again—at the end of time!'"
There was a quality in Cosmo Versâl's voice
which made the hearers shudder with horror.
"Yes," he added. "It cornes again ! The prophecy
was hidden, but science had its means of révélation,
too, if the world would but have listened to its
voice. Even without the prophecy I have saved the
flower of mankind."
(To be conchided next month)
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By MURRAY LEINSTER
(Concluded)
that what BurI said was true, as they had already seemed cast from bronze, and he was a proud figure
known.
as he led Saya past the black pool and to the doorThen, while the pink-skinned men feasted on the
way of their home.
xneat Burl had provided for them, he and Saya went
They sat there, watching, while the darkness
toward the burrow he had made ready. It was came on and the moths and fireflies emerged to
not like the other burrows, being set apart from dance in the night, and listened when the rain bethem, and its entrance was bordered on either side
gan its slow, deliberate dripping from the heavy
by mushrooms as black as night. Ail about the clouds above. Presently a gentle rumbling began—
entrance the black mushrooms clustered, a strange the accumulation of the rain from ail the mountainspecies that grew large and scattered its spores side forming a torrent that would pour in a sixabroad and then of its own accord melted into an hundred-foot drop to the river far below.
inky liquid that flowed away, sinking slowly into
The sound of the rushing water grew louder, and
the ground.
was echoed back from the cliffs on the other side of
In a little hollow below the opening of the burrow
the valley. The fireflies danced like fairy lights in
an inky pool had gathered, which reflected the gray
the chasm, and ail the créatures of the night winged
clouds above and the shapes of the mushrooms that their way aloft to join in the ecstasy of life and
overhung its edges.
love.
Burl and Saya made their way toward the burrow
And then, when darkness was complété, and only
in silence, a picturesque couple against the black
the
fitful gleams of the huge fireflies were reflected
background of the sable mushrooms and the earth
from
the still surface of the black pool beneath their
made dark by the inky liquid. Both of their figures
feet,
Burl
reached out his hand to Saya, sitting bewere swathed in cloaks of unsmirched whiteness and
side
him
in
the darkness. She yielded shyly, and
wondrous softness, and bound to Burl's forehead
her
soft,
warm
hand found his in the obscurity.
were the feathery, lacelike antennae of a great moth,
And
Burl
bent
over
and kissed her on the lips.
making flowing plumes of purest gold. His spear
The End
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By A. HYATT VERRILL
(Concluded)
him a ten dollar bill, he grinned knowingîy, threw
in the gears and with loudly honking horn headed
uptown as I had directed.
Hastily bandaging Lemuel's face with my handkerchief to prevent any further complications arising over blood dripping on the taxi seat or floor,
and half-supporting him, for he was still dazed
and groggy and without his glasses was almost as
blind as a bat, I fanned him with my hat.
Presently he showed signs of recovering, took
several deep breaths of relief and ruefully felt of
his varions bumps, contusions and braises. Then,
with a groan, he remarked: "Whew, that fellow
packed an awful punch!"
"Yes" I agreed, "and obviously the fact that you
are invisible does not prevent you from getting
hurt."
"Nor from suffering," mumbled my companion,
"l'm positive my jaw is fractured."
"Don't try to talk," I said. "l'd take you to a
hospital or a doctor's office, but you'd have to be
visible and you're in no fit shape to materialize in
public. You look like a butchery."
By the time we reached my apartments Lemuel
was near a collapse and was, I knew, suffering intensely. But he was still game, and with but
littlè assistance walked up the steps and into my
rooms where he instantly dropped upon a couch.
"Now, if you're able to, and the confounded thing
isn't out of order, get back to your normal state,"
I commahded him. "l'il have my doctor here in a
moment, but you've got to be visible first."
I was greatly worrîed for fear that Lemuel
might faint or lose consciousness before he could
restore himself to visibility, and I was so perturbed
and excited that ît never occurred to me that, even
if he remained invisible, I could give the glasses to
the physicien and thus enable him to attend to
my friend's injuries. However, to my relief, Lemuel
fumbled with his mechanism, and presently was
once more visible to unaided human eyes. And not
an instant too soon. He had exhausted his last
strength in operating the device whîch dropped to
the floor as consciousness left him.
Fortunately, my doctor lived less than a block
distant, and, still more fortunately, he was in his
office. Within five minutes he was bending over Dr.
Unsînn, and, being as ail doctors should be, a most
dîscreet man, he forbore to make embarrassing inquiries as to the manner in which Lemuel had received the wounds.
To my intense relief he assured me that there was
no fracture and no injuries more serious than the
one deep gash and severe contusions.
Lemuel regained consciousness as the doctor was

bandaging the wound, but he made no attempt to
speak, and, for that matter, his face was too swollen
and painful to permit him to utter an intelligible
word for the next twenty-four hours.
In the meantime we eagerly bought and read the
papers which were filled with accounts of the Hartwell Building mystery, and I could see by Lemuel's
expression, even through his bandages, that he was
immensely pleased at the attention his feat had
âttracted. There were also items regarding our,
or rather Lemuel's, other exploits. A score of persons had reported the incident of the fainting woman; the man in the subway station had related
his experience, but not a word appeared in print
regarding the sudden vanishing of the car. No
doubt the guard hesitated to mention or report the
matter fearing that his superiors might, quite reasonably, feel that a guard subject to such hallucinations was unfit for his position. And, in ail probability, the passengers who had been présent and
who, the chances were, had spoken to the guard
after our departure, were convinced that they had
been subjected to some optical illusion.
And of course there was no reference to the thiefchase or Lemuel's injuries, for the thief al one had
seen anything out of the ordinary.
And of course no one had suspected our connection with ail the phenomena, for which I was extremely thankful, although it did not please Lemuel,
who declared, somewhat peevishly that he had received no crédit for his astounding discovery.
"Crédit!" I exclaîmed, "If the police knew you
were at the bottom of these things you'd very probably be in jail by now."
"And," I continued, "I hope this last, experience
of yours has convinced you that I was right and
that your discovery is a menace. If you take my
advice you'll destroy every one of your formulae
and every confounded contraption that has to do
with the invention."
A wry grin twisted Dr. Unsinn's plastered and
bandaged face. "No," he declared, "I shaîl destroy
nothing. But I must admit that I have îound my
'discovery is not so bénéficiai to the individuel or the
public at large as I had hoped. It is, I fear, too
vast in its possibilities to be given to the world as
I had planned. But I still am positive that it is a
most important discovery and, if properly employed,
will be of incalculable benefit to the world. No, instead of destroying it as you suggest, I shall
présent it to our government on the understanding
that it shall remain a secret until needed to avert
some national calamity."
I breathed a sigh of deep relief. "In that case,"
I replied, "your invention is as good as destroyed."

The End
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The Man

With the Strange Head

By Dr. MILES J. BREUER
(Conchided)
been in prison for two years ; just last week he was
While the little Frenchnian talked, the undei-released
"
taker's assistant jerked off the sheet. The underChief Peter John Smith interrupted.
taker's work had had its effect in getting rid of the
"l've been putting two and two together, and I
frightful odor, and in making Anstruther's face
can shed a little light on this problem. Three days
présentable. The body, howevei', looked for ail
ago. the day before I was called to watch Anstruther
the world as though it were alive, plump, powerful,
pacing his room, we picked up this man Poulos in
pink. In the chest, over the heart, were two bullet
the alleyway between Rudge & Guenzel's and Miller
holes, not bloody, but clean-cut and black, The
& Paine's. He was unconscious, and must have reFrenchman turned to the body and worked on it
ceived a terrible licking at somebody's hands; his
with a little screw-driver as he talked.
face was almost unrecognizable ; several ribs and
"Mr. Anstruther came to me ten years ago, when
several fingers on his right hand were broken. He
I was a poor mechanic. He had heard of my autoclutched a pistol fitted with a silencer, and we found
matîc chess-player, and my famous animated showthat two shots had been fired from it. Here he
window models; and he offered me time and money
is
"
to find him a mechanical relief for his infirmity. I
A limp, bandaged, plastered man was pushed in
was an assistant at a Paris laboratory, where they
between two policemen. He was sullen and apathehad just learned to split radium and get a hundred
tîc, until he caught sight of Anstruther's face from
horse-power from a pinch of powder. Anstruther
which the chief had drawn a corner of the sheet.
was weak and thin, but ambitious."
Terror and joy seemed to mingle in his face and in
The Frenchman lifted off two plates from the
his voice. He raised his bandaged hand with an
chest
and abdomen of the body, and the flanks
ineffectuai gesture, and started off on some Greek
swung
outward as though on hinges. He removed
religions expression, and then turned dazedly to us,
a number of packages that seemed to fit carefully
speaking painfully through his swollen face.
within, and which were on the ends of cables and
"Glad he dead. I try to kîll him. Shoot him two
chains.
time. No kill. So close
" indicating the distance of a foot from his chest; "then he lick me.
"Now—" he said to the assistants, who held the
He is not man. He is devil. I not kill him, but I
feet. He put his hands into the chest cavity, and
glad he dead !"
as the assistants pulled the feet away, he lifted
The Chief hurried him out, and came in with a
out of the shell a small, wrinkled, emaciated body;
small, dapper man with a black chin whisker. He
the body of an old man, which now looked quite in
apologized to the coroner.
keepîng with the well-known Anstruther head.
"This is not a frame-up. I am just following
Its chest was covered with dried blood, and there
out a hunch that I got a few minutes ago while
were two bullet holes over the heart. The underStoner was talking. This is Mr. Fournier. I found
taker's assistants carried it away while we crowded
his address in Anstruther's room, and dug him up.
around to inspect the mechanism within the arms
I think he will be more important to you doctors
and legs of the pink and live-Iooking shell, headless,
than he will in a court. Tell 'em what you told
gaping at the chest and abdomen, but uncannily like
me!"
a healthy, ppwerful man.
The End
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Dr. M or eau and the "Wolf Girls
An iratc correspondent recently wrotc in, Pakenham IValsh of Bishops Collège, Cal- her savage ways, but she fought ficrccly
voicing his utter disapproval of "The Island cutta.
against wcaring clothcs, and tore them off
of Dr. Morcau." Hc said so much that we
Bishop Walsh relates that about the end of cycn aller they were scwn on her. For a
can not reproducc the Ictter in full, because August, while visiting the Rev. Jal Singh's time she refuscd to be washed and ate with
it would take up too much space, but he took orphanage al Midnapur, Mr. Singh recounted her mouth in a disk. Evcntually she was
iaught to use her hands and say a few words.
us to task, stating that the story was ulterly how he discovcrcd the "wolf girls."
impossible, that animais could never turn
In a distant part of his district not long
She slill is weak mcnlally and ncither cries
into humans, and humans ccrtainly never before the vil légers pointed out to him a pat h nor laughs, but is genllc with animais, preinto animais. He said many other uncom- they avoided because it was haunted by dé- ferring the company of dogs. to children.
plimentàry things about the story in gênerai. mons. Investigation rcvealcd a wolf den in
The above story scems to have cxcited sotnc
there were several wolf cubs and two discussion in London and several named corIn answer we print a clipping which ap- " which
girls,
about
two
and
cight
years
of
âge,
both
respondents
written to the Westminster
peared in the New York Times, from an As- c.xceedingly fierce, runninç on ail fours, utter- Gazette citinghave
the fact that thesc stories are
sociated Press dispatch. As usual, truth is ing guttural barks and living like wolves.
rather common in India, and it scems that in
stranger than fiction.
The supposition was that they were aban- West Africa storics are told of small children
Two little "wolf girls" were found recently doncd as babics. by thair mother or mot lier s being reared by some large specics of monkey.
living in a wolf's den ncar an isolated village and were found and adopted by the she wolf. In the Jungle Book, Rudyard Kipling cnin Bangal, British India, The story is told With much diffienlty, the children were largcs on the association of a child with a band
by The Wcslminster Gagette, which reçoived rescued, but the younger died soon aflcrward. of wolves and lias produeed some of his raost
it from India, vouched for by the Rev. Jal
The elder child 'survived and is notv at the picturcsque fiction in this work.—EDITOR.
Singh of Midnapur, Bcngal, and Bishop orphanage. She was gradually wcancd from
(Continued on page 971)
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LEARN AT HOME
These five component parts of a
complote Radio Instruction Course
arc outlined in five volumes that
contain not merely the essentials as
so many books do, but more, they
contain ail that any modem up-tothe-minute textbook on any subjcct
would cover. They arc in themselves
a COMPLETE radio éducation
teaching every possible portion of
Radio science.
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches,
handsomely bound and illustrated
with charts, diagrams, descriptions
of equipment, etc.
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Me $7.50 Every Oay
Right In Your Own Home!

A LETTER TO COSMO VERSAL
[We print beiow a icttcr which we bave reccivcd. The wrilcr evidently thought that Cosmo
Versai, the fictilious hero of the fictitious story,
"The Second Déluge," was a rcal person and
built bis Ark as dcscribed in the story. Funny as
this is, it certainly testifics to the skill of the
wriler in gving so rcal an aspect to the most obvious fiction.—EDITOR.]
Dcar Sir:
I am interestcd in your Ark and wish you would
scnd me a sel of pians for a small Ark which I
would likc to build to takc carc of my wife and
seven childrcn. So pieasc scnd them at once.
J. W. F., Newport News, Va.
JULES VERNE A "PROMISING WRITER"
We print below the first lincs of a critical letlcr
we rcccived froni one of our esteemed readers. It
should be remembered that Jules Verne died many
y cars ago and on his tombstone at Amiens, France,
thcrc is an impressive figure, an illustration of
which we reproduco on ôur contents-page, in the
upper left-hand corner. We put this next to the
Cosmo Versai Icttcr, as bolh of them are safcly
cnsconced in the domain of classio hilarity.
"Somc time ago I read onc of your issues and
was grcatly surprised to find such reading matter
as is published in your magazine. Mr. Jules
Vernc's story was of the best I bave ever rcad.
Hc is a very promising writer, You also have
scveral othor good stories in the October issue.
E. H., Indianapolis. Ind.
CRITICISM OF THE NAVAL BATTLE IN
"STATION X"
Editer, Amazino Stories:
Have been a rcader of Amazing Stories sînee
the maiden issue. Seeing that you seek opinions
I beg to stale that. first: You seek prestige
through the naines of such old Maslers as Jules
Verne, who, in his day, was suprême as a
describer of the bizarre; but whosc wildest
fligbts of imagination présents things and conditions that arc tq-day merely commonplace, if not
slightly antique and ridiculous. Ile can no longer
amaze us. Most of us have rcad ail that before,
anyway.
Also, many of your authors arc very amalcurish
in the use of words, and short on facts, as in the
case of Mr. Windsor in "Station X." No cruîscr
in existence can makc even the poorest showing
in the présence of a man-of-war. The "Sea Lion"
would have been haiumercd to pièces and sunk in
less than five minutes of coming under the guns of
Battleship No. 11, as she must have donc, in
leaving the lagoon, if your ebart is correct.
If my crîticism sccms harsh, forgive it on the
grounds that I am interestcd in the welfare of
Amazing Stories, and hope to sec them truly
great, and not in the class of cheap fiction.
Prof. Jack E. Edwards,
San Francisco, Calif.
[If you will rcad attentivcly the description of
the sca-fight in the last lines of "Station X," you
will see that much more was involved than the
simple battlc between the cruiscr and the battleship and the Martians' strange wcapons gave an
aspect to the battlc which removes it from criticism.
The great flcet was ail but annihilated, as it was.
Besides this wc have reccived numbers of very
slrong commendalions of "Station X," which has
proved itself a very acceptable story to our readers.
—EDITOR.3
AN INTERESTING SUGGESTION
Editer, Amazing Stories:
Your magazine Amazing Stories is the best I
have read in ycars so I would liko to see it corne
out semi-monthly at 2Sc per copy.
I would likc to see the short stories continue,
and the long ones are ail right split up in two
or three parts, but somc pcoplc do not likc this.
So the compromise I would offer is to publish a
complété story in one issue and a bunch of short
stories in the next.
If your stories continue as good as those you
have published then your magazinc's succcss is
assured.
A. B. Maloir,
Silvcr Creek, Wash,
[You are one of scveral thousand readers who
would liko to see the magazine appear twicc every
month. And we certainly anticipate carrying out
the wish expressed by so many, for we have a
number of expressions of this desire. Your suggestion of one long story in aitemate issues, and
short stories in intermediatc issues, is, to say
the least, ingénions, and couid he very well carried out in a bi-monthly.—EDXTOE.J

Start flnywhere-Any Time
It costs you nolhing to learn how to start
in lo make good MONEY right in your own
HOME TOWN. We will give you THREE
DIFFERENT PLANS, one of which Plans is
the famous "Mail Ordcr Plan" whcreby
you can earn MONEY, cithcr by part or full
lime, in the Privacy of Your Own Room, or
by mail, or by personai solicitation, Besidc
that, wc will give you a lisl of TWO HUNDRED "HOME" and otlicr OPPORTUNITIES. Nearly every kind of work, ail this we
give you WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.
Simply fill in the spacc below, and mail this
adv-, and ONE DOLLAR, for a Full Year
of "The HOME WORKERS' Magazine," a
Magazine that specializcs in giving articles on
Applied Psychology and Ideas. Suggestions,
and Plans for MAKING MONEY AT HOME.
It is also an EXCHANGE for Buying, Selling
and Rcnting Corrcspondence Courses and
Books. (A copy of the magazine aionc sent for
10c, nonc free). Rcmembcr you gct thèse
THREE MONEY-MAKING PLANS, and
200 OPPORXUN1T1ES FREE 1 Simply by
subscribing to our Modem Progressive Constructive Magazine.
THE HOME MAGAZINE
Box 912, Dept. A,
Nashville, Tennessee
Hcrc îs my DOLLAR, send me the THREE
PLANS, 200 Opportunilies, and a full year of
The HOME Magazine.
Name ..
Address
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pay postas©.
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CHEMISTRY
^

Goocl

Chemists

Command

Higli

and you can make yourself
indépendant for life by imearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.
m
r

w
Va

,..V
T. O'CONOU SI.OANE. >
A.H.. A.M..
Ph.D.
Noffd Instructor. T.ccturer and Autlior. Formcrly Treasurcr AmorlIcan Chemical Society and a prac.
tloal diomlst wlth mnny woll known
adiJeTomcnfa to hls crédit. Nof
only ha# Dr. Sloane taiieht chemi*.
try for years but ho was for many
yean. enRaeed In commcrcUl
chemlilry work.

Do you rcmember how the talcs of pirate gold used to lire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of trcasure and advcnture? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer donc. But that
is a mistake. Thcy are donc—today and everyday—not on
dcsert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your ovvn country. Quietly, systematically, the chcmist works.
Hia work is difficult, but more advcnturous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shorc, hc gathers
wealth and honor through bis invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the incomc alone from
his bequcsts provides fivc $40,000 prizes every year for the
advanccment of science and peacc. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovcry. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovcring the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showcd how to savc cnormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite—these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes havc corne
through their chemical achievements.
Now Is the Time to
Study Chemistry
U e ro b unrt, s
^
î . y ?Vul. 11,0
? « professlo»
opportunltlos
for congenial
amasslntr
,Ch!mls!r
nirords
K00( 1 'sa,ar,oS
Sîîîi?^
«
i presentt0oppllcallons.
hundreds of Uiousands
who
morcly follow oui lia
These appll-

Salaries

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course ;
I haro not wrlttcn «Inco I rocelroil Uio bis
ioL I can still say that It far oxcecdcê my
anticipations. Sinco I haro been stndylnn witb
your scbool I haro bccn appolntcd cherolsl for
tho Scranton Coal Co. testlnc ail tho coal and
ash by proxlmato analysfs. Tho lessons aro
holplng rao wondorfully. and Iho Intorcstlng
nay In whlch thcy aro writtcn makca mo walt
pallontly for oach Icsson.—MORLAI3 COUZKNS.
I wisb to ezpross my approclatfon of your
prompt reply to my lottcr and to tlio rccomipcndation to the General Electric Co. I Inlend to start Iho student engineering course at
the works. This Is somewhat along olectrlca!
Unes, but the facl that I had a recommendallon from a reliable scbool no doubt had con«Idcrablo Influenco In helplng rao to sccuro tho
Job.—H. VAN IIENTUCTSEN.
So far l'ro bccn raoro than pleasod wlth
your courso and ont still dolng nlcoly. I hope
to bo your honor gradualc this year.—J. M.
NORKUS. JH.
I flnd jour course excellent and your Instruction. truthfully. tho cloarest and best assembled I hate eier uken. and yours Is the afth
ono l're sludled.—JAMES J. KELLY.
From tho tlmo I was havlng Chemistry 11
has ncrer been thus ozplaloed to me as It 1s
now. I am recommcndlng you hlghly to my
frlonds,
Ihem to heemne members
of such and
an urglng
organlzation.—CHARLES
BENJA^flN.
I shall always recommend your scbool to my
frlends and let them know how simple your lessons arc.—C. J. AMDAHL.
I am more than plcascd. You dlg rlght In
from tho start. I am golng to got somcwhere
wlth thla course. I am ao glad that I found
you.—A. A. CAMERON.
I use your Icssona constantly as I nnd It
moro tliorough than most toxt books I eau
s coure.—W1I. IL TIBIÎS.
Thanking you for your lessons. whlch I Bnd
not only elcar and concise, but wonderfully
Interesting. 1 am—BOCT. H. TRAÏLOB,
I rccclTcd employment In tho Consolidated
Gas. Co. 1 appreelato very much tlio good
of tho school when a rccommcndatlon
ked for.—JOS. DECKER.

«
You Can Learn at Home
To quaHfy for thl# rcmarkable calllnR requires elaborato spcclnllzcd tralnlnd
a
Expérimental Equîpment
Furnished to Every Student
W« kItc to OTcry student wlthout addltlonal charfro this
ehemlcal equîpment, Includlng forty-nlne pièces of laboratory apparalus and supplies, and forty différent chomlcals
and rcagonta. Thcso comprise tho apparalus and chemlcals
nsed for tho expérimental work of tho courso. Tire flttcd
hoary wooden box aorvoa not only as a caso for tho outftt
but alsn as a uscful laboratory accessory for porformlng
countlcss expérimenta.
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
HOME EXTENSION DIVISION t
6».R—WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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A CURIOUS CRITICISM
Fditor, A.mazi no Stories:
} baye always lleen an avid reader of pseudoscientihc sloncs. or, as you terni them, scicntificlion—a very good discriptive word. by the way.
—and I bave waited for years. for somèthihg like
tins to appear.
One gels luaded up on the western taies, and
silly twaddle, as typilied by the "sex" magazines;
and a magazine such as "A.mazixg Stories," wilh
the unique. Ilie bizarre—is a relief.
I bave, however, a fault to find wth "Amazing
Stories." I can't understand wby you reprint
a n y of the Verne stories. I hâve, for onc, never
liked tlicin. They are dry, and to my rniiul,
poorly written.
The "Hackcnsaw" stories were ordinary, . as
were the "Fosdick" taies. I didn't care for them,
pcrsonally, nor for Poe's stories.
"The Moon Iloax" was—rolten! It does not
belong in your magazine, if you intend to live up to
"Scientiliction."
Stories by England. Wells, Serviss, bv writers
who can, and do. combine scientific facts and
wcll-writlen fiction, into an interesting and gripping taie, are wbat I want, and. it is. I understand, your aim to give us thaï. If you do this,
there is no rcason why circulation will not inerease
lo warrant the issue twice a monlh.
So far 1 have not missed a nuinber, have
watehed the ncwssiands arouud publication date.
Harry V. Spuri.inc,
F.lgin. III.
[The curiosity of the critieism by this writer
is that lie finds fault wilh the bcst authors. lu
the way of pseudo-science, "The Moon Hoax" is
an absolute classic. When it was published in
the middle of the last cenlury, thousands of
peoplc helieved in it implicitly and it stands as a
momimcnt to luiinan rredulity. He finds fault
with Jules Verne and Edgar Allan l'oe. two of the
greatest writers of Amazing Stories. And we find
from ollier letters from our correspondenls that the
stories which he dislikes are generally admired.—
EDITOR.I
GERMS AND THEIR POSSIBILITIES
Edilor, A.v.az.ing Stories;
Shortly aftor reading the October issue of your
magazine I discovered the following article in
a railroad monthly. The fact slruck me that the
clipping would probably interest the rcaders of
"Amazing Stories" in connection with Alexandcr
Snydcr's "Blasphcmers' Plateau."
Hcre's to bigger and better "Amazing Stories."
Sonic wonths ago Prof essor Heiurich Bechlwhl,
of Frankfurt, Germany, invented a melhod of
plating gold on the surface of diseasc ijerms. This
tnakes the genns larger, so that they are casier lo
sec nnder the microscope. Very probably the
tvholc world is fuit of thèse cxtrcmcly tiny, invisible créatures. They arc not much larger than
sotnc chemical molécules. Professor Bcchhold believes that h is investigations are likely to discover
the link between living maller and dead matter.
Hc believes that he svill find that certain kinds of
chemical molécules are really alive. If this. proves
truc it will change man y of our ideas conccrning
the nature of life. Il may even maltc it possible,
Professor Bcchhold Ihinks, lo creale life in the
laboralory,
G. Raymond Nei.son,
Floral Park, L. I.
[We thank ouf reader for the interesting clipping which hc bas forwarded us, an extract from
which we publish above.
As.regards the concluding wish, we ccrlainly hope
to make further inerease, at an early date, in the
size of Amazing Stories and our humble efforts are
eertainly devoted lo uiaking il constantly bclter. al
tliough we honcslly think. and we are supported in
tins view by our readers, that it is a very good
magazine now.—EDITOR.]
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Prices
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This

Man

Wouldn't
stay down
%(' true s tory, ofamanwho
won where olhers failcd
Tires of S mail Salary
He was putting in long
hours at unskilled work.
His smalt pay scarcoly
îiiar-ï
lasletl from week lo week.
He saw otiicr men promoted. Then he learncil
the rcason. They had spécial training. So he made
up his mind lo gel that
kind of training .loo.
Make s a Résolution
"l've thoughf it ail ont.
Grâce 1 l'm as good a
man as any of them. AH
X need is spécial training
—and l'm going to gct it.
If the International Cortcspondence Schools can
raise other men's salaries,
they can raisc mine. l'm
going lo find ont how."

1
m

Starts to Study
No matter where you live,
lire I. C. S. will corne lo
you. No matter what
your handicaps, the I. C. S.
lias a plan to mect your
needs. No matter how
limited your éducation,
the wonderfully illustrated
I. C. S. textbooks make it
casy to learn.
Gets $50 Inerease
"l've boen promotcd with
an inerease of ?50 a
month, Gracc. And the
first extra money is yours.
Just a liltle reward for
urging me to study at
home. The Boss says my
spare-time training bas
made me a more valuable
man to the firm."

Owns Own Home
In city, lown and country.
-s.
thousands of men have
good positions and happy,
prosperous homes becausc
they let the I. C. S. préparé them for promotion.
Why don't you find ont
what this great scbool can
I
do foc you? It lakcs only
a moment to mark and
mail the coupon, but that onc step may be
the moans of changing your entire life.
Write for Free Booklet
International Corrosnonilcnco Schools
Box 7140, Scranton, Penna.
Wlthout cost or obligation, ploaso sond me
0110 ot your booklcts and tell mo bow I eau
qualify for the position or lu tbo subjcct hcloro
which I havo œarked an X;
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
^Business Management □ Adverllsing
'JTrafllc Manaeemont h Show Catd Lottorlng
; Business Law
tj Stenography and Typlng
Itankbig Business KngUsh
tceountancy
Civil Service
rîookkeeplng
Xtalhvay Mal! Clerk
a JSpanlsh □
_. French
Hlgh Scbool Subjecta
Salcsmanshlp
□Illustrating
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
BEloclrlcal Unglncorlng ClEadlo
""Electric Llglnlng
□ Arcllllcct
Meehïnloal Englnoer nArclilteels" liluoprluta
Mcclianlcal Draftsmun UContractor and Bulld'er
Machine Shop Pracllce □Areliltectura! Draftsman
Railroad Positions
pConcreio Buildcr
Engine Operatlng Ù Structural Englneor
I Gas
Civil Englneer
□Chenilstty □ Pbarniaoy
iSurvcyine and MapplngC I Automobile Work
JSteam Engineering L I Mat hématies
I Name
1
Address.
L
J
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Earn
$60 to
$200
Week S
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FREE Rallroad Faret
Why work for $25.00 or $30.00 or cven $10.00
nKjweek
whon
as a Coyno
Trainod
mako
toplrctrical
Î200.00
aolachinery.
woek.Export
Couno
aintc«noryou
On SCO.00
Actual
No
books
Icasona,
ail
prucllcal
oxporlcnco.
You
«lon't
necd
éducation
or
«-xp^ricncc.
ItV
WiU
A**iêt
ïou To l'art .S-n
Timrie*JobForWhile
J^aming
And Frto
F.mvloymtnl
I.if*
A/Ur
(•radualioi.
Frooyour
course»
In Rndlo
AutoNew
Eïcctrlrity
IMI
pay
rallroad
faro.nnd
Write
for Frocnnd
Ooih.
1300-131O
Harrluon St.
COYNE Wost
CHICAGO. ILL.
ELECTRICAL SCH00L
Dopt. 17.02
IBBBBBBBBBBBBOBDBBBBHEIBHBaBB
H. C. Lewis.
a
Coyno Electrical School, Depl. '7-02
^
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Chicago m
Penr H. C.: Plcase ncnd nie freo your bit? cata- d
Iok
full particulars of your spécial offer. r.
Namo..
Addrcss

b Town
B
a State........

N3

MO. h a
S13.5(>

MO. W 3
NO. {I 7
B.nn

aa
Send No NO.
«G.ai*
Moncy

BARGAINS IN GUNS
No. N3. Swing Ont Cylindcr, Nickel or
Blued Finish. Walnut Grip, Powerful,
32. 32-20 or 3S Cal
S13.50
No. D5. Nickel Plated, Solid Frame, Double
Action. 22, 32 or 38 Cal
4.85
No. S7. Cowboy Ranger, 6 Sbol, Sliding
Shell Ejcclor
9,65
No. W5. Top Break, Good Qnality Steel,
32 or 38 Cal
7.65
No. B8. Automatic, Biuc Steel, 32 Cal.,
20 Sliot
9.98
32 Cal., 8 shot
7.65
25 Cal.. 6 Shot
6.35
Order by Number—giving calibcr wanted. Pay
postnian price and poslage on delivery. Satisfaction
gnaranteed or your moncy back. Ail guns use standard cartridges.
WINEHOLT MAIL ORDER, Box9, WOODBINE.PA.
The
Best
Guaraniee
(N.» 15»
M «1.1
$14:95
Cal..33Social '
32-2d or ;32 SIX, SHO
Advnf
WRITTEN
GUARANIEE
-Khh IhU'.M-cd
ai
doubler. lll.UBôV-NICKEI.
rr!nl>K-,
O
l^rirttsî pra i( a lufjaln
;>r»rê'. ' 1 1 •'
r»y
pwi-,
SEND N0 M0NEV ruaonarm
tl 111,05, pltrt l'i-Mlorc
îttëWR™ Ï:UARANTI:F.I> CI
AMERICANIMPORrERSCOMPANY299BROAUWAY, Asiit'vcnï
«AMAZING"Self-Starting
Pocket Lighjer is 0
W1NNÉR FOR AGENTS
■cryonc Buarantoed—Moncy liaek if
1 Sallafled. Sclcnlliic ^farrcl—Wial
llakcs It Llchtt Bacli solo moah» blg lien cal
bùllficss. SOc (n slnippÂ br|nK! çpnTiprIng
satnplc «Itli jUre-Brc selling plans.
New Mofhod Mfg. Ço., pox A-S-l
Brndford. Pa.

Whcn X saw the Inst issue1 0'
I rejoieed greatly, fur it seemed just the one
needed lu fill a long-felt want. But as I eageriy
rend cach issue as it appeared on the ncwssland I
hccome filled with an increasing sense of disappointment, and I will tell you why.
In the first place you must admit that your
magazine nppeals to, and is printed for a certain,
definite cIass_of readers. Now those readers, if
I may at ail jndge them liy myself, bave long been
interested in that type of fiction. By tins I mean
• bat it is not a taste suddenly acquired.
Now thosc saine readers, again like myself. bave
been taking advanlage of every opportunity to
gratify thcmselvcs and so tbc Works of men like
H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, and Garrett Scrviss are
"Old Slnff" to Ihcm. The works of thèse men
are standard in any public library and easily procurcd.
Sureiy tbere arc enough scientifiction slories,
wliich bave not been before tbc public for years
in book form, to maintain properly your excellent
idea.
Ralph H. Campbell,
Tolcdo. Ohio.
I From letlers written to us by our appréciative
readers, we bave found that wbat you call "old
slufF", slories repriuled from old books. arc greatly
desiréd by inauy of tbem. Where we publisb tbese
reprints, we are eareful to Select the best. and we
defmilely kuow that many of our readers are deligbled to ..ce tbeir old friends wbom they may
not bave met, if we may use that expression, for
years, presented to tbem again in our columns.
Rcmcmbcr that Jules Verne was a sort of Shakespeare in science liction and we would fecl derelict
if we did not give bis storics in our columns.
Some of bis laies give an admirable picture of foroign lands. The description of Iceland in the
slory entilled "A Trip to tbc Centcr of tbc
lîarth" is absolutely accuratc as well as graphie.
On tbc other band thousands of readers bave
yct to read Jules Verne and H. G. Wells slories
for the lirst lime—and tben too we priut more
and more new storics.—EDITOR.]
A "TRI M O NT 11L Y" SUGGESTION
Editor, Amazing Stories:
In your June issue of Amazing Stories you rcquest a readers' vote of the proper intcrval between cacb new issue of your intensely iutcrcstiug
magazine. if you eau keep il at the saine Iligli
level as your lirst Ibrec issues bave beeu, sureiy
twicc a nionth would be betlcr than only once, in
fact I think tlial three limes a montb would be
best. That would give just about the right intcrval to read one issue before the nexl arnved.
I will certainly buy il twice a monlh, if it
appears that often, but I tbiuk that wcckly
would be too mueb of a good Ibing, for it is a
fairly large magazine and sliould not be rusbed
tbrougb.
PIcase do not Ict Ibis magazine rmi to luimor,
one bumorous slory a inontb is ail riglit. but I
fecl that two arc a liltle bit too much.
One other complaint. 1 don't know how other
readers feel, but it seems to me that you rallier
slrain al things wben you announec tliat the
slories are probable and stress tbeir value to the
future of science. I notice that in your last
issue you bave brofcen away from this. Stories,
sueb as tlie "Crystal Egg." for example, may be
founded on a possibility, though I doubt tbe sncccss of any sueb means. Certainly tbere is notbing prophétie about it. "Infinité Vision" is at
least based on science.
Fceling, as I do. Ibal tlie storics' ciiicf aim is lo
amuse, and if possible lo aiso impart a litllc information or stir the imagination a liltle, or
botb, L do not sce tbc need for ipsisting (bat "Tlie
Crystal Egg" is worka)>le, In short, présent (be
slory on ils own mefils rallier (ban try. lo d'ag
dubious science to ils suppor],
Vour çustqin of giving paoli slory a brief introduction is çspccially pqu)incndable. I bope yoq
will ppt t|ti((k from flic aboyé l|ial I <|islike your
ipagaziiic; as I buy cacb popy (hc uiomont il
gels ou tlie uewsslauds you pai| sec that I reallv
enjoy il.
T. I,. Brf.tt.
Spokanc, Wasll.
fWe çan only afilrm wbat lias been for many
years, a lirm lielief witb us, tliat storics uf the
type tliat we pulilish are prophétie in a slriking
luimlicr flf eascs. Wç do présent every slory on
ils pwn mgrits. of poprse. and wc consider Ibal
slories given in oi|r coluinn need no dnblous science
tq support tbem. but we tbiuk they oflcn give,
wbat piay be termed, proplictic science. The "impossible" may bo impossible only today: suppose
ope bad trted to tell Wasblngtoa about tbc telepbqne, radio. X-ray or radium; it would certainly
baye seemed most prepasterous and riiHculotts to
hipi, or worsp.
Wc certainly appreoiate your good wisboa, and
coniplnnentary and other criticlsms.—F.DITOR.l
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Mr. O/.mont, Dopt. 141 St. Louis, Mo.
Send me parliculars about positions nmrked4*!3
—salaries, locations, opportunitics, otc.
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SWING OUT CYLINDER
DDUBLE-flCTI
6
|
Shot
Bluo or nickel.
Powerful Gun at a bargain
Pncc. Send No Moncy.
. 1 ay on arrivai our spécial
| pncc SM. plus postago. A
XVrltU'i» Gnaranteo with
tins powerful gun. Cal. 32-20
XV mehostpr 33 spécial or 32. Uses .Standard
Ammumtion. Satisfaction or money back.
THECLT PltlCE SAI.19S COMPANY
1^0 Liberty St. Dcjx.A. SI Now Yo»-''
DEAFNESS IS MISEI
GOOD HE A RING A J(
Millions of pcoplc know that, but Multiti
persons with dcfcctivc hearing and Hcad
arc again cnjoyiag conversation, go to Thcj
1 Church bccausc they use Léonard Invisibl
scptic Par Drums, which arc Tiny Mcg;
. fitcingin the Earcntircly out ofsight. No v
». batteries, co hcad pièce. They arc Unseco G
and inexpensive. Write for book Ict an» :
statcmcnc of the învntor who was hims»
A. O. LEONARD. Inc.. Suile 190 70 Slh Ave., N.
mm
ALL Prlces
Sinash«d
il
Thls TEXAS RANGER also
known as the Famous unn«îor
Revolver, is the new 1927 tnodcl wltli
side rod ejcclor used by every cow- ^—7^
mniclicr bccausc ut nccuracy ana aepenaaollit;
Soliil sied case bardened frame. Cornes lu !
cal. only. Shoots any 38 cal. cartrldge. Satlsta
lion or money rofunded, Only 58.99.
Send No Money. Pay Postman Ou
Plus Postage.
EDWARDS JMPORT TRADING C
258 Broadway, Dcpt. El, New Yor

Frcd Frankel, Mis., wrlt»
SI 10 first week selllng C"
I direct to consumer." Youcapital or exporicnco refn.1 25 per cent, cash comiulss)
big extra honuses.
WRITE FOR FREE î
CARLTON MILLS, Inc.
lll Fifih Ave., Depl. 2:;
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Leather.
Postpai
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extra).
OGILVIEDopt.
PUO. |g
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S7
Roso Street.17cNow
York,
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AUTOMATIC
Nololheprlccî7.89
m Blffzcst baranln,, Flaah-ltke, ^
lllue
atool
I,accurate,
chcokcrodhaid-lutUiur.
grlp. A real ha-mnn'o
Kun.
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i f you or o not uutisUcd
UNIVERSAL
SfltPR
259 Broadway,
Dcpt.
£ fCO.NcwYoi
VALET AUTOSTROP
(FREE)
Send $2.50 for One Year'a Se
to AMAZING STORI.
Address Dept. AS.
EXPERIMENTER PUB. C.
53 Park Place
New

ÂD-rETS
This coliinin will appear inoulhly
in Amazikg Stokies
Rate—six cents a word. 10% discount foi- 6 issues and 20% for 12
issues. Cash should accompany ail
adverliscments unless placed by an
accredited advertising agency. Advertisements for less than 10 words
uot accepted.
Expérimenter Publishing Co.
53 Park Place, New York City

AGENTS WANTED
Kree Ilook. Starl littlc Mail Order business.
Pier, 72-M, Corlland Street. N. Y.
MIURORS R ESI EVE RED AT HOME.
COSTS LESS 5 cents per square foot; you charge
75 cents. Immense profils, plating like new,
brassy worn-olï antoparts. reflectors, lablcwarc
slovcs. etc. Ontfits furnished. Détails EREE.
SPRIXKLE, Platcr, 815, Marion, Indiana.
Luminous Crucifix 8x15 shincs in dark. Driplcss,
Smokclcss Méat Broilcr—ïricity Audiphonc Co..
D ivenpoit. lowa.
$11.80 daily m advance (Send for sworn proof)
inlroducing New Insured Hosiery. 57 styles. 40
colors. guaranteed seven months. No capital or expérience required. You simply take orders. \Vc
deliver and collecl (or you can deliver, suit yourself). Crédit given, PAY YOU DAILY, monthlv
bonus besides. Spring line now rcady. We furnish
samples. Sparc time will do. Macochec Textile
Company, Rond 7681, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Transfer Piclures (Twclvc Varicties) to sell to
children al le. per shect. Pricc 85e. per gross
postpaid. Address Percy Ewing, Decatnr, III.
BOOKS
Il YPNOTISM WINSI 25 easy dessous and 248
page illustratcd refcrenco guide $2.00. "Mindreading" (any distance). Wonderlul. $2.00. Science
Institute. A4,10, Milwaukce Ave., Chicago.
Scientific romanees. mystery taies for sale. "\Var
of Ihe Worlds" by Wells. Pricc $2. "Sacrcd
Giraffe". civilization five thousand years hence
$2.50. "Caesar's Column" or Destruction of NewYork $1.10 "Whcn Ihe World Shook." by Doyle
$2.00. "Devil Doclor" by Sax Rolimer $1.00. "Lsst
Continent" by Hyne—a story ci Atlantis, price
$2.00. Interesling catalogue. Fresno liook Shop,
1946 Tuolumnc St.. Fresno, California.
CHEMISTRY
CHF.MISTS! Students! Experimcnters! Read
"Popular Chcmislry," 100% Chcniistry magazine.
Chemical news, cxpcrinicnts, reeipes, answers to
chemical questions, how to make apparatus. If
your newsdealer cannot supply you, send lus naine,
ddress, and 25c (no Stamps) for latest threc nuinbers and book catalog. Popular Chcmislry Company, Department D. Caldwcll. New Jersey.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
Used correspondcnce school courses. AH kinds.
Sold on repurchase basis. lîig saviug. Money back
guarantee. Lists free. (Courses bought). Lee
Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.
FORMULAS
3,000 Valuablc Formulas and Reeipes for $1.00.
368 pages. K. Kcphart. Box 34. Station Y. New
York.
HEALTH
HERB Doclor Book—10 Cents. 250 Rcceipts for
making herb mcdicine. Hazzard Company. Box 1.
Vanderveer Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE. Work home or travel. Experience unncccssary. Particulars free. George
Wagner, former Government Détective. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
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I do not like these stories:
—
Why ?
"Station X."—Very clevcr, but the sacrifice of
Macrae was horrible and the whole story somewhal unplcasant.
"The Thing from—Outsidc"—Entircly too morbid—horrible and extremely unplensant, this story
is onc reason why I wouldn't like to have my boy
read the magazine, although olltersuisc I would be
glad to have Iiim do so.
A. VAN- ROOY,
Villa Park. 111.
[It is so curions to sec how différent readers
are afleclcd by the saine story. Many pcople
have admired "Station X" extremely, but you and
another correspondent, find failli with it. Aftcr
ail, the sacrifice of Macrae is not as horrible as
the destruction wrought during the battle scene.
"The Thing from—Outsidc" lias impressed us
as a very powerful story, although we inust admit
that the combination of the supcr-nalural with the
almost arctic désolation of Alaska, makes up rallier
a dreary picturc. We quite fail to take your point
of view about this dcpicting of the natural wildcrness with ils super-nalural tenant and we do not
Ihink it would hurt your boy to read it.—EDITOR]
SOME VALUED SUGGESTIONS
Editer, Amazin-g Stories:
As your magazine procccds it sccms to grow
hctler and better. I ain very glad that it is to
become a bi-monlhly. But there arc some things
I do not like about it.
Onc is that you arc not publishing books that
are scgucls in order. You gave "The Purchase
of the North Pôle" before the "Moon Story."
I am glad you are going to publisli some of
Edgar Rico Burroughs' books, but please publish Ihcm in sequel order.
I enjoyed "Station X" to the utinosl. The idea
of transferring identitics was also the subject of
a story by H. G. Wells.
Until "The Abyss" I had read every one of
your H. G. Wells stories before. I read them in
a book called "The Country of the Blind. and
Other Stories."
You said in onc issue: "We have a good many
of thèse famous stories by Clément Fczandié."
And yct you have published but two.
I would like you some lime to publish the stories
that have appeared in "Science and Invention"
including the first Dr, Hackensaw stories.
Your enlhusiastic reader,
Mbredith Garunek,
Austin, Texas.
[Your erilicisms arc qîiilc interesting and wc
value liighly, your suggestions. If the magazine
rcally grows better and hctler, we fecl that it is
largely due to the appréciation expressed and felt
also, though unexiiresscd. by- our readers. It is
uot certain when it will become a bi-monthly,
but wc are hoping that that will happen at an
carly date. Apprccialing Ixith your eoininendation
and your criticisins, wc wish to state that letters
like yours arc most wclcome. "Clement Fczandié"
will bc back soon. Lack of space prevented us
from publishing bis stories up to now.—EDITOR.J
OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS
MISCELLANEOUS
FORMS to cast Lead Soldiers. indians. Marines.
Trappcrs. Animais. 151 kinds. Send 10c for illusIraled Catalogue. H. C. Schiercke. 103-1—72nd St.,
Brooklyn. N. Y.
John J. Young, Movic Supplies. Fiiiiis, 507 W.
59ih St.. New York City.
DON'T Prépare for any Civil Service Examinalion without sccing our
catalogue. Free. Columbirm Corresiiondence roU<-"c. W;-sb:«,-r-r"i D, C.
PATENT ATTORNEYS
U. S. and Foreigu Patents, trademarks; inodcratc rates. 22 years" expérience. George C. Ilcinicke,
32 Union Square. New York; regislercd in U. S.
and Camida.
PERSONAL
TOBACCO or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay $1.50
if cured. Remcdy sent on trial. Superba Co..
NI2, Baltimore. Mil,
RUBBER STAMPS
Your naine handsofnclv mouldcd in fancy letters
upon a rubhcr slamp 81.00 plus lOc for postage
Please Print namc. R. Skcffington. 18 Bulfiucb St .
Boston, Mass.
SONG POEMS
Song Pocm Wrilers—writc Ray Hibbelcr, DI65,
2104 N, Kcvsionc Ave.. Chicago,
1
.r
Poems. Caspcr Nathan, N-3S44
iNorthWANT
Racine,Song
Chicago.

Does $5,200 a Ye^
Look Like a Mountaii
Here's a peculiar thing about salaries
To tho man makingonly$20aweek,"$40-a-Wi
loomsas big as a mountain.
But ho reaches it, lot us say.
Thon "S30 a-Week" bccomes the heigbl he
which he liardly darcs aspire. His litlle old "S
Week" looks small indcedl
Eventually—thru home-study training, if !
wiso—we will say thaï he nttains his $S0 salary.
When, lo and behold, that distant peak—"S
Week"—bccomes no higher than a lool-hill!
wonderswhy he should ever have thoughtit u
beyond his reachl
S/arf Now—by Doubling Your Sa
Never mind what you're making now.
would you LIKE lo make?
•Set your goal at $5,000 a year—SIO.OOO a y
you like—and bear in mind the fact that mol
are Irequcnlly mistaken for mountains.
Then read the following statements from L
traincd men, and you will understand why YOU
CAN QUICKLY INCREASE YOUR EARN
"LaSallc training lina tnken mo from the î(
month clnss to o présent carniug power of over $'
per annuin."
"Juat recolvcd another raiso of SC00. Thia mal
total gain of over 400% alnco I atartcd training.'
"Withîn a period of threo years LaSatlo trai
hnsincreased my incomo from S250 n month toî
o year."
We do not promise anyone an immedia
from S20-a-'weefc—or $40-a-wc.ck — to $10,000
Advancoment is rarely won that way.
But we DO call attention to the fact tha
six months' time as many as 1248 LaSalle d
reported definite promotions totallingSI,399,
average increase per man was 89 per cent.
If you have the will and tho purpose to suct
ou t the coupon, clip it. and place il in the mail'
Find Yoursclf Thru LaSallc!—
LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVEI
The World's Lorgcst Business Training Insi
Dept. 1464-R
Chicago,
I should bo glad to Icarn about your
salary-doubling plan nu applied to
my advancoment in the business Hcld
checked below. Send also copy of
"Ton Years* Promotion In One," ail
without obligation.
□ Business Management
□ Modem Sulcsnmnship
□ Higher Accountancy
□ TraHIc Management
□ Rnihvay Station Man□ Banking nnd I
agement
.Modem Uusin
□ Law—Dcgrce of LL.D. □ tipondcncc
an
□ Commercial Law
Expert Bookk
□ Industrial Management □
□
C.
P.
A.
Coocl
□ Modem Foremanship
and Production Methods □ Business Eng
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SPECIAL

SUBSCRIPTION

OFFER!

This Handsome VALET
Auto-Strop Razor FREE
-with every five months'
subscription

to-—

Cdtlltt mmd
J Invention

The

big

Book

of

Scientific

Magic,

Events,

Novelties,

V
Practical

Developments

RADIO
from every

corner

of

NEWS
the world !
RADIO NEWS is the
largest radio magazine published. It is the outstanding
authority in the radio field,
carrying more new developments, more hookups and more
news than any other radio
magazine.
RADIO NEWS carries in
every issue more than a dozen
separate departments that cover
every angle of the great industry from the beginner to the
professional broadcaster or ship
operator.
You can subscribe to "Radio
News" for 5 months for $1 and
also receive a VALET AutoStrop Razor Free. This is a big
opportunity—Don't miss it.
SEE COUPON BELOW.

IN order to acquaiht the readers of this book with SCIENCE and
INVENTION, we are making, for a limited time, spécial
reduced rates and are also giving FREE one complété VALET
Auto-Strop Razor shown above.
For only $1 (Regular Newstand price $1.25) you can obtain this .
magazine for five months and also, one FREE Razor—
This shaving outfit consists of a highly-polished, nickel-plated, selfstropping Razor; one blade, leather strop especially prepared. The
razor case is of métal, finished in maroon, crystalized cffect. Lined
throughout with vclvct, harmonizing with the plcasing color scheme
of the entire package.
The only razor in the world that sharpens its own blades.

r

SCIENCE and INVENTION thoroughly covers every important
and interesting evcnt of the scientific or inventive world that occurs
from day to day. AU of the latest developments in Electrics, Patents,
Chemistry, Mechanics, Magic and Psychic Phenomena, Automotive
Subjects, etc., are written up and illustrated. This fascinating
magazine also makes a big hit with the radio beginner. In every issue
the sound practical fundamcntals of radio are carefully and completely explaincd and simplified.

PIN A $1 BILL, MONEY ORDER OR CHECK TO THIS
COUPON

E)©

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.. Inc.
a. s. i|
53 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
i
Gentlemen, enclosed is $1 for 5 months' subscription to 1|
□ SCIENCE and INVENTION
□ RADIO NEWS. You
are also to send me one complété razor as advertised FREE.

Expérimenter Publishing €o.

Name
Address
City, State

The coupon is for your convenience, clip it today and
pin a $1 bill, money order, or check to it. Fill out the
Coupon with your complété name and address NOW.

INC.

1
53 Park Place

New York, N. Y.
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Contains
116 Pages, 300
Illustrations.
Large Size 9x12
Inclics.
PRICE SOc

MAKE HUNDREDS OF
USEFUL THINGS AT
HOME WITH

*

SURPRISE YOUR
FRIENDS
M ASTER MYSTERY

"HOW TO MAKE IT"

Read

Building your own home fuinituro. c.-imrras. radio cabinets, sport devices. etc.. is
easy if you knov.- what matennls you nced.
and bave an iliustrated cxpianat.on on how
lo procecd. Tlicn. too. you can savo a good
deal of moncy by making thcso valuuble
things yoursolf.
"1 low to make it" a big book compiled
from thc great magazine "Science and InvcnUon." U full to thc brin, w.lh hundreds
of up-to-date things to make at home.
Things that can be made by any mon w.lh
only a few simple tools.

"POPULAR MAGIC"
POPULAR MAGIC contains thousands of
simple, entertaininc parler tricks, as many
puzzeling nuiKical stunts and a vvholc book
full of myslic spirit novcltics. A new set
of tricks for every day of thc yeur. Compiled from thc great magazine "Science
and Invention."
CET TMIS CREAT BOOK TODAY.
Chock full of Tricks. Novcltics. Mystic performances. Master slcighls-of-hands. Gags.
Disappcaring acts. AU kinds of fun. Buy
a copy or order direct. PRICE 50c.

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.. Inc.,
SJ PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
Gentlemen: I nm cnclosing S
'"r onc
copy of □ NOVELTIES: □ HOW TO MAKE IT
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Illustrations,
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Heward

for the Capture of an Unknown Man!
TWICE he had entered the St. Clair Mansion. What was he after? Who?
What was in danger? Berteau, the famous détective, had warned St. Clair.
that the mysterious marauder would come again.
And now—a noise in the
passage! The creak of an opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder?
Who could tell ? Yet Berteau identified the man
viithout hésitation and won the $2500 reward.
How did he do it? Easy enough for the Finger
Print Expert. He is the specialist, the leader, the
cream of détectives. Every day's paper tells their
wonderful exploits in solving mysterious crimes
and convicting dangerous criminals.
More Trained Men Needed
Thedemand for trained men bygovernments,States,
cities, détective agencies, corporations and private

bureausishecoming greater every day. Here is a
real opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more
fascinating line of work than this? Oftenlifeand
death dépend upon finger print evidence—and big
rewards go to the experts. Many experts can earn
regularly from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.
Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this science at
home in your spare time. Any man with common
school éducation and average ability can become a
Finger Print Détective in a surprisingly short time.

Secret Service Reports FREE
Univcrsîty of Applied Science
1320 Sunnyside Ave., Dcpt. 31-91, Chicago,Illinois
Gentlemen: Without any obligation whatever. send me the
Confidential Reports o( Operator No. 38—also your big Finger
Print Book and Spécial Offer now open..
Nam?..
Street Aiidress
City and State.

-Age..

Justmail thecoupon and wewillsend you without costorobligation the bona fido reports made by Secret Service Operator
No. 38to hischief. Better than fiction ! Leads you through
everystep inthesolutionof amysterionsmurderand adaring
train robbery. Shows how Finger Prints become infallible
evidence.
Gct the big illustratcd bool; on true Finger Print cases now
effered ftee. Also our spécial offer of a Professional Finger
Print Outfit and a Course in Secret Service Intelligence now
being made for a limited time. The coupon brings it ail.
Mail it now. You have everything to gain—Nothing to lose.
Unîverslty of Applied Science
1920 Sunnyside Av., Dept. 11-91 Chicago, 111.

PARTIAL LIST
of States» Citieo and
Institutions
in which
GraduatcsofU.ofA.S.
Hold Positions c*o
Finger Print Exports
State of lowa
State ot Idalio
Stalc ot Colorado
State of Washington
State of Mlchlgan
Uululh, Mlnn.
Détroit, Mlch.
St. Paul. Mlnn.
Plttsbucgli. Pa.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Birmingham, Ala.
Columbus, Ohlo
Havana,
Calgary,Cuba
Alla,,Canada
rensacola, Fia.
Houston, Texas
New Havcn, Conn. •
Créât Falls, Mont.
Galvcston. Texas
AlbanyCo.l'eullontlary
Albany, N. Y.
Waterloo. lowa
"Wllkes Barre. Pa.
lil Paso, Texas
Evcrclt, Wash.
Scheuectudy. N. Y.
Alliambra. Callf.
X.lvIngslon.Mont.
Saglnaw, Mlch.
Tamna.Tla.
York, Pa.
Fort Colllns. Colo.
Windsor, Ont., Can.
Pucblo, Colo.
Idaho Falls. Idaho
LoralnCounty.OhlO
„ Osdcn, Utah
Gnlncsvlile. ïexaa
Widla'Walla. Wash.
Indlana Reformalory
Jcllersouville. lud.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Mlngo Juncllon. Ohlo
Okmulgee, Okla.
.TInzelion, Pa.
Yaklma. Wash.
OklahomaClty.Okla.
Des Moines, la.
EaslLaaslDg.Mlch.
Globe, Arizona
Uamtramek, Mlch.
Londou. Ont- Can.
Henryctta. Okla.
Seattle, Wash.
Oakliay.B.G-Can,
Ferndalc, Mlch.
Ncgauuee. Mlch.
Lawton, Okla.
Bay City. Mlch.
Iloanoke, Va.
GlondalC. Callf.
Joplln. Mo.
Druinrlght, Okla.
Lima, Ohlo
Victoria. B. C.

